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BEN SANDELL
Editor

Time moves quickly when you’re having fun. Last winter I was sat
snooping through the School Archives when I came across an editorial
penned by a predecessor, back in 1937. We’ve included it in this year’s
magazine below. It’s quite something, and made me stop cold.
“We live in moving times”. Times of political change are not unique to
our age in these early decades of the Twenty First Century, but a Brexitscented zeitgeist does haunt the land like nothing else. At the time of
publication, we are faced with a finely-balanced Christmas General
Election on December 12th.
Changes are afoot at school too – and though we may not have the
abdication of the monarch to contend with (though questions presently
hang over the conduct of The Duke of York), the challenge made by
the Dauntseian Editor of 1937 to me “Mr. Editor of the future” seems a
prescient one.
You will also laugh, as I did, when the Editor of 1937 challenges me
directly to cite another ten-year period in which so much building
work has been completed at the School. Well, this is now my tenth year
working at Dauntsey’s, and the list of building projects I have witnessed
has dwarfed anything imaginable back in those innocent, rather naïve
inter-war years spent here in ‘splendid isolation’ as the Nazi menace grew
to our east. It makes one wonder what we’re failing to predict today – do
see Kiera Riordan’s excellent feature on this theme, later in the magazine.
Perhaps the environmental challenges of the future, conversely, are all too
obvious – see Hermione Owen’s article on plastic pollution in connection
with this.
One thing does endure, however – and it’s not the built environment, or
any flashy facilities. It’s the most precious thing we have – a dedicated staff
who go far beyond their job descriptions almost every day to help the
children with whom we are entrusted to have the best chance to find what
makes them ‘tick’. To find what inspires them as human beings. To grow.
As ever, my best wishes for a wonderful Christmas to all connected with
our special community.

The Editorial of 1937
"We live in moving times. That statement has been made once
or even twice before, but it is forced from our not-too-original
mind by the fact that we have hesitated between three subjects
for this editorial, all of them being remarkably rare. We refer to the
abdication, the weather and the new changing rooms.
Of the abdication we can say little: of the way we heard of it
in the school just a little. We were working away on the stage,
preparing for “St. Joan." Some were painting, some carpentering,
some working on lights, the whole stage and the rooms behind
being alive with workers. The wireless was switched on, and we
all stopped our work to listen to Mr. Baldwin, sitting down just as
we were with our tools in hand, two or three masters and twenty
or thirty boys. The king to abdicate and his brother to reign in his
stead. The wireless was switched off and we went back to our job,
preparing for "St. Joan."
Of the weather we could speak at length. It has been the wettest
term within living memory. It has provided us with every possible
variety of really soaking, sousling, drenching rain, blown by all the
winds of heaven and heartily blown at that. It has rained from the
north. the south. the east and the west indiscriminately, and now
and then it has snowed for a change. Let us admit that it has been
worse in America and worse at sea, and, as we write. it is worse
in the Fen district where rivers are overflowing their banks and
grave anxiety is being felt. But this is a school magazine which is

concerned with school topics, and our particular variety of weather
must be recorded here as the worst for eighty years or more.
Of the new changing rooms we could speak at great length.
Changing rooms are like air (or school magazines): you never think
about them until you haven't got any or have only bad ones. For
two terms we who live at school have been without changing
rooms, and we have missed them! The sight of new ones rising in
their splendour has been a rare promise of joys yet to come, and
with delicacy, the changing rooms are not the only useful part of
the new building. As editors we watch the completion of these
buildings with some little uneasiness. How many times have new
buildings provided us with a ready-made subject for our editorial?
How many more such occasions can we expect? In the nature of
things, we cannot expect new buildings for ever, and we poor
editors are in the position of a man in a condemned cell, with our
last few easy editorials slipping away from us for ever. In a little
while we shall have to think out our editorials; the mere thought
stimulates us to linger a little over these changing rooms. Will any
other ten years of the “Dauntseian” have so many new buildings
to record as have the past ten years? We doubt it. In fact we throw
out now our challenge to the future. We challenge you, any-tenyears-of-the-future, to show as many new buildings as these past
ten years have done; and in so doing we make potentially a grand
subject for an editorial of so many years ahead. Don’t mention it,
Mr. Editor of the Future, you’re very welcome! "
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HEAD MASTER’S ADDRESS
Speech Day 2019
Furthermore, I commiserate, as I always do, with those who have
just missed out. No system is ever fair and I hope that you will be
comforted by two thoughts:
Firstly, you are not, and never will be, defined by your
achievements alone.

MARK LASCELLES
Head Master

Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thank you very much Chairman, for your kind words. I would like
to thank you and the governors for the support, guidance and
wisdom that you have all provided this year.
I would also like to start by thanking parents, grandparents
and families for your support: without you, and your incredible
commitment, sacrifice and belief in an independent school
education, Dauntsey’s would be a very different place or perhaps
not even here at all.
And ‘hello’ and soon to be ‘goodbye’ to our Upper Sixth year group.
It is amazing to think that by this time tomorrow the hall will be
clear; the marquee will be gone and the school will be eerily quiet.
Tomorrow, you will have left Dauntsey’s and school education for
good. This is a major staging post in your lives and a bright future
surely awaits.
So, today is very definitely a time for celebration – after all, for
you, it may well be the last time that you ever have to listen to
me – and I hope that this year’s achievements, along with those
of the prize winners, will trigger happy memories and a sense of
nostalgia.
So, to those prize winners. Pride of place must go to those winning
academic prizes, for if a school is to be considered first class, it
must have academic excellence and aspiration at its very heart. I
congratulate all of you and thank you for striving for the highest
standards and for setting the best of examples to your peers.
Other prizes will clearly show that we do not measure pupils by
academic achievement alone though, and that we also celebrate a
broader education and breadth of experience. Effort, enthusiasm,
perseverance and good conduct will also be recognised, because
they are greatly valued and because they allow confidence to
grow and resilience to take root.
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And secondly, as a parent wrote to me last year, remember this:
‘When the exams are completed, school finished, university
entrance accepted and degrees awarded, real success will be
measured by what an individual gave back to society and others.’
It has been another fantastic year and I thank our pupils for
approaching life in such a positive, disciplined and admirable way.
I ask them at the beginning of every year to give of their best, to
be kind, and to be adventurous, in and out of the classroom. They
have certainly met these aims and there has been fun, laughter
and a little stress too, while our adorable digital natives - as I refer
to you pupils - have also tested boundaries at times.
The party scene, festivals and modern life present their
temptations, as they always have done, and it is worth
remembering that it is not adolescent behaviour that has changed
but simply the availability and choice of vices on offer. The
pushing of these boundaries for risk loving teenagers is inevitable.
It is often said that we live in a bubble here and that we are too
sheltered from the excesses of modern life. I never understand
whether this is meant as a criticism or a compliment.
But as I look out at a tetchy, troubled world, where people are
angry and quick to take offence; where there is a tendency for
people to be negative, rather than positive; where, as the Chaplain
said earlier this year ‘ignorance and opinion seem to trump
evidence and knowledge’; where the average concentration span
rarely gets beyond the 140 characters that twitter uses; where the
unhealthy obsession about what you look like shows no sign of
abating and where influencing has now become a career.
I think that the bubble is a good place to be, as long as we
are preparing pupils properly for what is out there. In a rapidly
changing and increasingly uncertain world, multiple careers,
automation, artificial intelligence and robots are the future for
many commentators, but does anyone really know?
After all who would have thought that a fifteen-year-old girl from
Sweden could make such an impact, by dragging concerns about
climate change to international conscience in one of the more
inspiring stories of the year.
I hope that many of you in this audience yearn to make a
difference and to make this world a better place.

So, what has happened here this year?
Last August brought very good A Level and GCSE results, with
increases at both levels from the year before, and a hugely
successful university picture. Thanks to the work and support of
James O’Hanlon and the house staff, 130 of our 136 university
applicants were placed within twenty-four hours of results day,
while degree or high-end apprenticeships and internships, are
becoming more attractive for a handful of leavers.
Pupils and staff returned for the Autumn term in buoyant spirits.
The school looked much the same but our heroic support
staff had been busy over the summer installing touch screen
technology in all the classrooms, tidying up the boarding
houses and preparing the Art building for the introduction of
Photography A Level, while our grounds team tried to rescue the
grass after a scorching summer.
The biggest change of all though was the appearance of a brandnew athletics track, which looked magnificent.
Term started well though, however I was brought back to
earth quickly as two new First Form pupils mistook me for first
Mr Whyte and then secondly Mr Olsen. Meanwhile the new
school information system proved a success, the new telephone
system was a disaster and an extensive network of CCTV cameras
sprang up.
Attention quickly turned to preparations for an imminent ISI
Inspection, and it was a good job that it did, as the call came

towards the end of September. Thanks to our wonderful pupils,
the three days were a triumph and the final report a fitting reward
for a hard-working and dedicated Common Room.

“PRIDE OF PLACE MUST GO TO
THOSE WINNING ACADEMIC
PRIZES, FOR IF A SCHOOL IS TO
BE CONSIDERED FIRST CLASS,
IT MUST HAVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE AND ASPIRATION
AT ITS VERY HEART”
In day-to-day life, Monty Halls visited for the first Mercers’ Lecture
of the term, a First Form pupil broke her arm falling off the bucking
bronco at the Lower School Funfair in just their second week
at school and, for some unknown reason to us, but not to the
residents of Farmer and Hemens, the fire alarm kept going off,
disturbing the daily routine.
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Libby Jackson and David Starkey also delivered lectures while drama
gave us Medicine Cabinet, The Fall of the House of Usher and brilliant
devised pieces for public exams, where I was struck by the mutual
support and generosity of our pupils yet again. Our sports teams
flourished, with an outstanding girls’ hockey team and the only
negatives centred around the Pewsey Carnival, the Marlborough
Mops, House Parties and the use or abuse of the 17 Club.

Where the Performing Arts were concerned, the Dance Showcase
was stunning while Delta and The Pillowman were superbly
performed in the atmospheric Annabel’s Studio. Over seventy
Lower School pupils, in two casts, performed Danny, Champion
of the World with many making their debuts on the Dauntsey’s
stage, while our brilliant technical crews surpassed their own high
standards by designing and making the set and props.

There were plenty of highlights, from the Manor Fireworks to
Remembrance Sunday and its associated concert, marking the
100th anniversary of the end of the First World War; a brilliant
Barron Prize for our top instrumentalists and The Virtuous Burglar
on stage. As the end of term approached and tiredness hit, the
1st XV rugby team reached a national semi-final for the second
year running, Our House thrilled audiences in Rikki Jackson’s
last December musical, and we finished for Christmas with two
beautiful carol services.

The Music department were also productive: the Female Voices
Choir sang beautifully at the Royal Festival Hall to come second
in the Barnardo’s National Choir of the Year Competition, while
a number of our Quartets and Ensembles won their classes at
the Mid-Somerset Festival and there was a super Spring Concert,
featuring the music of American composers.

January brought exams in the form of mocks for the Fifth Form
and the 11+ Entrance papers. The Prefects brought Love Island to
a weekly assembly while the 17 Club had its curtains removed to
make life that bit more transparent. The Val Ball came and went
with some controversy over the introduction of the breathalyser,
while our netball teams were outstanding and the 1st XV
continued their great cup run, with an injury time try at Allianz
Park to win their semi-final.
Despite snow once again, over three hundred matches
were played, with the aim of providing both excellence and
opportunities for all, in our major and minor sports, with shooting
and fencing thriving in particular.
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Finally, where sport is concerned, the 1st XV rugby team played at
Twickenham with tremendous spirit and courage. Ultimately, they
suffered defeat but it was a proud day as the vast majority of our
pupils made the journey up to London to support them.
There are people who will tell you that the best thing about sport
is winning; others will tell you it is about pride, perseverance and
pushing your limits. Well for me, Twickenham showed that sport is
really about friendship, teamwork, belonging, and being part of a
greater whole.
And then over the Easter Weekend, twenty pupils took in the epic
challenge that is the Devizes to Westminster Canoe Race, in balmy,
sunny conditions, bringing our roll of honour of finishers to nearly
four hundred. In addition to recording some very fast times, they
also raised a considerable amount of money for the School charity,

which has been well supported once again this year, with so many
events, and I congratulate and thank all involved.
The Summer term arrived and with public exams having crept
forward, it was a tense and industrious start. There were some
tough papers, a scandal around A level Maths thanks to the exam
board, and an outstanding A Level Theatre Studies practical. The
Leavers’ Recital was uplifting and special; there was a wonderful
concert in Rushall Church; and the Third Form endured a wet and
testing week in Aberdovey for Moonrakers, after a full round of
Lower School exams.
In athletics, we have thirteen county champions and plenty of
new school records. In tennis, the 1st VI Girls’ team enjoyed yet
another unbeaten season, the boys fared well too whilst there
has also been plenty of success lower down the school. The 1st XI
cricket team exceeded all expectations, winning seventeen
matches and progressed to the quarter-finals of the National
T20 Competition, while the girls’ reached the last sixteen of their
national knockout.
And the school year finished with the third Summer Festival in the
final week of term. The Lower School Dance Show, a dance version
of Romeo and Juliet, Bouncers and Shakers, Every Brilliant Thing and
Tristan and Yseult, were the highlights with a brilliant evening
programme of music in the marquee too. My thanks to Rikki
Jackson, who put the programme together, all the staff involved,
our performers, our Technical Crews and the wonderful DSPA, who
created a super atmosphere each evening.
And throughout the year, the extra curricular programme
continued to provide diverse activities, from shooting to Historical
Martial Arts, craft and needlework to cooking and campcraft.
The Art and Design Technology buildings achieve startling results,
which is so important in an increasingly creative world, while
the Jolie Brise, Paris Half-Marathon, Devizes to Westminster Race,
Brecons Challenge and the Adventure and Life Skills programmes
provide opportunity and challenge. This year will have seen
twenty-six overseas trips to numerous European destinations as
well as the Arctic: next year Namibia, Malaysia and Bhutan will
feature amongst more familiar destinations.
But, back to today, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
our support staff, for working so hard on a daily basis to have us
looking and operating at our best, each and every day, whatever
the circumstances, the time of year or the weather. You will get a
sense of their excellence today, as you look around the beautifullytended grounds, peek in here later as the hall is turned around
for this evening, or look at the quality of the catering. We are very
lucky to have such a loyal and dedicated team.

“TWICKENHAM SHOWED THAT
SPORT IS REALLY ABOUT
FRIENDSHIP, TEAMWORK,
BELONGING, AND BEING PART
OF A GREATER WHOLE”
More seriously, I thank the teaching staff and our leavers in particular.
Andy Palmer arrived in 1995 and his appointment was a real coup
for the school. A physical geographer by training, he has published
text books and his expertise as a Chief Examiner has benefited the
department and countless Dauntseians over the years. Andy has
been generous with his time on the sports fields too, coaching
rugby and as an excellent Master in Charge of Cricket, where his
numerous tours to the Caribbean have been great fun, while he
has been a superb tutor in Farmer House. He has always been
generous with his time, always interested and caring about other
people and always proud to be such an important part of this
community. Indeed, as Mr Yates writes of a long serving colleague
and friend, ‘Andy is committed to other people as a father, a
neighbour, a friend, a teacher and a colleague. I have worked
alongside him for 24 years and not once has he taken a short cut
to suit himself’. That is the measure of the man and we wish him
well in retirement where, if he could, he would head to Iceland to
watch cricket, thus combining two of his greatest passions.
It was over 40 years ago, in September 1978, that a fresh-faced
young boy arrived at Dauntsey’s for his first day in the First
Form. Tim Price was an exceptionally bright pupil: in fact, he
had every right to consider himself cleverer than everyone,
including most of his teachers, but he was humility and modesty
personified. An outstanding school career was followed by
Oxford and Tim returned to Dauntsey’s, as Dr Price, in 1995 to
teach mathematics. And over the last 24 years, he has been a
phenomenal teacher enthusing pupils with his love of maths,
whether teaching the brightest and giving them an academic
edge, or making the subject fun and accessible for those who
have found it more challenging.

And I would like to spend a few moments thanking staff who
are, as the Upper Sixth, sadly moving on. Teachers here really
care, putting in the hours, insisting on the highest standards, and
inspiring those in their care to achieve things that perhaps they
never thought they could. In truth, they were let down this year
by one member of staff, who entered The Great Common Room
Bake-Off and won, only to have to admit that he had cheated and
that his Mum had baked the winning carrot cake, but this was just
a minor blip.
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“WHAT IS CLEAR TO ME IS
THAT YOU HAVE MADE A REAL
DIFFERENCE HERE AND NOW
YOUR CHALLENGE IS TO GO
OUT INTO THE WORLD AND DO
THE SAME THING”
In addition to his teaching, Tim enjoyed many fulfilling years
as Deputy Director of Studies and wrote our own tailor-made
management information system called TIMS. He is a talented
musician, with violin grade 8 distinction, and wrote the score
for the musical Theseus which was performed at the Edinburgh
Festival. And he served as a tutor for many years, firstly in Rendell
and latterly in Hemens, where his compassion and concise
reporting have stood out.

numerous groups and was a key figure in the Musical Our House
last December. He has also been a real hit in the Manor.
Ellen Oades and Laura Quinlan leave the Chemistry department
after three and two years respectively. Both have been dedicated
teachers and popular members of the Common Room and we
wish them well in their new teaching posts.
And we say thank you and goodbye to Jonas Weber and Celeste
Robillard who have been excellent Language Assistants over the
last twelve months.
Lastly, I would like to express my thanks to our Bursar, Steve
Lilley. He will not thank me for the attention, and I know that our
Chairman has already thanked him, but I would also like to place
on my record my gratitude for the support that he has given me.
Steve retires after twelve outstanding years at Dauntsey’s and I
have enjoyed working alongside him for the last seven, as he has
been the very best of critical friends. He has a rare ability to see
right through to the heart of matters, a vice like grip on our purse
strings and the ability to work with anyone and everyone. I will
miss his wise counsel, his expertise and his friendship.

Rikki Jackson arrived from New Zealand in 2001 and has spent
eighteen years here as Director of Drama. Appearing in the
December musical has become a right of passage for many of our
Upper Sixth, while he has encouraged all in his charge and quite
a number have gone on to enjoy careers on the stage and on
television.

Please join me in thanking all of our leavers and wishing them well.

He has been balanced too, ensuring that drama has flourished
alongside sport, music and adventure, not to mention academic
studies, rather than at the expense of them. There have been
plenty of ‘School Firsts’ and there have been three memorable
trips to the West End. He has overseen the introduction of dance,
with three different Heads of Dance, and its success has been
remarkable: the all boys’ dance show, Lord of the Flies, was a
highlight and was extraordinarily ambitious.

I think that the years have been a little kinder to you than they
have to me and I want you to know that I blame you entirely. I
console myself though, with the thought that while your antics
have prematurely aged me, and that the good looking, vibrant
and enthusiastic young Head Master of 2012, is now broken and
old, you have had to endure me for seven years and so have never
experienced or known a better Head Master.

This week, Rikki brought the curtain down on a brilliant career,
with the third Summer Festival, which has brought joy and
excellence to the last few days of the academic year. Rikki has
been an inspirational figure and the range, scale and sheer
excellence of his productions will linger long in the memory.
Daphne Whitchurch has run the English as an Additional
Language department for the last twelve years in her own
inimitable style. She has welcomed international pupils, helping
them to settle in and has enabled them to achieve startling results
in their English Language exams.

Finally, I would like to turn my attention to this year’s Upper Sixth
for a few moments. You will always be the most special of groups
for me, for 61 of you started out on Friday 7th September 2012, on
our first day together at Dauntsey’s.

My impressions of your year group are that, yes you have been
naughty at times, yes you’ve liked a vape or a drink or goodness
knows what else, and yes, you will go down in history as the group
that changed the school, as we had to introduce both a uniform
book and a breathalyser to counter your efforts.
But, you have actually been terrific and an excellent influence on
the Lower Sixth and the wider school community. There has been
a great atmosphere in the 17 Club, the Leavers’ events have been a
joy and all of your house staff talk very fondly about you. There was
no ‘Muck up’ day and you rebelled, rather sweetly, by asking if you
could wear your old blue uniform on your last day here (now that
has given me an idea for the Sixth Form in the future).

Craig Brakes leaves the Biology department after seven years to
look after his young children. He is a gifted, charismatic biologist
who has brought the subject alive, bringing fun and laughter to
every single one of his lessons.

You are also the first group that has ever asked me to sign your
Year Books as ‘The Gaffa’ and, trust me, I was genuinely delighted
as I have been called a lot worse.

Dominic Irving joined the Music Department in 2012 as Musician
in Residence. His contribution to shows, concerts and recitals has
been extraordinary and he has accompanied hundreds of pupils
over this time, enabling them to perform with confidence and to
excel in their grades and exams. Paul Gordon leaves after three
years as Assistant Director of Music, where he has encouraged

It has been good to see so many of you in the Library this term particularly as you know what I have always told you that the
A Level results each summer are mine, not yours - and I have been
reassured at how hard you have worked. It is just a shame though,
in all honesty, that it took so many of you so many years to actually
realise that we had a Library.
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Many of you have changed enormously, some very little. Some of
you are still very little, while giants have sprung among you too.
But what is clear to me is that you have made a real difference
here and now your challenge is to go out into the world and do
the same thing.

like and think about your views and values instead; in other
words, move from Love Island to something more like Newsnight.
Remember that you have two ears and just one mouth: this means
that you should listen twice as much as you talk.
Be bold, have courage, walk humbly, love kindness.

It has been a pleasure and a privilege sharing the last few years
with you. You have sparkled in every area of school life, enjoyed
extraordinary success on the sports fields, where girls’ sport
especially has been transformed and, even more importantly,
have stuck together through thick and thin and have supported
one another.
You have been fun, refreshingly honest and always ready to stop,
chat and challenge too. You have made my job an absolute joy
and I will remember your smiling greetings, your acts of kindness,
your achievements, and your ability to deal with and conquer
adversity along the way, for a long time after you have gone.
The possibilities for you are now endless and I hope that you will
dream big. And remember as you step out into the world, a few
words of advice:
Polish your shoes, do your top button up, tuck your shirts in. Skirts
really can be too short. Cut your hair, don’t go for any top knots
boys. turn down funny substances and tablets, don’t drink before
parties. Turn up on time, don’t leave things to the last minute,
drive slowly and safely. Weigh up risk before jumping in, believe
in yourselves, be positive - stop worrying about what you look

I wish you, and our leavers in other years, every success and
happiness in the future. And I urge you, as I always do, to thank
your parents and grandparents for supporting you on your journey
through Dauntsey’s. The business of parenting is often described
as a thankless one not least because the aim is to get children to
the point where they can step out into the world without us. So,
don’t forget to thank them and don’t forget to keep them with
you, as you forge your way in the world.
Good luck to all of you and I hope that August brings the good
news that you deserve.
To everyone else, have a wonderful summer and I look forward to
welcoming you back in September.
And now for Prize Giving, tea and then the Summer Ball. And
later on, rather than sitting at the bar as is my usual custom,
I will be jogging round the athletics track, with my sunglasses
on (to protect myself from the bright orange glare) setting off
the fireworks.
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Freya Wharton
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Daria Ivanova
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PRIZE WINNERS
Awarded for achievement over the 2018-2019 academic year
FIRST FORM

The Lower School Prize for Dance

The Lower School Prize for Art

Charlotte Bark-Churchill

Poppy Harris

The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence
Sophie Hislop
Academic Prizes for Effort
and Achievement

The Hugo Halkes Memorial Cup

THIRD FORM

Archie Lang
The Lower School Music Prize

Ella Chamberlain

The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence

Rhys Ponting

Evie Cowling

Joe Wickenden

An Academic Prize for Effort and
Achievement and The Lower School
Prize for Drama

Charlotte Durrant
Archie Gordon
Ruby House

Academic Prizes for Effort
and Achievement

Ruby Jazrawy-Brown

Wilhelmina Angus

Daisy Lawson Johnston

Helen Bourne

Matthew Nocton

Ellie Evans

Daisy Parsons

Sydney Evenden

Scott Pickford

Timothy Hook

Alfie Shears

Jos Jones

Christopher Rafferty
The Val Pettinger Memorial Prize
Isabel Woods

FOURTH FORM

Lottie Litherland

SECOND FORM
The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence
Naia Searight

George Massey
Nicole Ogunlaja
Caspar Thurston-Smith

Lily Stegall
The Lower School Prize for Progress
and Effort in Art
Lexi Burge

Academic Prizes for Effort
and Achievement
Charlotte Alexander
Izzy Binsted
Henry Bone
Izzy Crowley
Zoe Elsden
Reuben Fisher
Issie Jones
Eleanor Layden

Academic Prizes for Effort
and Achievement
Freddie Alexander

An Academic Prize for Effort and
Achievement and The Lower School
Prize for Boys’ Games
Jack Campbell
The Lower School Prize for
Girls’ Games
Talia Eastlake

Louise Wood

An Academic Prize for Effort and
Achievement and The Lower School
Music Competition Prize

Edwin Wrench

Izzy Lane

Oliver White

The Gordon Saunders Memorial
Trust Prize for General Excellence
and The Middle School Music
Competition Prize
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Maisie Arnold
Eduard Barakov
Lara Candy
Lottie Henwood
Mia Jazrawy-Brown
Jamuna Macro
Serena O’Brien
Annabel Price
Freya Punton
Noah Shenoy
Esmé Wall
Bea Watts

FIFTH FORM
Academic Prizes for Effort
and Achievement
Pippy Abel
Sonya Afanasyeva
Bijou Angus
Sasha Broadhead
Will Cleeves
Kiah Cooper
Flo Evenden
Phoebe Lishman
Jillian Mak
Theo Nellis
Dan Parr
Clementine Ramsay
Nadim Searight

Academic Prizes (Cont.)
Elisabeth Peak

A Prize for Chemistry,
A Prize for Further Mathematics,
A Prize for Physics and
The Richards Cup for String Playing

Anna Ponder

Robert Bourne

Riya Patel

Kiera Riordan
Wenwen Shi

The Juliet Stewart Cup

Natalie Wu

Helena Cockwell

Ann Xu
A Prize for Theatre Studies
The Frankel Cup for Public Speaking

Alex Curry

Katie Choi
A Prize for Physical Education
The Rooke Poole Prize

Lauren Dallison

Timon Crichard
Oscar Palmer

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize
Catriona Edington

Elisabeth Smith

An Academic Prize for Effort and
Achievement and The Barron Prize

Georg Enislidis

Maria Smith

Angharad Harris

The Spence Memorial Trust Prize for
Academic and Sporting Excellence

The John Abnett Cup for Endeavour

Alice Fanshawe

Hal West
The William Jones Cup for Middle
School Boys’ Games
Henry Barker
The Middle School Prize for Drama
Daniel Basnett
The Middle School Prize for
Girls' Games
Maya House
The Middle School Prize for Dance
Merlo Jewell

Oliver Harding
A Prize for Spanish
The Anna Roberts’ Prize for
Outstanding Musical Performance

Hannah Giraudeau

Evie Jackson

The Marsden-Jones Memorial Prize
for Biology

The Beryl Gilliat Prize for Singing
and The Anna Roberts’ Prize for
Outstanding Musical Performance

Katie Griffiths

Hermione Owen

The Marsden-Jones Memorial Prize
for Biology
Katie Griffiths

The Barron Prize
Daryl Siu

A Prize for Business Studies
Mudit Gupta

LOWER SIXTH FORM

UPPER SIXTH FORM

The Stanton Prize for History

Academic Prizes for Effort
and Achievement

The Georgina Bagnall Memorial Prize

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize

Abigail Baker

Scott Bamforth

Martha Holden

Wilfred Fitzgibbon

Sam Holloway

Sophie Hollis

A Prize for English Language

Ollie Illingworth

Jamie Blake

Rosie Jephson
Adam Laws

Luke Hatch

The Geography Society Prize
George Holmes

Zaya Nasheed

The Gosling Prize for Design
Technology

A Prize for Music Technology

Skeet Northfield

Alex Boaler

Izzy Hopper
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A Prize for Geography and
A Prize for Religion, Philosophy
and Ethics
Jasmin Hosier
The King-Reynolds Prize for Drama

An Old Dauntseians’ Prize
Sophia Stratford
The Newsom Prize for Classics
Tom Swanton

Lewis Jackson

The Bobby Nelson Prize for Sporting
Achievement

A Prize for Music and
The Senior School Prize for Music

Hannah Walker

Susannah Kellar

A Prize for Economics

The Quentin Williams Memorial Prize
Ollie MacMullen
The Salters’ Prize for Chemistry

Sissy Wang

A Prize for Maths, The James
Robertson Prize for Biology and
The Mercers’ School Memorial Prize
Elliot Yates
The Upper School Prize for Dance
Jason Yip
The Head Master’s Prize for Head
Boy and The Nairne Cup
George Lishman

A Prize for German

The Head Master’s Prize for Head Girl
and The Spence Memorial Trust Prize
for Academic and Sporting Excellence

Maddy Wilks

Alice Fanshawe

Lara Maton
A Prize for French
Claudia Maude Lacarcel
A Prize for English Literature and
A Prize for History of Art
Sadie Mutton
An Old Dauntseians’ Prize
Sam Nield
The Sarah Toogood Cup
Georgia Pickford
The Haine and Smith Prize for
Contribution to Religion,
Philosophy and Ethics
Gemma Poole
A Prize for Practical Physics
Harry Poole
The Bishop Pike Memorial Prize
Jaime Siu
A Prize for Art
Chinda Smith
The Upper School Prize for Drama
and The Sound Citizen Prize
Graeme Smith
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COMMON ROOM NEWS
Comings and goings at Dauntseys
2018-19 has been a year of comings and goings in the staff
community, as ever in a community of our size.
This year we bid fond farewell to Allister Sheffield (HM
Mercers’) who has moved to the role of Deputy Head (Pastoral) at
Sherborne. Equally, we say goodbye to Dr Tim Price OD who has
been an outstanding mathematics teacher for over quarter of a
century.
Ellen Oades, originator of Dauntsey’s Ballroom Dancing leaves
us too, having taught Chemistry since 2016. Laura Quinlan also
leaves the Chemistry Department to move to Devizes School.
Our long serving and much regarded Director of Drama, Rikki
Jackson leaves the school as does a very long serving Head of
Geography and Cricket, Andy Palmer after decades of service. In
Biology we say goodbye to Dr Craig Brakes who leaves to spend
more time with his family. In music, Paul Gordon leaves to take
up a role with the BBC in London.
In addition, we say goodbye to Jane Gibson, our Compliance
Officer and Daphne Whitchurch, Head of EAL. Language
assistants Céleste Robillard and Jonas Weber return to France
and Germany respectively. We also record grateful thanks to
Dominic Irving in Music and Ali Murphy, one of our counsellors.
Finally, we bid a fond farewell to Air Commodore Steve Lilley
our Bursar.
Also on the support staff side, we say goodbye to much loved IT
and Graphics Manager Graham House who has spent 25 years
with the school.

Laura Syms also arrives as Head of Chemistry. Laura currently
works at Merchant Taylors School for Girls in Liverpool where she
is Assistant Head of Sixth Form as well as teaching Chemistry. She
has a BSc in Biological Chemistry from the University of Central
Lancashire and has competed at both National and County level
at swimming. She is keen to promote girls’ cricket and has coached
tennis previously.
David Bell OD also joins Dauntsey’s as Teacher of Geography.
David went on to study Marine Geography at Cardiff with a
PGCE at Southampton a few years later. He has also worked as
an environmental contractor and was a volunteer shark research
assistant in the Bahamas. He has taught at Bishop Wordsworth’s
School and St Julian’s School in Portugal and is currently Lead
Geographer at Vijay International School in the Seychelles.
In addition, Izzy Hoadley, Carey Blackburn and Lidianne Lees
join us in Mathematics and Josh Kersley and Daniel Cornish
in Science. David Benedict comes as our new Head of EAL
and Ella Major OD returns as our Drama GAT, with Cameron
Biles-Liddell as Musician-in-Residence. Our new counsellor is
Anna Yarker and Melissa Lecamp joins us as our new French
assistante.
Internal staffing moves mean that Mrs Kirsty Clark moves from
Lambert HM to Head of Geography (Liz Gardiner takes up the
top job in Lambert), Tim Butterworth in History becomes Master
in Charge of Cricket and Gay Butterworth becomes Assistant HM
in Evans House. Jamie Holmes becomes HM of Forbes and Chris
Tonkiss HM of Hemens. Finally, Steve Dawson joins us permanently
in English.

Joining the school are:
Births and Marriages
Chris Walker arrives from Stonar School as our new Director of
Drama. Chris has also taught at Red Maids High School in Bristol
and at Cotham School. He has a BA in Theatre and Music from
Plymouth University. He enjoys writing and has written two
musicals which will be published next year. He has also written
a play for children which had a successful run at the Edinburgh
Festival and has been commissioned to be adapted for a children’s
TV series.
Rebecca Hillier joins us as Head of Religious Studies. Rebecca has
a degree in Social Anthropology and French from the University
of Sussex. She is currently Director of Enrichment and Head of R.S.
at St Mary’s School in Gerrard’s Cross where she has been since
2011. She established Model United Nations in her school and has
also been involved as an EPQ mentor for the last four years. She
runs debating as she has a passion for public speaking and outside
school she is involved in several choirs.

James and Charlotte Johns welcomed twin boys, Evan (6lbs 5oz),
and Nathaniel (5lbs 3oz) to the world on 16th October 2018: two
brothers for Phoebe.
On 28th January 2019, Dominic and Hettie Hodgkinson saw the
birth of Phoebe weighing in at 9lbs. Soon after, on 9th February
2019, Ali Linton and Ed Lewis welcomed Jasper Xavier Deans
Lewis at 7.26 in the evening. A few days later, Patrick and Kelly Ost
became parents to Rafael William Ost, born on 12th February at
5am. On 17th May 2019, Dr Rob and Martha Lewis became parents
to baby George Robert Lewis. On 24th June 2019, Elise and
Gary Chambers welcomed Millie Chambers. Finally, Mark and
Virginie Kinder welcomed Teddy Kinder to the Mercers’ House
community on 3rd July weighing in at 7lbs 11oz.
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ACADEMIC & PASTORAL STAFF
Staff list 2018-2019

SENIOR MANAGEMENT
Head Master

Classics

Economics & Business Studies

D E Hodgkinson BA, Oxon

A J Lewis BBS, Palmerston North

K E Morris MA, Cantab, ACA

A M Poole BA, West of England

M J Lascelles BA, Dunelm

S R Tabor BSc, Kingston, BA, Open
Complementary Curriculum

Second Master
M C B McFarland BA, Nottingham
Deputy Head (Academic)
J M Tyler BA, Dunelm
Deputy Head (Pastoral)
A L Jackson BA, Nottingham
Head of Lower School
E S Conidaris BSc, Open
Bursar
Air Commodore S P J Lilley MA, RAF (Retd)

S Cooke BA, London

English

E M Crozier BA, Lancaster

A J F Brown BA, Warwick

S J Dawson BA, UAE

S J Dawson BA, UEA

E C Gardiner BA, Dunelm

E C Gardiner BA, Dunelm

D C Hills BA, Bristol

J M Hubbard BA, Cardiff, MSc LSE

M K Hyman BA, Dunelm

C L Hunter BA, Leeds

V R Muir BSc, Canterbury (NZ), BSc, Open

P W Ost BA, Newcastle

M J Olsen BA, Cardiff

A E Sampson BA, Oxford Brookes

K H Pratt BA, Surrey

J S Wall BA, University of Natal, South Africa

A Seager BA, Birmingham

S S Wells MA, Cantab, PhD, York

J S Wall BA, University of Natal, South Africa
S K Walton-Knight BA, Birmingham
W P J Whyte BA, Bath
N Yates BSc, MSc, London
Computing

ACADEMIC STAFF

C G Braby BTech Level III (Computer Systems)

Denotes head of Department

J M Worrall BA, Chichester

Adventure Education

Design Technology

S T Moore BEng, Imperial College, APIOL

L K Egan BA, Loughborough

D A T Fraser BSc, Bangor, MSc, Cardiff

P C Guille BEng, Southampton
Art

H X Harris BSc, Bath Spa

C L Hunter BA, Leeds

A Pickford BA, Wales

EAL
W A Barker MA, Cantab
P M Morrison B Ed, Bristol, CTEFLIS, Bath
C L Shakeshaft BA, London
D A Whitchurch BA, Swansea, TESOL, ESOL
Geography
K S Clark BSc, Manchester
E M A Lascelles BSc, Loughborough
L P McNichol BSc, Oxford Brookes
A J Palmer BSc, London, FCIEA
N Yates BSc, MSc, London
History

H J Pearson BA, Bristol
V A Rose BA, Bath

Drama & Dance

T W Butterworth BA, Southampton

S J Rountree BA, Dundee

E B Chambers BA, Bath

E M Crozier BA, Lancaster

N C Spear BA, Falmouth

R M Jackson BA, Warwick

M C B McFarland BA, Nottingham

C A Rigby BA, Bruford College,
MA, Manchester

B H Sandell BA, Exeter

Careers
J F O’Hanlon BSc, Wales

C E Saville BA, East 15 Acting School

J M Tyler BA, Dunelm

C A Watson BA, Oxford Brookes

E J Wilkins BA, Roehampton

C W W Wilson BA, Exeter, Dip SpLD
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J A Spencer MA, Bristol

History of Art

Music

Science

C L Hunter BA, Leeds, MSc, LSE

P D Gordon BA, Cantab

A J Crossley BSc, Newcastle

H J Pearson BA, Bristol

G G Harris BMus, Manchester
D E Irving BMus, London, MA, Bristol

Biology

Learning Development

A M Jury BMus, Edinburgh

S D Evans BSc, York, MSc, Oxon

C W Sims

C R Brakes BSc, Plymouth, MSc, Swansea,
PhD, Leicester
K B Gordon BSc, Reading

J Leeming BA, Surrey, SpLD, PGCSpEd
P I Sidey BA, PGCE, Leeds, MA, London,
Dip SpLD, AMBDA

Physical Education

M S Hayashi BSc, Bath

J R Ayling ECB Level 3

J D Holmes BSc, Sheffield

K Smart BA, Reading, MEd, Birmingham,
PGcert SENCO

K A Bradley BSc, Canterbury Christ Church

V R Muir BSc, Canterbury (NZ), BSc, Open

G I Butterworth BEd, Cheltenham & Gloucs

E R Oades BSc, Dunelm

J Devney BSc, Cardiff

S W S Openshaw BSc, Bristol, PhD, Cantab

D A Fulling BSc, Cardiff

E H Slade BSc, Bristol

N C Leach BSc, Cardiff

J F E Upton BSc, London

C Swinbank BSc, Exeter
C W W Wilson BA, Exeter, Dip SpLD
Mathematics
A A Bergstrom BSc, Bristol
C L Hambly BSc, Bath
D S Innes BSc, Bath
S M Mallett BSc, London
R S McCammon BSc, Edinburgh
P J Minter BA, Brandeis, USA
P A Mobbs BSc, Bath, MSc LSE
T J Price MA, DPhil, Oxon
V J Stewart-Rose MMath, Bath
G S Ward BSc, Reading

M J Olsen BA, Cardiff - Director of Sport
W P J Whyte BA, Bath

Chemistry

J M Worrall BA PE (Hons) QTS, Chichester

A J Crossley BSc, Newcastle
M S Hayashi BSc, Bath

A-Level PE

M D Kinder MChem, Oxon

K A Bradley BSc, Canterbury Christ Church

K M Layden MEng, Oxon

D A Fulling BSc, Cardiff

E R Oades BSc, Dunelm

J Devney BSc, Cardiff

J F O’Hanlon BSc, Wales

W P J Whyte BA, Bath

L M Quinlan BSc, Cantab

J M Worrall BA, Chichester

Physics

PSHE

D R D Darwall MEng, Cardiff

E Fleming RGN RHV

C L Hambly BSc, Bath

P J Harrison BA, Birmingham

M J Olsen BA, Cardiff

J L Johns BSc, Cardiff

E Braby-Leman BA, Université Paris,
MA, Université de Lorraine

A Seager BA, Birmingham

R V Lewis BSc, PhD, Wales

W P J Whyte BA, Bath

R D Moore BSc, Edinburgh

M K Hyman BA, Durham

C C Wilkinson RGN

C Swinbank BSc, Exeter

S Walton-Knight BA, Birmingham

J M Worrall BA PE (Hons) QTS, Chichester

D Zammit BSc, Kent, MSc, Brighton

German

Psychology

Peripatetic Staff

S Cooke BA, London

J D Holmes BSc, Sheffield

J E Barwood BMus

S K Walton-Knight BA, Birmingham

K H Pratt BA, Surrey

A M Carroll BA

Modern Languages
French

A Cheshire

V A H Wilks BA, Exeter
Religious Studies

S Cipolla GRNCM, PPRNCM

Spanish

E S Conidaris BSc, Open

E D Donovan B A, Manchester

S Cooke BA, London

The Revd D R Johnson BSc, Birmingham,
MA, Oxon

T Fosker LTCL, LLCM

K H Pratt BA, Surrey

A M Jury BMus, Edinburgh

S S Wells MA, Cantab, PhD, York

M J Lomas BA, Dunelm, PhD, LRSM

E Braby-Leman BA, Université Paris,
MA, Université de Lorraine
A L Evans BA, Portsmouth
D A Fulling BSc, Cardiff

D E Irving BMus, London, MA, Bristol

D C Loveridge BMus, MA

D C Hills BA, Bristol

Sailing

S P Nicholls

M K Hyman BA, Durham

T R Marris DTP, YMIE, Master Unlimited

C M N Notley LRAM, ARCM, LTCL

A L Jackson BA, Nottingham

A Seager DTP, YMO

J Ottaway
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Peripatetic Staff (Cont.)

School Counsellors

House Tutors (Cont.)

P Pooley

C Coupe BEd, Leeds, MBACP (Accred)

Hemens

J E Richards BA

A Murphy Dip Couns, FDSc, Bath Spa

S J Dawson
C L Hambly
D E Hodgkinson

E Saddington BMus, London
W Sims BA

Housemasters/mistresses

T J Price

P Skelton BA, LRAM

Evans

E M Crozier

R J Squire

C Springate BMus, Cardiff

Farmer

W P J Whyte

S S Wells

K Vaughan GGSM

PASTORAL STAFF
& HOUSES

Examinations Officer
W G Blumsom PGDipM, Bristol
Head Master’s Secretary
D E Caiger

Forbes

E C Gardiner

S Cooke

Hemens

V A H Wilks

H J Pearson

A J Lewis (Asst)

C E Saville
King-Reynolds

L K Egan

Jeanne

A L Evans

King-Reynolds

G S Ward

P J Harrison

A M Poole (Asst)

D C Hills

K S Clark

L M Quinlan

K B Gordon (Asst)

J M Worrall

Lambert
Manor

A E Sampson
D A Fulling (Asst)

Mercers

M D Kinder

Rendell

M J Olsen

Scott

S K Walton-Knight

N Yates
Lambert

Evans

K M Layden
E R Oades
V J Stewart-Rose
S Tabor

E Braby-Leman
K H Pratt

J S Wall
Manor

M K Hyman

E J Wilkins

J Weber (German) Kassel

T M Sampson

T W Butterworth

A Seager

D A T Fraser
J L Leeming

GAT Students

Dr R V Lewis

T H Ball (PE) BSc (Hons), Glamorgan

P A Mobbs

T M Sampson (PE/Adventure)

B H Sandell
C W Sims
Fitzmaurice

J Allen
P D Gordon

S J Rountree
Farmer

A J F Brown
C L Hunter

House Tutors

L Bellostas (Spanish) BA, Barcelona

Nursing Sisters

K A Bradley

D R D Darwall

Language Assistants
C Robillard (French) BA, Reims

Jeanne

Fitzmaurice

Registrar
J H Sagers BA, York

C W W Wilson

A J Palmer (Asst)

A D Stockley LGSM

C C Wilkinson
Mercers

T H Ball
A J Crossley
P C Guile
C Tonkiss

Rendell

A A Bergstrom

J R Ayling

C G Braby

L Barnes RGN

R E Darwall

E B Chambers

G Bush-Alsop RGN

D R Johnson

J M Hubbard

E Fleming RGN

N C Leach

P J Minter

G Livermore RGN

N C Spear

S W S Openshaw

M Maidment RGN

Forbes

G Butterworth

Scott

M S Hayashi

L Rawlings RGN

H X Harris

J D Holmes

J Roberts RGN

E M A Lascelles

J L Johns

C C Wilkinson RGN - Senior Medical
Centre Sister

L P McNichol

R S McCammon

P W Ost

J M Tyler

J A Spencer

D Zammit
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BURSARIAL STAFF

Supervisors

Matrons

J Edwards Supervisor

S Coleman Evans Matron

Foundation

J Holland Supervisor

J Holloway Fitz Matron

J Owen Supervisor

G Nisbeck Jeanne Matron

H Curtis Crossing Patrol

H Nisbeck Mercers’ Matron

S Williams Crossing Patrol

G Marsh Manor Housekeeper

Estates and Facilities

Medical Centre Staff

N Barnes Deputy Bursar - Estates

L A Barnes Nurse

M Neve Foudation Director
J Romjin Foudation Secretary
Technicians
M Braby IT Technician
S Evans Biology Tech
R Gibson Art Technician

G Bush-Alsop Nurse
Facilities Admin Staff

E Fleming Nurse

G Archard Facilities Assistant

G Livermore Nurse

R Buckland Assistant Store Person

M Maidment Nurse

M Herring Drama Technician

S Chick Facilities Manager

L Rawlings Nurse

G House Graphics Manager

P Chick Assistant Store Person

J Roberts Nurse

D Irving Musician in Residence

J Gilbert Food Services Assistant

C Wilkinson Senior Sister

C Jones Database Manager

P Greenaway School Porter

P Newton IT Technician

J Hiscock Driver / Facilities Assistant

Maintenance Staff

Z Preen Reprographics Assistant

T Morris School Porter

J Henderson Painter

B Roberts IT Operations Manager

C Mullord Deputy Facilities Manager

A Goss Carpenter

J Rose Graphics and Reprographics Assistant

R Rogers Senior Storeperson

O James Carpenter

S Tamin Chemistry Technician

A Sadd School Porter

D Johns Deputy Clerk of Works

R Thickett Physics Technician

G Sisson Headmasters Housekeeper

M Mayland Clerk of Works

C Thomas Art Technician

D Westhoff Facilities Assistant

C O’Reilly Secretary to Clerk of Works

P Wells Physics Technician

Cooks

Grounds Staff

D Westlake IT Technician

P Cryer Chef

S Coxhead Duty Head Groundsman

C Whitaker Biology Technician

J Dent Head Chef

D Gleed Head Groundsman

B Dyer Chef de Partie

J Manley Groundsman

C McBride Chef

T Melbourne Groundsman

T Holmes Chef

N Sadd Groundsman

R Tearle Chef Tournant

J Taylor Groundsman

M Thompson Chef

A White Groundsman

S Worrell Sous Chef

D Wildman Groundsman

C Cooper Head Librarian

Laundry Staff

Bursar

N Crossley Librarian

J Gunning Laundry Operative

S Lilley Bursar

C Dawson Librarian

C Pottinger Laundry Operative

R Day Librarian

F Sadd Laundry Manageress

Accounts

R Neeve Head Librarian

H Cook Seamstress

S Budd Bursar’s PA

K Price Librarian

K Elrick Seamstress

L Hides Accounts Manager

Swimming Pool Staff

Catering Manager

L Mayland Fees Manager

S Cooke Head Lifeguard

L Childs Catering Manager

A Purbrick Deputy Bursar - Finance

C Tonkiss Sports Centre Manager

M Holloway Pavilion Manageress

J Gross Chemistry Technician
A Henwood DT Technician

R Veall Reprographics Assistant

Careers Assistant
C Johns Careers Secretary
C Watson Careers Assistant
Library

R Gulliver Bursar’s Secretary
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H R Dept
J Upton Deputy Bursar - HR
A Wildman Payroll Manager
M Williams HR Manager
Registrar’s Dept
M Connor Website and Comms Manager
A Gaylard Marketing and Comms Manager
J Sagers Registrar
Admin Staff H M Office
A Ball Receptionist
H Barnes Admissions Assistant
B Blumsom Examinations Officer
D Caiger Head Master’s Secretary
J Gibson Compliance Officer
M Halliday Admissions Assistant
A Housby Receptionist
J Maton Database Administrator/Secretary
F Mitchell Receptionist
D Sleigh Holiday Receptionist
H Sullivan Assistant Registrar
Music School
D Davey Music Secretary
Sailing
T Marris Head of Sailing
A Seager First Mate
S Stone Sailing Secretary

GOVERNORS
A number of changes to the governing body occurred during the course of the school
year. Four new governors were welcomed: Anthony Collins; and three former parents –
Kate Bruges, Joanna Green and Ian Thomas. Michael Liversidge stepped down after 24
years and we thank him for his long service.

Emeritus Governor

Nominated by West Lavington PC

Prof. L M Harwood MA, BSc, MSc, PhD, C
Sci, C Chem, FRSC

Vacant
Co-opted by the Governing Body

School Shops

Nominated by
The Mercers’ Company

S Bailey School Shop Manageress

A H Collins AIWSc

V Bruce School Shop Assistant

D W Goodhew MA

C Bryant Tuck Shop Manageress

E A Light MA

T Geen School Shop Assistant

P J Lough MA

K Hurd Tuck Shop Assistant

I D Parker BSc, MBA

T Whittle 17 Club Manageress

F W Scarborough

Air Chief Marshal Sir Richard Johns GCB,
KCVO, CBE

L F Walsh Waring BA (Chairman)

V P Nield BSc, MBA

Nominated by
The Old Dauntseians’ Association
C H de N Lucas FRICS, FAAV
A S Macpherson MBE, BA, ACA

R M Bernard CBE
S R Broadhead BSc
K G Bruges
N B Elliott QC (Vice-Chairman)
N J S Fisk BA, ACA
J L Green BA

Dr R E L Quarrell BA, MA, D Phil
Brigadier P P Rawlins MBE
IT Thomas BSc, DMS
Clerk to the Governors
P M A Nokes Esq MA, MPhil
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Chinda Smith
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SALVETE
Welcoming our new staff members

DAVID
BELL
What is your role at Dauntsey’s?
Geography teacher and I coach games U15 A’s rugby and cricket.
What was your role before joining Dauntsey’s?
I taught at an international school in the Seychelles for two years
as the sole geography teacher there. Prior to that I was at an
international school in Portugal.
Why would you ever come back to West Lavington?
It was quite far from family - we really enjoyed jumping between
places but wanted to settle back down in one place for a bit longer.
What sparked your interest in Geography?
I did Geography at A level before studying Marine Geography at
university with the intention at that point of going into teaching.
I didn’t do that initially as I went in to environmental conservation
and working in the field itself. After that I went to a shark research
station in the Caribbean to do some voluntary work there. We did
a lot of work with children and it was then that I knew being a
Geography teacher was what I wanted to be doing.
What did you want to be when you were younger?
I enjoyed sport and wanted to go into that field. I didn’t really
know, to be honest. I just enjoyed Geography, so I wanted to study
that and see where it went but I definitely knew I didn’t want to be
a 9 to 5 office worker.
Favourite part of Dauntsey’s so far?
The friendly nature of everyone and how welcoming everyone has
been, staff, students and support staff.
What’s your favourite animal
Sharks!
Your favourite part of the Rules, Rewards and Sanctions?
The merits – being able to credit students when they are doing
something positive.
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DAVID
BENEDICT
What did you do before Dauntsey's?
I was Head of EAL and then Acting Deputy Principal at my former
school near Reading.
Where did you live before here?
I lived on site at my former school.
What is the best thing about Dauntsey's now?
The purposeful yet friendly atmosphere around the school at
all times.
What’s your favourite book?
The yet to be written account of how Crystal Palace win the
Premier League in 2025. In terms of books that have actually been
published, I’d say Misery (King) is up there.
Favourite food?
Anything vegetarian.
Tea or coffee?
My daily caffeine regime goes something like this Tea – coffee –
coffee – coffee – coffee – tea.
Can you speak a foreign language?
Conversational Spanish and a smattering of interesting vocabulary
in other languages.
What is your dream holiday?
Seeing the Northern Lights would be pretty spectacular.
What A-levels would you study if you could be 16 again?
English Language, History, Classics and an EPQ on The Life and
Times of Roy Hodgson.
Favourite childhood TV show?
Knightmare – ahead of its time and yet so very of its time.

Dream pet?
An eagle.
Cats or dogs?
Dogs.
Do you have a guilty pleasure song?
Several!
What music do you prefer to listen to?
It depends on the time of day and my mood – ranges from Nick
Cave to Led Zeppelin via Shakira and Einaudi.

DANIEL
CORNISH
What did you do before Dauntseys?
I’ve been teaching science, mainly biology, for 10 years now and
my last job was teaching in Dorset. I also had the opportunity to
teach in an international school in mainland China for three years.
China’s incredibly different to here, especially the heavy censorship
of social media, but it was a great experience and it was good to
try out different kinds of food.

CAMERON
BILES-LIDDELL
What did you do before Dauntseys?
I was studying at the University of Manchester. I was very busy
there, but I'm now happy to be starting my first proper job.
What's the best thing about Dauntsey’s over Manchester?
The countryside. I was born and raised in North Wales, so I really
missed the openness in Manchester. I really like being surrounded
by it again, and I'm enjoying the natural scenery and the fresh air.
Where is your dream holiday?
Venice. It looks like such a beautiful place, and it's like nowhere
else in the world, being in the middle of a lake. The architecture is
enchanting too, with such a wonderful mix of different styles.
You're 16 again - what A-Levels would you choose to study?
Music, History, English Literature and Music Tech. I studied
Chemistry and Biology before, so I'd like to write more essays if I
had another chance, whilst also avoiding the sciences!!!
What is your dream pet?
A penguin. They're very cute, and that's quite exciting.
What's your favourite book?
The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas. It's very long, but
it's a classic prison break and very exciting.
What's your favourite childhood TV show?
Thunderbirds. The one with the puppets. That was great, unlike
the animated version they made recently, they ruined it.!
What is your guilty pleasure song?
Cosmik Debris by Frank Zappa

What area of biology interests you the most?
Probably human physiology but I’m also interested in zoology as
that was what I did my degree in.
Do you have any wacky hobbies/interests?
With a two-year-old daughter I hardly have any time! I do enjoy
cycling, motorsports and travelling too I suppose, but they’re not
really that ‘wacky’.
Favourite scientist?
I’m not sure if he really counts but probably Sir David
Attenborough – he has such a mesmerising voice!
Who would you have at your dinner table and why?
That’s a difficult one but I’ll do my best with a top three; you
probably don’t know much about him but Valentino Rossi, he’s
an Italian motorcycle racer. Maybe Morgan Freeman or Denzel
Washington and then Sir Winston Churchill I guess.
Cream or jam first on your scone?
I’d say cream first definitely.
Finally, as a biologist, what’s your favourite cell?
I do love a good neuron.

“I ALSO HAD THE OPPORTUNITY
TO TEACH IN AN INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL IN MAINLAND CHINA ...
INCREDIBLY DIFFERENT TO
HERE, ESPECIALLY THE HEAVY
CENSORSHIP OF SOCIAL MEDIA”
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only just been here for about four weeks, but it feels like I’ve been
here for a year at least.

WIBKE
GRUNDBRECHER
Where and what did you study before coming to
Dauntsey’s?
I studied in Heidelberg. I did my BA and now I’m on year into my
Master’s degree so this year is like a gap-year. I am studying Maths
and English to become a teacher.
Do you want to teach maths or English?
Both of them. In Germany its typical to study two subjects so you
choose two subjects and study them. You also have didactic and
pedagogical subjects.
What age group would you like to teach the most?
I’m going to teach in a Gymnasium so up to A-level – secondary
school. That’s why I’m here: to improve my English skills and get
used to it.
How do you like Dauntsey’s so far?
It’s great! It’s amazing.
What’s your favourite part?
Everything! The atmosphere especially because it’s like a family.
Everyone is so nice and everyone comes and chats with you. I’ve

“THE ATMOSPHERE ... IT'S LIKE
A FAMILY. EVERYONE IS SO
NICE AND EVERYONE COMES
AND CHATS WITH YOU. I'VE ONLY
JUST BEEN HERE FOR ABOUT
FOUR WEEKS, BUT IT FEELS
LIKE I'VE BEEN HERE FOR A YEAR
AT LEAST”
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Where are you staying while you’re here with us?
I live in a house with Laura and Mélissa, the two other language
assistants. Its great the three of us have become friends and we’re
already like a family living together. We only need to cross the field
to come to school in five minutes so it’s really nice.
What are your hobbies?
I love playing the saxophone. I’ve played it for around 13 years.
I also love skiing and snowboarding. I always go to Austria to
the alps and its quite convenient because I live in the south of
Germany so I’m there in about there or four hours.
If you could choose to be any animal what animal would
you choose to be?
A pig! I love pigs. I would really love to have a pig as a pet but of
course my parents don’t want to have a pig. I love dogs as well so
to have a dog and a pig would be perfect - because then they can
become friends.
Do you not have any pets back home?
No unfortunately not I don’t have any right now. I live in
Heidelberg in a flat so we don’t really have space for pets.
If you had to choose your very last meal what would it be?
Either Pizza with stuffed crust, mushrooms, bacon and a lot of
cheese.
Is there anything you miss in Germany?
Probably Pretzels! It’s quite difficult to make and I’ve not done it on
my own.
What do you like about being over here that you maybe
don’t have in Germany? Do you notice many differences?
I especially like the atmosphere of this school, the feeling of family.
I did some internships in Germany for two to three weeks but it
wasn’t the feeling I have here. It was as though they didn’t care too
much about you. Here every one cares about you. It really feels like
a family here that’s what I really like about it. I really love that I can
also talk in English all the time but I can also talk a bit of German in
my lessons so it’s nice mixture.
Do you speak any other languages apart from German
and English?
I studied French and Italian but it was for my A levels so it was
quite a while ago. Laura is teaching me Spanish right now so I can
count up to ten in Spanish. When the three of us are talking at
home we always end up making up near words because none of
us are native speakers of English so we always make up words and
end up getting confused.
How did you get posted to Dauntsey’s?
I did it via the British Council. It was German organisation and I
applied then I had an interview and they chose the school. I had
no influence over the choice of school but I’m so happy I ended
up here.

REBECCA
HILLIER
What/where was your previous job?
My previous job was at an all-girls independent school in
Buckinghamshire called St Mary’s. I was the head of R.S. there for
eight years.
What’s been your most interesting job so far?
When I was a student, I was a cleaner for a summer for the Royal
Household at Balmoral Castle so I cleaned for the royal family for
eight weeks. I got to stay overnight in Buckingham Palace. That
was probably the most interesting thing.
What’s some advice you’d give your younger self?
Take more risks and don’t be afraid of something that seems really
scary cause you’ll probably love it.
What’s your favourite book?
So I have three favourites and I can never pick between them: The
Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas because I just love it.
There’s another Russian book by Mikhail Bulgakov called Master
and Margarita. The idea is that the devil comes down with all his
friends, one of whom is a man-sized cat and wonders around
Russia – it is just phenomenal. I just absolutely love it – and also
Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier because my name is Rebecca and
I made my dad read it to me when I was four.
Whose your staffroom buddy?
I have an official school buddy assigned to me. She is the nicest
human being I think on the planet. We went out for dinner over
exeat because she’s so lovely. It's Ms Bradley-Fulling. She is fantastic.
If you could know the absolute and total truth to one
question what would the question be?
Professionally I think I would have to know whether God exists
or not because that would make teaching so much easier. That’s
what I get yelled at by students a lot. I suppose I would like to
know if there are afterlives too but on reflection I actually don’t
think I want to know the truth to all of those things because then
the mystery and the interest is gone.
What’s the wackiest religious tale/mythology.
The creation myth of scientology is quite interesting. It’s all about
the fact that this alien planet was being destroyed and so these
aliens got into pods and they zoomed off into space. These
aliens then all landed in the lava filled planet that was Earth and
then there was a huge volcano which unleashed a number of
pods. Scientologists believe that we’re all descended from alien
creatures which emerged from these pods.

“I HAVE TO SAY THAT I HAVE
WALTZED WITH PRINCE CHARLES.
I DON’T KNOW HOW TO WALTZ
BUT THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT I
DIDN’T STAND ON HIS FEET”

If you had to lose one of your senses which would it be?
I have a really bad sense of smell anyway so I think I’ll just go with
that one.
What’s the most surreal experience you’ve had?
It’s always really really surreal when you’re wandering around the
streets in London and someone starts yelling your teacher name
and you turn around and there’s a whole bunch of your students
there. That’s always really surreal.
In addition, going back to my summer job with the royal family, I
have to say that I have waltzed with Prince Charles. I don’t know
how to waltz but the good news is that I didn’t stand on his feet.
We all had to go to this ball and it was Scottish country dancing.
They do this thing where the guys are in a ring in the middle
and the girls are in a ring on the outside and the rings move in
opposite directions. When the music stops the person you’re
facing is your dance partner for your next dance. It stopped and I
was facing Prince Charles and I then had to dance with him.
Is he a good dancer?
I think he does this professionally - he was very good at the Waltz.
Who was your favourite teacher while you were at school?
I did have an absolutely legendary History teacher. His name was
Dr. Lee and he wrote all the textbooks for A level History. All he did
was condense down the textbook and read it out to us in lessons
and he had this really good story telling voice so everyone was just
sat there listening.
If the universe is a simulation what update does it need?
I read a really interesting article with the guy who created the
internet (Tim Berners-Lee (Ed.) who basically said he would shut it
all down - because it’s become this horrible cesspool of humanity
being awful to one another. I think humanity could do with a little
bit of a humanity upgrade and remember that we are all actually
humans and the people we make decisions about are humans as
well and that their lives matter just as much.
So can human nature change or is it inherent?
Arguably it has to be inherent. We learn from people who came
before us. But of course, that doesn’t explain that there are
sometimes wonderful outliers. I am thinking of those people who
completely subvert everything they have been taught ever to be
better humans.
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amazing things ever where you can take something that you use
for a straight line and still find the gradient of any curve. I just really
think it's an amazing bit of Maths, and one that continues to get
harder as you go along so it never gets boring.

IZZY
HOADLEY
How have you found your first three weeks at Dauntsey’s?
Really good, it’s really different from the school I was teaching at
before in terms of how full on and long your days are, I don’t know
how you guys have been doing it for so long, it’s amazing! I also
love the food and think it’s amazing.

What is your favorite Maths joke or riddle?
I can’t think of any right now, but I know I have so many. A lot of
them are memes so I can’t even tell you, I’d have to show you!
Would you rather teach the Mechanics or Statistics side of
the A-Level Maths course?
Mechanics, I think you definitely prefer one or the other.
What’s your favorite piece of Australian slang?
In Australia we say a lot of contradictory comments like “yeah, nah”
which means no, but if you say “yeah, nah, yeah” it means yes. Up
north where I’m from we have a lot of our own slang too, when
we’re joking we’ll use the word “gammon” like “nah it’s gammon.”

What school were you previously at?
I was teaching at a school called O’Loughlin College in Darwin,
Australia. It’s quite similar to Dauntsey’s in terms of the ages taught
but there were only 600 students. It also was more like a state
school as opposed to a private school.
Are there any differences from teaching in an English
classroom as opposed to an Australian one?
I think it really depends on the class, but the biggest difference
I’ve noticed is that in Australia everyone has laptops that they
would bring to all their classes, so there's a lot more technology
involved. I have to say though that the classrooms here are much
nicer than the ones back home. Where I used to live we were really
prone to tropical storms and because of that all the rooms had to
be cyclone proof so we couldn’t have these big windows like you
guys do.
Have you always liked Maths or was it something you had
to learn to love when you were younger?
When I was at school, for the most part I didn’t actually find Maths
stimulating and I especially found textbook work to be quite
boring. When I began to solve and work at problems for a long
time and finally got nice answers, that was when I really started to
love Maths.
If you couldn’t teach Maths and you could teach any other
subject, what would you teach?
I would love to teach Outdoor Education, I think you guys call
it Adventuring here but I just love being outdoors, especially
camping.
Would you ever want to go on the Jolie Brise?
Yeah of course!
Here’s a question all Maths teachers feel strongly about;
are you a CAST diagram or graph method user?
Graph person for sure!
What is your favorite Maths formula?
Oh, I have so many! I think the gradient formula because that leads
into first principles calculus which in my opinion is one of the most
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GREGORY
JAMES
What is your role here at Dauntsey’s?
I teach learning support and I teach First Form rugby, which is nice
because I get to go outside. I’m also a tutor in Rendell which is fun,
and I have a First Form tutor group.
Do you prefer the younger kids to the older ones?
I don’t mind really, I’m a secondary teacher by training but I have
worked a lot with younger children. I don’t mind, I like teaching
all ages.
What did you do before you came to Dauntsey’s?
I’ve been a teacher since I was about 22 – my degree was Modern
Languages with Education, so I started out as a French and
Spanish teacher. I did my degree and then did a few other things
before I began teaching properly. I went to Saudi Arabia for a
year to teach English which was interesting. I came back to the
north-west where I’m from and taught around Liverpool in lots of
different schools for a few years. Then I went out to Guernsey and
worked in a high school teaching language. I then moved into the
role of SENCO (Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator) leading
a team of learning support tutors to help students who have
specific learning difficulties. Then five years ago I moved to work
in a school in Wilton as the SENCO and French teacher. And then I
came to Dauntsey’s.

How do you like Dauntsey’s so far? Pros and cons?
So far, I haven’t come across any negatives, believe it or not. It’s a
bit further for me to drive in but apart from that it’s great. I haven’t
worked in a boarding school before so there’s quite a lot of new
things to get used to, and as with starting any new role there’s
lots to learn quite quickly. But I’ve got a nice group of people in
the department and a great team in Rendell, so I really like it so far.
The food’s really good as well, so I have to be very careful not to
overeat!
How are you finding your role at Dauntsey’s?
At the moment, I work one-to-one with about twenty-five
students and I haven’t really worked like this before, so I’m kind of
missing full classes. I’m going to have to try to get into a proper
class at some point.
Any hobbies?
I love sport, especially running and swimming, and also climbing
and kayaking. There’s lots of sports things I’d quite liked to get
involved with at here. That was one of the things I was really
looking forward to about coming here – the variety of different
things that are available to students – at my last school there
wasn’t much extra stuff. I used to do a sign language club so
perhaps that’s something I could start up here at Dauntsey’s in
the future. But mostly I love outdoorsy stuff – I’m really looking
forward to getting out on the Jolie Brise if I can.
Do you have any particularly interesting life experiences?
I think culturally it would have to be when I was out in Saudi
Arabia. The lifestyle there is so different from here I kind of threw
myself onto the experiences out there. It was a long time ago but I
remember it all really vividly just because it was so full on.
Why did you choose Saudi Arabia in particular?
I think I just saw an advert for it and thought that I wanted to
do something different. I was interested in the teaching English
aboard but while I was there I taught in a boys’ industrial college,
where they would all go into industries afterwards. After that I
went to work in a power plant so I went from teaching lads around
the age of 18 – 21 and then next thing I knew I was teaching men
who were right up to 65. It was really interesting but fantastic
group of people. Some of them didn’t want to be there but it was
a very interesting year that’s for sure.
I learnt to scuba dive while I was there. My scuba instructor nearly
killed us all because he took us down too deep. We almost ran out
of oxygen. We had to come up really slowly and stop at certain
moment to let your lungs adjust. Having to wait and not come up
quickly and looking at your oxygen gauges and thinking Hmm...
Do you have any other moments you value particularly?
When I was a student I did the high peak marathon in Sheffield. It’s
44 miles overnight. Running through the dark with a head torch
on. It was the beginning of March with knee high snow. It was a
good experience but I think I slept for 21 solid hours straight after.
For some strange reason I did it again the next year. It was very
hard and painful but even the little things within that experience
made it worthwhile. I remember looking back at one point and
all the teams were running so I could see a trail of headtorches
coming down the path or in the morning up on the mountain
peak, the sun coming up. We were absolutely dead on our feet but
those little things stick with you.

JOSH
KERSLEY
Firstly, what did you do before? Have you come straight
from university?
Yes, I’ve just finished my PCGE at Barton Peveril College over in
Eastleigh, near Southampton, where I specialised in A levels.
What area of biology interests you the most?
I did a biochemistry degree so I’m interested in mechanisms
and translations to do with protein synthesis. But I also quite like
genetics and microbiology too.
Who’s your favourite scientist?
That’s a hard one but probably Watson and Crick with their work
in molecular genetics and, if I could have three, probably Rosalind
Franklin as well. Although Charles Darwin might be on there too.
Do you have any ‘wacky’ hobbies or interests?
For the last 7 years I’ve been competing in ‘Olympic Weightlifting’
– not as in the Olympics, but it’s called that because it’s the
weightlifting done at the Olympics, so that’s quite interesting.
If you had to live abroad anywhere, where would you live?
I went to Vietnam for two weeks a couple of years ago and I loved
it out there so probably Vietnam. It’s a really simple way of living
out there; the people are nice, good food, more relaxed. It doesn’t
move at the same speed of the Western world and I think that’s a
breath of fresh air in this day and age.
What’s your favourite type of cell?
I’m going to go for an E.coli cell because you can do pretty much
anything with it: they’re very receptacle to artificial plasmids so you
can make them glow in the dark or make them produce insulin –
they’re a very interesting cell and you can do a lot with them.

“WHEN I BEGAN TO SOLVE AND
WORK AT PROBLEMS FOR A LONG
TIME AND FINALLY GOT NICE
ANSWERS, THAT WAS WHEN I
REALLY STARTED TO LOVE MATHS”
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MÉLISSA
LECAMP
What did you do before coming to Dauntsey’s?
I studied English at University for three years in France.
What are you looking forward to about this year?
I want to improve my English, also I am looking forward to
helping the students improve their French by bringing my own
experiences to teaching.
Favourite French food or dish?
I really like winter food, like ‘tartiflette’ made of potatoes, cheese
and meat, but as I am vegetarian, I leave out the meat.
Favourite place to visit in France?
I love to go to the city Reims (in northern France) because there
are lots of things to do. Also, I am fond of history and there is the
Cathedral of Reims where all the French kings were crowned. I love
to go here and imagine what it was like to be here in the Middle
Ages. I also like to go to Paris because there are many things to see.
Favourite film?
The Twilight Saga. I love the books and the films.
So are you an Edward or a Jacob fan?
Definitely Edward.
Dream holiday?
I have already realised one of my dreams which was to live in England.
But I would like to go to the United States, in the northern part.
If you could have dinner with anyone in the world, alive or
dead, which three people would you choose?
Robert Pattinson, Henry VIII (as long as I don’t have to be his wife!)
and my grandfather who passed away four years ago.

LYDIANE
LEES
How have you enjoyed your time so far at Dauntsey’s?
I’ve really enjoyed it, everyone’s just so welcoming and friendly
and it’s just nice to be here.
What school were you previously at?
I was teaching a two-year graduate programme in Birmingham
where they put teachers in deprived areas, so this school is very
different; in a very different environment.
Here’s a question all Maths teachers feel strongly about;
are you a CAST diagram or graph method user?
Oh goodness! I personally prefer the graph method, but I think it’s
best to know both.
Have you always liked Maths or was it something you had
to learn to love when you were younger?
A bit of both, I’ve definitely learnt to love it more as I’ve become
older, but seeing as I took Economics at university I’d say I prefer to
apply it to different topic areas.
Have you always been good at Maths?
I’d say so, but I was never the best in the class.
If you couldn’t teach Maths, what would you want to be
teaching now?
Seeing as I took Economics at university I’d have to say that, but, if I
had the choice to teach anything I’d have to say I’ve always had an
interest in History, although I’m not sure about all the marking!
Would you rather teach the Mechanics or Statistics side of
the A-Level Maths course?
I teach the Statistics side, which I’d say is the more enjoyable side!
Do you have a favorite Maths joke or riddle?
Oh, I don’t know if I can remember one, but I’ve heard a few!

“I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO
HELPING THE STUDENTS
IMPROVE THEIR FRENCH BY
BRINGING MY OWN
EXPERIENCES TO TEACHING”
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What's your favorite Maths formula?
I’m about to start teaching the quadratic formula to some of my
Lower School classes and PJM has some fun songs to remember it,
so I’d have to say that one.
Any words of advice for people who are currently
struggling with Maths, no matter what form they’re in?
All I would say is that anyone can get better at Maths: it just takes a
lot of practice, dedication and resilience. To some people it comes
more naturally but I think the people that end up doing the best
are the ones that put the most effort in.

ELLA
MAJOR
What did you do after you left Dauntseys?
I took a Gap Year and went interrailing with a friend from the
Upper Sixth for a month. I came back and went travelling to
Singapore, Australia and New Zealand and worked in Singapore
for a children’s outdoor adventure company. That was kind of
my beginning of teaching, I guess. Then came back and worked
in the Polly Tea rooms in Marlborough and then was offered a
job at St. Francis Prep School and worked as a Gappie there, in all
departments just doing assistant teaching at 18.
Did you know then that you wanted to go into teaching?
Yeah, I kind of knew from the end of my GCSEs, which is really early
on. I didn’t think about how you get into teaching I just knew I
didn’t really want to do anything else and my perspective hasn’t
changed. So, I did Drama at Loughborough University; it was a
three-year course and learnt theory and practical work. Then I was
going to go and do my PGCE this year, however, I decided that
Dauntsey’s offered me more of an opportunity to learn on the job
and also do pastoral work in Manor.
How are you finding the Manor?
It’s really, really fun. It’s different as I’ve never worked in a boarding
school before and it’s interesting working with kids in that
beginning stage of growing up and getting into their teenage
years. It’s definitely challenging at times, but the pupils are really
lovely, and it feels like a community there. It’s really nice getting
to chat to the girls before bedtime, finding out how their day
has been, or if any of them have any problems. I kind of act as a
second mum sometimes, so it’s quite fun.
How are you finding being back at Dauntseys?
It is a bit weird because I thought I knew the school better then I
actually do! I was only here in the Sixth Form so only experienced
three departments: drama, history and geography, and since I
left the school all the buildings have changed. In the last few
months of my final year the maths and geography building was
having scaffolding put around it, the new sports hall was added
the year after I left, and they didn’t have the athletics track either.
So, a lot has changed but it is really nice being back because I feel
I’m in a familiar part of the country, it’s not that strange to me. I
know the standards of the school and I know how the school has
a really down to earth feel about it, as that is what I experienced
as a pupil. I can also give advice to people about my experiences
here and what I learnt from the school. The drama department
has always been amazing; I really thrived in the drama department
as a pupil.

What’s the best thing about being back?
It’s nice because I’m working with new people, all the staff in the
drama department have changed since I studied here, so I’m not
coming back to working with my old teachers, I’m working with
new colleagues. Everyone is really welcoming and it’s nice to have
the opportunity to help students. I’m allowed to go and observe
lessons in other subjects, which is really good fun. My favourite
thing is being able to work with different year groups and getting
to give feedback.

LAURA
SYMS
What job did you do before?
I’ve been teaching for 22 years – I’ve always been a chemistry
teacher, but I’ve been assistant head of sixth form prior to here for
the last five years.
What area of chemistry are you most interested in?
I like all areas, but I really like physical chemistry, like calculations
and moles, but also electrode potentials too.
Favourite scientist?
Francis Kelsey. She was a physician and pharmacologist working
in America and she was the one who told the American
pharmaceutical companies not to distribute thalidomide in the
country and came up against a lot of criticism for her beliefs,
which was especially difficult for her being in a very maledominated profession. Thanks to her, the thalidomide disaster was
mostly halted in America.
If you could have discovered any major scientific
breakthrough, what would it have been?
I suppose the contraceptive pill would have been a good one or
maybe nanoparticles – which are used in self-cleaning windows
and sun creams.
Do you have any ‘wacky’ hobbies or interests?
I absolutely love rabbits; I have two pet ones and I adore them! But
I’m not really that ‘wacky’.
If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be?
I quite like the UK to be honest.
Finally, what is your favourite element and why?
Carbon because I like diamonds – they are a girl’s best friend!
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What’s your motto?
No coffee, no workee!
Who’s your staff room bestie?
Miss Wilkins bought me a welcome plant!

CHRIS
WALKER
What is your role at Dauntsey’s?
I am the Director of Drama.
What did you do before Dauntsey’s?
I was Director of Drama at Stonar School
What would you say your greatest career success has been?
I was on two episodes of Casualty, that’s what I usually tell people.
But I had a theatre company for four years and we toured around
the world. I also wrote a children’s TV show, Shouty Arthur, which
is hopefully about to be made into a full show on CBeebies –
fingers crossed!
What’s your favourite school meal?
I’ve only had a week of school meals, but the curry is pretty good.

Jillian Mak
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What’s your favourite cereal?
I don’t eat lots of cereal, but I have a 5-year-old son and we eat
coco pops.
What did you want to be when you were older?
Two very attainable career goals - actor and rockstar.
What’s the scariest thing you’ve ever done?
I performed a show in Greece as part of the festival of Dionysus in
French and I don’t speak French. There were thousands of people
there expecting my perfect French. It was terrifying.
What’s your hobby?
Playing piano, guitar, drums and singing (pretending I’m a rockstar)
and writing.

“WHAT'S YOUR MOTTO?
NO COFFEE, NO WORKEE”

Raff Clark
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VALETE
Goodbye to old friends

CRAIG
BRAKES

JANE
GIBSON

Craig Brakes’s arrival in the Biology department can likened to
the arrival of a messiah. He brought wisdom, kindness, calm and
humour into my department and it will be a great sadness to say
our farewells to him at the end of this year.
Craig’s is ia teacher that is deserving of superhero status. A status
he acquired first at St John’s Marlborough and then reaffirmed
here at Dauntsey’s. None can accuse me of hyperbole when I say
that Craig’s lessons often obtained the heights that the rest of us
may only hope to glimpse at in a lifetime. Craig is not yet another
teacher who talks about good practice, he is the real deal, an
inspiring teacher who gives his all to deliver lessons that are so
interesting and informative his students will remember him for the
rest of their lives. He has always shied away from self-promotion,
confident in the knowledge that his excellence in class speaks
for itself. Craig is remarkably rare in an age where lessons are
becoming more and more uniform and robotic. He stands out
as the teacher who challenges students to think for themselves,
to work together to solve difficult problems and to have the
confidence to present their own ideas, even if they do not conform
to those around them.
Over the years Craig’s classes gained results that once again spoke
for themselves, but beyond the numbers and letters awarded for
examination performance, Craig’s students also learned how to
learn. At the moment they may not realise they have obtained this
skill but at university and in life beyond education it will be a key
to their success in all that they seek to apply themselves to.
Of course, Craig is more than just a teacher, he is a PhD level
scientist, a taxidermist, an artic explorer, devoted gardener, farmer
(of chickens), bat specialist and most importantly father and
husband. It will be great sorrow to see Craig leave Dauntsey’s and
I am sure I speak for all of his students and colleagues when I wish
him well on his future plans.

VRM
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In March 2011, as the public exam season was about to begin and
the school was without an exams officer, we found Jane Gibson.
Jane has told me since that she didn’t expect to get the job
because she was ‘a little grey-haired lady’ but she was absolutely
the right appointment. She stepped into the thick of GCSE, AS
and A2 exams in her new school and took charge. Her answer
at interview to “How would your colleagues describe you?” was
“Quite bossy, but very organised, trustworthy and approachable
with a good heart”. This told the Headmaster all he needed to
know, and since her arrival at Dauntsey’s we have made full use of
Jane’s many talents.
Jane has a BSc in Physics with Ancillary Electronics from Exeter
University and was a research scientist with Plessey Marine
Research Unit working on Royal Navy Sonar systems before
raising her family. She has taught Physics at Bournemouth and
Shaftesbury and has been Head of Department at Shenzhen
College in China, managing a team of local staff. Jane has also
been a peripatetic violin teacher, teaching at 12 local schools,
running string workshops and teaching over 100 pupils.
She came to us from Gryphon School where she was Exams
Manager, leading a team of 30 invigilators and also setting up
GCSE Astronomy.
Having joined Dauntsey’s in the Spring of 2011, by the autumn
Jane and her husband, Richard, had moved into the Manor and
Jane added Lower School Tutor to the list of her responsibilities.
Jane has coped very bravely with illness during her time at
Dauntsey’s and on returning to work, was quickly back to juggling
more responsibilities, including the role of Data Manager and
teacher of Computing, and in 2016 she was appointed to the
newly created role of Compliance Officer.
The job of Compliance Officer can be a thankless task of trying
to keep the staff on the straight and narrow. However, Jane has

been meticulous in this role, ensuring that she kept abreast of all
the latest compliance and inspection regulations, and she has
proved particularly successful at ensuring that we are compliant,
as she has, in her own words, “raised nagging to an art form”.

behind the knitting needles is a truly kind and generous person
who has shown us that we should never under estimate little
grey-haired ladies.

JFEU

Jane is undeterred when it comes to following up or any issue
which prevents the school from meeting the required standards of
compliance. The excellent inspection outcome in September 2018
was testament to Jane’s hard work and keen eye for detail. In the
Headmaster’s words “We simply couldn’t have done it without you
and will be forever grateful and in your debt.”
During her eight years at Dauntsey’s Jane has made many friends
and become fully involved with the community taking part in the
musical life of the school playing in the Chamber Group orchestra.
She is an excellent cook and lucky colleagues have enjoyed her
cakes, biscuits and jam.
I am sure none of us can imagine that during her retirement Jane
will be stuck for something to do. Jane has numerous interests
and hobbies, music, knitting, sewing, gardening, baking, reading,
walking and book binding to name but a few. She also plays an
active part in the local community and is setting up her new
technical editing business and looking forward to the arrival of her
eighth grandchild.
Jane will be joined in her retirement by her husband, Richard,
who, like Jane, has carried out a number of roles at Dauntsey’s over
the years, most recently as a technician in the Art department.
With his excellent wood-working skills Richard will be as busy as
Jane in retirement.
As we wish both Jane and Richard a long, healthy and happy
retirement, I particularly want to add my own thanks to Jane for
all her help and support, especially over the last two years when
I have taken on the roles of Data Protection Manager and Head
of HR. Jane has been a constant source of advice and guidance,
full of initiatives, a whizz at IT and an extremely hard-working
colleague. I will endeavour to continue to maintain Jane’s high
standards as I take over responsibility for Compliance from
September 2019.
The Common Room will not be the same without Jane. With one
ear always to the ground, Jane had the ability to provide a realtime feed on the who’s who and what’s what of Dauntsey’s. Her
virtuosity in knitting provided an insight into algorithmic thinking
that a seasoned programmer might struggle to master and her
no-nonsense approach to everything allowed her to keep a tight
reign on pupils and staff alike. Never one to shy away from offering
an honest opinion, Jane could, at times, appear a little scary but

PAUL
GORDON
Paul Gordon arrived at Dauntsey’s in 2016 with a History degree
from Cambridge, his Dad’s jumper, and a talent for playing the
organ: None of which explain why he was appointed as Assistant
Head of Music. However, despite all this he was a fantastic addition
to the Music department, as well as the Manor Tutor team.
In between the two baths he drew each day, back at the Manor,
Mr Gordon found time to teach exceptional lessons as well as to
run the lower school music competition, be Musical Director for
the whole school production of ‘Our House’, play the organ in
every single school service and just generally dedicate his entire
life to the school.
Although Paul has not been in the Common Room long, his
popularity and willingness to share a pint with anyone was
evidenced by his appointment as Common Room Social Secretary.
His initiatives in that role have included the staff Bake-Off (won
by Mr Devney’s Mum...) and a Wadworth Brewery tour, attended
by few.
He has been a generous and smiling presence around the school
and he will be sorely missed by staff and students alike. A measure
of his influence is surely evidenced by the far-reaching success
of the staff band the Paul Gordon Experience. After all, how many
teachers leave a school with a band named after them?

PWO

“THE COMMON ROOM WILL NOT BE THE SAME WITHOUT JANE.
WITH ONE EAR ALWAYS TO THE GROUND, JANE HAD THE ABILITY
TO PROVIDE A REAL-TIME FEED ON THE WHO’S WHO AND WHAT’S
WHAT OF DAUNTSEY’S”
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DOMINIC
IRVING

RIKKI
JACKSON

Dominic is a phenomenal all-round musician who has provided
us with fantastic music at Dauntsey’s for seven years. He grew up
not far away from the school, attending St Augustine’s College
in Trowbridge before moving to Trinity College, London for his
degree. He attained a 1st class honours award specialising in
composition and this led to a Masters degree at Bristol. His piano
skills were by then well known in Wiltshire, as he accompanied
many choral and amateur dramatic societies, and Dauntsey’s was
very lucky in 2012 when he joined the school as our Musician in
Residence and began to make his mark on our students.
Dominic’s skill as an accompanist and his ability to sight read
almost anything put in front of him, sometimes at a moments’
notice, meant he was quickly in demand by pupils at all levels
of their development, for recitals and concerts. As a composer
and arranger, he regularly created pieces for our soloists and
ensembles to perform in concerts and it was always a delight
to see the skill and craftsmanship he employed to create music
which our students could play, no matter what level of experience
they brought to the group.
Alongside his prodigious piano skills, Dominic also showed he was
able to master almost any instrument which included most of the
woodwind, string and brass families. He then supported pupils in
ensembles, always approaching the challenge with a quite and
assured confidence. We will remember Dominic at his pianistic
best from his recitals which he gave at the summer festivals.
This gave us all the chance to appreciate his command of the
instrument and his deep understanding of music.
We thank Dominic for his considerable service to Dauntsey’s, wish
him well in his performing and composing career and hope to
see his name on the credits of a major release film in the not too
distant future.

GGH

“IT WAS ALWAYS A DELIGHT
TO SEE THE SKILL AND
CRAFTSMANSHIP HE EMPLOYED
TO CREATE MUSIC”
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Some colleagues are easier to encapsulate than others. Some offer
such a rich vein of anecdotes to be mined, that both the writer
and the editor are presented with significant and rather sensitive
challenges. Some have been here for such a short time that their
many qualities have scarcely seen the daylight. Summarising
Rikki Jackson’s contribution to this institution isn’t easy given that
maintaining a sense of objective detachment is quite hard when
his career here is so clearly grounded in a necessarily dramatic
environment and so very much more on public show.
Drama has a long and a very respectable tradition at Dauntsey’s
so when Rikki arrived here it wasn’t exactly a stagnant backwater
but perhaps more a tributary than mainstream. However, his
transformation of ‘Drama at Dauntseys’ into what has become
something of a unique selling point for the school was an
unexpected consequence of Rikki’s reconstruction of the theatrical
heart of this institution. Of course, what many of us actually ‘saw’
was and is only the iceberg tip of the thriving Drama department
that Rikki has built at Dauntsey’s.
Gather a few teachers together and it goes without saying that
there are probably many different opinions in the room about
what constitutes ‘education’. But, we might agree that it is always
about a relationship between teachers and learners and with all
of our varied preoccupations with assessment, training and the
systems involved, ultimately it is about helping students learn
rather than getting the school further up league tables. It’s very
easy for people to spend all day discussing education without
mentioning the students at all. But all of this is a complete waste
of everybody’s time if we forget that our role is to help students to
learn. Therefore, the most important question is question is: what
should they learn and how do we best do that?
Most would agree that creativity is high amongst an essential set
of skills and capabilities. It is the capability to have and develop
new ideas that are original and of value and to know how that
process works. For many, creativity is what sets us apart from the
rest of life on earth; that is to say our capacity to come up with
fresh ideas and to make them come into being - to create things
in the practical world as well as conceptually. Those who have
worked with Rikki in devising pieces for both GCSE and A level
know just how creative he is and just how charismatic he is in
conveying the excitement of the creative process.
Another critical skill is communication. Sadly, not all academics
are great communicators but great teachers obviously are. Given
that the core of drama is communication it will come as no great

surprise to any that Rikki is a great communicator albeit with his
incoherent moments, usually when embarked on a sports related
rant, probably concerning cricket.
And finally, there is collaboration. We live in a social world, we
need to work with other people. And if you have an education
system that is atomized, where people work in groups, not as
groups, which is rooted in competition, then it betrays the most
fundamental dilemma for which most communities actually
flourish - when people work together for some common goal.
Obviously, some areas of school life depend utterly on effective
collaboration but it is in the performing arts and in team sports
that it is most central.
And that brings me back to Rikki and to Drama. Rikki has
combined the role of delivering drama as an academic subject
with spectacular success despite having to confront some
resistance (how many times has Rikki fielded the “why do drama
when you aren’t likely to get a job ‘doing’ drama” – a question
asked a little more often than “why do Mathematics/History –
when your aren’t likely to seek a job as a mathematician/historian”)
whilst also carrying out the role of Director of Drama in one the
highest profile jobs in the school; specifically a job with an almost
uniquely public profile. As Rikki has added several sedimentary
layers to Dauntsey’s drama tradition he has remained totally
committed to the core value of giving students the opportunity to
explore new ideas and communicate those ideas in a collaborative
manner. As with other creative disciplines drama can sit rather
uneasily in a timetable with two minutes lost from the Period 8 of
a Physics lesson being seen, by some, as a tectonic catastrophe.
Rikki has directed very many productions here; some dear to his
heart and some not so beloved by him, but certainly beloved by
his various constituencies of students, colleagues and parents. In
the course of that he has entertained, challenged, changed and
stimulated many of us and many of our students, turning school
drama into something worth watching in its own right, rather
than as a pale imitation of professional theatre. Equally at home
working on the big showcase productions as on the frequently
more intellectually challenging smaller workshop productions he
has made a difference to very many people.
And above all he has made a difference in a way that leaves a
legacy incomparably more significant than a few of my fond
memories. I have first-hand knowledge of the impact he has had
– the personal impact he has had – not just the impact of having
done a bit of drama. He made drama cool, casting 1st XV rugby
players, academic scholars, shy introverts and dramatic extroverts
in lead roles with unusual skill, spotting talent where others didn’t
see it. He championed Dance, pioneered school productions
of west-end hits some of which he took back to the West-End
offering students extraordinary theatrical experiences and, he was
innovative in his production of much more complex pieces. He
even managed to get a Dauntsey’s audience to give a standing
ovation to ‘Merry Christmas Mrs Thatcher’ in Billy Elliot without
many of them spotting the irony.
Some of my best theatrical moments in Dauntsey’s have been
when watching the devised GCE and GCSE pieces, each one of
them with his directorial fingerprints all over them as he took on
the role of discreet puppet-master rather than an overbearing
director using actors as personal mouthpieces.

And he has changed lives. All teachers might claim to have offered
a nudge here or a push there that our students might acknowledge
but in Rikki’s case it is more a shove than a nudge, albeit delivered
subtly. The example quoted here is typical of very many;
“I might have been a wallflower if it weren't for Mr Jackson giving
me a taste of the limelight and building my confidence up year
after year. How lucky I feel to have been taught by Rikki. Drama
and Theatre studies was my magic at school, it wasn't my escape,
it was where I learned the best my life lessons. It taught me how
to manage my time, to prioritise what I cared for, to express myself
creatively. Mr Jackson created that safe space. He was always so
patient during rehearsals, he never raised his voice, but if you were
being particularly annoying he would just stare.at.you. until you
stopped. It was very effective. I wish him the best at the next place
he goes. Thank you a million times over.”
Rikki is now plying his trade a little further along the chalk
escarpment having made a typically self-effacing exit with
absolutely no encores. The highlight of his undramatic exit from
Dauntsey’s was his address at the 2019 Leavers’ Service which
encapsulated his philosophy, his principles and his memories
far more fluently than this valete can possibly achieve. However,
rest assured that ‘out there’ - and still in ‘here’ - there are many
students and former students who doff their caps to Mr Jackson
and wish him well – and, remembering that you are only as good
as your last production, as they say in theatre land Mr Jackson –
‘break a leg.’

NY

STEVE
LILLEY
Air Commodore Steve Lilley was appointed in 2007 and arrived
at Dauntsey’s following an extremely successful career in the
Royal Air Force. He quickly made his office his own, with one or
two photos and caricatures of his time in the RAF, particularly
of a former boxing career, which appear to be scattered around
seemingly randomly; perhaps to unsettle more nervous visitors.
He quickly built an excellent team around him and although not a
trained accountant, his remarkable financial acumen was apparent
from very early on, as he steered the School through all manner
of challenges. In fact, it is impossible to overstate the excellence
of his work during his tenure, especially given the fact that it
coincided with the world-wide financial crash of 2008 and tough
economic times.
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Outstanding loans were paid off, healthy annual surpluses became
routine and significant investment took place. Over £8 million was
spent on annual maintenance over these 12 years, while £23 million
was invested in capital projects. The Pavilion was undoubtedly his
favourite project, but he is also quite rightly proud of the creation
of the Mercers’ Fields with its associated car parks and the bus lane,
as well as the Olive Building, the removal and landscaping of the
old car park, which used to be right at the heart of the school and,
most recently, the addition of the athletics track.
Steve’s highly developed diplomatic skills were invaluable, since
he worked along side two Head Masters and for two Chairs of
Governors, while managing a bursarial workforce of over 250. It is
always easy to grumble about the boss, but there is no doubt that
Steve’s team liked and respected him, while they enjoyed working
for him. He was unafraid to roll up his sleeves and get stuck in too,
as his efforts to unblock drains in order to prevent the flooding
of the village and to feed the biodigester – his own pet project –
showed, early on his time at the school.
A vice-like grip on the School’s purse strings, a rare gift to see right
through to the heart of matters and the ability to get on with
anyone were the hallmarks of Steve’s time in office. The School
greatly benefitted from the wealth of his experience, from his
professional knowledge and common-sense approach, no matter
what the problem. On a personal level, I would simply comment
that I will miss a critical friend and sensitive soul, who provided
wise counsel and a great deal of laughter too.

Her rapport with the pupils was brilliant, and she had that magic
touch that gave young people the confidence to take the first
step. Ali has a wonderful warmth and caring personality that
allows her to relate to people with honesty and an open mind and
she will be dearly missed by the Dauntsey’s community.

ALJ

“AMAZING, KIND,
COMPASSIONATE, CALM,
HELPFUL, PROACTIVE AND
GENERALLY SUCH A LOVELY
PERSON”

Steve cared deeply about the School, its parents, pupils and
employees and will be missed. I wish him a long and happy
retirement that will undoubtedly be spent on golf courses in a
forlorn attempt to reduce his handicap.

MJL

ALI
MURPHY
Ali joined the Counselling team at Dauntsey’s in September 2014,
and throughout her time here provided invaluable support to
hundreds of pupils, parents and colleagues.
She was always incredibly measured and thoughtful in the advice
she gave, and she always had time to listen no matter how busy
she was. Her communication with House staff was superb and
they describe her as, “amazing, kind, compassionate, calm, helpful,
proactive and generally such a lovely person.”
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CHRISTINE
NOTLEY
Christine joined us as a visiting piano teacher in 2006. She was
already an experienced piano teacher and performer having
trained at the Royal Academy of Music, winning prizes for her
performances, before progressing onto a teaching and
performing career.
She taught first in Cambridge and then moved to Wiltshire,
working at many schools in the local area. Christine brought
a quiet and calm approach to piano teaching. Her love of the
instrument was clear from the outset and she was able to
communicate this passion for performing to her pupils, bringing
out the best in even those in need of confidence and support
when performing. Many of her pupils achieved the highest grades
and are still performing as adults.
Christine will be remembered for her kindness and desire to bring
out the best in everybody she worked with. We wish her well in
her new life following her marriage in the summer.

GGH

ELLEN
OADES

Ellen was a dedicated and compassionate tutor in Lambert
throughout her time at Dauntsey’s, and there is no question that
her fun-loving, encouraging and downright kind nature will be
sorely missed by her tutees and colleagues in the house. In the
department Ellen has been an absolute delight to work with; she
has been generous with her time to the benefit of pupils, both
directly and indirectly. Although on a day-to-day basis in the
office we will most obviously miss her cheery sense of humour,
self-deprecating wit, and infectious enthusiasm for all things both
science and dance-related, her sharp mind and willingness to
share her immense experience of the teaching of Chemistry will
also be difficult to replace. We wish her the best of luck in her new
role in Marlborough.

MDK
Ellen started at Dauntsey’s in September 2016, moving across
from her previous role as joint Head of Chemistry at St. John’s
Marlborough. The vast majority of her teaching here was in
Chemistry, although she had the depth of being able to offer
other sciences too, and as a result taught Biology throughout her
time at the school.
Ellen’s teaching style is very much geared around her positive,
‘can-do’ attitude. Her pupils will undoubtedly remember her as
a teacher who showed great belief in them, and was passionate
about getting each of them as individuals to recognise and
nurture their own talents. Ellen has a gift for providing genuinely
clear and interesting explanations for the various phenomena
found in a complex subject, and she will no doubt use this to
great effect as she returns as Head of Chemistry at St. John’s
Marlborough.
Ellen made great contributions to the delivery of Science outside
of the confines of the classroom, and was instrumental in setting
up and running the Lower School Science Club, which has gone
from strength to strength in the past three years. Ellen took great
delight in enthusing our younger students, and hearing their
excitement in the seminar room on a Thursday afternoon after
they had made their own sherbet, ice cream or slime, was always
a great reminder of what teaching science is all about! In addition
to this, Ellen is passionate about increasing the number of women
studying and working in STEM subjects, and she was the perfect
supervisor for this year’s team of Second Form girls who tackled
the Soroptomist International Salisbury STEM Challenge.
Ellen’s approach to sport in the School has been a real testament
to her personal qualities of wanting others to take opportunities
and get the absolute best out of themselves, and to have a good
time doing so. She took badminton as a games option, and
although her responsibility was in a supervisory capacity, she went
above and beyond this to arrange fixtures for the pupils involved,
despite being hugely busy and, by her own admission, not being
an aficionado of the sport. She also started up girls’ football for a
spell, after some of her pupils had expressed an interest. Again,
this was not a game for which she held a particular fondness, but
that didn’t matter! Those reading this who know Ellen will certainly
know that her true passion is dance, and it was not long before
Ellen was harnessing her talent in this area to the benefit of both
pupils and staff alike, by setting up ballroom dancing sessions
for both groups, which went down tremendously well with all of
those involved.

ANDY
PALMER
I shall let you, the reader, pick the all rounder you would want on
your team: Botham, Sobers, Hadlee or maybe it would be the ‘new
kid on the block’, Stokes. Whoever you pick, you will want them
to bring a breadth of skill and competence that is rare in just one
individual. You will want them not just to be able to bat, bowl and
field, you want them to do everything really, really well. Have a
good all-rounder on your side and you know success is that much
more likely. Well, for my Common Room 1st XI, the first player on
my team sheet would be AJP, the all-round Schoolmaster.
In his time at Dauntsey’s Andy Palmer added so much, to so many
facets of school life, that it is difficult to know where to begin.
Would it be the outstanding Head of Department, Head of Cricket,
Twickenham winning Colts rugby coach, Chair of the Common
Room, Assistant Housemaster or captain and manager of the
Summer Puddings? Would it be his guitar playing with the Dance
Band (and The Cheverillites) or his advice on who to pick in the
4.15 at the Cheltenham Festival or his encyclopaedic knowledge of
cheese – evident to all in the Staff Review? To be honest, it is all of
these and much, much more.
Andy arrived at Dauntsey’s in 1995 and took over as Head
of Geography. A ‘Rock Star’ as he was labelled by his fellow
Geographer Nigel Yates. Andy was an inspirational classroom
teacher whose subject knowledge (particularly of Physical
Geography) and pedagogical insight and flair, was recognised well
beyond our school gates to such an extent that he was invited
to co-author an A level textbook. Under his careful management,
the Geography department developed into not only a rich seam
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“UNDER HIS CAREFUL MANAGEMENT, THE GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
DEVELOPED INTO NOT ONLY A RICH SEAM OF LEARNING AND
INTELLECTUAL RIGOUR, BUT ALSO A PLACE OF FUN AND ENJOYMENT”

of learning and intellectual rigour, but also a place of fun and
enjoyment as many of the Sixth Form Jolly Geographers would
attest. His Icelandic trips became legendary, often featuring in
UCAS personal statements as the seminal moment at which
a teenager realised, I am a geographer! His work as a Principal
examiner indicates just how highly he was thought of by the
Geography world.
For many, Andy will always be associated with Dauntsey’s
Cricket and those of us who coached under his wise guidance
and encouragement always felt valued. The 1st XI Pavilion was a
welcoming environment as we returned to school from the farflung corners of our circuit, in need of a small glass of beer and
sympathetic ear to listen to the woes of the day or celebrate a historic
victory. His own cricket coaching saw countless teams achieve
success in both the local PS league and National competitions. He
took away many touring sides, most by chance to the Caribbean
and always managed to get the balance right between competitive
cricket, a learning experience and a ‘holiday’ for the boys. Such
‘game management’ was also in evidence with the staff XI aka the
Summer Puddings. He blended the team’s enormous diversity of
cricketing competence into a cohesive unit that invariably, just, out
of politeness, won in the last few deliveries of a match.
As Chair of the Common Room he served many years, generously
adding an extra term of office at his colleagues’ insistence. He
dealt with great rigour and thoughtfulness with many challenging
and sensitive issues and his wise counsel was greatly appreciated
by his colleagues.
He was an outstanding Tutor and later Assistant Housemaster in
Farmer and his tutees benefited from his wise counsel and
support during their time in the Upper School. He knew senior
boys had the habit of getting things wrong but was always there
to help them recover the situation and, when necessary, ‘go in to
bat for them’.
Central to Andy’s life has always been his wonderful family, who
in the summer came to know the Pavilion as their second home.
No piece recalling Andy’s time at Dauntsey’s would be complete
without mention of his wife Kerry, whose warmth, compassion
and friendship was treasured by us all.
Good luck Andy, you have been an outstanding School Master,
Colleague and friend.

JFOH

TIM
PRICE
It was over 40 years ago in September 1978 that a fresh-faced
young boy arrived at Dauntsey’s for his first day in Form 1. Tim
Price was an exceptionally bright pupil and his classmates were
always fighting for second place. He had every right to consider
himself cleverer than everyone, including most of his teachers,
but he was humility and modesty personified. An outstanding
School career was followed by Oxford and academia, and having
completed his doctoral thesis on “non-linear flows in triply
connected systems”, we were delighted when Tim returned to us
as Dr Tim Price in 1995 to teach mathematics.
Tim has been an inspirational teacher for the last 24 years,
enthusing pupils will his passion for mathematics and making the
subject both fun and accessible. He will be remembered fondly as
a wonderful teacher, with unrelenting kindness and patience. He
has given many an academic edge with his extension work and
Oxbridge classes, and he has always helped to achieve success
those who find mathematics challenging. A talented musician,
with violin grade 8 distinction, Tim has also made a significant
contribution to the music department, including writing the score
for the musical Theseus which we performed at the Edinburgh
Festival.
In addition to his teaching, Tim enjoyed many fulfilling years
as Deputy Director of Studies. He wrote our own tailor-made
management information system – TIMS, and masterminded
dynamic timetabling software to ease that worrisome annual
undertaking. He served many years as a tutor, firstly in Rendell
and latterly in Farmer House, where he impressed all with his
compassion and concise reporting.
A truly phenomenal teacher, Tim has been a real asset to the
School. He leaves Dauntsey’s this term with our grateful thanks
and very best wishes.

MACN
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Laura was a dedicated tutor in King-Reynolds for her two years
here. She quickly built strong relationships with the staff and
pupils in the house, and her kindness, attention to detail and good
humour will be sorely missed by her tutees. Another of Laura’s
talents was in her supervision of EPQ candidates, who all certainly
benefited from her passion for nurturing independent research.

LAURA
QUINLAN

Laura leaves us to take up a role teaching Chemistry at Devizes
School, where she will undoubtedly thrive. She has been a
wonderful colleague and friend to many in and out of the
Chemistry department, and we wish her every success in her
new post.

MDK
Laura joined the Chemistry Department in September 2017, and in
a relatively short period of time she has really made her mark on
the teaching of the subject here. She joined us after a number of
years at the highly regarded Queen Mary’s College in Basingstoke,
and the expertise she brought with her in the delivery of A-level
Chemistry to a wide range of pupil abilities has been hugely
valuable to us as a department.
As a colleague, Laura will be remembered as kind, warm-hearted,
and willing to do anything for anyone. From the absolute outset
she was keen to fit in with the practicalities of our modus operandi,
and took great pride in competing to be ‘top of the league’ for
the timely submission of weekly experiment requests to our
technician, Sharon Tamin, with whom she quickly became good
friends. That said, she also moved us forward in a number of ways,
not least by acting as our unofficial social secretary, arranging
several work outings which were well attended and enjoyed by all.
Laura’s passion for teaching and learning was clear from the
outset. She put a great deal of thought into developing resources
which encouraged her pupils to think for themselves, and not
to simply rely on being spoon-fed the correct responses for the
exams. Her ‘knowledge packs’ for A-level topics became highly
valued for students that she taught as well as those that she
didn’t, and she created bespoke feedback videos to aid pupils with
challenging exam questions. As a result of her dedication, she
developed a great rapport with her classes, who quickly realised
that they would be challenged and pushed hard during lessons,
but in a supportive and caring environment.
Laura loved to celebrate the successes of pupils of all abilities, and
frequently enthused in the Chemistry office to the department
about ‘wins’ such as the breakthrough achieved by a struggling
third-former, or the astounding extension work produced by a
high-achieving sixth former. The office will be a much quieter place
without Laura; she brought a great deal of passion to discussions
about academic matters and otherwise, and also possessed surely
the loudest (and most infectious) laugh in the school.
Laura was always looking for ways in which to contribute to the
extra-curricular life of the department, and was able to utilise her
strong academic background to set up and run the Competitive
Chemistry Society, which prepared any interested parties in our
Sixth Form for entry into the Cambridge Chemistry Challenge,
and RSC Chemistry Olympiad. She fostered a strong sense of
independence in these pupils which will undoubtedly serve them
well as they move on, often to study STEM subjects at university.

CÉLESTE
ROBILLARD
Céleste Robillard joined us in September 2018 as our new French
assistant after a year as an assistant at a prep school in Somerset.
We were very fortunate that she came ready trained!
Céleste has been an absolutely outstanding assistant. She has
worked extremely hard to achieve the very best for all of her pupils.
She has incredibly high standards, and all pupils have appreciated
her vision and commitment. She not only taught exam classes, but
also worked tirelessly with younger pupils to extend and support
them. She will be remembered for her abundant and excellent
resources, all individually created for her weekly classes. We all wish
her the very best as she goes to Reading university to train as a
French teacher this September. Her future pupils will be extremely
fortunate to have her as their teacher.

PJH

“HER FUTURE PUPILS WILL BE
EXTREMELY FORTUNATE TO
HAVE HER AS THEIR TEACHER”
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Those who had the privilege of having him as their tutor knew
that his door was open at anytime during the day. The respect
that the boys in Mercers’ had for Mr Sheffield was truly reflected
at our house events, particularly for the House Cup or even the
Mercers’ Soiree, where the boys would want to bring the best out
of themselves to represent the house. This was purely down to the
motivation and drive that our housemaster created.”

ALLISTER
SHEFFIELD
Allister Sheffield joined Dauntsey’s in 2007 from Eastbourne
College with an already impressive CV; a former Commando, he
was awarded the Sword of Honour at Sandhurst. It is fair to say that
over his 11 years with us, Allister achieved an awful lot. He held
many roles: teacher of Geography, Sports coach, teacher in charge
of Moonrakers, teacher in charge of PSE, tutor in Forbes, Hemens
and Mercers’ before taking on the post of Housemaster in 2015.
The universal feedback from each of those who worked alongside
him is that he did a fantastic job in each; colleagues and pupils
alike describe Allister as dedicated, efficient, super-organised,
modest and kind.
In the words of his Head of Department, Andy Palmer, Allister
was “a massively important and highly valued member of the
Geography department. He taught across the whole age range
and was equally comfortable with pupils at all levels. He was
totally dedicated and fantastically well organised; he set and
expected high standards of both work and behaviour. Allister
regularly assisted on field trips for all age groups. Most importantly,
he was a great colleague and very supportive of all members of
the department, proving very calm in a crisis!”.
As Housemaster, Allister was highly regarded and respected by the
Mercers’ boys and by his tutors. Rahul Patel, former Mercers’ boy,
describes Allister as: “an outstanding housemaster. He created an
environment which were felt homely, whilst also pushing us to
maximise our potential and achieve our personal goals. On behalf
of all of the boys in Mercers, particularly the Upper Sixth year who
had been taught by Mr Sheffield the longest, we felt a strong
connection with him and were able to freely express ourselves
whilst also working in a serious manner when we needed to.

“HE WAS TOTALLY DEDICATED
AND FANTASTICALLY WELL
ORGANISED; HE SET AND
EXPECTED HIGH STANDARDS OF
BOTH WORK AND BEHAVIOUR”
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Allister’s sociable nature made him a very popular member of the
Staff Common Room. Naturally, he became the ‘go to’ choice for
organisers of many a School trip, at least during the pre-Caspar
and Poppy-Mae years! These included the 3rd Form Moonrakers
week, various Geography fieldtrips and a Lower School trip to
Morocco. He also accompanied the Paris Half Marathon trip for
three years, giving enormous kudos to the Dauntsey’s team
by finishing in 71 minutes in 37th place in 2011, in a field of over
25,000 runners, a team record that is unlikely ever to be beaten!
Despite competing at a high level, Allister remained unfailingly
modest about his achievements in road and cross-country
running, preferring to encourage and support Dauntsey’s pupils
in their forays into endurance sport. This included training the DW
squad for many years, himself completing the 125-mile paddle
to Westminster with Pete Thomas in 2008, as well as coaching
athletics and gathering more and more Sixth Form Tricross
participants by the year.
We all wish Allister, Zoe, Caspar and Poppy-Mae the very best for
their new life in Dorset, as Allister takes on the post of Deputy
Head Pastoral at Sherborne. He will, undoubtedly, bring great
energy, humour and commitment to the role; Sherborne are very
lucky to have him.

EMC

JONAS
WEBER
Jonas joined us in September 2018 from Kassel University, where
he is studying English and Music with a view to becoming a
secondary school teacher. We have been so lucky to have him.
Jonas has worked exceptionally hard for our IGCSE and A-level
pupils, planning their German conversation lessons with Teutonic
attention to detail and frequently demonstrating super-human
levels of patience. He has embraced the wider life of the School
with enthusiasm, playing in a variety of music ensembles and
taking on responsibility for parts of the Moonrakers programme,
before accompanying them to Aberdovey in June. In his own time,

he has explored miles and miles of Wiltshire countryside, and his
love of music has taken him far and wide - to the Beatles Museum
in Liverpool and to concerts in the Royal Festival Hall.
In a very quick end of year interview, Jonas said that his highlight
of the year had been, without doubt, watching Our House. The
thing that has most surprised him about living in England has
been “The friendliness and openness of the people; everyone
likes to have a chat and small talk is a very normal thing (we don’t
really do that in Germany)!” And the first thing he intends to do on
returning to Germany is have a proper German supper – German
bread, cheese and sliced sausage!
As well as feeling hugely grateful for his support in the run-up to
their exams, our Upper Sixth pupils say they will remember him
for the vast collection of shoes in his office, his colourful array of
American colloquialisms and for his arctic coat, which he wore as
soon as the temperature in Wiltshire dropped below 15 °C!
Jonas, we wish you all the very best as you return to Germany and
very much hope that it is Auf Wiedersehen rather than Goodbye!

VAHW

“HE HAS EMBRACED THE WIDER
LIFE OF THE SCHOOL WITH
ENTHUSIASM, PLAYING IN A
VARIETY OF MUSIC ENSEMBLES
AND TAKING ON RESPONSIBILITY
FOR PARTS OF THE
MOONRAKERS PROGRAMME”

to take over at a time of increasing numbers of overseas’
pupils. Reviews of Daphne’s progress as a new member of staff
demonstrated the dynamic Head of Department who had been
appointed.
By the end of her first term Daphne had:

DAPHNE
WHITCHURCH
Daphne joined Dauntsey’s in September 2007 and since then
has been, according to her EAL colleagues, ‘the ideal Head of
Department.’
Daphne taught English and Modern Languages in Germany when
her husband, who is in the army, was posted out there. When they
moved back to England she set up the Bath School of English.
Daphne’s letter of application for her job stated, ‘Having been a
director of studies and co-founder of a Language School I can
train, lead and motivate a team to deliver successful courses.’ She
quickly proved herself to be as good as her word.
I met Daphne for the first time just over 12 years ago on 5th June
2007 when she came for interview. My notes, having observed her
teaching a lesson, record, ‘Strong teaching skills’ and, ‘Very well
organised. Has brought absolutely everything with her including
spare marker pens and a board rubber!’
Pat Morrison had been running the EAL Department part time and
on her own. She had stepped down and Daphne was appointed

• Made links with all the house staff and Heads of Department
• Worked with the Head of English to introduce exam papers to
assess the abilities of prospective overseas’ pupils.
• Set up an EAL site on Dauntsey’s.NET.
• Was requesting an interactive whiteboard for her teaching
room and the purchase of an on-line Macmillan dictionary for
the pupils.
• Set up an open meeting to provide colleagues with advice
and ideas about how best they could support EAL pupils in
their subject.
• Organised a drop-in session for pupils to bring work from any
subject for advice on improving their written English.
• Moved from a two-thirds timetable to a very full teaching load
of 38 periods a week.
By the end of her first year Daphne was requesting that another
member of her department was recruited and discussions were
taking place about her teaching IGCSE.
Her end of first year review did record that Daphne’s style can
be ‘rather in your face’ but it did go on to state that this was only
because Daphne was so passionate about her role and keen to do
the best for the department and pupils.
Under Daphne’s guidance the EAL department has continued to
grow and she and her team have been enormously adaptable
catering for the growing demand for EAL lessons, especially with
the introduction of the requirement for all overseas’ pupils wishing
to study at a UK university to have an IELTS qualification.
Daphne established Dauntsey’s as an IELTS examination centre
and IELTS lessons are now part of the option choices offered to
Sixth Form pupils. This was a significant achievement by Daphne.
Until Daphne petitioned for this to happen Sixth Form pupils had
to attend IELTS lessons at times, such as after tea, which were often
the least conducive to study.
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Pupils write and publish an EAL magazine twice a year and EAL
Club and the buddy system with older pupils looking out for
younger pupils are also important initiatives introduced by Daphne.
Daphne has always been direct and forthright in her dealings with
pupils and colleagues and admits she is a hard task master but
it is not in her nature to stand back and see a pupil fail. She sees
a pupils’ time at the school as preparation for life and is keen to
ensure that every pupil she teaches is as well prepared as possible.
This she has, most definitely achieved with so many past pupils
keeping in touch with the teacher who helped them achieve
success with the challenge that is the English language.
‘Mrs Whitchurch is an amazing EAL teacher. She is always nice
and friendly. She has been teaching me since Third Form and I
will definitely miss her so much! When I attended her first lesson,
I have been given a warm welcome from her and her biscuits and
cakes. I really enjoy her lessons!!’
Daphne has overseen a huge amount of innovation and change
in the EAL department and colleagues in the department have
become a hugely supportive team, helping each other through
difficult times while always ensuring that the pupils continue to
get the best teaching.
Daphne has proved to be an outstanding Head of Department
who has built a happy and cohesive team around her. The EAL
Department has grown and flourished under Daphne’s leadership
with the best interests of the pupils always at the heart of every
decision. We shall all miss Daphne and the fun and dynamism
she brings with her. We wish her a happy and healthy and welldeserved retirement.

‘In the short time I have worked with Daphne she has been
extremely supportive, professional, cheerful, kind and generous
with her time. I, along with students and other members of staff,
will miss her enormously.’
‘What can I say, Daphne has been the ideal Head of Department
– supportive, inspiring and above all fun! I have looked forward to
every day of working with her – you never knew quite what the
day would bring. She is both loved and respected by the
students, always ready with a cup of tea and endless patience to
listen to them but more than prepared to call them out if they are
out of line.’
‘A typical story a few years ago was seeing her get up and ‘do a
turn’ at the Chinese New Year’s Dinner to accompany a pupil who
may otherwise have found it difficult to find a partner. Two words
spring to mind, fun and caring, both illustrated in this story.’
‘Daphne in my experience is a teacher with rare qualities.
She is very down to earth, keen on making time to bake and
provide cakes for pupils and colleagues to eat; she is also a very
astute teacher with a sharp grasp of the subject and of how
to get students to perform to the best of their ability. As she is
with pupils, caring for their personal well-being, so she is with
colleagues, clearly enjoying spending time together. She has been
a bright presence in the department, breathing into work her
enthusiasm and creativity. Daphne is impossible to replicate. I’m
sure she will carry all her special qualities into her next phase of life
and enjoy it!’

JFEU

GOLDIE
(THE SCHOOL CAT)

As far as can be ascertained from the Archives, Goldie was the
first (albeit unofficial) School Cat in the long history of Dauntsey’s.
Born on the other side of the world, in the Falkland Islands, on her
arrival amongst us she soon became a popular and much loved
member of the community. She has now left for fresh pastures
and is adapting well to her new home in another part of Wiltshire.
“For in her morning orisons she loves the sun and the sun loves her.
For she is of the tribe of Tiger.”
Christopher Smart Jubilate Agno
With thanks to Philip Nokes, School Archivist
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Katie Griffiths
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HOUSE NEWS
Happenings from the senior school houses

Evans
History of House
Founded 1996. Named after Christopher Evans,
Headmaster from 1985 to 1997.
Current HM and years in post
Mrs E M Crozier (2017 – Present)
Head of House
Margot Wilkinson
2019 has been yet another incredible year for Evans. We’ve
welcomed 18 new girls into the Evans family this year, seen several
sports victories, hosted a successful house party and an exciting
charity event. It will be hugely difficult to say goodbye to our
wonderful house and home for this year’s leavers, as well as EBL who
has played a huge part as a tutor in Evans over the years - she will
be massively missed.
Although sport has never been Evans’ forte, the year began
with another immense victory for our tag rugby team in
the minor sports festival. Alongside strong performances in
football and water polo we secured second place in the minor
sports competition. We also claimed a mighty second place in
hockey, basketball and tennis over the school year. Outstanding
performances from the Hill sisters, Sophia and Louisa (this years’
brilliant sports captain), Hermione Warburton-Hogben, Gemma
Harvey, Riya Patel and Jamuna Macro who all must be recognised
for carrying our team. Finally, Olivia Stone’s outstanding
performance in the public speaking brought us another victory
which we were all very proud of.
In the second term we hosted our annual house party with
the theme ‘HEvans and Hell’. The upstairs foyer was beautifully
decorated with clouds and angels by the lower sixth, downstairs
was hell, the photo booth was heavens’ gates and special mention
must go to the Fourth Form who decorated two whole staircases
with cotton wool and flames just hours before the party.
In house, our social reps, Fia Enislidis and Lara van der Horst ran a
weekly screening of ‘This Country’ and they made hot chocolate
for anyone who wanted to come and watch. They also organised a
game of capture the flag and assassin which, since its introduction,
remains a house favourite.
Our next event was our charity wedding. Several members of staff
were willing to lend their wedding dresses to the U6 ‘brides’ and,
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with the help of the whole house, we transformed the Mem Hall
into an aisle with fairy lights and bunting. The L6 were grooms,
the fourth form were bridesmaids and the fifth form baked several
amazing cakes. The aim of the game was for the audience to
guess which dress belonged to each teacher. With paid entry and
a bake sale, we donated over £400 to the Jemima Leyzell trust. The
event was really fun and particularly special because VAHW’s dress,
worn by Fia Enislidis, turns 25 this year and the charity is important
to her as her nephew benefitted from the foundation. None of it
would have been achievable without this years’ fantastic charity
rep, Yves Bowonnaowarux.
Evans is famously a fun, friendly and hugely welcoming house and
next September, 26 new girls will be joining the house and I really
hope that they enjoy it as much as I have done.
Hopefully the girls in the house will maintain their excitement and
‘up-for-anything’ attitudes in order to keep our house as vibrant
as it has been for the past years. Although Evans has undergone
a lot of change in staff in recent years, everyone settles down so
quickly and it is certain that GIB will be warmly welcomed as a new
in-house tutor.
I wish the all the girls luck and happiness next year, I hope they
make the most of every opportunity which comes their way. Evans
has been a home away from home and a second family for all
those who have been and gone, and I’m sure that it will stay that
way forever.

Margot Wilkinson
Leavers list
Yves Bowonnaowarux, Tiggy Lovering, Rommie Pintatham, Anu
Olaloku, Jaime Siu, Ellie Adams, Natacha Wyles -Saracibar, Elyn Ma,
Rachel Wo, Tiffany Tsui, Grace Drew, Sadie Mutton, Lara van der
Horst, Anna Sophia Enislidis, Louisa Hill, Margot Wilkinson.

Farmer
History of House
Founded 1934. Farmer House is named after Samuel William
Farmer (1847-1926), a local landowner, conservationist,
philanthropist and major benefactor of the school. He was a
governor of the school from when it was re-founded in 1891,
and remained in that position until his death in 1926.
Current HM and years in post
Mr W P J Whyte (2013 – Present)
Head of House
Tom Wild
Farmer has continued to go from strength to strength with
members of the house involved in so many areas of school life.
The House secured the Strong Cup after dominating many of
the Inter-House sporting events. Unfortunately, under new GDPR
regulations, we had to say farewell Farmer Drama (Farmer’s
unofficial social media account).
The Autumn term started with various house outings to Nando’s
and the cinema as well as the Sixth Form Curry Nights in Devizes.
Ben Gardiner stepped up to the mark, demolishing a Phal whilst
many had a taste and were instantly turned into gibbering wrecks.
We all know an army marches on its stomach and looking back,
these meals must have been instrumental in the 1st XV cup run.
In total, 8 members of the house had the opportunity to play
in the cup final at Twickenham during the Spring Term. Archie
Ayling’s try deep into injury time at Allianze Park, Lewis Maclean’s
break down the wing at Rugby HQ and videos of Sam Holloway
‘going viral’ on rugby websites will live long in the memory. Will
Morris and Oscar Palmer performed extremely well during the
Inter House cross country and good results in Badminton and
Rugby saw us finish the term two points behind Mercers’ in the
Strong Cup standings.
The Spring Term saw the Val Ball and the return of MCBM infamous
breathalyser. Fortunately, Lewis Maclean passed with flying

colours and the house were treated to ‘Ode to Farmer’ which
was beautifully read by our House Master. Unfortunately, due to
censoring issues it failed to make the cut for HM’s Assembly. We
continued to have success in the house Swimming, Football and
Hockey which saw us regain the lead and open up a 7-point buffer
in our Strong Cup bid.
On stage, the house was heavily involved throughout the year
in Music and Drama productions. Ethan Jefferies, Archie Sagers,
Alex Clothier, Chris Clothier, Tom Galloway and Jamie Pickford all
performed in Rock Fest which was run by our very own CWS. Alex
Curry wrote and directed Medicine Cabinet and many of the boys
performed in the school production ‘Our House’.
The Summer term brought publics exams and study leave for the
Upper Sixth and Fifth Form. Farmer Boules made another popular
return to the summer calendar to raise funds for the school
charity. Olly Middleton and Alfie Miles Hobbs were instrumental
in delivering yet another entertaining and exceptionally wellrun tournament. Congratulations to ‘So Much Talent’ (Senior
Management Team) on their superb win.
We had impressive wins in the house tennis with Toby Thomas,
Archie Hughes, Olly Cons, Sam Nield, Scott Johnson and Alfie
Miles Hobbs performing well. We secured the Strong Cup with a
fine win in the Inter House Athletics. Joss Ferguson, Alex Costard,
Will Morris, Oscar Palmer, Oscar Deakin and Alex Clothier all put in
impressive performances.
We celebrated the end of the year with the House dinner, giving
us chance the to say a fond farewell to Farmer legend AJP as he
embarked on his retirement. We also bid farewell to JLL and PAM
who called time on their roles as house tutors. We would like to
thank all of them for their services to Farmer and for being such
amazing tutors and house staff.

Tom Wild
Leavers List
Archie Ayling, Scott Bamforth, Joseph Barnes-Taylor, Robert
Bourne, Alex Costard, Alexander Curry, Oscar Deakin, Harry Del
Mar, Hector Gunnerud, Joseph Heber-Percy, Sam Holloway, Lewis
Maclean, Thomas Mayne, Robert McNamara, Olly Middleton, Alfie
Miles-Hobbs, Bertie Nelson, Samuel Nield, Spencer Toon, Tom Wild.
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Fitzmaurice
History of House
Founded 1895. The House is named after Edmund Fitzmaurice,
Lord Lansdowne, whose family seat is at Bowood House, and from
whom we get our coat of arms and house motto, Virtute non Verbis,
words that we take seriously and try to live by; they are roughly
translated as ‘Deeds not Words’.
Current HM and years in post
Mr D R D Darwall (2016 – Present)
Head of House
Joe Woodward
House news: This year has not been particularly busy in terms of
achievements from specific pupils, but has been more about the
community moving forwards as a whole.
Having said that we had many dramatic successes with many
different members of all ages starring or appearing in Our House
and notable musical performances from Oli Harding, Luca Cox,
Timon Crichard, Malin Laslett and Lewis Jackson in Rockfest.
Karl Smithson was chosen as a junior MP to join parliament so
hopefully this means he’ll end up as prime minister. We have two
singers in the house as of this year as Malin Laslett and Lewis
Jackson released several songs to Soundcloud which now have
had thousands of listens.
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“PERHAPS THE LARGEST
ACHIEVEMENT OF ALL IS HOW
POSITIVE, INVITING AND
FRIENDLY THE ATMOSPHERE OF
FITZ HAS REMAINED ALL YEAR,
WHICH IS DUE TO A
CONTRIBUTION FROM EACH
INDIVIDUAL OF THE HOUSE”
The rest of the house has enjoyed another year of fun and has
struggled through a hard term of exams. Perhaps the largest
achievement of all is how positive, inviting and friendly the
atmosphere of Fitz has remained all year, which is due to a
contribution from each individual of the house.

Joe Woodward
Leavers List
Alex Ayers, Ryan Chan, Vincent Chau, Morgan Douglas, Georg
Enislidis, Oscar Gompels, Mudit Gupta, Lewis Jackson, Finn Laslett,
Karl Smithson, Luc Swanwick, Finley Wetton, Joe Woodward,
Frank Yang.

Hemens
History of House
Founded 1968. Arthur Hemens (1903-1993) was the
Chairman of Governers at Dauntsey's from 1965 until 1982.
An Alderman of the Worshipful Company of Feltmakers, his
involvement with the School spanned four Head Masters –
as a pupil, an OD and then a governor.
Current HM and years in post
Mrs V A H Wilks (2015 – Present)
Head of House
Luke Hatch
It has been another great year for Hemens. On top of the usual
bread-related disputes, delightful (often in bizarre ways) house events
and increasingly frequent fire alarm episodes, for which only gross
negligence with the toaster on the Lower Sixth’s part can be blamed,
the year has been punctuated by interesting developments, among
which Ned Holland’s lightning rise to musical stardom must
rank near the top. Carraig Green and Adam McCormick worked
wonders this year, doubling up as both our charity team and as
propaganda ministers, ensuring the walls of Hemens were always
graced with a collection of amusing posters. While attempts to
sell ice cream merited little success, our annual charity ‘Lip-Sync
Challenge’ was received with thunderous laughter from the whole
school, seeing members of staff take to the stage in a series of
wonderfully creative and thoroughly enjoyable performances.
The year saw several extremely enjoyable House events, beginning
with the much-awaited pizza and bowling trip to Swindon,
including the obligatory, and gruelling cheesy-bite challenge. Of
course, it wouldn’t be a Hemens house event without the esteemed
Mr Alex Boaler landing himself in hot water over a transportrelated incident. The annual Sixth Form curry night at One Spice
in Devizes was also a huge success, a lively and enjoyable night
for staff and pupils alike. Our Hemens House meal after Christmas
truly was a creative masterpiece, with a ‘House Favourites’ poll and
an outrageously funny, if at times cringeworthy, House-related
quiz. Our Hemens careers came to a spectacular end with the
superb Leavers’ Dinner ,, where we watched our egos (carefully
constructed over the past seven years) be dismantled by VAHW
reeling off embarrassing facts and stories about every one of us.
The battle for the Strong Cup this year was, in typical Hemens
fashion, somewhat of a struggle. Tthe year began with another
Hemens domination of the 6th-Form cross-country, while the 4th
and 5th Form won a respectable second place. This success was
dampened, however, by crushing defeats in Badminton and the
Minor Sports competitions, which saw Hemens finish last. A magical
victory in the General Knowledge, won by a different arrangement
of personnel from our usual team, was not enough to recover
house pride lost after a demoralising ordeal in the Rugby, which
saw Intermediate and Senior teams finishing 3rd. It was a result that
didn’t do justice to the truly formidable selection of players Hemens
had at its disposal, and this disappointment was compounded by a
dismal performance in the Basketball competition.

Equally disappointing was the Spring Term, which opened with
fourth and third places in the Intermediate and Senior Hockey
competitions respectively. More success was Swimming, with our
Intermediate team just missing out on the top spot, though this
success was not shared by the Senior Boys, who finished last despite
a valiant effort from Wilf Richardson. Our Strong Cup prospects
may have been looking dim, but this did not quell our enthusiasm
in the run-up to the Inter-House Football, the fiery crucible in
which the men are separated from the boys. For all the drama
(and tears shed) over which of our many talented “ballers” should
have made the team, our performance in the Football can only
be described as ‘underwhelming’. Perhaps it was the pressure, but
both our Intermediate and Senior teams ended up in third place.
Happily to report that the Spring Term ended on a high, with both
Intermediate and Senior boys dominating the Public Speaking.
The Summer Term brought several ups and downs, with our Tennis
teams being robbed of top spot by Farmer. Cricket was similarly
disappointing, our First Team players crumbling under pressure on
the day. Our Athletics team ended in a respectable second across
all year groups, with Hemens dominating the track events in what
proved to be a bitterly contested struggle with Farmer. Hemens
may have ended the year in Second Place for the Strong Cup, but
I’m sure we all appreciated the valiant individual and team efforts
over the course of the year that brought us together as a House.
All of our House, particularly the Upper Sixth who say goodbye
after four unforgettable years, would like to thank the diligent
House Staff who have worked so hard. In particular we thank our
outgoing Housemistress, VAHW. After a long and successful career
in Hemens, accompanying us through our time here since we were
14, we bid farewell to a wonderful member of staff who I’m sure we
will all remember fondly for her sense of humour, work ethic and
well-needed nudges in the right direction at times for some of us.
We’re glad that our House spirit and pride not only remained intact,
but was strengthened over the past year. The same sadly cannot
be said for our Pool Table, a gift from last year’s outgoing Upper
Sixth which did not survive the Autumn Term.

Luke Hatch
Leavers List
Tolly Bennett, Lawrence Bett-Hewitt, Jamie Blake, Alex Boaler,
Kevin Cheung, Armand Conde-Sequeira-Rosen, Sam Ferguson,
Carraig Green, Luke Hatch, Ned Holland, Jonathan Langton,
George Lishman, Adam McCormick, Tom Morgan, Harry Poole, Wilf
Richardson, Graeme Smith, Tom Swanton, Ollie Sweett, Seb Tyler,
Cam Wilson, Elliot Yates.
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Jeanne
History of House
Founded 1997. The house was named after Jeanne King-Reynolds,
wife of Guy King-Reynolds, Head Master from 1969 to 1985.
Current HM and years in post
Mrs A L Evans (2017 – Present)
Head of House
Amelia Whinney
This year in Jeanne has been one that, I think, will be hard to
forget. Despite the usual stresses of exams and looming deadlines,
Jeanne has remained a place where everyone in the house can
relax, enjoy themselves and just have fun.
At the end of the Christmas term we said a sad goodbye to EBC
and her family and welcomed SC ‘Cookie’ and CAR to Jeanne. They
have not only been a huge help around the house but have also
been hugely encouraging and entertaining.
I think it is fair to say that the Jeanne girls have a collective love
of pyjamas as this was the chosen theme for our house party
at the start of the year. It was a night to remember and thanks
must be given to Izzy and Jess, our social reps for their mammoth
efforts. They have also organised various film nights, competitions,
meals, and even a hugely competitive ‘Weakest Link’ themed quiz
night that meant our winner, Jessie Romer-Lee, didn’t have to do
kitchens duty for a term. Our house trips were memorable as we
saw the L6th go to Everybody’s Talking About Jamie in London, and
other years go to escape rooms and afternoon tea.
This year in sport has been a surprisingly successful one, despite
the worries that ‘all the sporty girls left last year’. Mima Frost,
our sports captain, has led Jeanne extremely well, encouraging
everyone to ‘just have a go’. This led to a very enthusiastic Jeanne
team winning house football. Other notable mentions are the
wins for B team hockey, B team badminton, B team swimming all
of which were won due to the collaborative effort and support
between team members. Georgie Annett winning cross country
and setting a new school record is another highlight.
The Jeanne girls have all been heavily involved in drama this year
with participation in several studio plays, dance shows and many
of us taking part in this year’s musical ‘Our House’, both on stage
and off. Katie Choi wowed in public speaking, winning her the
prize for best speaker. At this year’s Rockfest, ‘Jeanne Band’ made
their debut, comprised of four U6th Jeanne girls who won 2/3
categories, blowing away the audience with their rendition of
teenage dirtbag. There were also frequent music events displaying
a huge array of talent, so it is no surprise that two of our U6th, Izzy
Hopper and Helena Cockwell won prizes for music. We have also
put on a hugely successful charity event, raising over £600 by
selling T-shirts at the Allianz School Cup final in an operation that
spanned the length and breadth of the common room.
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Sadly, this is the year that we say goodbye to our matron, Glenis.
She has been in Jeanne for an astounding 18 years and has been
an integral part of the running of the house. Glenis has always
been there to call up maintenance when a shower mysteriously
floods, a chair mysteriously breaks or to gently (or not so gently)
remind you to change your bedding for the 8th time and we all
love her for it. So, ‘Thank You Glenis, the house won’t be the same
without you’!
All in all, this year has been pretty wonderful. The new fourth form
have brought a different energy and enthusiasm to the house and
their attitude to always have a go has been great to see. Jeanne
is a house that is brimming with positivity and warmth so a huge
‘Thank You’ must go to the tutor team and to ALE as in her second
year as house mistress, it feels as if she has always been here.
Jeanne is a place and time that I think our upper sixth leavers will
always treasure and never forget and that is thanks to all of the
pupils and staff who make it possible!

Amelia Whinney
Leavers List
Georgie Annett, Anni Bray, Helena Cockwell, Liz Deng, Mima Frost,
Izzy Hopper, Dasha Ivanova, Christie Lau, Claudia Maude Lacarcel,
Anna Semenova, Jessie Simmons, Sophia Stratford, Frozan Tahiry,
Sissy Wang, Amelia Whinney.

King-Reynolds
History of House
Founded 1992. King-Reynolds is named after Mr Guy KingReynolds, the Headmaster who first introduced girls to Dauntsey’s
in 1971. However, the House itself did not come into being until
1992, when ‘Dauntsey House’, the Senior Girls’ Day House, was split
into King-Reynolds and Lambert Houses.
Current HM and years in post
Mrs G S Ward (2017 – Present)
Head of House
Natasha Parks-Tunstall
Once again, it has been a successful and exciting year for KingReynolds. We kicked started the year with team challenges
followed by a pizza and movie, which served as the perfect
welcome for KR’s new Fourth Form, and new tutors. A few weeks
later, we invited the school community into our foyer for the
famous annual King-Reynolds High Tea, and the girls helped to
raise over £300 for the school charity; special thanks must go to
our Charity Rep, Camilla Walton-Knight, for her role in organising
and running the event. The LVI headed to Thorpe Park for Fright
Night in October; KR Christmas was fantastic, thanks to our
devoted Miss Christmas, Maddy Wilks, whose incredible Christmas
spirit shone through as she led the UVI in their secret Christmasdecorating sleepover on the last day of November. The evening
of decorating was as efficient as a military operation, thanks to
Maddy’s excellent organisational skills! The house celebrated the
end of term with a shopping and ice-skating trip to Bristol. The
remainder of the year flew by with events dotted here and there,
including cinema trips, meals out, crazy golf, milk shakes and
ice-cream at the Rowdy Cow. The major highlight was the house
dinner; glammed up the girls the danced the night away at the
hands of our very own in-house DJ AJP! We said our goodbyes
to the Fifth Form as they started their study leave and the Lower
Sixth decorated their shared common
room to bid farewell and good luck to the
Upper Sixth . We also had to say goodbye
to LMQ, one of our super tutors.

a special mention for reaching the final two years running), the
annual Autumn and Spring concerts, the Barron Prize and Rock
Fest, as well as many more recitals and concerts throughout the
year: the KR musical talent is quite simply outstanding.
KR has always been extremely sporty, and this year was no
exception; the King-Reynolds girls were first in Cross Country,
Minor Sports, Basketball, Tennis As and Bs and Athletics. I would
like to thank our dedicated sports captain, Tav Pye, ably assisted
by Alice Fanshawe; together they managed to bring out the girls’
competitive streak whilst also keeping things fun at the same
time. Besides working towards the Lane Cup, we have also had six
girls successfully complete the gruelling Devizes to Westminster
canoe race (indeed two of the KR crews (Alice Butler & Liz Peak
and Maddie George & Poppy Waterworth won the schools ‘Junior
Ladies Team Trophy’ for the fastest school combined time!) and
three girls took on the Brecons’ Challenge. Maddy Wilks, Catriona
Edington and Hannah Walker completed their Gold Duke of
Edinburgh Award in their UVI year. All in all, KR should most
definitely be proud of its achievements in sport and adventure
this year, alongside all the sporting successes, winning the Upper
School Public Speaking and General Knowledge competitions led
to the girls retaining the Lane Cup!
Overall, it has been a really lovely year, and I would like to say a
massive thank you to GSW and the fantastic team of tutors for all
of their help and support. I’m sure the rest of the UVI will agree
with me when I say it has been amazing to have been part of
such a supportive environment over the last few years, and it’s
something we will miss dearly when we leave.

Natasha Parks-Tunstall
Leavers List
Phoebe Carter, Lauren Dallison, Ellie Deegan, Catriona Edington,
Esme Evans, Alice Fanshaw, Hannah Giraudeau, Kitty Kirby, Sofia
Knox, Kat Long, Natasha Parks-Tunstall, Gemma Poole, Octavia Pye,
Hannah Walker, Camilla Walton-Knight, Ellen Weir, Maddy Wilks.

The KR girls have, as always, taken part
in a wide variety of activities this year. In
drama, this has ranged from small-scale
drama productions, like Fall of the House
of Usher and The Virtuous Burglar, to
the superb winter musical, Our House,
which featured lots of KR girls (including
Phoebe Carter, Ellie Deegan, Hannah
Walker and Ellen Weir) in key roles. The
girls also danced throughout the year, the
highlights were a themed showcase on
the Greatest Showman and Romeo and
Juliet. From a music perspective, we have
had another fantastic year. The KR girls
participated in the Upper School Music
Competition (Alice Fanshawe deserves
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Lambert
History of House
Founded 1992. Lambert was named after Agnes Lambert,
wife of William Dauntsey.
Current HM and years in post
Mrs K S Clark (2013 – Present)
Head of House
Martha Holden
Lambert knew that they had the best of the crop when twentyfour fantastic new Fourth Formers and four new Lower Sixth,
along with their parents, joined everyone for a ‘Welcome
Reception’ on Thursday 6th September – the volume was loud and
the energy positive. Within the week, the new Fourth Form girls
were well ensconced in their common room and customising
their space with photos, fairy lights and all manner of quotes.
The trip to the trampoline ‘Bounce House’ helped to break the
ice and create a secure group identity – top bouncers were Mea
Hunter and Sian Drew.
Meanwhile the Lower Sixth moved into their common room
quickly claiming new pigeon holes and a space on the squishy
sofas. Our Lower Sixth ‘newbies’ (Solene Thomas, Holly Reavenall,
Anna Ponder and Alice Robinson), with their approachable and
open manner, easily settled into Lambert, quickly becoming part
of the furniture.
The Upper Sixth started the term not quite believing that they
were the ‘top of the school’, and that that this would be their
final year at Dauntsey’s. Our social Reps (Sophie Ryalls and Katie
Griffiths) got the Sixth Form together for a fabulous curry night in
Devizes on Friday 21st September – this gave the girls time to chat
(and their tutors to ‘get the goss’.).

Georgia Pickford, with her enthusiastic and no-nonsense approach,
ensured that Lambert had a full compliment of girls for the crosscountry and the minor sports festival. The vision of Kizzie Dare in
her morph suit on the rugby pitch was a site to behold! The Upper
Sixth, ably led by our Christmas Rep Lara Maton, snuck in one
night and ‘decked the halls’ with more Christmas bling than Santa’s
workshop! Our annual whole house trip to Bath on Ice is always a
great way to end a busy term and this year was no exception.
After the stress and pressure of the Mocks, the Fifth Form was in
need of some ‘R&R’ and the pamper session was just the tonic.
A ‘Snow Day’ in early February necessitated the postponement
of our House Dinner until March but it was worth the wait.
The Pavilion was a fabulous new venue which added to the
atmosphere: funny speeches, awards, sparklers, a congo and a fun
karaoke made for a great night. On the evening, the girls made KSC
quite emotional with their wonderfully thoughtful leaving gift. In
the Lane Cup Lambert won the senior netball and there were great
placings in the Hockey (though not so much in the swimming).
The Summer Term was dominated by exams (internal and public)
but the girls showed great camaraderie - looking out for each
other and still finding time to laugh at the silly side of Dauntsey’s
life. Outings to the New Forest Water Park with the Lower Sixth
and the Fourth Form provided much hilarity (and lots of achy
muscles). After GCSEs, the Fifth Form enjoyed fish and chips by
the sea at Swanage, taking in all the views (Phoebe Lishman
knows what this means!). The tutors and the Upper Sixth bid their
Lambert farewells with a fantastic meal in the Peppercorn Mill
restaurant just before Study Leave.

Martha Holden
Martha Holden, our Head of House was such a star throughout
the year – her effervescent personality and ‘can do’ attitude shone
throughout her time in Lambert; an exemplary Head of House.
Second place in the Lane Cup was certainly worth a celebratory
ice-cream breakfast! (Georgia Pickford, our Sports rep, deserves a
special mention for this). The Upper Sixth step out of Lambert into
a multitude of directions having
fostered a happy and inclusive
atmosphere which is the very
special trade mark of Lambert.
Lam Fam forever!

KSC

Leavers List
Zoe Cranstone, Chloe Darlington,
Katie Griffiths, Lucy Hadlow,
Martha Holden, Jasmin Hosier,
Susannah Kellar, Lara Maton,
Georgia Pickford, Lauren Place,
Sophie Prance, Hannah Price,
Sophie Ryalls, Chinda Smith,Molly
Weeden, Agnes Williams.
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Mercers’
History of House
Founded 1919. Built with donations from the Mercers’ Company,
one of London’s oldest liveries (founded in 1304). It used to be
the only house which had its own (Latin) motto, often written
diagonally and between parallel lines across house notices in the
abbreviated form I-NON-C, short for illegitimis non carborundum
- but this has long since fallen into disuse!
Current HM and years in post
Mr M Kinder (2019)
Head of House
George Holmes
The most recent year in Mercers’ has been a very successful one,
despite being stripped of our Strong Cup title. As AJS moved on
after nearly four years as Housemaster, the house has continued to
evolve under the new leadership of MDK and the addition of PCG.
The House Soirée was an unparalleled event, highlighting the
splendid skill of Mercers’ Men through performances such as
Daryl’s piano-ing or the beautiful U6 choir. The small yet mighty
year of just ten students leaving in 2019 will create a large hole
in the Mercers’ heart that the new U6 must work hard to fill. Ben
Boutal’s charm and wit kept in his incredibly modest personality
would make every morning Reg a joyous occasion to brighten
everyone’s day. Unfortunately, Harvey James-Park would often
miss out on this, winning the award for most missed registrations
due to his true passion for sleeping.
Andy Lam would also make for some entertaining registrations,
famously attempting to wear a hat one morning to hide his awful
haircut. AJS did enforce the dress policy, however, and Andy’s
trim was put to shame in front of the whole house. Michael Lau
would come up with the genius invention in the run-up to his
all-important A-Level exams to set up permanently in the Mercers’
foyer, reportedly even sleeping there some nights just to ensure
no one took his beloved sofas. Tony Leung, a man of very few
words, would excellently represent the house in his performances
in RockFest and House Basketball, both of which brought a tear to
every Mercers’ Man’s eyes.

“THE SMALL YET MIGHTY YEAR
OF JUST TEN STUDENTS LEAVING
IN 2019 WILL CREATE A LARGE
HOLE IN THE MERCERS’ HEART
THAT THE NEW U6 MUST WORK
HARD TO FILL”

Ollie MacMullen decided to take a break from heavy drinking
games around school to focus on his aspiration to be a rocket
scientist while Finley Wilson would attempt to set the record for
most time spent in Jeanne despite not being a member of the
house. Jason Yip would serve as the year’s cool fashion icon while
also using his skills as Dance captain to choreograph our house
photographs!
Finally, the smell of Alex Wu’s expert cooking as well as his cheerful
personality would fill the house, giving energy for our Mercers’
Men to constantly outperform any other member of the school.

George Holmes
Leavers List
Ben Boutal, George Holmes, Harvey James-Park, Andy Lam,
Michael Lau, Tong Leung, Ollie MacMullen, Finley Wilson, Alex Wu,
Jason Yip.
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Christie Lau
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Gemima Anderson
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EVENTS & SOCIETIES
Events at Dauntsey’s 2018-2019

Mercers’ Lecture Reviews
MONTY HALLS

20th September 2018

On a wet, windy and thoroughly autumnal evening the twelfth
season of the Mercers’ lectures commenced with an inspirational
talk by Monty Halls. Monty drew on his wide experience as a
Royal Marines officer, television presenter and a marine biologist.
However, it was his ability to share these experiences based on his
clear values that allowed him to fulfil his title of ‘Thoughts from
the Horizon.
While Monty claimed to be a poor planner, he delivered a wideranging, and very well-structured talk. He managed to be uplifting,
funny, inspirational but above all human. The matter-of-fact-way
in which he described his encounters with Tiger Sharks in a rapidly
deflating inflatable amply proved his maxim of complexity +
time will lead to failure. Such was the richness of his experiences
that this was soon followed by the hilarious and moving way in
which he described his time on the Galapagos Islands with his
wife and fearless daughters Isla and Molly. The impact his children
have on his life was repeatedly demonstrated and he was able to
use this to emphasise his optimism about how children have the
potential to change the world for the better; best shown when he
recounted how Molly, in a world of her own, was filmed dancing
on a beach for no reason other than because she wanted to.

“HE MANAGED TO BE UPLIFTING,
FUNNY, INSPIRATIONAL BUT
ABOVE ALL HUMAN”
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Notwithstanding the breadth and excitement of his other
adventures it was his final section on the stories of the Prisoners
of War who had escaped from German camps in World War
II that left the deepest impression. The sheer determination,
conviction and yet humanity of these extraordinary people
touched everyone in the audience. This also managed to be the
most poignant and uncomfortable part of the talk as he left an
open-ended statement over the difference between Prisoners of
War and migrants. The fact that this was then followed by Monty’s
candid answers to many different questions and demonstrated
just how lucky we were to share the evening with him. He truly
proved to everyone that evening that, as Charles Darwin said
“Attitude is the difference between ordeal and adventure”.

Kiera Riordan

LIBBY JACKSON
11th October 2018

For the second lecture of the season Dauntsey’s was fortunate
to welcome the physicist, Libby Jackson, to talk about her
experiences in the space sector. On a topical subject, in light
of the Soyuz launch failure that day, she turned down an
interview with the Six o’clock News to tell the West Lavington
audience about her childhood and her career.
In retrospect, it was clear that Libby had always been
fascinated by outer space and in a school project about a
dream holiday destination, was delightfully prophetic when
she chose to write ‘A travel guide to Mars’ at the age of seven!
She described how she had learnt about the scale and
capabilities of the British space sector while enlightening
the audience about this largely overlooked area of national
expertise. Throughout her career she repeatedly took bold

steps, even when she seemed only partially qualified, driven
by her fundamental passion for manned space flight and the
role of the Mission Director. For example, she managed to
secure a dream-like two weeks’ work shadowing at NASA, by
writing an excellent, brave letter to them.
In a frank and lucid talk, she did not shy away from the
gender imbalance throughout the space sector. A problem
that was clearly close to her heart as her book, A Galaxy of
Her Own, is the story of 50 women space pioneers. However,
she described her personal experiences, working in a male
dominated environment and described how this is not
inherently sexist and encouragingly it is gradually changing.
The areas she identified as needing challenging are the more
fundamental assumptions made in our wider society about
the interests and labelling according to gender stereotypes.
Having raised this issue in her talk it then featured amongst
the wide range of questions that followed.
Throughout her talk Libby was overwhelmingly positive about
the opportunities that we all have and were exemplified by
her career to date. It was inspiring see how she has gone from
that space inspired seven-year-old girl, via struggling through
a hellish physics degree, through turning down the first job
she was offered in the space industry since it did not fit her
passion, to her achievement of her ambition to become a
Mission Director. Perhaps most impressive of all was to learn
that she sees her outstanding achievement as being none of
the above, but that of being a non-athlete who completed a
marathon in a spacesuit! Her example and life clearly prove
both that if you follow you heart the possibilities are endless,
but also that space really inspires people.

Kiera Riordan

DAVID STARKEY
15th October 2018

The third Mercer’s Lecture of the year was given to Dauntsey’s
by David Starkey, the well-known television historian. He gave
an extensive, talk on “Henry VIII and the First Brexit”, a topic
clearly close to his own personal interests. David was obviously
knowledgeable, as he gave his entire hour and a quarter talk with
no notes, an admirable feat when it is considered the amount of
facts he was able to tell us all.
Throughout his talk, David impressed upon us the importance
of remembering the past, and the lessons it gives, as he drew
parallels between both Henry VIII’s England, the Reformation and
Brexit, and the EU and the medieval Catholic Church. With a very
positive spin on today’s politics, he showed how the Reformation
enabled England to look in on itself, rather than out at Rome,
allowing it to become a unique country. Moreover, he reminded us
to be wary of propaganda, showing as proof how Henry VIII’s clear
image, trapezoid and muscle-bound, is still recognisable today,
and is often confused with the truth – his rather obese reality.
The stand-out part of David’s talk, however, was how he managed
to fit so many other topics into a history talk. The number of
closely-cut jokes he cracked on its own was impressive, turning to
everyone from rugby players, though natives of Hull and Glasgow,
via easyJet and codpieces, to the French: all becoming the butt of
various jokes.

Kiera Riordan
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LUCY WORSLEY

the end of Tsardom in Russia. We explored how a 300 year old,
seemingly strong dynasty just collapsed due partly to military
defeats, the spread of popular communist ideas and perhaps the
influence of an unorthodox Siberian monk called Rasputin.

With no introductions needed, the renowned Lucy Worsley visited
Dauntsey’s school and transported us back to colourful Tsarist
Russia in her entertaining and informative lecture.

“SHE SPOKE PASSIONATELY ...
HIGHLIGHTING THE IMPORTANCE
OF PRESERVING THESE BUILDINGS
THAT ARE SO MUCH A PART OF
OUR BRITISH HERITAGE”

7th November 2018

I am sure we have all seen one of Lucy Worsley’s historical
documentaries or read her books as, along with her wealth of
knowledge, her job as ‘Chief Curator at Historic Royal Palaces’
must be a most fascinating one. She spoke passionately about
the charity, which looks after past royal residences such as
Hampton Court Palace and the Tower of London; highlighting the
importance of preserving these buildings that are so much a part
of our British heritage.
Consequently, after hearing so much about Lucy Worsley’s work
(with her subject specialities ranging from the Tudors to the
Suffragettes), I was eager to see her speaking in person about a
topic that is not only politically compelling but also part of the
History A-level coursework. She managed to eloquently cover
the entirety of Romanov rule: one that would span just over three
centuries but was fraught with political instability. Lucy Worsley’s
research from her recent series ‘Empire of the Tsars: Romanov Russia’
certainly served as the basis for the lecture, starting with the
humble beginnings of Mikhail Romanov (the first Russian Romanov
Tsar) to the death of the Tsar Nicholas II in 1918 – bringing about
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With regards to the downfall of the Romanovs, various reasons
were discussed as to its occurrence. I suppose a Marxist view of
history would see it as economic failings leading to a general
dissatisfaction in the Russian governance system; a more
liberal view of history may see the peoples’ desire for political
experimentation and change lying in the changing views of the
people (with Russian soldiers developing more radical, communist
beliefs that were nurtured abroad in the politically avant-garde
cafés of Paris). Perhaps it was a mixture of both or perhaps neither
but, whatever the factors may be, the fate of Russia and its people
changed drastically.

Many famous names in Russian history, such as Lenin and Peter
the Great, were mentioned but I was pleased to hear a mention of
Catherine the Great, who was truly an unconventional female ruler.
She is the country’s longest-ruling female monarch and improved
Russia’s international status as a leading power – not to mention
overthrowing her own husband in a coup to seize power! With
other series that Lucy Worsley has done, like ‘Suffragettes with Lucy
Worsley’ in 2018, I find that she has certainly done a lot to bring
influential women more into the light; allowing a wider audience
to realise how difficult it was for women to achieve a high position
in the past. I think that this also resonates with Lucy Worsley
herself – with most high-level historians being predominantly
male – and so I greatly admire her determination and hard work to
do a job that she loves.
A huge thank you to Lucy Worsley for her lecture on ‘Empire of the
Tsars: Romanov Russia’ which was engaging, enjoyable and, I’m
sure, very much appreciated by both students and adults alike.

Holly Reavenall

FRANK GARDNER
5th February 2019

As a student in the Sixth Form and a person greatly interested
in the socio-political situation in the Middle East, I was
delighted to hear that Frank Gardner was to give a Mercers’
lecture at Dauntsey’s. He gave an incredible address that
presented a first-hand, poignant and, at times, wildly
entertaining view of what it was like to live and work in many
different Levant countries; experiencing a range of Middle
Eastern cultures and customs.
Meeting the great explorer and writer Sir Wilfred Thesiger was
an eye-opening experience for 16-year-old Frank Gardner.
Being dissuaded from going to the Middle East by Thesiger
only sparked Gardner’s interest in the land that was once the
ancient Islamic Empire, rich with history, that truly flourished
during the cultural, intellectual and economic advancements
of the medieval, ‘Golden Age’ of Islam. I find this period of
history particularly interesting and am doing an EPQ on the
medical effectiveness of medieval Islamic treatment methods
as opposed to that of Christian methods; with many new
inventions and scientific theories conceived during the Golden
Age contributing towards the progression of understanding
medicine as we know it. Gardner went on to compare the
thriving Islamic Golden Age with the anticlimactic progress
of the Middle East today – an unfortunate result as a once
great, dynamic empire is now torn apart by war following the

“AN INCREDIBLE ADDRESS THAT
PRESENTED A FIRST-HAND,
POIGNANT AND, AT TIMES,
WILDLY ENTERTAINING VIEW OF
WHAT IT WAS LIKE TO LIVE AND
WORK IN MANY DIFFERENT
LEVANT COUNTRIES”
Arab Spring. The Arab Spring attempted to remove despotic
leaders from high office across the Arab World and arose from
anti-government protests in Tunisia. It gained full momentum
after the assassination of Colonel Gaddafi in 2011 as other
countries soon began to remove their leaders and establish
new governments. It was an admirable movement, in theory,
as it aimed to free the people of corrupt dictators and enforce
more democracy, but sadly left many countries crumbling in
social and political instability: falling into more of an unsure,
volatile Arab Winter.
Frank Gardner also went on to graduate from the University
of Exeter with a Bachelor of Arts in Arabic and Islamic Studies
as well as spending a year living in Cairo with an Egyptian
family. It was a fascinating opportunity to experience Egyptian
lifestyles and be a part of everyday conventions. Gardner
spoke of the remarkable hospitality that the Egyptian people
displayed towards him – being welcomed whole-heartedly –
not to mention helping him to broaden his Arabic slang with
vocabulary he was certainly not taught at university!
He then spent some time among a Jordanian nomadic
people called the Bedu: living with them, helping them herd
sheep and performing traditional customary rites. Gardner
remembers the month of Ramadan where he would fast with
the Bedu during the day but at night time they would have a
gigantic feast. This complete immersion into Middle Eastern
culture would have given him valuable and fascinating insight
into the lives of a people who are so unique but also widely
misunderstood by the West. I believe that Frank Gardner is
truly inspiring also in this sense because, despite the horrific
shooting he endured by al-Qaeda gunmen, he still reports on
the ‘War on Terror’ as the BBC’s correspondent and visits the
Middle East often.
Overall, I found Frank Gardner to be incredibly perseverant
and an inspiration to anyone who wants to continue doing the
things they love, despite obstacles that may arise. He helped
us to understand some of the complexities that surround
the tensions in the Middle East and made me even more
interested in the different cultures that exist there.

Holly Reavenall
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ALISON MITCHELL
7th March 2019

On a pleasant spring evening, Dauntsey’s enjoyed an inspirational
talk from Alison Mitchell, the first woman sports presenter. A
polite and talkative speaker, Alison described her whirlwind career
undertaking what was an unexpectedly down-to-earth job,
despite the fact she has travelled all over the world, and is seen as
one of the lead voices on test cricket.
In an open and engaging talk, Alison described her difficulty
even getting her first true job, having first to endure seven years
waiting for a ‘break’. The key, to her, was her passion, that drove
and guided her, or she never would have waited that long, or
have managed to make her geography degree dissertation a
collection of interviews with different influential sportsmen.
She was direct and lucid with her description of the prejudices
that she came across in all her jobs, since most people she met
assumed, because of her gender, she was incapable of doing as
well as a man. However, Alison shared with us her secret weapon,
a revision-like set up on all the players, the teams, and sports
ground. This is something she engages in before commentating
on any sport, including artistic gymnastics.
However, the talk was not without its thought-provoking
moments, as she described her self-defined most significant
experience. Covering the 2007 World Cup, being the last person
to interview the Pakistan coach Bob Woolmer before his death.
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Alison vividly described the confusion of being near the very
heart of an international news story, and separating truth
from myth. This was not the only threatening situation she
expressively described. She also detailed the alarming experience
of shadowing the 2008 England tour in India, which had to
be cancelled after widespread Indian terrorist action, before
beginning again under extensive protection. The pure maelstrom
of emotions she described as she watched the hotel she had
been in a matter of hours before burning down live on television
was educating and sobering, and really gave those attended a
different perspective to consider over her profession. Furthermore,
her thought-provoking description of the atmosphere she
experienced both in the stadium and on twitter after the death of
Phillip Hughes was meaningful, and her comments on the danger
of twitter storms carried particular weight.

Kiera Riordan

“SHE DESCRIBED HER SELFDEFINED MOST SIGNIFICANT
EXPERIENCE ... BEING THE LAST
PERSON TO INTERVIEW THE
PAKISTAN COACH BOB WOOLMER
BEFORE HIS DEATH”

EDDIE
‘THE EAGLE’
EDWARDS
25th April 2019

The last Mercers’ Lecture of the season was given, on a bright and
warm evening, by the cheerful, funny and unendingly positive
Eddie ‘The Eagle’ Edwards. Often described as the epitome of all
Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the modern Olympics, hoped
to achieve with everyone taking part, mirroring this with his own
life motto “There’s nothing better than proving people wrong”.
Eddie filled his talk with self-deprecating anecdotes which left the
audience not only amused but also uplifted, including the saga
of how he became a Finnish pop star, singing all over the country,
and even making it to Number 2, without actually knowing what
any of the lyrics meant. Another wonderful story he detailed was
of how he was the star of the first nationwide television advert,
for Specsavers, playing off his then-obvious glasses. Rather
disappointingly, he no longer sported his enormous glasses due to
an operation involving replacing the lens in his eye.
However, the main portion of his talk was the winding and often
unexpectedly complex story of how he managed to go from a
plasterer to one of three British Olympic Ski jumpers. He described
that he had always been a daredevil as a child, doing things that

no-one else would dream of doing, leading him to do his first ski
jump, jumping from the school ski trip slopes, over his friends, a
road and landing in a stranger’s backyard! One of the highlights of
his childhood was when he was a member of the England Alpine
Ski Team for all of a morning before being rejected due to his
second-hand gear and non-posh background.
Unperturbed, however, he moved to America to practise, taking
up ski jumping as his sport since it was “a gap in the market”.
Then moving to Switzerland, navigating there by petrol-stationdirections, he completed the 13 years of training needed to be
a ski jumper in four months, all the while living off the food of
visiting national teams or the leftovers of the scout camp he lived
in. Having managed to, accidently, amass a collection of up-todate gear from visiting national teams, as well as collecting a host
of advice from every coach under the sun, he was given a UK jump
licence, before competing in the European Cup. During this, he
broke his jaw after a bad jump, but rather than giving up he held it
together with a hotel pillowcase and ate soup through a straw!
This was not his only escapade either. For a while, the Finnish
team invited him to train with them. However, his constant lack of
money caused him to take up residence in a local mental hospital.
After final training at Steamboat Springs, when he discovered that
air pressure makes a difference to jumps, Eddie ‘The Eagle’ finally
made it to Calgary, Canada. Despite popular opinion, he did not
come last, due to a Frenchman who broke his leg on the practice
jump a day before, leaving him to come second-last. After a
number of deliberate attempts to bar him from further Olympics,
he decided to retire, and now he likes nothing better than
watching the movie made of his colourful life (65 times to date).

Kiera Riordan

WHITE HORSE SOCIETY LECTURE: THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
At Dauntsey’s, the Russian Revolution is topic studied at A level
and one that is notorious for its bloodshed and rapid political
transformation. Being part of a series of White Horse Society
lectures run by the History Department, Dr George Gilbert from
the University of Southampton came to speak to the upper school
on this period of history and delivered a very interesting lecture;
focusing on the events leading up to the 1917 revolutions.
He presented a thesis which argued that the main causes of
the revolution were not more inherent, deep-rooted factors –
spanning years before the turning point in 1917 – but, instead,
events that occurred in the same year of the revolution. The
year 1917 was certainly the most climactic moment, with the
revolts in Petrograd forcing Tsar Nicholas II to abdicate, but he
also mentioned that events prior to that year were, if not, equally
significant in the collapse of Russia’s autocratic regime. Events such
as Russia suffering large defeats against the Germans in World War II;

coming to an embarrassing defeat in a war against Japan in 1905
and the atrocious working conditions of the country’s poor all led
to the general mistrust and unpopularity of the monarchy.
At the end of the lecture, I asked Dr Gilbert to what extent he
thought the abolition of serfdom helped redeem the tarnished
and widely discredited reputation of the Russian royal family. Serfs
were, more or less, slaves at the bottom of Russian society but who
were also allowed to keep a small plot of land. He agreed that, to
a certain degree, it helped the working classes in Russian society
believe that the governments and leaders to come would be more
sympathetic to the wishes of the people. However, the Russian
governmental system failed to be progressive and become more
democratic: it was then that the Russian revolution transpired.

Holly Reavenall
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Drowning in plastic
When you throw something away it is very important to
understand that it does not just miraculously disappear. All waste
goes somewhere and unfortunately a large amount ends up in
our seas, decreasing the state of the ecosystems present and the
biodiversity within them.
This is not a small problem but a colossal global dilemma.
Plastic pollution is inducing immense destruction within the
world’s oceans. Objects like discarded fishing nets and can rings
(containers) are becoming tangled around animals, strangling
them, causing deformation during growth and killing them.
When the plastic reaches the environment, whether this is marine
or terrestrial, it is not as if it takes a small amount of time for it to
decompose. Every plastic toothbrush ever made is still on this
planet somewhere, as is almost every plastic bottle, bag and takeaway utensil.
Pollution is the presence of or introduction into the environment
of a substance, which has harmful or poisonous effects and plastic
is a foreign substance that is not biodegradable or environmentally
beneficial, making it a pollutant.
Recently the continuous accumulation of synthetic products
within our environment has catalysed a detrimental domino effect
that is affecting wildlife, habitats and the human population. In
the developed world the use of plastic has exploded far ahead
of awareness of its impacts on the environment. 20th Century
globalisation has massively increased the volumes of plastic in
production and use.

“EVERY PLASTIC TOOTHBRUSH
EVER MADE IS STILL ON THIS
PLANET SOMEWHERE, AS IS
ALMOST EVERY PLASTIC BOTTLE,
BAG AND TAKE-AWAY UTENSIL”
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One of the issues of modern development is that as emerging
countries increase in expansion, their populations move out of
poor conditions. The reason that this has become a concern is
because the vast numbers of the global population being lifted
out of poverty significantly increase the demand for plastic in
items such as cosmetics, medicines and food. In these countries
the concepts of recycling and reducing are less prevalent and
therefore not as widely adopted, leading to a larger impact on the
surrounding environment.
In terms of where the pollution comes from, the majority of it
stems from land-based sources and makes its way to the coast
through “secondary transportation” such as floodwater but waste
is also discarded deliberately, directly into the oceans from ships
and other vessels.
Globally, there is little true understanding of the many ways waste
can enter our coastal and ocean ecosystems. Some are more
obvious than others but there are a few processes that are less
distinct that cause equal amounts of damage. The sources include,
illegal dumping of waste, coastal littering, industrial activity
leading to unsustainable waste disposal and insufficiently filtered
waste water. There are also ocean-based sources such as, shipping,
fishing and oil and gas exploration.
Ocean plastic is most commonly held in gyres. The most famous
is the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP), the largest of the 5
offshore plastic accumulation zones. It is located in the Pacific
Ocean between California and Hawaii at around 32˚N and 145˚W.
It is estimated that 1.15 to 2.41 million metric tonnes of plastic enter
the ocean each year and about 50% of this plastic is less dense
than water so floats on the surface of the sea.
The GPGP is estimated to cover an area of 1.6 million square
kilometres, which is three times the size of France. At the time
this measurement was taken, there were more than 1.8 trillion
pieces of plastic present, weighing an estimated 80,000 tonnes,
equivalent to 500 Jumbo Jets.
The plastic within these gyres is held in circular currents that hardly
move or divert from this area of ocean. This means that once items
of plastic waste enter these streams of current they get drawn into
these rotations where it is unlikely that they will ever be released.
Some effects of marine plastic are clear to see such as the
aesthetic implications. Beach waste can be seen entangled in
seaweed and along tidelines. This can have further social and

economic effects. For example, Maya Bay in Thailand is one of
the most visited tourist destinations, it shot up in popularity
after being featured in the movie ‘The Beach’, but unfortunately,
it sustained substantial environmental damage in recent years,
receiving up to 5,000 tourists and 200 boats a day. Pollution from
litter, boats and sunscreen (that bleaches coral) accumulated. The
Thai government decided to temporarily close the beach for at
least a year because of the damage caused. The closure of the
beach meant that the local economy couldn’t take any revenue
from the tourism industry, leading to financial difficulty. Beach
waste also causes the death of wildlife. Birds, fish and other marine
life become entangled in nets, swallow plastic and choke, and
lose habitats.
More than 700 marine species are known to be killed by the
ingestion of plastic or entanglement, resulting in more than 100
million animal deaths a year; that we know of. It has been reported
that plastic has been found in over 250 different species.
When the animals take in the plastic they suffer immensely. The
waste causes them to feel satisfied without having actually taken
in any nutrition. The plastic can’t be digested so the animals
essentially starve on full stomachs. It is not just the big pieces that
are the problem. Plastic does not biodegrade; instead it photodegrades, breaking down into smaller pieces in the presence of
UV light. As it degrades, any toxic substances contained will be
released into the marine environment. These microplastics do not
break down further and remain undetected in the deep ocean.
There have been many recent cases of whales and other animals
washing up on coastlines all over the globe as a result of waste
ingestion. In most cases the animal’s stomach is dissected only
for those investigating to find it stuffed full of plastic and other
rubbish.

“MORE THAN 700 MARINE
SPECIES ARE KNOWN TO BE KILLED
BY THE INGESTION OF PLASTIC
OR ENTANGLEMENT, RESULTING
IN MORE THAN 100 MILLION
ANIMAL DEATHS A YEAR”
Plastic does not only affect the animals it directly encounters but
once they have ingested it, there is the possibility that it could
move up the food chain through bioaccumulation and make
its way into the human body. Research states that at present, a
person consumes an average of a credit card’s amount of plastic
a week.
So, why should we as individuals act upon this? This is a complex
problem and takes multiple interventions to solve. In my opinion
the main reason for us to strive to solve this issue is to preserve
the earth for future generations. We need to live sustainably
by meeting the needs of the present generations without
compromising the ability for future generations to meet their own
needs. But, right now we are compromising like never before. Time
is running out and it is projected that if we do not implement
serious improvements within the next three years, by 2050 there
will be more plastic than fish in the sea.

Hermione Owen
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In defence of the most
underrated musical
And why it deserves so much more credit than it receives
Due to the number of musicals that we as a school produce, many
pupils know a wide range. Most people’s lists include the wellknown, the modern and the classics, ‘Les Misérables’, or ‘Oliver!’
perhaps. However, there is one musical that should at least be in
everyone’s top 20, and yet is unknown by many, and even worse,
dismissed by those who do. Following the life of a down-trodden
orphan, with severe depression and chronic low self-esteem, living
in the downtown area of New York, who resorts to murder to gain
the attention and affection of his father-figure, a verbally-abusive
Jewish shop-owner, and a woman who is physically and mentally
abused by her drug-addicted sadistic boyfriend. Containing
poignant songs which address the problems of the time, many of
which carry through to today, a ridicule of the American Dream,
a showcase of the extreme poverty of America and a warning
over consumer capitalism, one would think that it would be a
widely admired and popular musical. However, it has one main
failing, which has caused it to be so over-looked. Its main purpose
is to be a comedy.
‘Little Shop of Horrors’ by Howard Ashman and Alan Menken,
based on the 1960 film ‘The Little Shop of Horrors’, first produced
off-Broadway in 1982, is composed in the style of early 1960s rock
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and roll, doo-wop and early Motown. The main plot-driver of the
story, a giant, alien, man-eating plant; Audrey II; bent on world
domination and destruction, manipulates Seymour Krelborn, the
orphan to murder. In return for this the plant uses mind-control
powers making everyone around Seymour to like him, including
Audrey, the love-interest, and Mr Mushnik, the shop-owner. The
musical contains jokes, which often means that critics overlook the
serious themes in the show, meaning the musical deserves more
academic credit than it receives.
The main theme of the show is capitalism and its results. The first
way this is shown is by showcasing extreme poverty. This problem,
however, was not often heard or known about in 1980’s America,
the standard of living was one of the best in the world. Out of the
85 million households in the United States, 64% owned their own
living quarters, 55% had at least two TV sets, and 51% had more than
one vehicle. In terms of possession of telephones, TV sets, school
enrolments, animal protein in diets, and energy consumption, the
United States was far ahead of other industrialized countries1. The
musical is set in 1960, when the standard of living was of a similar
international standard2. Ironically, in modern-day America this theme
is even more topical: their middle class is decreasing, and their

average living standard is decaying, not on the international scale
but compared to previous decades3. The problem is first displayed
through the street-urchin Greek chorus, Crystal, Ronette, and
Chiffon, portraying the depressing atmosphere of their street ‘Skid
Row’, the home of the dregs of capitalism. In the opening scene the
three girls are asked how they intend to “better themselves” without
going to school. Crystal replies “Better ourselves? Mister, when you
from Skid Row, ain’t no such thing.”. This atmosphere remains, as a
chorus of homeless, drunk, poverty-stricken and depressed people
crowd the stage.
The atmosphere of Skid Row is showcased in the second song of
the show, ‘Skid Row (Downtown)’. The characters describe how
they are forced to work all hours doing disgusting, strenuous,
unappreciated, jobs for “The powers that have always been”,
only to return home to a place of utter poverty, where they have
no opportunities or even hope. The workers are exactly that,
workers. They are not complete dead weights or dropouts but
hard-working people who are striving for a better life they feel
they can achieve. However, the capitalist society they are in means
that, even if they work as hard as they can, they are trapped in Skid
Row, and cannot escape. This is made all the more poignant by
the fact that none of the characters are appreciated in their jobs.
They describe in detail what their lives are like, yet, as they work
as “messengers and mailroom clerks” the only recognition they
receive is from people who “take...[their] money and they break...
[their] hearts”. These people are their “bosses”. The characters
often feel they are nothing but “token” jobs, they are disassociated,
and it’s elevated by the hours they work. The characters describe
how they work the night shifts, they are not even noticed by their
employers, and they feel they are in an alternate time-zone, or
even a separate country. The world they glimpse up-town is the
exact opposite of Skid Row, it is filled with affluence and wealth,
which they can only glimpse from the outside. They are forced eat
their “lunches at the hot dog carts”, the only place they can afford.
Uptown the workers feeling of isolation and alienation.

“A GIANT, ALIEN, MAN-EATING
PLANT; AUDREY II; BENT ON
WORLD DOMINATION AND
DESTRUCTION, MANIPULATES
SEYMOUR KRELBORN, THE
ORPHAN TO MURDER”

However, this is not the worst of their life, “five o’clock is even
worse//when you go//Downtown”. Downtown, on Skid Row,
is where no-one, even cab drivers, want to be. There is no
opportunity for escape: food, “the food is slop”; love, “relationships
are no go”; religion, “I keep asking God what I’m for//and he tells
me ’Gee I’m not sure’”. The removal of hope, since they cannot
see a permeant or impermanent escape, leaves their existence
empty, with nothing but the reminders of their crushing poverty.
The drudgery and uniformity of life Downtown is obvious. The
characters do not sing of how ‘this often happens’ all the phrases
are absolutes; their lives are uniform. This is actuated in the music
of this song, where the same phrases of music are repeated over
and over again, with only one real tune, adapted slightly, to be
higher and faster for the hectic nature of their uptown lives, and
then lower and slower for the crushing nature of their downtown
lives. In Skid Row “depression’s just status quo’”, further proof
that no-one in Skid Row has any hope at all. Romance is a part
of hope, meaning that Seymour and Audrey, although they both
desperately love each other, can never act on love, instead both
trapped by capitalism’s results, Seymour’s mental health problems,
and Audrey’s sadistic boyfriend, which is not a relationship. Audrey
has PTSD flashbacks on things as small as his jacket. The separation
of Audrey and Seymour is deliberately shown, they are physically
on opposite sides of the stage, Seymour under the literal glass
ceiling of Mr Mushnick’s Flower Shop, Audrey on the forestage.

Listening to the last verse of the song, one might assume that
there is still a glimmer of hope as the characters finish the song
singing “I gotta get outa//Skid Row”. However, Seymour and
Audrey are detailed to sing in a “West Side Story-ish way”. ‘West
Side Story’; by Arthur Laurents, Leonard Bernstein and Stephen
Sondheim; does not have a happy ending, it is the story of
‘Romeo and Juliet’4. For the actors to be portraying this does
not suggest anything but tragedy. Furthermore, the characters
are “looking... at ‘dreams that won’t come true”, something they
know is unattainable. This ending is not a release or escape, it’s
self-delusion. Additionally, this singing is juxtaposed with the
increasing in volume chorus, singing in a tone more in keeping
with the rest of the song. Audrey and Seymour are dreaming,
but the older chorus, are singing how Skid Row is “past the
bottom line”. These ‘veteran’ residents of Skid Row are trying
desperately to remind Seymour and Audrey not to dream. They
know, probably from experience, that it will end in nothing but
heartbreak. Despite all of this there is still comfort available for the
characters, they are all stuck together. They all understand how
awful it is to live in Skid Row, it is a shared experience they can
all sympathise with. Tragically, the characters never realise this.
Highlighted in Bob Fosse’s choreography in the 1986 film, they all
face away and up from each other, before staring at the ground.
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As Seymour sings of how escape is the only thing he wants, in the film,
the chain-link gate visually reminds the audience of how he is trapped
None of them ever realise that there is help if they looked. This
song is a clear critique of capitalism, there are hundreds of people
all stuck “where the rainbow’s just a no-show”, whereas there are
relatively few living in the comfort and plenty Uptown, due to the
ceaseless work of the ‘faceless masses’.
This hopeless and repressed atmosphere contrasts, however,
another song, ‘Somewhere that’s Green’. In this, Audrey reflects
on her life in Skid Row, before she allows herself to truly drift off
and dream of what life would be like if she had plenty of money,
and was married to Seymour. This song is heart breaking because
it is painfully mundane and limited. This is the first time we see a
character breaking away from their life in Skid Row, yet it’s exactly
the same, just with a few gadgets and more hygiene. Unlike in
‘Skid Row (Downtown)’, she is allowing herself, as much as society
is allowing her, to show her love for Seymour, yet she still cannot
escape very “far from Skid Row”. Just as how visually the chainlink in the film showed how Seymour will never escape, the
“fence of real chain link” in Audrey’s dream symbolises how she
is chained and linked to Skid Row in the consumerist society she
is supporting. Moreover, the fence in reality is keeping her out of
her a house where her dream might actually happen. Even worse
her dream is not unique or special, it is not her dream at all. It is
a direct cookie-cutter dream that is the advertising companies.
Her “tract house that we share” smells of “Pine-Sol” and has an
“enormous twelve-inch screen” on which they “watch Lucy”, the
popular sitcom ‘I Love Lucy’. A tract house is a house which is the
exact same as millions across America5. Audrey’s dream is nothing
but “a picture out of Better Homes and Gardens Magazine” that she
has been smothered with. Audrey is shown to be an imaginative
person, she thinks of how she and Seymour can live together,
but yet when she should explore and stretch her imagination,
she regurgitates what has been shoved down her throat by the
very ‘Better Homes and Gardens Magazine’ she idolises. She does
not even dream of the very best ‘Better Homes and Gardens
Magazine’ can offer, she cannot even see herself escaping to
“somewhere fancy like Levittown”, (Levittown is the name of seven
large suburban housing developments, each one built on an
assembly line with 27 steps) and instead only dreams of what has
been dictated for her status by consumer capitalism.
She cannot escape from this mind-set, either. As she describes her
family life, she explains it through the titles of sitcoms. Seymour is
“father, he knows best”, referencing the popular Father Knows Best,
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aired on TV from 1954 to 1960, starring Robert Young as the
head of an idealized American family6. Withal, it is impossible for
Audrey’s regurgitated dream to come true. She wants to be able
to “cook like Betty Crocker”, but Betty Crocker is not a real person,
just another marketing ploy invented to sell instant cooking mix by
the Washburn-Crosby Company in 19217. It is impossible for Audrey
to be able to cook like someone who doesn’t exist. If she ever
achieved her consumerism-fuelled dream, it wouldn’t live up to
what she has been sold. She has been misled by the advertiser, like
how modern lottery winners are led to believe that money will be
the answer to all their problems, which it invariably isn’t. Audrey is
not the only person in Skid Row to be trapped in this consumerist
mind-set, either. The parents of the Greek Chorus, Crystal, Ronette
and Chiffon, have named their children after 3 popular pop bands,
The Crystals, The Ronettes and The Chiffons. Tragically, Audrey’s
imagination has been so quashed in the film, that she can only see
her children as a miniature Audrey and Seymour. The only path
her children can follow is the same one she and Seymour have
followed. They will be stuck in the same consumerist rut as her, the
only difference being that they will be consumers not producers.
Her imaginary children will grow up to be the exact people who
keep Audrey in Skid Row now.
The feeling of tragedy is accentuated by the music of the song.
On the surface, it is a wistful song, but it is in a minor key, which
is used to portray sadness. Moreover, Audrey’s voice often sings
solo, is a convention usually only used in sad songs. Tragically, the
climax of the music and Audrey’s dream, when the music slips
quickly into a major key, is as she describes her “frozen dinner”, and
it is over in a handful of bars. It shows how empty her dream is, it
has no real substance or happiness, and in her heart of hearts she
knows this. This is signalled to the audience where Audrey sits. The
stage directions say she is “seated on the... trash can”. Her dream is
so much trash, it’s born from a trash-can.
This is not Audrey’s fault, however, since she has never seen
anything but “December Bride” being the pinnacle of life, she
cannot be expected to be able to see that there is more to life.
This gives capitalism a cyclical structure, since the only reason
she’s never seen anything but Skid Row is due to the consumerist
society of “December Bride”. Of course, if it was her choice to
pursue a shallow, mundane dream, it would be less tragic, since
she would be the one choosing. However, the combination
of the misery of Skid Row and the constant bombardment of
television and magazine ideology, means it is not her choice,
but the choice of capitalists to fill their pockets, with Audrey
being nothing more than a disposable money-maker, the exact
attitude complained about in ‘Skid Row (Downtown)’. Both in
‘Skid Row’ and ‘Somewhere That’s Green’, the singers are victims
of commodification by consumer capitalism. Of course, the
indoctrination of innocents happens in all capitalist countries,
and the leeching of a throw-away attitude towards people is a
problem that has still not been addressed today.
My personal favourite song, ‘Dentist!’ also contains a critique of
capitalism. In this song Audrey’s abusive boyfriend, Orin Scrivello,
describes how his sadistic tendencies make him the perfect
dentist. While not the most obviously deep and meaningful song
in the musical, when looked at closer, it holds a number of ironic
commentaries on capitalist society. Rather ironically, it is Orin’s
mother’s wisdom that has guided him through life. He’s one of 3
characters who mentions their back-story, he says that his “mama

“THE INDOCTRINATION OF INNOCENTS HAPPENS IN ALL CAPITALIST
COUNTRIES, AND THE LEECHING OF A THROW-AWAY ATTITUDE TOWARDS
PEOPLE IS A PROBLEM THAT HAS STILL NOT BEEN ADDRESSED TODAY”
noticed funny things...[he] did”, the ‘funny things’ being a number
of sadistic actions, and then tells Orin that “someday//You’ll find a
way, //To make your natural tendencies pay. //You’ll be a dentist!”.
This advice has guided Orin to more success than any of the other
characters. In fact, this wisdom continues to guide Orin in the
present, he continues to work because “somewhere in heaven
above... [him, his] mama’s proud of” him. Additionally, as a person,
Orin is horrible. Sadism, coupled with his addiction to nitrous
oxide (laughing gas), does not make a likeable person, yet Orin
is the most successful character in the musical: he owns his own
dentistry practice; he has enough money to run a motorbike and
own several leather jackets; buy Audrey clothes. He’s “a dentist//
and a success”. This hints that, at least in New York, having a drive,
and the backing of a mother, is more important than character or
simple humanity. Moreover, although he looks highly unstable,
Orin is in actuality more balanced and happier than the other
characters. He is the only leading character to not have depression,
is a confident man; a striking difference to Audrey or Seymour.
Instead he is “a success”, and he “enjoy[s] the career that... [he]
picked”, suggesting that in a battle for mental stability, in capitalist,
American society, drive and parents beat decency and kindness.
This is not the only failing of American society the song suggests
either, it also points to the education system, and the stereotypes
that arise from it. Orin’s description is that he is “all got up like
a greaser” and he wears a “black leather jacket”. He is a sadist, a
trait most commonly associated with serial killers and film villains.
Therefore, the audience does not expect for him to be a dentist,
which is then played for laughs. And yet, he makes the perfect
dentist, there is no indication that Orin’s treatment of his patients
is bad, his waiting room is filled. In fact, Orin actually provides for
society in a way that is rare in the privatised medical care world of
America. When he first meets Seymour, he offers him a free “root
canal”. Although this is done for his own selfish reasons, it gives
Seymour a route to expensive medical care that he would never
otherwise have. Moreover, Orin’s practice covers a wide range
of treatments, even “fitting braces”, normally done by specialist
orthodontists. Orin is also providing a service, that those unable
to travel would not have access to. Withal, the song is questioning
the stereotype that dentists must be caring individuals. The
stereotype places the ‘caring’ in caring professional, above the
‘profession’, completing a good service and fulfilling the technical
aspects. However, Orin places this into question, although he
places the professional above the caring, he is a successful dentist
who does more for society than the other conforming dentists.
Orin shows the stereotype created by American schooling is
misguided and wrong.
Finally, the last song which holds a lot of academic value;
although all of them have plenty of value when looked at closely;
is ‘Feed Me (Git It)’. This song is when Audrey II manages to
persuade Seymour to murder. However, this song has the darkest
undertones, as Audrey II is a metaphor for America’s consumer
capitalism. In the process of a 3-and-a-half-minute long song,

the alien turns Seymour’s views, thinking that Audrey II’s diet,
human blood, is “disgusting”, to thinking that a living human
being “looks like plant food”. However, what the plant “from outer
space” is selling Seymour is not actually that ‘alien’ at all, it is just
consumer capitalism. In exchange for murder, Seymour is offered,
“a Cadillac car”, “a room in the Ritz”, “money” and “girls”, and what
finally persuades him is the idea of owning a “Harley Machine”
that makes “the guys on the corner turn green”. Of course, these
are all things which capitalism offer as rewards, the only difference
between Audrey II and America’s consumer capitalism is the
distance between the murderer and the victim. With Audrey II it
is direct, Seymour murders, he gets reward. However, in America’s
capitalism, the murder is indirect, by lowering this wage and
increasing this price, one receives a higher profit margin in order to
buy the reward, while also killing a few people at the very bottom,
the murder8. This is, of course, is why Seymour is persuaded by it
so easily, because like Audrey he has been fed it from birth, and
has already accepted it as the way of doing things.
Having established this, the song then further ridicules American
society by showing the audience how capitalism corrupts. At
the end of the song, Seymour decides to kill Orin as punishment
for being “so nasty, treating her [Audrey] rough”. However, in the
process of agreeing to do this, Seymour is slowing becoming
like Orin. As previously mentioned, Seymour says that he’d
“like a Harley machine”, the exact motorbike that Orin rides. To
emphasise this subtle hinting, the script then says that “at this
very opportune moment, Orin and Audrey appear”. While in the
original script, it states that the reason Audrey and Orin return
is because Audrey has forgotten her sweater, in the film it is
because Audrey “falls of the motorbike”, meaning their entrance is
accompanied by a motorbike sound effect followed by a shot of
Orin on his motorbike. This is a direct nod from the director, Frank
Oz, of the change inside Seymour’s head. This theme of corruption
is continued after this song, after Seymour has killed Orin, when
Seymour declares that he has bought himself new clothes.

Orin is not dressed like a stereotypical dentist, and neither does he
act like one
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Audrey II is a metaphor for consumer capitalism, and in the end it
consumes all human civilisation
In most productions, Seymour is usually dressed in unassertive
browns or greys, so when he appears in this scene in a “black
leather jacket”, it forms a striking difference. It is later revealed
that this leather jacket is in fact Orin’s, Seymour stole it off of his
corpse. This is out of character for Seymour, and although he says
it was “only...to impress” Audrey, it matches his new motorbike,
all showing how dominating consumer capitalism has corrupted
Seymour. However, even Orin the sadist would not steal something
off of a corpse, suggesting that although he appears to be
becoming like Orin, he is perhaps even worse. Another pointer that
Seymour has been corrupted is that, by agreeing to fuel Audrey
II; consumer capitalism; Seymour is subjecting someone else to
exactly what he has experienced himself. America’s capitalism is
exactly what has landed Seymour in the squalid dump of Skid Row,
and by agreeing to help Audrey II he is agreeing to make someone
else the metaphorical resident of Skid Row. It is cyclical, there is
now a new Orin and a new (metaphorical) resident of Skid Row,
just like real consumer capitalism.

“IF WE FIGHT WE’VE STILL GOT A
CHANCE... PLEASE, WHATEVER
THEY OFFER YOU, // DON’T FEED
THE PLANTS”

broken leg. In short, Audrey II is promising Seymour a life of pain
and tragedy, and Audrey II fulfils this since at end of the musical
and Audrey II’s species destroys human civilisation. Bearing in
mind the fact that Audrey II is a metaphor for consumer capitalism,
it is very clear what this ending of tragedy means. It is a warning
that if society does not change, it will consume everything.
This message, given through the song ‘Finale (Don’t Feed the
Plants)’. Sung directly to the audience, it describes all the places
the plants eat, including “this theatre!”. This is the most dramatic
moment, 2003-2004 Broadway revival Audrey II’s puppet rose on a
pneumatic arm and attacked the front rows of the audience9. This
is a direct fourth wall break, Alan Menken and Howard Ashman are
warning the audience that even if Audrey II, consumer capitalism,
offers you “fortune and fame”, “love and money and instant
acclaim”, “don’t feed” it. Despite the downbeat theming of the
rest of the musical, it ends with a hopeful plea “If we fight we’ve
still got a chance... Please, whatever they offer you, // Don’t feed
the plants”. Thinking of modern fears of global warming, nuclear
warfare, soil erosion and other apocalyptic events in the near
future caused by society’s blind following of consumer capitalism,
it is easy to see how this song, and this musical, holds a valuable
and a topical warning.
To conclude, over the course of the musical, the audience is taken
through a direct and thorough tour of the faults in American
society, starting with poverty; moving through the brainwashing
of innocents, both through advertising and stereotypes, given
from the perspective of someone stuck in the mind set and
someone who has escaped; and ending with the futile dangers of
consumer capitalism. Consequently, I believe that these themes
and the subtle, bitter, gifted way they are woven through a
musical that is still perfectly acceptable as a comedy, means that
it deserves to be held as one of the great musicals of 20th century,
and most definitely underrated.

Kiera Riordan
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Being confirmed
through Dauntsey’s
Salisbury Cathedral has always been a special place for me.
Whether it was going there every Christmas Eve to watch the
animals be brought inside for the service, or just trailing my hands
through the water of the uniquely ethereal font, Salisbury Cathedral
was always slightly removed from the realm of this worldly life.
However, I never could have predicted just how special a place it
would become to me personally, as on Saturday 11th May it became
the place I was confirmed as a Christian.

During the journey, Rev. Johnson gave each of us the most
wonderful copy of The Bible, which was exactly what I needed to
really discover its teachings. Our confirmation edition bibles were
annotated with activities and advice to help us better develop as
Christians and as well-rounded people. It is difficult to describe in
words what we discovered collectively both about ourselves and
each other, but suffice to say that by the 11th of May we all knew
exactly what we were doing, and it was what we wanted.

Ever year, Dauntsey’s sends a group of students to Salisbury to
be confirmed, and this year it was my time, along with 14 others.
During a course organised by the Chaplain, Rev. D. R. Johnson, we
were guided through the process of preparing for the one of the
most important days of our lives.

Therefore, by the 11th, after making our way to Salisbury, we were
able to enjoy the culmination of this stage of our spiritual journeys.
In the most beautiful service of my life, two of us were baptised
and all 15 of us were confirmed, under the base of the tallest spire
in the UK. It was glorious. Then, leaving the Cathedral through the
main doors at the end, and going out into the wider world in the
beautiful summer evening which cast its light against the ancient
stone work, it felt like the entire world was alive in its approval.

Meeting every Thursday Prep time a collective spiritual journey
began that was unlike any I’d ever experienced. As group, we were
diverse, with members from the Lower Sixth to the First Form,
and yet we had an unrivalled sense of community. Despite our
differing backgrounds, some of us definitely coming from the more
devout end of the spectrum whereas others, like myself, had only
ever been into a church in search of its historical value, we all knew
we had chosen to be there, and that gave us the most wonderful
feeling of connection.

Kiera Riordan
Communicants 2019
Serena O’Brien, Molly Cazaly, Imogen Crawley, Michael Crisp,
Philip Crisp, Evelyn Duckworth, Abigail Evans, Charles Evans, Lillian
Jacobs, Annelies Nicholson, Christen Nislev-Pitt, Charles Owen,
Hermione Owen, Isabelle Nislev-Pitt
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Stories from an Old Girl
Hannah Hollis OD (2011) interviewed by Holly Reavenall
Do you have a job at the moment? What’s it like?

Favourite subject at school?

I’m a Client Consultant at a UX consultancy in London. UX or
“user experience” involves studying human behaviour to design
the end-to-end experience which you have with a brand, often
blending the physical with the digital world. I advise global
organisations on how to apply design and technology to create
more intuitive and innovative experiences for users. This could
mean paying for your coffee with your fingerprint, or having
your smartwatch create your workout plan tailored to your likes,
schedule and body type.

History with Mr Spencer. Never a dull minute, that man can tell a
story and a half!
A memory of Dauntsey’s?
I’m an Evans girl to the core, so my fondest memories usually
involve Mr Yates stalking the halls, glass of wine in hand, giving
us girls his very wise advice on boys... but I’m sworn to secrecy on
some of those stories!

Ever read the instructions on how to use your iPhone? Didn’t think
so. That’s an example of good UX design!
UX is such an exciting sector to work in as you’re at the forefront
of making the ‘future’ possible. I’m lucky enough to work in a very
creative environment (lots of bean bags and ‘post its’) in different
countries and cultures, with plenty of gadgets and the odd robot.
I’ve recently been asked to lead, scope and set up a new business
in Hong Kong which I’m extremely excited about.
Looking back, how was your time at Dauntsey’s?
I was a boarder so I still see Dauntsey’s as a home– what’s better
than being a teenager and getting to live with all your mates?
It was the best – the funny little things that happened at school
make for hilarious stories in the future. We only realise once we
leave just how rare some of the opportunities open to us at
school were –sailing Tall Ships, the shows, the Mercers’ lectures –
do all of them.

What personal achievements do you feel you have
achieved recently?
Last year I ticked off one of the biggest things on my bucket list by
running the third hardest marathon in the world, on the Great Wall
of China. It involves racing up 5,164 stairs but the views are breathtaking so it’s totally worth it.
I’ve struggled to find a challenge which beats that, but kept myself
busy by competing in CrossFit competitions (my favourite being
on a Devon beach in the summer which led to some SERIOUS
tan lines), and running my fastest half marathon time (1hr 33mins)
which was a highlight for me.
Running the Great Wall of China must have been amazing
but you must have needed an incredible amount of
perseverance too – where did you find the motivation and
determination?
The idea of pushing yourself beyond the limits of what you
thought you can do is a very powerful thing – ask yourself if you
can give 1% more, hold on for one minute longer, try something
1% harder – that’s where you discover how badass you can really
be. Testing my limits, and reminding myself that I really can do
anything, that’s what pushes me when things feel really tricky –
the mile might be tough honey, but so are we!
That said, I also find great motivation in doughnuts – a crucial
ritual of mine is to make sure I have a doughnut at the finish line of
every race I run.
I bet the training for these challenges was demanding;
what was it like to train for them and how did you prepare?
Absolutely exhausting! It requires discipline, grit, a banging playlist
and a lot of feeding. The training can be pretty gruelling with
5:30am starts most days.

Hannah (front, right) with her Evans housemates on leavers' day 2011
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I train my body, plate and brain – I schedule training weeks in
advance, and plan what I eat and around my workouts. It’s crucial
to eat correctly, and enough, so that your body has the correct
type of fuel to do what it needs to do. I’m usually very healthy, but
fully endorse chowing down a box of doughnuts after an extra
hard training day from time to time.

to pursue law is because I’ve was told I’d make a good lawyer.
I’d never even heard of UX. I ended up doing loads of stuff I said
I’d never do “I would never run a marathon, I would never run
triathlon, I’d never want to live in London…” whoops.
Any plans for the future?

Training also forces me to ‘be comfortable with being
uncomfortable’. A playlist with plenty of girl power (thanks Spice
Girls) and Jay Z will keep you on track when the going gets tough.
Do you think life at Dauntsey’s helped you to prepare for
these challenges?

Plenty! I always need a challenge in the pipeline in to keep me
excited. This year I’ve been asked to run for Virgin Sport as an
official pacer for the Hackney Half Marathon in May, am training for
the Ride100 (a 100 mile bike race to Surrey), a 70:3 Iron Man, and
the Berlin Marathon in September where I hope to run a qualifier
time for the Boston Marathon.

Dauntsey’s absolutely helped with my career – the opportunity to
learn from smart people who can challenge you and open your
mind equips you with a confidence to be original and create new
things in the boardroom.

Once that’s over, my next ‘bucket list’ race is an 100km
ultramarathon through the Mongolian wilderness, starting from
sunrise to sunset. Watch this space...

As for running ultramarathons and adventure marathons, I wasn’t
sporty at school and spent most of my time doing music. I think
there’s a lesson there which reminds us we can do anything that
we want, and well, if only we are brave enough to break out of
what we know and give it some welly.

So, finally, I know a lot of students are worried about what
the future holds after Dauntsey’s – do you have any advice
for them when they leave?

Are you where you saw yourself eight years ago (did
everything go to plan)?
Ha-ha definitely not, I was supposed to be a lawyer! It was only
when applying for law school that I realised the reason I wanted

Make a plan to inspire you and give you direction, but realise
that your plan will probably twist, turn and evolve as years go
by. Life throws some pretty weird curveballs at you – expect the
unexpected, embrace them, diverge, you’ll end up places you
never thought you’d be and it’s wonderful. So whilst a plan is great,
don’t sweat too much about sticking to a pre-prescribed path you
‘think’ you should be on – the chances are it won’t happen anyway,
so trust your gut and do it your way instead.
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Things an Old Boy wants to know
Kiera Riordan answers an Old Boy’s questions from 50 years ago
While exploring the Dauntsey’s archive, in the 1945 summer
edition of the Dauntseian, I came across an article with this
same title as this one. It was a series of questions about everyday
Dauntsey’s life that had been sent in by an OD, and then answered
by the writer of the article. I have included the original article
below, with answers from the 21st Century Dauntseian.
Does the bell boy still get the rope stuck in its pipe?
1945 – It is only recently that we began to use the outside bell
again, after the ban imposed at the time of Dunkirk, and I have not
yet heard of any case of the rope getting stuck.
2019 – We now have an automatic bell system, and there are no
longer any outside. This does not mean, however, that the bell
system is without snags. Instead, the automatic bells in some
of the buildings have not worked for years, or ring at seemingly
random times. We’ve also had four or five false fire alarms this year!

Are the silver birches in the Manor glade still standing?
1945 - Yes, thought they lost their tops in the great ice storm of
1940. In that storm silver birches suffered more than most trees,
and the big ones on the Manor glade were very much knocked
about. They look pretty much the same as ever now, and the small
daffodils under them have been very good this year. Some new
rhododendrons have been planted near fairly recently, and should
serve to enhance them in years to come.
2019 – I don’t know about any silver birches, I certainly haven’t
seen any, since those rhododendrons have been very enthusiastic
growers. The entire area is now completely filled with them,
exploring through the plant-made caves of branches is great fun,
and it certainly is beautiful. If there are any silver birches, they’re
very well hidden.
Does Mr Barron still play the bassoon?
1945 – No! He gave it up last year.

Do the juniors still catch glow worms in the Manor woods
in the vain hope that they will be able to read under the
bed-clothes?
1945 – I wouldn’t know, as they say, but it is very unlikely, as it is
still broad daylight when the juniors are fast asleep in the Summer
term owing to Double Summer Time.
2019 – No. Now, the game is to try and smuggle torches, laptops
or mobile telephones into rooms without being noticed.
Do boys still give themselves electric shocks off the
portable Lister?

2019 – Mr Barron is no longer with us!
Are the workshops still as crowded on Saturday night?
1945 – No. At the beginning of the war blacking out the School
was a very big job. Later, when the job might have been done
there was a shortage of materials for Arts and Crafts, and it was
felt that we ought not to use more current driving the lathes and
such-like.
2019 – No. Although we, thankfully, don’t have to deal with
blackouts or shortages, DT closes at 10:30 on a Saturday. However,
it is still popular throughout the day, as is the Art Department.

1945 – No; we have no portable Lister, to the best of my knowledge.
2019 – Still no portable Lister today, although joke pens provide
enough electro-therapy.

Is bread still known as “toke”?
1945 – Yes. Anyone known why?

Are the Observation Towers still standing on the Plain?
1945 – Yes, some of them, at least. But the said Towers are no longer
of interest to the School, because that part of the plain is used so
frequently for firing that it is permanently out of bounds. The boy
who – was it 16 or more years ago? – visited every Observation
Tower between the School and Stonehenge in the course of one
Saturday after dinner still holds the record, and is likely to do so.
2019 – To my knowledge, not anymore. Instead, we have the
telephone single towers, which are just as much fun to poke
around. Not that I’d know that of course.
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2019 – No. We have our own name for it now ‘bread’.
Do the Bunsens still go out at the critical moment for want
of acetylene?
1945 – No, praises be. When the senior chemistry and physics labs
were added a few years ago, a petrol gas plant was installed and
the era of backfiring Bunsen’s came to a close. Now the snag is
that the petrol gas supply depends on the electric current supply,
and if the current is cut off for any reason, the gas is also off.
This does not happen very often, but always at an infuriating time.

The gas incidentally is far better than acetylene used to be;
it does not black everything it heats nor does it crack nearly so
many beakers.
2019 – No, our Bunsen’s do not cut out now at all, and neither does
the gas crack beakers. However, the science department still has
its own design flaw. Instead, the emergency gas extraction fans
pump air from the contaminated classroom, into the hall outside.
Thankfully, since its construction the emergency gas extraction
has never been used.
Is the North Attic still home to the Model Railway Club?

When was the Poppywhites last staged?
1945 – I’m ashamed to say that I don’t know, and can’t remember
what or who were the Poppywhites.
2019 – Same here, I’ve never heard of the Poppywhites. Shame.
Do caps still go over the Viaduct on the last day of term?
1945 – No. There are no caps, except games caps; and anyway,
they would need coupons nowadays, and would be far too
precious to be thrown away.

1945 – Yes and no. The inquirer, and some others, will remember
that the North attic was from time to time the scene of illegal
operations connected with food and other delights. From time
to time it was therefore placed out of bounds. This is one of the
many times.

2019 – No. We don’t have any caps at all in our school uniform,
and I am ashamed to say I don’t know where the Viaduct is. There
are other end of term rituals, however, which I know absolutely
nothing about and would never take part in. Never.

2019 – No. Instead, they have a brand new attic on top of some
boys’ changing rooms.

Does Mr Reynolds still set test papers in order to read
“Punch” of a morning?
1945 – Certainly not. Definitely.

Do the trebles still hold up concert practices by missing
their leads?
1945 – They do. So do the altos, and the tenors and the bases – or
is that being too tactful?
2019 – Yes. As a soprano myself, I can say that many a time I
personally have disrupted choir practices on a Tuesday evening.
Either by missing my cues, or by simply being unable to read the
music. I’m not the most musical singer out there. However, to my
understanding it happens less in SSA and the Choral Clerk choir.
I wouldn’t know.
Does Potter still shoot rabbits?

2019 – Mr Reynolds is no longer with us. However, he was not
alone in this technique and it is still used by many a teacher today.
Though maybe not to read “Punch”.

At this point in the original article, the author wrote a list of
questions on the History of the school for the contemporary
reader of the article. However, the answers were of their time, and
would need their own explanations to be really understood today.
Instead, I am leaving a message for YOU, cyborg Dauntsey’s pupil
of the far future who is reading this article in the Dauntsey’s virtual
archive. Do what I have done today, and include the answers of
what Dauntsey’s is like is 2070. What has changed and what is truly
ingrained? Also, please answer these questions too:

1945 – Potter now has gone altogether.
2019 – He’s still gone.

1. How many departments are there now, and what has gone
since 2019?
2. How many teachers are there?What is the male to female ratio?

Do boys still pop over to Hopkins?
3. How big are classes?
1945 – No. Hopkins gave up that business several years ago. Boys
have been known to pop down to Sainsbury’s and other places,
but there is not much point in their popping anywhere now, as
the answer will almost always be “No.” The supplies of materials
to all builders are very restricted now, and they can’t find the
“oddsies” when they want them.
2019 – No. Hopkins has not set up shop again. However, we have
plenty of shopping opportunities available to us. Not only do we
have the Tuck Shop, the School Shop and the 17 Club on site to
buy things, but we also have Costcutter open just off site opposite
the Art Department, and borders can sign up, if they want to, to
a minibus to Devizes twice a week. And thankfully, none of these
have restricted materials.

4. Do you ever still use books?
5. What is the most hated regulation of the school?
6. What is the most hated sanction or punishment?
7. What is the most favoured subject you study?
8. Are chapel services still held at school by a chaplain?
9. What do you think Dauntsey’s will look like in what is the far
future to you?
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Wilde’s view of Individualism
“Most people are other people. Their thoughts are someone
else’s opinions, their lives a mimicry, their passions a quotation”
Oscar Wilde
In a materialistic world, where even the self is fought to be
branded, boxed up, and sold through the likes of social media,
it is comforting to believe we are truly unique. Perhaps it is
because we believe it grants us breathing space, so we can be
non-committal to others because they’re not us – once you take
a step back, the ideology seems profoundly capitalist. Why do
we fear proximity, or even the sharing of, our traits, our opinions,
and our passions with those around us? Individualism, when
viewed as thus, seems more determined to divide us than unite.
It seems too often that anything opposing individualism is
misconstrued as suffocating change (and I do not doubt it may
be the pall of the Cold War shrouded over us), as a complete
unity of philosophy with no dissent, however in this essay I will
seek to argue otherwise, that in fact it is through the enthusiastic
acknowledgement of our unoriginality and hence our incredible
likeness with those surrounding us despite our differences, that
encourages far more curiosity and change than clinging onto the
system of individualism.
One point of contention I take with Wilde’s view is that his “most
people” implies there are exemptions from this emulative process,
and his further use of “their” implies he is one who is exempt from
it. I find it amusing how one can think themself immune from
mimicry, when each emotion and event we may try to express
through speaking or writing is not new, or original, in fact the
fundamental differences from that emotion felt by the first man
and that which we may describe today is language, and the
parameters of the society it rattles against. Every work of fiction
crutches itself on the fiction or ideas that came before (and Wilde
is most definitely not immune to this), and it is only due to the
combinations of ancient effects and modern causes that creates
the facade of its originality, and of one’s ego. We perceive the
notions of our mind; it is not created.

“INDIVIDUALISM, WHEN VIEWED
AS THUS, SEEMS MORE DETERMINED
TO DIVIDE US THAN UNITE”
The line of argument I will follow and expand upon is largely
inspired by Percy Bysshe Shelley’s philosophy, most notably his
essay On Life.1 Here, he argues that there is one unified mind of
humanity, or, one fount of life from which each draws the self,
where each being and life is both “at once the centre and the
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circumference; the point to which all things are referred, and
the line in which all things are contained.” This does not entirely
annihilate the self as it becomes a frame of reference for the
knowledge which humanity has acquired against the abyss of
the unknown.
Shelley continues: “Mind, as far as we have any experience of its
properties, ... cannot create, it can only perceive.” The identification
of perception as opposed to creation alludes to the argument that
without individualism or originality of thought, there would not be
technological progress. However, technological advancement is
furthered by the perception of existence and the identification of
that which demands a solution, such as pathology, and that which
would increase the mind’s capacity, such as a computer. Thus,
these developments are already accessible through perception,
though made possible with the collaboration with the knowledge
in areas already established. The truth which we perceive – I
am wary of the word ‘fact’ – is therefore always expanding and
refining, though it is not created: it is through the perception of
the circumstances and the perception of the established work
within the field. Theory, and hence progress, is not created – it is
proved through perception. Therefore, if our knowledge is acquired
by perception rather than creation, nothing can be truly original or
immune from influence or mimicry, because nothing, even art, is
created – only perceived.
It may be “the different modifications of the one mind” which
allows for the allusion of the individual, which is what many may
believe is individualism, though there is not creation due to its
absorption with that it perceives. In the pinnacle of his argument,
Shelley argues:
“Let it not be supposed that this doctrine conducts to
the monstrous presumption that I, the person who now
write and think, am that one mind. I am but a portion of
it. The words I, and you, and they are grammatical devices
invented simply for arrangement, and totally devoid of
the intense and exclusive sense usually attached to them
… We are on that verge where words abandon us, and
what wonder if we grow dizzy to look down the dark
abyss of how little we know!”
Here he addresses the assumption that has followed even modern
opposition to philosophical individualism – that it completely
annihilates personal freedom of opinion. This is not the case if,
as Shelley argues, there is one mind, within which all possible
combinations of knowledge and opinions exists, and where “the
words I, and you, and they” are simply indicative of an individual’s
arrangement of knowledge and opinion. The self is not dead –
and it is free to “a thousand unapprehended combinations of

thought.”2 It is through these “unapprehended combinations
of thought” that we often misinterpret them as creation, and
originality, that Wilde seems to suggest only an elite enlightened
few can access, though it is often apparent that what individualists
perceive as creation is merely realisation, or perception. Thus,
the mind – or humanity – contains both mainstream cultures
and subcultures and differences in opinions – even belief in
individualism – and acquires knowledge through its continued
and refining perception of existence.
The intricate, philosophical debate aside, one issue I struggle with
regarding individualism and specifically Oscar Wilde’s quote is: why
must I fear the influence of others? Surely the root is that I must
believe myself greater than others if I’m to follow the doctrine of
individualism, though isn’t this illogical in light of the fact that I
am not a reliable source of technical information, a fount of life
wisdom, or a particularly good writer versed in the complexities
of my own and others’ passions? Isn’t it dangerous to believe
yourself greater than those who are, in fact, greater than you in
their respective areas? Individualism seems to inspire a dangerous
competition: you are either better than others or worse. In this
regard, I believe one can see the relationship between capitalism
and individualism that keep each other fat: if one cannot achieve
comparative greatness, it is the fault of the individual, and it to the
benefit of those with comparative greatness for it to remain as
such. Greater society has no responsibility. It seems that with the
continuance of the belief in individualism, or fear of (I name it in
the absence of a more appropriate word) collectivism, humanity
cannot achieve unity between one another, let alone equality.
Perhaps the cause of fearing we are like other people comes
from our fear of mediocrity. Only spectacular events and people
make the history books or family legends – our individual pursuit
of greatness seems far more fueled by the desire to be seen to be
original, regardless of whether one is or not. But surely that is not
living, truly, as another famous Oscar Wilde quote claims so little
people do. Once we no longer obsess over our differences from
others, surely that is how we reach the pinnacle of our existence,
like children who have not yet been made to believe there exists
separateness between them and the world around them. Without
concern for ourselves placed against others or the influences they
have upon us, where the individual is mildly defined as simply
a frame of reference that is accessible to all, we are able to truly
live, content with our mediocrity. Despite the kitschiness of the
statement, once we abandon attempts to define ourselves, we
may find meaning.
I take an odd sense of comfort from the awareness of my
unoriginality. Everything I write will forever be influenced by what
I have read and heard – my writing and views will forever be
influenced by the likes of Percy Shelley, Milan Kundera, and my
teachers, amongst many others. Man is no longer, and perhaps
never has been, raised in isolation from the world around them.
I will never be or produce anything spectacularly original or new
due to its impossibility. The beautiful (I am wary of the word
‘extraordinary’) may still be achieved, but liberated from that which
cages it, the false pretense of originality. I do not feel humiliated
by the fact that Keats and Sappho are greater poets of the
senses than I am or ever will be! In fact, I find resolve in it – thank
goodness someone has captured human emotion in the minefield
that is language!

“ ISN’T IT DANGEROUS TO BELIEVE
YOURSELF GREATER THAN THOSE
WHO ARE, IN FACT, GREATER THAN
YOU IN THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS?”
I believe the faults of individualism go hand-in-hand with the
failures of a meritocracy, or the false pretense of one. While the
values of a meritocracy in theory are virtuous, in the current
context it is founded on inequality and unfairness, and in theory it
also fails to acknowledge that mediocrity ought to be celebrated
as we cannot all be extraordinary in every field, and often those
who are believed to be extraordinary feel like they’re not good
enough, either.3
In the spirit of celebrating mediocrity, and thus rejecting
the supposed ‘necessity’ of the individual, I quote Michel de
Montaigne, “Storming a breach, conducting an embassy, ruling a
nation are glittering deeds. Rebuking, laughing, buying, selling,
loving, hating and living together gently and justly with your
household – and with yourself – not getting slack nor belying
yourself, is something more remarkable, more rare and more
difficult.”4

Jessica Nixon
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ADVENTURE EDUCATION
Reports written by STM, Head of Adventure

Brenscombe

First Form | September 2018

On Monday 30th September, the First Form headed to Brenscombe
Outdoor Centre, near Corfe Castle in Dorset for 24 hours of
adventure.
The activities began after supper on Monday with a collection of
team tasks, some of which proved straight forward, others much
less so, and lots were left scratching their head about how the
Magic Cane floated so well! After hot chocolate everyone headed
to bed, although more than a few chatted late into the night with
their new friends.
The next day, the pupils enjoyed a selection of activities including
archery, bush craft, a challenging high and low ropes course and airrifle shooting. Despite the intermittent rain, everyone enjoyed the
chance to meet new people, and to get to know each other better
in a relaxed, fun and challenging environment. All pupils returned
buoyant with new friends and a real sense of achievement.
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Some quotes about the trip from our pupils:
“Overall, I thought it was a really great trip and I met lots of people
I hadn’t met before. I enjoyed the air rifle shooting the most along
with archery and bush craft. I found the high ropes challenging
as the pole to climb up was higher than anything I had climbed
before. The trip was great for bonding with new friends and
having shared experiences (and it made me laugh).”
“I found the trip to Brenscombe fun and exciting, with a challenge
around every corner. My favourite activity was definitely the
high ropes as the experience was thrilling and made me push
myself to be the best I can be. I did not have an activity that I liked
the least as they were all really exciting. To summarise the trip to
Brenscombe, I would say that it was an exhilarating experience
that I wish I could do again. The staff were really nice and
welcoming, and made the trip a whole lot better.”

“TO SUMMARISE THE TRIP TO
BRENSCOMBE, I WOULD SAY THAT
IT WAS AN EXHILARATING
EXPERIENCE THAT I WISH I COULD
DO AGAIN. THE STAFF WERE REALLY
NICE AND WELCOMING, AND MADE
THE TRIP A WHOLE LOT BETTER”
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Artic Adventure
We met at the mini bus on Saturday morning, excited and raring
to go. It was a quick journey to Heathrow airport where we got
sent off to buy our lunch and snacks for the flight.
The plane left a short while after and we landed in Stockholm for a
brief fast food supper before heading off to Skellefteå on another
short flight with a bumpy landing.
We picked up our bags and loaded them onto the bus to town
which dropped us our cabin at Skellefteå Camping. There was lots
of snow and it was extremely icy as we carried our bags up the
drive! Once inside, as it was 9pm, we chose our rooms, unpacked,
made our beds, had a quick snack and went to sleep.
17th February: Luge, Cross Country Skiing, Padaltennis and
Shopping (Fleur, Elliot and Naia)
It was an early start for some of us as we went out to a local
supermarket at 6:45 to stock up on food for the day. When we
arrived back at the hostel, we had breakfast and prepared for the
alpine luge competition that day.
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Second Form | February 2019

We were loaned sleds and we had a couple of hours’ practice, first
going straight down the hill, then learning to slalom round the
flags. We had two timed runs during the day and they were added
together to give a total time. Theo took Bronze, Matt took Silver
and Georgie took Gold! It was a very fun experience with medals
and lots of prizes for everyone!
In the afternoon we split into two groups to do cross country
skiing and paddle tennis. Both were a lot of fun with a fair amount
of falling over and competitiveness.
After having hot dogs for dinner and some time to chill, we went
shopping. We walked a couple of miles to the big supermarket
and were there for over an hour, splitting up to get the week’s
provisions. We also bought three sledges, which we loaded with
our food and dragged back to the cabin.
We got home, unloaded the food, had hot chocolate and went to
bed exhausted!

18th February: Snowshoeing and Sledging (Joe and Alex)
We had a slightly later start today as the guide taking us snowshoeing
was ill. But he dropped some snow shoes off anyway and we went
with STM and SC. After fitting snowshoes and practising walking
with them on we set off up the nearest mountain, Vitberget. It was
steep at first but we walked over the mountains and at the top we
had a race in the deep snow. Joe won!
We then walked down through thick forest and deep snow to
a frozen lake where we had our lunch by a campfire and built a
snowman. After lunch we trekked back across the mountain to
the cabin where we had an hour break inside, playing snap and
Dobble before Husky team cooked pasta bake for dinner.
We then went out to the slope behind the cabin and went sledging
on sit-skis and had fun on the ski-conveyor before heading home for
hot chocolate, toast, cake and more card games!
19th February: Visit to Morö Backe Skola (Roo)
After having a slightly panicked start to the day after discovering
that we had woken up half an hour late, we had a rushed breakfast
and got ready for the day ahead. We made our way on foot to the
school we were visiting by following a similar route than the one
we took to get to the supermarket.
We arrived at the School, took off our outdoor clothes and went
up to one of the classrooms upstairs where we talked to some of
the Swedish students that were similar to our age and discussed
the similarities and differences in lifestyle and school.

“THEY DON’T HAVE PUDDINGS
AT THE SCHOOL BECAUSE IT IS A
‘SUGAR-FREE’ SITE”
Lunch was a curry made with hot dogs and rice, which sounds
horrible but was actually quite nice, accompanied by krakabrot.
They don’t have puddings at the School as it is a’sugar free’ site.
We later went cross country skiing, although the groups got a bit
scattered between two sites, the conditions were amazing with
blue skies and fresh snow. Despite the difficulties, we managed
to make it back to the school by two o’clock where we played a
game with the Swedish students which involved them answering
questions on their lifestyle in Sweden, and us on our lifestyle in
the UK.
After that we made our way back to the lodge where we
had some relaxation time and I came up with a brilliant new
combination for toast, apricot jam and Nutella. Icicle team and
Cookie then made chilli and rice for dinner.
After eating we made our way up the hill where we toasted
marshmallows over a fire and then made our way back home to
go to bed after some hot chocolate. We are all looking forward to
a bit of a lie-in in the morning after another busy day.
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20th February: Boda Borg, Cross country skiing and Luge
(Elliot, Naia, Fleur)
It was much colder this morning, -8°C on the thermometer outside
our door and with a strong wind, about -15°C with wind chill.
We walked through the snow to Boda Borg in the morning. It is
an old Cold War bunker where we were met with lots of ‘quests’
made of a series of themed rooms, designed to test us mentally,
physically, or both. You have to complete a quest to gain a point
and the more points you score the better you did. It was a really
fun experience! Icicle team won with eight of the sixteen quests
completed after 142 attempts. We spent six hours there and even
got served a delicious buffet of chicken fajitas!
We then walked home and went straight to do some more crosscountry skiing and some luge practice with the locals. We then
went home and had the Swedish classic of meatballs and mash
with lingonberry sauce.

“BODA BORG ... AN OLD COLD WAR
BUNKER FULL OF ‘QUESTS’ MADE
OF A SERIES OF THEMED ROOMS,
DESIGNED TO TEST US MENTALLY,
PHYSICALLY, OR BOTH”
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21st February: Relaxed Morning, Museum, Shopping
(Matt & Sophia)
Today we had the latest start of them all, we had breakfast at 9:00!
This meant that we had enough time to have a shower and have a
little lie in.
After we all had had breakfast, we had a couple of hours of chill
out time, some of us played in the snow (at -16°C!), some played
card games and others watched a film. After soup for lunch, we
left for the half an hour walk to the museum.
When we arrived, we were met by Jörgen who is the archivist at
the museum. He then started to teach us about the history of
Skellefteå, the founders of the town, and of how they brought salt
into the country. He then went on to give us a liquorice sweet that
was coated in salt (it looked like sugar!).
We had a look around some of the original Eighteenth century
buildings, a bakery, a grain store and the Major’s house. Jörgen
gave us some flint and steel and we had a go at setting fire to
some fungus that was traditionally used for fire lighting, but no
one managed it.
We headed inside and were split into two groups. One of the
groups played a game about the timber trade where we had to
blow a small plastic log with a straw across a board. The other
group went to the archives to look at the Skellefteå newspaper the
day we were born.
When we were finished at the museum we went into the town
centre to have a look around and to buy some sweets and souvenirs.

When we got back from town we had chicken curry and rice and
then we went to the sauna, split into two groups, girls and boys.
We sat in the sauna at 44°C and then we went and rolled around
in the snow in -17°C and then went quickly back into the sauna!
After a long day we all made our way to bed for some muchneeded sleep.

“WE ALL THEN WENT HUSKY
SLEDDING IN PAIRS. THE HUSKIES
WERE VERY FAST AND AGILE, AND
DIDN’T EVEN STOP WHEN THEY
NEEDED TO GO TO THE BATHROOM!”

22nd February: Svansele Wilderness and Husky Sledding (Roo)
We had a bit of an early morning compared to the previous day,
which was a bit of a shock but also prepared us the next day
when we would be getting up at quarter to five! We got the bus
to Lapland Emotions in Svansele which was much more rural
compared to what we had seen before. The huskies they breed
and train there were much friendlier than we expected.

Many of us then had cuddles and visited the other dogs that had
taken us sledding before getting the bus back to then get ready
for going out for our celebration meal.

We got to meet the husky puppies who attempted to steal any
mitten that came into their reach, just like any puppy. We then
practiced putting harnesses on the dogs that we had attempted
to make friends with; it took a while to do so but we all got there
in the end.

Many of us had pizza at the celebration meal, and Ragnar came so
that we could thank him for all the hard work he had done for us.
STM and SC then handed out awards in the form of postcards after
supper, some of us getting them for good reasons, and some silly.
For example, Elliot got the award for loudest indoor voice.

We all then went husky sledding in pairs. The huskies were very
fast and agile, and didn’t even stop when they needed to go to
the bathroom! However, we soon get very cold and after we had
all had a go we hurried inside to where there was a warm fire.
We had lunch while STM and SC had a go on the husky sleds
and afterwards we took the dogs to their pens and took their
harnesses off; they seemed reluctant for us to do this!

We then made our way back to finish off our packing and prepare
ourselves for our last night in Sweden.
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Trek to the Stones
At the end of the summer half-term break, 27 pupils from the
Fourth Form undertook the School’s Trek to the Stones expedition.
After a practice expedition during the Easter Break their objective
was to walk from School to Avebury with an overnight camp at
All Cannings. Following their own planned route, all three groups
chose to walk more than 50km this year with some ambitious
routes. Unaccompanied, independent and carrying everything
they needed in their rucksacks, the pupils were responsible for
their own navigation, camping, cooking and had to look after both
themselves and the other members of their group.
A long first day warm conditions, saw the groups climb up to
Salisbury Plain and follow its edge above the Pewsey Vale or
weave their way through the villages, to the campsite where a
family of Alpacas greeted them. Joey the alpaca was brought over
to meet them and some students even took him for a walk!
Cooking evening meals was a mix of MasterChef and pot noodles
with one group even managing steak! Some very tired students
retired to their sleeping bags ready for the early start.
Sunday dawned dry and warm and after being woken by a
cockerel, all three groups set off North to the Kennet and Avon
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Fourth Form | June 2019

Canal and followed it for a while. Crossing over, they climbed over
the Downs through quintessentially Wiltshire countryside. After
lunch the thunderclouds which had been building released a
deluge soaking the participants. This, combined with the soreness
from the day before made for a tough challenge, and all the
students had to dig deep in the final few kilometres.
Their routes took them into Avebury where they posed for photos
with the stones and walked the final mile to Silbury Hill parents
and staff cheered them in.
Despite the tiredness and soreness, the sense of achievement was
palpable. How many people when asked “What did you do this
weekend?” can say “I walked 50km!”

“DESPITE THE TIREDNESS AND
SORENESS, THE SENSE OF
ACHIEVEMENT WAS PALPABLE”

Moonrakers Camp
On arrival in Aberdovey, we were put into teams and, over the next
six days, had a go at different challenges.
The first was Jog and Dip which involved a short run followed by
wading into the sea for three short dips. As we did it, we thought
about the World War Two soldiers who trained here and spent up
to twelve hours in the same water. Next up was The Expedition
where we walked for two days, carrying our tents, clothes and
food. It was a tough challenge, especially as it poured with rain on
the first day and many of us got very wet but, when we arrived
at our destination, we had a massive sense of achievement from
knowing that we had made it.
Having completed our expedition, we tried canoeing. To make the
boats more stable they were rafted up in groups of three or four in
a diamond shape. This insured we would make it to the other side
of the river without capsizing. When we were in a more sheltered
part of the river, we split up into individual boats. We then sailed
across the sea before reaching the other end of the beach for
lunch. The canoeing was great for team building as we needed to
use calls and hand signals to stay together.
Another activity was Climbing and Abseiling. This started with
some simple climbing tasks which led to a 10 metre abseil, which
helped build our confidence, before tackling a drop twice that
height. It needed a lot of confidence to push back off the wall for
the descent down!
On our last day we put on wetsuits and protective helmets to
try Gorge Walking. This involved trekking along and down the
river gorge, overcoming waterfalls and strong currents. We used

Third Form | June 2019

teamwork to help each other overcome the obstacles. It was a
great activity to finish the week as it needed a lot of teamwork
and showed us and the instructor how far we had come and how
much we had achieved.
We finished our adventure off with the Jetty Jump. This is a fivemetre drop into strong sea currents. We each stood on the edge of
the jetty with our arms crossed. After a count of three we stepped
off, plunging into the water and then swam towards the ladder as
we could feel ourselves being pulled further out to sea.
We were kept busy in the evenings too. One of the activities was
the Grot Pot. This was a pool of dirty, black water which came up
to our waists. We had to try and cross the water without getting
wet, using a plank of wood. There were ten different challenges
which gradually increased in difficulty. Everyone succeeded until
challenge number four where we had our first fall and most of us
got wet in the last challenge!
Another evening activity was the Challenge Wall – a five-foot
wooden barrier that we had to get over. We each took it in turns
to get over the wall with the help of our team-mates. It was a lot
of fun.
We finished our Moonrakers residential tired but happy. The
course is designed to test our skill and stamina and teach us about
teamwork – it certainly did that. We made new friends and
made closer bonds and shared an experience that we would
never forget!

Charles & Helen, Third Form Pupils
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Devizes to Westminster

April 2019

After the disappointment of the organisers
shortening the course in 2018, it was a good
season for DW 2019. A late Easter meant the
weekend itself was sunny and warm although
there was plenty of ice and snow during training.
Twenty Dauntsey’s pupils crossed the finish
line in Westminster in ten boats. Seven crews
competed through the School and three
through Devizes Canoe Club. Our relationship
with DCC continues to be a useful asset when
we come across logistical or staffing limits within
the department.
The results produced by the pupils were
excellent with Dauntsey’s students in 4th, 8th, 9th,
12th, 19th, 23th, 24th, 36th, 51th and 66th place out of
75 boats in the Junior Doubles.
Three of our female crews were in 2th, 3th and 4th place winning the
Junior Ladies category.
These results combined meant that the six Dauntsey’s students with
paddled with DCC won the Junior Doubles Team event (fastest three
boats), with Dauntsey’s school team coming third, out of thirteen
teams entered into the race.
Our fastest mixed crew came second in the Junior Mixed Doubles
event, out of eight boats.

“THE RESULTS PRODUCED BY
THE PUPILS WERE EXCELLENT”

Time

Junior Doubles

Junior Doubles
(Ladies)

Junior Doubles
(Mixed)

101

McCormick

Langton

Devizes CC

19:08:46

4

–

–

104

Crichard

Palmer

Dauntsey’s School

20:19:49

8

–

–

174

Smith

Mallinson

Devizes CC

20:30:20

9

–

–

105

Fooks

Scott

Dauntsey’s School

20:48:17

12

–

–

110

Wilks

Edington

Devizes CC

21:12:29

19

2

–

103

Butler

Peak

Dauntsey’s School

21:37:50

23

3

–

106

George

Waterworth

Dauntsey’s School

21:51:01

24

–

2

107

Harding

Hourahane

Dauntsey’s School

22:39:35

36

–

5

108

Savage

Tatham

Dauntsey’s School

24:09:06

51

–

–

102

Bradley

Jacobs

Dauntsey’s School

25:24:53

66

19

–

Out of 75

Out of 22

Out of 8
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Jolie Brise & Dinghy Sailing
Another epic year for the Sailing Club, with over 253 Dauntsey’s
students taking part in some sort of sailing activity in the last
twelve months.
On Jolie Brise we ran two Easter Cruises which sailed around the
Central Channel area (see Molly’s report further on). We had a
combined Jolie Brise and Dinghy Sailing/Camping Adventure at
Bembridge on the Isle of Wight during the summer half term with
20 second form students. We then had 18 students, using Jolie
Brise for post-GCSE Life Skills, before Jolie Brise headed north for her
summer programme. These cruises ran from Fredrikstad to Bergen;
Bergen to Faroe Islands to Iceland - with two trekking expeditions
across Iceland - before sailing back to the Faroes and then to the
West Coast of Scotland. While all that was going on, we had 19
students from the third form Camping and Dinghy Sailing on
the Isle of Wight. At the start of term some parents took over and
sailed Jolie Brise back to Hamble from the West Coast of Scotland.
Please enjoy the two reports written by students on what were
very different trips.

Toby Marris
Head of Sailing
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This meant we had to do an old technique called sweating and
tailing. This means that two people sweat by lunging back on the
rope and feeding it to a tailor who pulls the rope in and ties it off.
Jolie Brise was built with five beautiful red sails, the main sail, the
top sail, the jib, the jib top sail and the staysail, all of which we used
on our trip.

My Trip to France onboard
the Jolie Brise
I was lucky enough to have the opportunity to sail to France on
the famous boat Jolie Brise in April 2019. We set off from its dock in
Hamble and spent the first day sailing around the island getting
to grips with how the boat worked. Because Jolie Brise is such an
old boat, which was built in France in 1913, it was built without
winches to easily pull ropes in order to hoist sails and reel them in.
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After the first day we decided to dock in Yarmouth on the Isle of
Wight for a night. We all slept in bunks below deck which I have
to say are rather small. The second day we headed out of the
docks at 9 o’clock and headed straight for the edge of the island.
The forecast for that day was meant to be light to medium gusts.
However, when we came around the island, we were met with
2-meter-high waves which crashed over the boat. This crossing to
France, because of the high intense wind, was one of the fastest
crossing Jolie Brise had made to France. Three of the crew threw
up on that crossing, it was a fairly unpleasant 8 hours at sea. We
arrived at Cherbourg, France at about 5 o’ clock and docked up.
The plan then was to stay there for 2 days, nonetheless a gale was
meant to settle in on the Thursday. We all chose to go out with
our own money that evening and eat on French soil. The crew,
including me, chose Le Dominoes as it was called in France.
We had a fairly late night with music and chatter on the boat till
about 11:30.
Wednesday morning, we woke about 10 and decided who was
on mummy duty that day. This meant at the start of the week
we were split into groups of 3 and each day a new group would
be in charge of food and clean up for that day. We were allowed
to explore Cherbourg until 2 o’clock where we went to French

supermarkets and just walk around the town. We set off at 2:30
from Cherbourg for a trip home. This trip home took about 11
hours going into the night. We were given 4-hour watches to steer
the boat and look out for obstacles such as tankers in the busy
shipping lane. When we weren’t on watch we were below deck
sleeping for our next watch. This crossing was much calmer, with
enough wind to keep us moving but not enough to make anyone
feel sick, even below deck, nonetheless it was freezing with
temperatures falling below zero at night on the water. We got to
Gunwharf Quays in Portsmouth and docked up at about 1 in the
morning. From there we all went exhausted to bed.
On Thursday the weather, just as promised, lived up to its standards
of a high intense gale. This meant that we could do jobs such as
cover the sails and filled up the water tank below deck. Because
of the weather we did some shopping in Gunwharf too. Late
afternoon we all decided to watch a movie in the cinema, followed
by a Wagamama’s. After an early Thursday night, we woke up on
Friday, our last day, bright and early with our waterproofs on we
set out and sailed against the tide up towards Hamble. Toby Marris
the captain of Jolie Brise decided we should stay for lunch in Cowes,
so we docked there for the next 2 hours. Finally, after lunch we
headed back to Jolie Brise’s dock in Hamble. We were only due back
there at 4:30 so we got the dinghy out of Jolie Brise complete with a
propelled engine. It was so much fun to drive it around the marina
for some time, as we all took it in turns. At 5 o’clock the minibus
arrived to pick us up. It had been so much fun, and I am so grateful
to have had such a fantastic opportunity like this one.

Molly Cazaly
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Jolie Brise Summer Cruise
At the beginning of time, in a minibus to Luton airport, Isaac was
car sick within the first five minutes, it wasn’t a great sign. We went
to Norway, was it Bergen? I guess we’ll never know...
The supermarket group went shopping for ridiculously expensive
food and then we set sail.
The seas were moderate to rough and (almost) everyone was sick.
Matt’s Thai green curry went down like a treat, but came up less
so. Eventually we got to the Shetlands, £2.75 for a shower, absolute
rip off! We went swimming in the sea, Lily got attacked by seagulls
and made friends with a seal, the water was hypothermic.
Following our tour of the Lord Nelson we went to the Thai curry
place, yum yum yum.
Ollie got us lost in the Shetlands and we tried to find the end of
the earth, but found a farm instead. Then we found some cliffs,
cool cliffs, but it was a bit breezy.
We went to the most Northern fish and chip shop in the United
Kingdom, very yum! (It’s £2 extra if you want a plate though).
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However, the eye of the storm was moving, so in a blink we
started our voyage to the Faroe Islands, no one was sick (shock
horror!) and bioluminescence and shooting stars lit up our dark
and cold night watches, as well as the banging tunes playing 24/7.
We played hide and seek and eye spy, pretty sure they made us
put up and take down sails for fun. The 00:00 to 04:00 watch was
a feat of sheer superhuman ability, fuelled by tea and Belvitas. Wilf
and Adam’s puns got even better, you could even say grate; but
some were wheely baaaad!

In Tørshaven we impersonated all the statues, but didn’t stay long
‘cos there was another big ol’ storm coming. So, we motored away
from gale force 23 winds with waves the size of sky scrapers. The
landscape of the Faroes looked like something from Lord of the
Rings. We saw pilot whales, dolphins, puffins and gannets. The
sailing was incredible with no one within a radius of 50 miles for
most of the voyage. We crossed some of the most remote areas
of water that we will ever reach and powered through many a
weather system.
So, on to Iceland we went and after 733 miles we finally made it to
the land of the Vikings. We were all completely sick of each other
at this point, so getting off the boat was a real relief.

“WE SAW PILOT WHALES, DOLPHINS,
PUFFINS AND GANNETS. THE
SAILING WAS INCREDIBLE WITH
NO ONE WITHIN A RADIUS OF 50
MILES FOR MOST OF THE VOYAGE”

We went swimming and met a real 13-year-old Viking whose
Icelandic name means Wolf Warrior (I wish my name was that
cool). She told us ghost stories and had a really cool red Vespa
moped. The other crew then joined us for a mass BBQ – it was a
bit of a squash because there’s not mushroom with 21 people!
Then we participated in the pride celebrations taking place in the
village before returning to our lush guest house (an actual bed –
oh my god!). Before setting off on our road trip, we’ve still got a
lot more waterfalls to see. If we spend any more time behind the
Dodge Durango we’ll be able to describe it perfectly by memory.
An amazing trip, nevertheless!

Cruise Three crew
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TRAVEL
Venturing abroad 2018-2019

Bamberg

Fourth & Fifth Forms | October 2018

After an early start, we left Heathrow with our sights set on
Frankfurt. Two coach journeys and a (turbulent) flight later,
we arrived at Treffpunkt Sprachinstitut, Bamberg. Following
a short introduction, we met our host families, who took us
home, and even took some of us past the bakery to get cake!
On the first day we arrived at the language school for our first
day of lessons, and we met our teachers: Christina, Alexandra
and Christoff. In the afternoon, we had a tour of the beautiful
city by a local resident. We visited all the sights - ‘Little Venice’,
the ‘Rathaus’ (Town Hall) and Bamberg Castle, followed by
delicious ‘Kaffee und Kuchen’ (coffee and cake) in a typical
German Konditorei.
A highlight for us was day four. After the language lessons in
the morning and a quick stop at the bakery to buy pretzels
and other German delicacies, we took the bus to BAMBADOS
Water Park. There were lots of fun slides and the outdoor pool
was lush! It was also Hallowe’en, so we carved pumpkins with
our host families and celebrated with a feast for dinner.

“IT WAS THE TRIP OF A
LIFETIME. DANKESCHÖN!”
The Thursday was a national holiday in Germany, so lessons
were cancelled! We caught the train to Nuremberg, the
nearest major city. We had a quick tour around the wonderful
city, visiting the castle, which had a stunning panoramic
views. A quick tram ride led us to the spot where Hitler made
his infamous Nuremberg rallies. After that we had a sombre
visit to the Dokumentationszentrum, the huge museum
remembering the events of the Holocaust.
On Friday, our final day in Bamberg, we received certificates
for our study in the ‘Treffpunkt’ language school. We then
headed home, back to Heathrow.
A huge, huge thank you must go to the organisers of this
trip, SKWK and VAHW, also our families - Familie Rauh and
Hermann. It was the trip of a lifetime. Dankeschön!

Esme Wall & Lily Steggall
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Barcelona

Sixth Form | October 2018

The Spanish trip to Barcelona in October half term took us to a variety
of well-known museums, buildings and areas of the city, whilst
experiencing authentic Spanish culture from the food we ate to the
accommodation in which we lived with our host families. We stayed
in pairs with thehost families around the city who provided us with
breakfast, dinner and good Spanish conversation!
We made our way to the language school each morning via the metro
stop Don Quijote. Not only did we quickly learn to find our way around
the city but the intensive language lessons taught us a great deal.
Each afternoon we went off exploring the city in the afternoon. Just
one of the excursions we did included visiting a mall converted from
an old bull fighting ring and walking to the top to see an impressive
view over the city on the first day. The trip was really about discovering
the culture and the heritage of this beautiful city with the interesting
political backdrop of the Independence movement. We visited
museums and famous buildings of Antoni Gaudi and Salvador Dali, such
as the Sagrada Familia, went shopping in Las Ramblas, tried traditional
Churros con chocolate, visited a market in the town of Girona, watched
a coloured water fountain display set to music, and went to see a film
in Spanish at the cinema. The trip was a great way to have a productive
half term and lots of the activities were very relevant to A Level Spanish
with regards to the cultural knowledge aspects of the course. Muchas
gracias Señora Hills y Señorita Hyman!

“THE TRIP WAS REALLY
ABOUT DISCOVERING THE
CULTURE AND THE HERITAGE
OF THIS BEAUTIFUL CITY”

Tilly Heyden
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The Western Front
This year’s Battlefields trip was a roller-coaster of emotions and
fascinating throughout. The trip was very action packed and I
never felt bored or feeling like I needed something to do as we
always had something going on. Our trip was just days from the
centenary of Armistice Day which made it even more special and
eye opening. We arrived in Ypres on the first day and attended the
Menin Gate Ceremony which happens every night at 8pm. The
Menin Gate has all the soldiers that did not have a burial, who died
within the Ypres Salient, on its walls; this is when the mass scale of
the war hit me hard. Before we left Ypres, we had a small church
service in the attic of Talbot House which was used in the war for
soldiers to come to away from the front line to relax and socialise
and forget about the war. This service touched my heart and I felt
so lucky to be in the situation I am in now and not have to go and
fight in a war risking my life for my country.
Afterwards we went into a Belgian chocolate shop which was an
interesting and unique experience with the owner speaking on a
microphone; it was very enjoyable with delicious chocolate.
On the trip we visited many memorials, but every one was very
different from the other. The one that impacted me the most was
the German Cemetery at Fricourt as there was no one else there;
I find it so depressing that even though these German men were
forced under conscription to fight for their country they are still
not remembered in the same way as other nations like they should
be. For example, the Germans only had black crosses and there
were no flowers in sight around the crosses; these people deserve
and need to be remembered for their lives being lost for the
country. Seeing individual graves at the memorials and standing
on the battlefields made the war come alive.

Fifth Form | October 2018

One can hear figures of ‘6 million men dead’ and you can pass it
off and it seems insignificant but when you see single graves all
with a very different story to tell that is when you realise this is not
just a figure: this is something much more tragic and horrific.
We also visited the major French cemetery and ossuary at Notre
Dame de Lorette; I was blown away by how many people had
died in this area of the war. My surname is quite uncommon in
Britain, but I found over 50 Irwins that had died in this sector; I
couldn’t believe it. We also visited reconstructed trenches and a
beautiful museum at Zonnebeke which I felt captured the war
perfectly, the living conditions of the soldiers were appalling, I
could not live there for a day let alone with everything that was
happening around them. These trenches were probably nothing
compared to the other things the soldiers had to deal with their
lives being on the line every day.
In the evenings in Arras we had some light entertainment to lighten
our spirits and moods after such remarkable and impacting days,
the first night we had a quiz set up by BHS, it was very fun even
though my team did come second last; the teachers won skilfully.
On the second day our evening entertainment was bowling; I had a
hysterical time even though I managed to come last again with half
the winning score. We also watched a few episodes of Blackadder
on the bus which were warmly appreciated by everyone.
I found that the trip was fascinating, action packed and eye
opening; I would recommend to everyone to visit these
battlefields and cemeteries and to keep these soldiers in our
minds as we should never forget what they did for the countries
and the price they had to pay.

Marc Ryckaert. CC-BY-4.0

Ben Irwin
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Iceland

Upper Sixth Form | November 2018

The U6th geography students went on a trip of geographical
enlightenment to Iceland for five days in November. The trip started
at 6:00am in the Dauntsey’s car park where AJP and NY got their
first taste of an extremely energetic and enthusiastic group. They
were also introduced to the trip’s mascot; a doll named Double Six.
The ‘plane journey was full of anticipation and after a few attempts
in landing, the WOWair ‘plane landed safely at Keflavik Airport. We
were greeted by our wonderful bus driver, Gudmundur, who took
us first to the Bridge between the Continents and then continued
on to the guest house where we would be staying. It was here
that we met Helga, the magnificent woman who would look after
and feed us for the next few days.
On our first full day in Iceland, we went to the (not so) Secret
Lagoon, as we were told that the Blue Lagoon was ‘too
commercial’. We were the first people there, so we had the
steaming lagoon to ourselves for a short amount of time. It was
definitely a highlight of a very busy trip as we could relax and
enjoy both the landscape and each other’s company. At this
point, we were starting to get used to the Icelandic landscape
in November - either barren basaltic plains or sheer cliffs with
high waterfalls. Shortly after our relaxing lagoon experience, we
arrived at Gullfoss waterfall. With the wind whipping against our
waterproof trousers and scarves, we followed AJP along the top of
a ridge to a viewpoint, unsure what to expect. What we saw was
a cascading waterfall on several different levels and suddenly we
didn’t care about the cold anymore. A conveniently placed gift

shop also helped to warm us up whilst we waited for Gudmundur
to finish his bacon butty. Soon after, we stopped at Geysir and
saw the boiling plumes of water rise from the ground every 20
minutes. Luckily, no one was scolded with boiling water thanks to
AJP’s thorough safety warnings. Then, we moved onto Þingvellir
National Park, known for the site of Iceland’s Parliament from the
10th - 18th centuries. This landscape was the greenest we had seen
in a while and almost felt like home; Double Six enjoyed the view.
Sadly, seeing the massive freshwater trout in the freezing river was
the closest we would all come to consuming fish during our stay
in Iceland. After a long day of travel, the bus set off to drive us all
back to the guest house. “Stop here, Gudmundur!” exclaimed AJP,
as we pulled up to what looked like a large silver shed. This turned
out to be a hydro-electric power plant. AJP told us with a very firm
expression that we wouldn’t be going inside as “once you’ve seen
one silver pipe, you’ve seen them all.” Applause rang out on the
bus, and with that, we were back on the road full of knowledge of
HEP plants.
The itinerary stated that we would take a walk on Sólheimajökull
glacier on the third day of our Icelandic experience. We woke
up to what seemed like rather inappropriate weather to even
consider leaving the warmth of Helga’s guest house, yet AJP
and NY had other ideas. Back on the bus, as we got closer to
the glacier, the weather started to deteriorate. “Gudmundur,
stop this bus!” AJP commanded, “It is here that we shall get out
and walk!”, he announced over the microphone. It would be
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appropriate to mention that he was expecting to see faces of
overjoyed teenagers, which he most definitely did not. Reluctantly,
we all departed the coach after layering so many clothes that
we resembled an attractive group of body builders. We were
measured for crampons and were given the responsibility of
carrying ice axes, which, if the decision were to be left to AJP and
NY, there would be no chance of this happening - health and
safety liability and all that. When we were able to bear lifting our
heads through the hail and sleet, AJP and our guides remarked on
the effects of climate change on Sólheimajökull with the everexpanding pro-glacial lake. Despite our hatred for the weather,
we were all shocked and saddened to hear that glacial retreat is
occurring at about 100m per year due to global warming. That
evening a surprise knock on the door came from AJP at around
11pm – we all went outside to look at the sky in a dream-like state.
but this was no simple stargazing expedition - we were lucky
enough to witness the Northern Lights!
We awoke the next morning refreshed and our first stop was
at two waterfalls, one of which we were able to stand behind
on a shelf of rock - it was very wet to say the least! AJP then led
us to the base of what looked like a small mountain and then
proceeded to scamper up this very large hill with all the agility
of a mountain goat. We all staggered along behind whilst trying
not to fall off the edge of a very steep and narrow path. It had
snowed earlier that day and as we were all so focused on our
ascent, everybody failed to realise that we were compressing this
snow and turning it into ice until we were at least half way up
the hill. Having reached the top and taken in the amazing 360
degree views of the Icelandic coastal plain, we slid back down,
at dangerous speeds, sitting down.

“WE ALL WENT OUTSIDE TO
LOOK AT THE SKY IN A DREAMLIKE STATE. BUT THIS WAS NO
SIMPLE STARGAZING EXPEDITION
- WE WERE LUCKY ENOUGH TO
WITNESS THE NORTHERN LIGHTS!”
Once back in the safety of the coach, we had a little bit of ‘story
time’ as AJP told us an historic Icelandic saga regarding trolls,
we think? A hearty applause rang out on the bus, yet again. The
Lava Centre was next on the agenda. All of the exhibits were
interactive, and we all learnt a lot about the volcanic landscape
surrounding us. It also had an expensive gift shop, like all of them
in Iceland; however, this one sold cans of Icelandic air - a very
worthwhile purchase...
The fifth day meant a stop in Reykjavik. We went to Perlan, where
we had a 360-degree view of the city as the sun was rising, and
then to Hallgrimskirkja, the towering church at the centre of the
city. Having experienced this cultural marvel, the teachers let
us loose in Reykjavik with a set meeting point. Some took this
opportunity to buy souvenirs, some to take in the architecture and
others to have a second breakfast. And so, we said goodbye to
Reykjavik with heavy hearts at which point AJP and NY decided,
as part of our cultural exploration of Iceland, it would be
appropriate to take a few minutes to look at (and smell, for that
matter) the outdoor fish drying racks, preparing one of Iceland’s
largest exports.
For many of the upper sixth this was the trip of a lifetime; we had
the best time exploring Iceland under the guidance of AJP and
NY and lots of us have vowed to return one day. We would like to
thank them for an amazing experience!

Martha Holden & Amelia Whinney
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Paris

Upper Sixth Form | November 2018

In February half-term the Upper Sixth historians embarked on a
trip to a Paris gripped in another revolution, although perhaps
not on the scale of the one that we had studied. We departed
extremely early on the Friday morning with some members of the
trip still tired from runathon exertions the night before. After a
quick, and comfortable, trip on the Eurostar we arrived at the Gare
du Nord ready for the first exertions of what would be a busy trip.
After settling into our hotel, our trip started with a visit to the
stunning Sainte Chapelle, arguably one of the most beautiful
churches in the world. From there we went to the Eiffel Tower,
but did not ascend, instead walking underneath, from the Ecolé
Militare up to the Trocadero to admire a vista that had led to so
many notable photographs. The evening saw a walk to Montmatre
and a climb of the many steps up to the Sacre Coeur. The white
stone of the famous building was beautifully illuminated at night
and the view of Paris, giving off its familiar orange glow, was a
sight to behold. And so, 19,000 steps later, our first day in Paris
was completed.
The Saturday saw an early start in preparation for a trip out
to Versailles. On the walk up to the magnificent palace, we
envisioned the walk that thousands of Parisian women would
have taken during the October Days to force the King out of his
residence and into the heart of the city. Once inside the palace we
saw the rooms of many of the former royal family and the Hall of
Mirrors where the Treaty of Versailles was signed that concluded
the First World War. After admiring the rooms, there was still time
to view the exquisitely landscaped gardens of Versailles, though
an attempt to view all of the 50 fountains and 800 hectares of
sculpted land would have been optimistic. The day continued
though, with a visit to the gardens of the Tuileries palace, where
the King was moved after the aforementioned October Days. A
walk through those gardens led us to the Louvre; this is a labyrinth
of a building with a magnificent piece of art or sculpture around
every corner, ranging from Ancient Greek to the surprisingly small
Mona Lisa. After eventually finding our way out of the Museum,
our second day in Paris was concluded by an interesting meal at
a restaurant specialising in Poutine, definitely a change from the
expected Parisian dining.

The Sunday began on the island of Paris, situated in the Seine.
The first port of call was the imposing Conciergerie, a prison
situated just a stone’s throw from the stunning Sainte Chapelle.
From there it was on to Notre Dame and an ascent of the famous
bell towers before diving inside the building into the midst of
a Sunday mass. The incense-filled Cathedral had an ethereal
beauty to it and it is undoubtedly a memory that will stay long
in the memory for all on the trip, particularly given subsequent
events. The afternoon saw a visit to the extremely lavish, tomb of
Napoleon as well as the nearby Musée Militaire des Invalides.

“AFTER A QUICK, AND
COMFORTABLE, TRIP ON THE
EUROSTAR WE ARRIVED AT THE
GARE DU NORD READY FOR THE
FIRST EXERTIONS OF WHAT
WOULD BE A BUSY TRIP”

Our final day in Paris began with a couple unfortunate incidents
regarding a number of passports getting stuck in a safe and
a couple of members of the trip, this writer included, getting
stuck in a lift. The incidents were successfully dealt with, in good
humour by all involved and so we embarked on our final day’s
exertions. This saw the much-anticipated visit to the British
Embassy. Unfortunately the ambassador was not able to grace us
with his presence but a tour of the premises and tea and biscuits
were very enjoyable. The final stop on our busy trip was an ascent
of the Arc de Triomphe to sample its magnificent views from the
centre of Paris. From there it was to the Gare due Nord and back
to Blighty. Our thanks go to Mr McFarland and Mr Spencer for
organising this excellent trip and providing many experiences that
will prove truly unforgettable.

Alex Curry
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CERN

Upper Sixth Form | March 2019

The European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) has been
a world leading research centre since 1954 responsible for many
great strides in science and technology such as the discovery
of the Higgs Boson and the inception of the World Wide Web.
In March 2019 Dauntsey’s School took 13 of our A Level Physics
students on a three day trip to Geneva, Switzerland to visit this
exceptional establishment.

Our first day was a relaxed affair after a very early start at 4am
leaving from school. We took a cable car up Mont Salève just
outside Geneva to enjoy fantastic views of the city and a peaceful
countryside stroll. An interesting meal in a Turkish restaurant
was followed by some relaxation in a local bar where we met a
researcher at CERN who was happy to share his experiences to a
willing group of students, some of whom could well be following
in his footsteps in the not too distant future!
The main focus of the trip was on the second day. Following a
morning of enjoying the exhibitions at the site entrance we were
given an in-depth tour of the site by some very knowledgeable
researchers that work at CERN. The opportunity for our students to
ask probing questions wasn’t missed and all of us finished the day
with brains stuffed full of thoughts of quarks, bosons and positrons.
The final day was another blessed with spring sunshine so we
took the opportunity to visit the United Nations building and the
Broken Chair sculpture, where we assisted a mother and child
whose pushchair wheel had detached leaving it to balance on
three wheels – a lovely bit of irony for us all to return home with.

DMZ
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Berlin

Fourth, Fifth & Sixth Forms | March 2019

On the 29th March, the History and RS trip woke early for a 4 am
meet. We groggily set off to Gatwick to catch our early flight to
Berlin, arriving in Germany at around 12:30 local time. We checked
into our hotel and then clambered on another bus to enjoy a
more relaxing guided tour of the city. We saw places like the
Olympiastadion Berlin, used in the 1936 Summer Olympics, the TV
tower and The Berlin Victory Column, there to signify the success
of the Danish-Prussian war.
The next morning, we took a train (stopping along the way to eat
some German pastries) to Sachsenhausen, a concentration camp
used during the Third Reich. The experience really brings home
the reality of how much innocent people suffered under the
Nazi regime. After a thought-provoking visit, we returned to the
centre of Berlin to visit the longest remaining section of the Berlin
Wall. We then walked to the Arkaden, a shopping mall, where we
savoured colourful ice cream and loaded up on snacks for the rest
of our trip. Before returning to the hotel, we walked to another
nearby shopping centre on the Kurfurstendamm, and was greeted
by a busker playing Queen songs on their guitar.

restaurant, where we enjoyed German food then headed off to a
bowling alley.
The next day we returned to the airport, after a quick stop in
Wannsee, for our flight home. We were all tired, but enriched by
our trip. Overall it was an informative and exciting experience.
Thank you, from everyone, to BHS, GSW DRJ and Mrs Johnson,
who ran the trip.

Mia Jazrawy-Brown

On day three we visited the Reichstag building – headquarters
of the German government. We were given a tour of each room
and then went up to an impressive glass dome, where we were
able to see a panoramic view of the German capital. Later on we
visited war memorial sites, both Russian and German, and the
Brandenburg Gate. In the evening we went to a typical German
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Malta

Fourth, Fifth & Sixth Forms | March 2019

On Friday 29th March, 28 girls and four staff departed London
Heathrow Airport and headed for Malta for their netball tour. We
had an extremely smooth flight and despite taking off a little
late, we made up time and landed in the afternoon at Malta
International Airport. We were greeted by our lovely tour rep Dee
who helped us board our coach and head to our first training
session, which was held at Marsa.
TS and DAF led a fantastic array of team-building exercises, which
saw the teams bonding, laughing and having fun, particularly
when they were asked to construct a bed of balloons, which
would hold one of their team mates. The girls eagerly travelled to
their hotel, checked in and headed for a well-deserved dinner.
The following morning we were greeted by our lovely tour guide
Gabriel who took us around the city of Valletta. We then had the
opportunity to attend a 5D tour of Malta and it’s safe to say we
had a few screams when the chair shook and the imaginary snakes
were below our feet! After a hearty lunch, we headed to our first
fixtures of the tour, which were held at Kirkop. The teams were
eagerly awaiting their Maltese challenge and it was wonderful to
bag three wins from three.
Sunday saw a day of rest - the group set off to the ferry and boarded
a boat to the island of Gozo. Here we were greeted by our jeeps and
our crazy drivers and we toured the entire island over the course
of the day. The views were spectacular, not to mention the music
blaring from each and every jeep! A memory that will last forever...
When we returned back to our hotel, we celebrated Tav and Elena’s
birthday with our Hawaiian themed evening.
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“THE VIEWS WERE SPECTACULAR,
NOT TO MENTION THE MUSIC ...
A MEMORY THAT WILL LAST
FOREVER”
Monday and Tuesday followed a similar pattern. The mornings
consisted of training back at Marsa and then matches held at
Kirkop and the wonderful Savio College. The second round of
matches were by far our strongest and the most physical and we
were able to win two of those three matches. On Tuesday, we
were fortunate enough to win all three, which is an exceptional
record on foreign soil.
The girls enjoyed the last night spent in the local Cheeky Monkey
Bar before waking up to their final day and presentations. What an
incredible trip.
A huge thank you to Riya’s mum and dad for coming to support,
alongside Elena’s mum and dad and Hermione’s mum. It was
absolutely wonderful seeing them in the crowd supporting all the
teams. Finally a huge thank you to the players and staff for making
this trip an unforgettable and highly successful one.

KAB

Ski Trip

First & Second Forms | March 2019

The Lower School Ski trip once again returned to the Aosta Valley
in northern Italy. The venue this year was the beautiful town of
Courmayeur in the lee of Mont Blanc. 40 brave lower school pupils
set out for the long overnight coach journey to the Alps, and
arrived to find a nice hotel, and some wonderful scenery.

I would like to thank the pupils for their efforts and company;
many received compliments for their conduct. Many thanks also to
the staff who accompanied the trip who were good value on and
off the slopes!

TWB

Overall, the snow conditions were mixed: early in the week, the
relatively warm weather meant that the afternoons were a little
slushy. However, with a good dump of snow overnight on the
Tuesday and into Wednesday, we were able to enjoy some lovely
fresh powder, which freshened up the resort for the rest of the
week.
The ‘beginners’ group made excellent progress – moving off the
nursery slopes by the Wednesday and getting all over the resort
by the end of the week. It often takes longer, so well done to all.
Elsewhere the more experienced groups did lots of technical work
in the mornings, and covered a lot of ground. Wipeout of the
week went to Fergus Cheung who lost a ski (and the rest of his
group, for a while at least!)
In the evenings, after a busy day on the slopes, there was an
equally busy programme of après ski. Here, events included
sampling the delights of Italian crepes; a pizza evening; a quiz
night; some bingo; a night out at the local disco bar; and the final
night presentation award ceremony.
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Catalonia

Fourth Form | May 2019

If you want a deeper learning experience, not only in terms of
Geography but group dynamics and how staff at Dauntsey’s
always go the extra mile, signup for the Barcelona Field Trip. This
is an inspirational opportunity to study both human and physical
geography in a beautiful part of Spain, where there is a good
balance between exploration, fieldwork, sightseeing, written work
and socialising.
Our trip began for most of the group on Friday 24th of May 2019;
14 members of the group and staff were awake at 3.30am ready
to embark on our journey across northern Europe. Unfortunately,
the 15th member of our group remained asleep on his sofa as he
forgot to set his alarm! After some hurried phone calls and a meet
arranged at a A303 service station, we began traveling towards
London Heathrow. Some hours and many questionable music
choices later, we arrived in the airport, checked in and got
through security with surprisingly few issues. After a quick shop
for some snacks and breakfast, we headed to the gate and
boarded the plane.
Two short hours in the air with some mild turbulence, draining
colour from some students (and staff!) we landed at Barcelona
airport. We whisked through security again, enabling us to board
our coach to tour around the beautiful city of Barcelona. Our
first stop was the famous shopping centre, the Maremagnum.
We brought lunch, had a look around, then discussed the
geographical positioning on the shopping centre and the area
around it. We then proceeded to ascend the Montjuïc, the
Olympic Hill. Despite the pouring rain, we got out of the coach to
admire the amazing vistas of Barcelona. We passed via the main
Olympic stadium called the Estadi Olímpic Lluís Companys, which
is now used for the local athletics club and sports events. Later, we
descended down past the Universal Forum of Cultures and on to
the seafront.
Weary from the early start, travel then the explosion of culture
and geographical features of Barcelona, we proceeded to our
accommodation at the Artur Martorell Rural Lodge in Calafell. Rain
or shine, we made the most of the facilities at the accommodation.
We swam, went to the beach, relaxed, played music and card
games yet still managed enlightening conversations, presentations
and discussions about the geography studied during the day.

Saturday: The Ebro delta
Natively known as the Delta de l’Ebre, the Ebro Delta National
Park provided an ideal opportunity to study wetland issues and
management, by foot and boat. By travelling on the delta itself,
we were able to get an invaluable insight into the erosion issues
and the impact this has on local residents, tourists and wildlife.
We visited five different locations around the delta, filling in
surveys and questionnaires at each stop. We visited a wildlife
centre around the middle of the day, at which we watched a video
teaching us about the diversity of species and habitat available
in the delta. At our last stop we had a boat trip down the estuary.
We were told by Dutch, our guide for the day, that they would
first explain in Catalan to the native tourists and then in English
to us. Whilst there are wonders in modern translation Apps, the
one chosen for this trip lead to some questionable English which
was very difficult to understand over the speakers. However, after
the trip was over, Dutch explained the key points, we filled in our
surveys and proceeded off.
As we had time to spare, we decided to see if we could go and
find some flamingos. Fortunately, we stopped at a little hide and
as we began to look, we saw a flamingo within a minute. After
our brilliant luck, we had time to hop back on the coach towards
an extra stop on one of the most at-risk areas of the delta. On the
way our bus got pulled over by the Spanish police! Sat cowering
in the back of the bus we had no idea what was about to become
of us, until we saw two safety cars leading a vast pack of cyclists
traveling at high speeds. We were later informed that this was one
of Cataluña’s most prestigious cycle events, on a par even to the
tour de France. We sat with the window open, cheering the cyclists
on for what seemed like hours. Eventually the tortoise car passed us
with the rear group of cyclists and we were on our way again.
We returned to the accommodation that evening, had a dip in the
freezing cold pool and headed for an early dinner; this enabled
us time for a trip into Calafell later that evening, after our dorm
group did the recap of the day. I think all parties that watched our
presentation would agree, our use of ‘technical vocabulary’ could
not even be matched by a dictionary as most of it could not even
be found in one. The walk into Calafell was not a long one, even
with stopping in old town Calafell; a quick visit to the castle which
overlooked the town and seafront, provided a brilliant view of
the night life of the town. We proceeded to walk down onto the
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seafront and onto the beach. The students taking IGCSE Spanish
had to help order ice creams for the group, only later asking the
store holder ‘hablas inglais?’ meaning ‘do you speak English?’, only
for him to answer ‘yes’. After a much simpler ordering process, we
relaxed with ice creams in hand on the beach. We walked back up
to our accommodation in the dark and that drew a close to our
first day.
Sunday: Montserrat Natural Park and Sitges vs Calafell
On Sunday we experienced some truly stunning and spectacular
geographical features in the Montserrat Natural Park. The
Monserrat massif provided unique limestone features both above
and below ground. Having scaled part of the massif to enter the
caves, we were rewarded with a very entertaining tour guide for
the Coves de Collbato. His English was first class to say the least,
but this proved to be very amusing when he described parts
of the cave relating to elephant anatomy. Our studies include
limestone processes and landforms, the impact of tourism and
management for sustainability.
Later that morning, we headed to Santa Maria de Montserrat,
Montserrat’s famous monastery which we studied as a ‘honeypot
sight.’ This ‘sticky’ effect was made very clear by the queue of
traffic we sat in for over an hour. One we reached the sight we
realised why it was so popular with tourists; its outstanding vistas
and beautiful monastery where just incredible. We took a cable car
ride back down to meet our tour bus, then headed off to second
half of our day beginning in Stiges.
In the afternoon, we visited the coastal towns of Calafell and
Sitges. Both of these towns had strategies to try and prevent the
decline in mass tourism, which allowed us to contrast the two
models. Isoline maps for each town were generated, based upon
sustainable tourism and visitor management index data. We
started in Sitges where we walked down to the beachside and
split off into groups. Each group was assigned an area to survey
which we scored each area on a variety of factors, collated our
data and calculated averages. We then did the same thing in
Calafell and compared the two coastal towns.
After surveying Calafell, we headed back to the accommodation
where we went swimming and had dinner. The girls’ dorm did an
excellent recap of that day, then we went back to our rooms and
spent the rest of the evening chilling.

“OVERALL, THE GEOGRAPHY TRIP
WAS JUST INCREDIBLE; I WOULD
RECOMMEND ANYONE TAKING
GEOGRAPHY GCSE TO SIGN UP,
AS ALL THE CONCEPTS STUDIED
ARE EASILY TRANSFERRABLE TO
PRESCRIBED CASE STUDIES”
warm as we quite expected for this time of year, but we tolerated
it for as long as we could. Having dried off we then headed back
to our accommodation via the supermarket, where we picked
up some snacks, gifts for the teachers and water balloons (which
proved to be very entertaining later that day). Later on we had
the final presentation from the other boys dorm, followed by the
teachers giving us a debrief and handing out some rewards in the
form of chocolate. We left the teachers behind in the classroom
and put our swim stuff back on. The water balloon activity was
not really thought through geographically, particularly the fact
that water would stay on the concrete floor; so, after we soaked
each other some speedy mop work was required. To this day we
do not know whether the teachers found out or not! We went
to bed on our last night on an absolute high as this had been a
brilliant trip.
The next morning, we said our goodbyes and thank yous (and
paid for the sheet that got turned into a hammock) then headed
off to the airport. We made it to our gate after some of our group
members needed a little help with directions, headed back to LHR.
Tiredness engulfed a few of the group, as they slept the whole
flight! Back in Heathrow we met our bus driver and travelled back
to school, where the trip concluded and we met our parents.
Overall, the geography trip was just incredible; I would recommend
anyone taking geography GCSE to sign up, as all the concepts
studied are easily transferrable to prescribed case studies.

Olly Darlington

Monday: Barcelona – El Raval urban rebranding
Monday was yet another early start as we had to catch a train
to Barcelona. A short walk to the train station later, we boarded
the train and sat out the quick 45 minute journey to arrive at
Barcelona’s main train station. The station exited very close to the
famous Gaudi building, enabling some photos before we headed
down Las Ramblas and into El Raval. Our guide Dutch took us
round four distinct areas, then we split into groups and each took
a street to conduct similar surveys to the previous day in Sitges.
We walked through some beautiful cultural areas and some
rougher areas, but Fernando Botero’s cat statue towards the end
of our survey more than compensated for any of the odours and
interesting people we saw. After all our endeavours around El Raval,
we headed back up Las Ramblas and had some shopping time.
We headed back to Calafell, then down to the beach and had
some time to swim in the Mediterranean ocean; it was not as
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Chepstow Castle
On Tuesday 25th June, all of the First Form went on a History trip to
Chepstow castle and Tintern Abbey, in Wales.
We were in two groups, and my group went to the castle first.
When we got there, we arrived on the lower bailey. On this level
there was the kitchen, the cellar, the gatehouse and a latrine. There
was also Marten’s Tower in the corner of the castle, which would
have been used for defence. You could see that this castle was
originally built for defensive purposes (because of its position high
on a hill and next to a river), but had been adapted to be a more
comfortable home, because of the small rooms and fireplaces
located in Marten’s Tower. After the lower bailey, we progressed
to the middle bailey. On this layer there wasn’t much other than a
big floor space, which might have been used for storing animals or
training soldiers.
On the upper bailey, there was a similar space, but also a
passageway leading towards the barbican. The barbican was a
space with a gatehouse and another tower (the south-west tower).
This would have been used for defending against an enemy
trying to attack from the back of the castle. Above parts of the
lower bailey, including the cellar, there was the hall block, which
included the great hall and the pantry. The great hall was used as a
church space, where soldiers could pray or have their sins forgiven.
My favourite part of the castle was Marten’s Tower, because from
the top you could see all across the town. I also liked the middle
and upper bailey, because they were almost directly above the
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River Wye and you could tell how well-positioned the castle was
for defence, because of the high hill it was on and the wide river,
which looked quite hard to get across.
After we had eaten lunch, we went to the abbey, which was
related to the castle because it was built by the same person who
rebuilt the castle, at the same time. Unfortunately, a lot of the
abbey was destroyed during the dissolution of the monasteries
in 1536 and there are no longer many of the walls and ceilings.
We were shown by a tour guide how Cistercian monks liked
everything plain. For example, they only had one fireplace, and
the fire was only to be lit on a few occasions, such as Christmas
or Easter, although in some ways they had to compromise for
nobility: they had glass in their windows and engraved pillars.
However, they were very dedicated; they had to wake early in the
morning to go to a night service and they were punished if they
were late to a service, even by a few minutes. They also had to let
blood if they were ill, in order to balance the fluids in their body
and hopefully become better. However, this rarely worked, as a
gash would have been cut in your arm and blood allowed to flow
out until someone said to stop. I thought this was more likely to
kill than heal!
Overall, it was a fun trip and everyone learnt a lot about monks
and castles. My favourite part was the castle, because it had a lot
of different views, although I still enjoyed the abbey!

Ruby Jazrawy-Brown

Romania

Lower Sixth Form | July 2019

Last July, a group of 20 Lower Sixth pupils and four members of
staff visited the Romanian town of Cernavoda to support the work
done by Nightingales Children’s Project. Prior to departure, the
Dauntsey’s students participated in numerous fundraising efforts
and managed to raise over £11,000 to put towards resources and
contribute to wider projects and initiatives for the charity itself to
invest in. Previous years have helped to create a community café,
build a play park at the community centre and even help fund a
local Romanian girl through university.
This year the money was raised through a variety of activities
including candle sales, sporting events as well as a ‘Bond’ themed
charity auction where a kindly donated spitfire flight fetched a
whopping £3,000!
During the 9 days, the Dauntsey’s pupils arranged play schemes
for local children, ranging in age from 2 years old right through
to 17 and 18 year olds. The success of the play scheme saw, on
average, over 90 Romanian children in attendance each day –
a real challenge for our students.
The Dauntsey’s pupils displayed fantastic creativity and enthusiasm
to provide a variety of sport, craft, dance and educational activities
for the local children. A large number of these children that visited
each day live in poverty and battle incredibly emotional and
behavioural difficulties as a result of an upbringing full of insecurity

and often without a recognised mother or father figure to guide
them and help them make the right choices in life. This made the
trip even more testing for the Dauntsey’s students who worked
tirelessly throughout the week to ensure that fun and entertainment
was had by all. A real highlight for many of these children.
This trip was made a success by the pupils in attendance and
their hard work both and dedication both before and during their
visit was something that the group can be really proud of and is
something that they will have to treasure, as a group, for many
years to come.

CDJT

“THE SUCCESS OF THE PLAY
SCHEME SAW, ON AVERAGE, OVER
90 ROMANIAN CHILDREN IN
ATTENDANCE EACH DAY – A REAL
CHALLENGE FOR OUR STUDENTS”
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Finley Wetton
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Lucy Stevenson

Lucy Tyler
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CREATIVE WRITING
Poetry and prose written by our pupils

The Storm

A book

Ruby Jazrawy-Brown

Izzy Lane

To begin with, the storm came:
It came thrashing,
It came wailing,
It came destroying.

A book is something magical,
Just waiting to be read.
Sitting on a bookshelf
While you scroll through instead.

Now it was insane:
It was screeching,
It was laughing,
It was destroying.

A book is something wonderful,
A story to be told.
The pages may turn yellow
But the words never grow old.

It was a destruction:
It was bellowing,
It was shoving,
It was destroying.

A tale about strange creatures
And a magic Wonderland,
Or two households divided
When love doesn’t go to plan.

Then it was gone:
It left thrashing
It left wailing,
It left destroying.

A golden ticket winner
To a chocolate factory,
Or the real life war events
In a young girls diary.

Then it was gone:
It left children sobbing,
It left mothers comforting,
It left weathermen mumbling.

A blooming hidden garden
Behind a lock tight door,
Or a pickpocket pauper boy
“ Please Sir may I have some more?”

Then it was gone:
It left houses burning,
It left shops falling,
It left schools roaring.

Revenge against a great white whale
For a leg, far out at sea
And a boy with magic powers
At a school that’s ‘muggle’ free.

Then it was gone:
It left parks rampaged,
It left trees demolished,
It left roads wreaked.

I wish that you could see them,
Pause and take a look.
Just flip a page or two to find
The magic in a book!

It was total destruction.
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The Piano
Evie Jones
The loud, musical sound of New Orleans drifted around in the
distance. As Olivia and Peter explored the city they would soon
call home, they stopped at a baker’s and saw a piano. The piano
was regular, nothing special, but there was something about it
that warmed Olivia’s heart.
They rushed in to the shop in a flutter of warmth and happiness. The
warm smell of fresh bread (loomed) in the air as the young couple
asked the owner for the piano. Luckily, the rare find was for sale.
As the first gentle plonk of a key was played, it sent a shiver of
excitement down Peter’s spine. The piano sang with enthusiasm
as Olivia danced with passion. They sang and danced for many
nights, as the sun sank down below the rooftops of New Orleans.
I wish I could leave the story here, but life is not that fortunate.
After the first year of living in the bustling, busy city of New
Orleans, Olivia fell ill. The colour in their lives slowly started to fade
to black and white. Peter never left her side, although fear often
clogged his mind. Days turned in to weeks, whilst the piano was
left in a corner, dusty and untouched.
A whirlwind of emotions swept through Olivia’s mind like leaves
blowing chaotically in a park. If she listened closely, she could still
hear the noises of the ever-flowing and moving world outside: birds
tweeting as loud as the butterflies in her stomach and the soft yet

sweet smells of the flowers on her dresser. The sickly taste of her
medication brought her to the realisation: she knew these would be
some of her last memories of the beautiful world around her.
Whilst Olivia’s heart was slowly breaking, Peter knew he had to
bring colour to her life one last time. He heaved the piano in to
their bedroom, sat down and started to play the tunes he still
knew and loved. The piano shone in the dull and dark room.
Olivia’s face lit up for one last time.
One year later, the colour in Peter’s life had been dropped away
by the Angel of Death. He was always too busy to play the piano,
or at least that’s what he told himself. The real reason was that he
couldn’t bring himself to play without the love of his life standing
next to him. But, when walking past the baker’s they had bought
the piano from, he knew he had to face the hardest challenge yet.
Later, at home, he sat down at the piano and took a deep breath.
Somehow, he knew everything would be okay, and, the more
he played, the more he imagined her, his own guardian angel,
dancing around him, just like when she was alive.
So, he continued playing and earned money from it. The crowds
would roar and cheer, begging for more of the hypnotizingly
mesmerising music. He knew after every performance that she
would be there, if only in his heart.

Florence Evenden
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The Tail Fin: A Story of Bravery
Alexander Cole
Hurricane pilot C.W. Heshire was just retiring from a very frightful
night. Britain and France were at war with Germany. He had had
dreams in which Germany won the war, and the world bucked to
its will: friends and families made slaves to the Fürher; towns and
cities burning, and Jewish murder. He woke up in a cold sweat,
and decided to wash away the bad memories with a nice cup
of tea. He turned on the radio in the mess, expecting Germany’s
surrender, but no, all that he heard was Charles de Gaulle saying
that France had formally surrendered to the Axis.

The sharp pitter-patter of shrapnel hitting the Anderson shelter
quickly subsided and once Heshire thought enough time had
gone by, he slowly and cautiously opened the corrugated metal
door. Immediately, he was hit by the smell of fire. Hurricanes and
Spitfires, once glorious machines, were now reduced to burning
wrecks by the bombs of the Luftwaffe. Craters littered the airstrip,
making it no more usable than a road going down a cliff. As the
rest of his flight gaped at the scene, Heshire went to see how the
mess and ante-room were doing amongst the horrible picture.

The noise of the speech had apparently woken up some of
Heshire’s flight and they were currently making their way down
stairs, according to the creaks of the old wooden floorboards.
Heshire sat down heavily in to the nearby, moth-eaten, green
armchair, and prayed the war would end soon.

Everything was immaculate, even the cup of tea, as if it had
never even been touched by a small breeze. Heshire drank from
the cup, instantly spitting it out – it was cold as ice. After walking
out, his brown hair blowing in the wind, he bent down, spotting
something. He picked up the tail fin from a bomb and examined it.

Four men casually strolled in to the ante-room, their polished
shoes sparkling. Khaki green uniforms donned, they were part o
the Royal Air Force’s best pilots. One of the men spoke up:

All of a sudden, the bell rang and everyone ran to the planes to
take off and intercept the enemy convoy. Heshire took off first,
swiftly accelerating until he reached the top speed of his aircraft.

“So, the French surrendered, did they? Bunch o’no-good monkeys
they’d be!”

Having spotted the convoy, he suddenly dived, creating a shrill
whistle, and released his five-pounder bombs straight in to enemy
ranks.

“Hey!” cried a native French pilot indignantly.
“Please stop arguing!” exclaimed Heshire, “it only causes …” he was
cut off by a shrill, piercing wail, rising in pitch. “…air raid! Get to the
shelters!”
The door was flung open and the sound of pounding feet filled
the air, like people beating on a thousand drums. The drone of
bombs began to sound. The Anderson shelter was only mere
metres away! The drone began rising in volume. The door was
open. Now the sound was almost unbearable. Fearful faces peered
out at him. Explosions started to litter the ground. He dived and
barely landed in the shelter before a bomb blast rocked the
ground where he just was. Amongst the hail of shrapnel and dirt,
someone managed to slam the door shut, and darkness reigned.
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A few seconds later, he heard a large explosion behind him, then
sudden machine guns following his aircraft. He looked in his
mirror. It was a Messerschmitt.
He ducked and weaved, gritting his teeth together harshly in an
effort to lose the fighter.
• • • • • • • •
Sixty years later, Heshire is making profit from his small antique
shop, selling things he found during his war experiences.
The one thing he will not sell, however, is the tail fin, which is his
prized possession.

Another
London Day
Bella Steptoe
The sea was awakening,
Yet the cars go by.
The dolphins were gliding,
Yet the traffic lights shine.
The sand was softening,
Yet I roll out of my boring bed again.
I go diving in the sea,
And I go searching for caves,
Yet I put all my clothes on,
And go to boring work again.
Oh, nothing will compare to the sea,
It’s the only thing in me.
The sea rocks to and fro,
For anything my soul is low again.
The waves are howling
And I am frowning.
The turtles are hatching,
My body’s chained up again.

My Mother
Kristyna Collins
I was inspired to write this poem after we studied Before
You Were Mine by Carol Ann Duffy and so I dug out some
old photos of my mum when she was younger. It got me
wondering about what my mother’s life was like before I was
born- this poem is the result of my thoughts.
The ghost of you dances through the frames,
A familiar stranger.
Fading and fraying edges from prying fingers,
Who laughed on a reminisce on a memory of who you were.
Your eyes have that glint of cheek in them
that I barely ever see.
Your left hand missing a jewel;
The thought of family doesn’t occur
In the parks of flowery green where you had your first kiss
Or the parties with a hundred faces.
Your long luxurious locks flow around your face
Along with someone’s arm close by…
A long-forgotten lover?
Your infectious laugh echoes in my ears
Then you’re receiving your first drink,
The look of glee in your eye
Snippets of a life that was
But now you’re gone.

Hannah Weeden
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King Pitch:
The Bringer of Nightmares
James May

Bella Owens & Florence Ward

King Pitch, the commander of nightmares,
rides upon a dark, dark chariot,
pulled by bats the size of cars,
with massive wings that blend in to the night.
A wooden staff that lashes the bats,
wheels that take the shape of your biggest Fear:
everyone sees them differently,
but everyone is afraid of them.
The roof and walls are made of the thickest spiders’ webs,
and the nightmares sit in their jars waiting to be released.

As he arrives, the animals will cry,
Plants will begin to wilt and soon will die.
Kings of other powers may have grand thrones,
But his weapon of choice is made of bones.
Deathly black birds will move his throne around,
Reaching high in the sky before the ground.
Darker and darker the night will now grow,
King Pitch is just starting his mighty blow.
As he makes his way deep in to your mind,
Dreams will become sudden nightmares; you will find
Children’s thoughts will be awfully scary,
Whilst parents will be of what they’re most wary.
These nightmares will made you do more than just twitch.
That is the work of the mighty King Pitch.

The chariot flies high in the sky,
dropping nightmares in to the chimneys of houses.
Boys and girls squirm in their beds,
as King Pitch watches on with satisfaction.
King Pitch wears a black cape and black trousers;
he wears a hood and a mask over his face,
and he gives different nightmares to different people:
doctors dream of fatal mistakes,
and teachers dream of misbehaving classes.
King Pitch. Millions fear him,
Few have seen him.
No-one has ever caught him.

Sam Waterworth
He rides a scorpions’ dead body’s shell,
With wheels of spiders’ corpses as well.
With tiny bats pulling it along,
The driver, the devil, sings a horrible song.
The lash is a thin stick with thorns;
The roof, small leaves that have been torn.
King Pitch just sits comfortably in the back,
Planning nasty thoughts of attack
On mothers with babies and bankers with cash.
He steals both from the owners and will never slack,
For King Pitch is just a horrible man.
A horrible man with horrible plans.

Tom Spencer
Drawn by a great regiment of ebony-black bats,
King Pitch’s coach drives.
His wheels’ spokes made of Tarantula’s legs,
The cover of the darkest Scarab shells,
The inside lined with the fur of a coal-black bear,
As soft as Golem’s lies.
He cracks his whip made of crocodile skin,
With the sound of a werewolf’s howl.
In this state, he prowls night by night through children’s brains,
And then they dream of drama lessons,
Where they have to perform to the class.
Over footballers’ feet who straight on own goals dream,
Over teachers’ mouths who straight on Third Form lessons dream.
Sometimes he gallops over cricketers’ bats,
And then they dream of diamond ducks.
Other times he charges over athletes’ legs,
Then they dream of coming last.
Many times he races through parents’ ears,
And they dream of children’s tears.
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Sherlock: A Mystery in Magenta
Lottie Henwood
Sherlock was sitting on his armchair, puffing rhythmically
on his pipe. The greyish fug filling the room with a highly
concentrated area around Sherlock himself, which covered his
head like a low cloud. “My dear man, instead of smoking that
infernal thing, why don’t you find a case to fill your time,” I told
Sherlock sternly. He knew that pipe was bad for him, but he
never listened. “There is nothing interesting there Watson. The
police force will be able to work them out and I’m not about
to waste my time on such trivial queries,” he stated plainly. We
sat in silence for a minute when Mrs Hudson, the housekeeper,
bustled into the room with our post. There was only one letter
in her hands. It was an extremely plain envelope but we knew
who it was from immediately. I jumped out of my chair and
hurried round to Sherlock’s side as he started to open it.
It read:
“My dear Sherlock and Watson,
We, Lestrade and Gregson, write to you to most humbly ask for
your assistance on this latest mystery. There have been multiple
murders in the past years similar to the murder we would request
your assistance on, but they stopped abruptly before we could
solve them. The murders have started up again with no evidence
to why. We are certain they are linked as in the past and the most
recent one, which was early this morn, there is a slip of brightest
magenta paper pinned to the victim’s face. Attached is one of the
pieces of paper from one of the old murders. If you wish to see the
latest bodies, please come down to Scotland Yard.
Many thanks
Lestrade and Gregson”
“Why Sherlock, this seems like the perfect case for you!” I
exclaimed as Sherlock examined the high-quality magenta
paper which had a hole where apparently the pin had been
stuck in it and the name of the victim on it. “We should head
down to Scotland Yard and ask for details.” Sherlock stood
up grabbed his coat and hat. “Let us go then Watson. There
is somewhere we must go before.” Sherlock wouldn’t give
me any more details but assured me it was a very important
stop-off.
We hopped into a hansom cab and Sherlock asked to be taken
to 132 New Cavendish-Street. As the horses clopped down
the street, Sherlock explained he knew someone who might
know where the paper originated from. She was an artist who
enjoyed using papers to create origami and also cards which
she sold for a living along with her delicate watercolours.
Sherlock requested that we were dropped a little way from
the house, as was a habit for Sherlock. He always wanted to
be as inconspicuous as possible. As they knocked on the door,
we could see a figure moving behind the window cut into
the bright sunflower yellow door, which stuck out a like a sore
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thumb in the gloomy London streets. “Sherlock!” she grinned
as she hugged him tightly, a move that made Sherlock look as
if he regretted his decision to have come in the first place.
“Watson, this is Ida, Ida this is Watson. As I greeted Ida, who
was dressed in a cream blouse with a brown skirt that was
very paint-splattered and worn, Sherlock took the piece of
paper out of his pocket. “Ida, we are trying to solve some
murders and would be delighted to have your aid in it,”
Sherlock stated.
“Of course, I’ll help,” Ida stated definitively.
Sherlock explained that we needed to know where the paper
was from and that we would drop by in two days to see if she
knew anything.
We left and headed straight for Scotland Yard. On the way,
I asked where they had met as it was very rare that Sherlock
asked favours of people who weren’t criminals. He told him
that he had helped her get some of her best artwork back
from a thief that took them and that she said any art related
queries he had he could come to her and ask. Once we arrived
at Scotland Yard Lestrade showed us the bodies and explained
their deaths. “They all have a small pair of scissors in their
back that seems to have been thrown very accurately from a
distance which severed their spinal cord killing them instantly
and the magenta paper with their name on tacked to their
face with a pin,” he explained.
“They must have very good aim if they could kill someone
from a distance and hit such a precise area with pair of silver
scissors,”
I exclaimed.
“Indeed, I have my best person working on that paper now
and I’ll come back with the answer in two days,” Sherlock
stated, strolling out of the room. I followed him as we got into
a cab.
Two days later Sherlock requested that I come with him to visit
Ida to see if she had got any information for us. Sherlock had
an air of certainty about him that seemed to imply that he
had a good idea of what happened to these people. I didn’t
bother to ask him as, by this point, I knew that Sherlock had a
love of the dramatic and wouldn’t want to tell me as it might
‘ruin the tension’
We arrived at Ida’s home, knocked, and were invited in. We
sat around her table in what was a very brightly coloured
kitchen filled with paper and paints. “I have information I think
will aid you greatly.” Sherlock thanked her, and she started
with her story.

“I walked around town going to all my artist friends and
asked if they recognised the paper. I have a friend who enjoys
calligraphy and he recognised the paper and he said it was
from an obscure shop down the road from here in a back alley.
It dealt in paper, but he was unable to get that colour. When
he wanted to buy some, they said that it wasn’t for sale. This
was odd, so I took a wander down to the shop. When I got
there, there was a fishy looking man at the counter. I asked
for some of this paper and I got the same reply as my friend.
I then looked closer and saw that the same size of the paper
was missing from the roll as was held in my hand. I hurried
out and came back here and have been waiting to tell you
ever since.” Sherlock thanked her as he was now certain that
his theory was correct. We left, and Sherlock hurriedly waved
down a cab and we went straight to Scotland Yard.
Once we arrived we saw Lestrade and Gregson rush towards
us and we were hurriedly rushed into an interrogation room
and Gregson asked, “Do you know who murdered
the men?”
“Of course, I do” Sherlock said, “but I should explain as it is a
very complicated culprit,” We all stared at him as he started
pacing and talking. “When you gave me the paper, I went
to an acquaintance that would be able to find where it was
from, you then told me that it must have been someone
with a good aim, so someone with experience in killing from
a distance. The name on the paper was curious as it meant it
was like a ticket that someone was meant to receive. It was this
point that my acquaintance told me of how the paper wasn’t
for sale and that the exact same sized square was taken out of
the corner which is an odd amount of paper to sell and that
the person behind the counter was suspicious. The last piece
of information that led me to the solution of this mystery was
the murder weapon, craft scissors, which, as they aren’t exactly
an efficient murder weapon, must therefore be more of a tag
for the killer. All of this information made it obvious. The craft
shop is merely a cover and that shop is an assassination hire.
That is why no-one could get the magenta paper as that is
the code to ask for an assasination and that is why the ticket
is attached to them as it notifies the person who wanted the
murder that the job was completed. “I would go and arrest
them if I were you instead of gawping.” He stopped pacing
and left.
When I arrived home, I walked in to find him playing his violin
as he did when he had just solved a case. I resolved against
interrupting him and instead went to have some tea.
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MUSIC
Performances and shows at Dauntsey’s

Jazz Evening
Ex-Dauntseian Harry Brunt joined us with Rob Oughton and
Pete Komor for an excellent series of workshops followed by the
annual jazz night concert. The trio worked with pupils from all
year groups helping develop improvisation skills before turning
to the Dance Band to offer advice on developing as an ensemble.
The evening began with the famous Meters chart hit Cissy Strut,
before the band was joined by singers for a series of jazz classics
ranging from My Baby Just Cares For Me to Mac The Knife. After solo
spots from Harry’s Trio, the band ended on an upbeat note with
Stevie Wonder and Ariana Grande’s hit Faith from the movie Sing.
Thank you to Harry, Rob and Pete for inspiring the musicians to
work even harder at developing their playing. We look forward to
working with you again in the near future.

GGH
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“THANK YOU TO HARRY,
ROB AND PETE FOR INSPIRING
THE MUSICIANS TO WORK
EVEN HARDER AT DEVELOPING
THEIR PLAYING”

Lower School Music
Competition and Concert
Congratulations went to Izzy for her performance of ‘Your Daddy’s
Son’ (from ‘Ragtime’) by Stephen Flaherty which won the Lower
School Music Solo Competition. Finalists were chosen following
heats the previous week. The range of instruments was impressive,
as was the variety of style of music chosen. The adjudicator for the
final competition was Gareth Williams, Assistant Director of Music
at Warminster School. He complimented all pupils on the standard
of their playing and singing and their ability to perform so well in
front of a capacity audience in the Memorial Hall.
The second half of the concert was devoted to House Music.
Pupils sang in their Houses with great enthusiasm, accompanied
by music staff and pupils in the upper school. The standard of
performance was excellent from all year groups in each House.
Finally, we all joined together to sing a medley of Beatles hits,
which took many parents back to their childhoods.

“THE STANDARD OF
PERFORMANCE WAS EXCELLENT
FROM ALL YEAR GROUPS”

Remembrance Services and Concert
On the morning of 11th November, the Daunstey’s community
came together for a service of Remembrance marking 100 years
since the end of conflict in the First World War.
Algernon started the morning piping the boarders and guests to
the memorial outside the hall. After the traditional reading of the
names of the fallen, Izzy performed the Last Post in their honour
before the congregation progressed to the service inside.
The Senior choir, Female Voices choir and Choral Clerks performed
a range of moving repertoire, including the first performance of a
composition written by Angharad, setting Rupert Brook’s poem,
The Soldier to music for the Clerks’ Choir.

In the afternoon we regathered with the Lavingtons’ community
for a second performance including the premiere of music by
Nick Hale (former Assistant Director of Music), combining choral
societies and choirs from Dauntsey’s and the surrounding villages
and accompanied by Dauntsey’s symphony orchestra.
On 15th November, the ensembles and staff of the Music
department joined with the English, History and Art departments
to present an evening of Remembrance, sharing music, poetry and
images to remember those who sacrificed so much in conflicts
around the world. All large ensembles at Dauntsey’s performed
and pupils wrote poetry, created art work and displays to make a
memorable evening of artistic endeavour.

GGH

“ALL LARGE ENSEMBLES AT
DAUNTSEY’S PERFORMED
AND PUPILS WROTE POETRY,
CREATED ART WORK AND
DISPLAYS TO MAKE A
MEMORABLE EVENING OF
ARTISTIC ENDEAVOUR”
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The Barron Prize

The Gilliat Singing Competition

The Sixth Form instrumental competition was a superb affair this
year. In November, six talented finalists amazed the audience with
a wonderful display of technique and musical flair. Adjudicator,
James Slater, the Artistic Director of the Wiltshire Music Centre
had a difficult task choosing a winner and eventually awarded
the prize jointly to Angharad and Daryl for their performances on
saxophone and piano.

A superb set of finalists competed for the Gilliat Singing Prize
in February. We were treated to a wide range of repertoire from
the Baroque era to modern art songs. After much consideration,
adjudicator Simon Gallear chose Hermione as his winner. He
praised her beautiful tone in the upper register and her ability to
draw the audience into the drama of her performance.

Female Voices Choir Achieve
Second Place in Barnardo’s
National Choir Competition
The Female Voices choir travelled to the Festival Hall on the
4th March to compete as one of only seven choirs chosen for
the final of the Barnardo’s National Choir Competition. Their
chosen repertoire was very challenging, but the girls performed
beautifully and achieved second place in this prestigious
competition. Congratulations to all in the choir and thank you to
all the parents, friends and relatives who travelled with us to see
the choir perform. We loved having you along for the journey and
definitely sang better as a result of your support.

“THEIR CHOSEN REPERTOIRE WAS
VERY CHALLENGING, BUT THE
GIRLS PERFORMED BEAUTIFULLY
AND ACHIEVED SECOND PLACE IN
THIS PRESTIGIOUS COMPETITION”
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Mid Somerset Music Festival
Success
Our chamber ensembles travelled to Bath for this year’s Chamber
Music Competition on 7th March, hosted at the Bath Citadel.
Congratulations to the String Quartet, Saxophone Quartet and
Chamber Orchestra who all won their classes. The clarinet groups
also performed to a very high standard and received positive
reviews from the adjudicators.

Spring Concert goes to
America (via Italy)
The annual Spring Concert feature the music of
American composers. The orchestra performed
Saturday Night Waltz from Copland’s Rodeo followed
by the excitement of The Magnificent Seven played by
the Concert Band. Vocal music included music from
The Greatest Showman, as well as pieces by Samuel
Barber and Billy Joel. The diversion to Italy was due
to our January concert performance of Rossini’s Petite
Messe Solennelle having been called off because of
snow. We were able to perform a selection of the
choruses with solo roles being filled by members of
the senior choir. The Dance Band finished off the
evening with a sparkling performance of Stevie
Wonder’s Faith from the movie Sing.
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ROCKfest
This has been a truly vintage year for ROCKfest with more live
bands taking part than ever before. With 25 entries the concert
was again split into two sets; the Lower School pupils playing from
2.00pm and the Senior pupils starting at 4.15pm
For the first time both sets were opened by a staff band of
extraordinary talent and quality. The Paul Gordon Experience®
played with passion and power to draw in the audience and start
the show with an amazing atmosphere.

“WITH OVER 1750 VOTES CAST
ACROSS THE FIVE CATEGORIES
IT IS AMAZING THAT THE BEST
OVERALL PERFORMANCE
CATEGORY WAS ALSO WON BY
JUST ONE VOTE”
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In the Upper School the Best Band and Best Dressed Band
categories were won by a single vote, giving the Jeanne House
Band two wins. Led by Helena Cockwell their performance was
fun and characterful and is probably available on Youtube. The
winner of Best Solo Act, Malin, performed at the piano and
delivered an emotionally charged vocal performance of real
quality. In the lower school, Best Band went to Katmandu. Their
stunning vocal harmonies and happy upbeat pop capturing the
mood of the audience.
With over 1750 votes cast across the five categories it is amazing
that the Best Overall Performance category was also won by
just one vote, with Apollo 7 taking the crown for the second year
running from the extraordinary Jeanne House Band.
A HUGE WELL DONE to everybody who took part and especially
the team of pupils who gave up so much of their own time to set
up and run the sound and lighting rigs.
Many thanks to all.

CWS

Summer Term Music
The heat starts to build up, leading to long sun-drenched days and
calm evenings peacefully watching the cricket and relaxing at the
end of a busy year... NOT A CHANCE!
The summer term started with the lovely Leavers’ Recital where we
said a final musical goodbye to our many sixth form musicians. GCSE
and A Level exams were a minor ‘inconvenience’ before we returned
to performing live music again with five days of exams for ABRSM
and Trinity syllabuses. These were achieved successfully with many
pupils gaining excellent marks for grades 7, 8 and diploma.
We journeyed to Rushall Church for the annual outreach concert
in June. The Choral Society, junior ensembles and the Female
Voices choir joined forces for an evening of delightful music which
helped to raise over £800 or the restoration fund at the church.
The bi-annual Festival in the last week of term provided a forum
for hundreds of students across all year groups to perform indoors,
outdoors, on stage in a show, in a concert, singing solos from
some of the greatest operas and musicals and making fantastic
rock music.
Finally we rounded off the musical year with the Leavers’ Service at
West Lavington church before the Dance Band accompanied the
festivities in the Marquee during lunch.

“IT HAS BEEN ONE OF THE BUSIEST
YEARS IN RECENT YEARS IN
TERMS OF PERFORMANCES”
Thank you as ever to all the musicians who have given up their
time to perform in the many ensembles at Dauntsey’s. It has been
one of the busiest years in recent years in terms of performances.
For some pupils it has been their first time on stage at the school
and I look forward to welcoming them back in September for
another year of excellent music-making.
Many pupils have achieved success at the highest level in
national ensembles and I would encourage all to think of
auditioning for these groups as well. It provides the opportunity
to forge friendships beyond Dauntsey’s and to make music with
professionals at the height of their performing careers. For others it
was their final year with us. I wish all leavers happiness and success
in the future. As a musician you have a skill which will last a lifetime
and which will help to maintain your health long into old age
when many other activities may have ceased.

GGH
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Finn Lassett
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DRAMA & DANCE
Reviews by Rufus Cannon, Hattie Edwards & Jack Jazrarwy-Brown

Medicine Cabinet
The year began with a performance that raised the bar
for any future show (in typical Dauntsey’s fashion). This
unique and intellectual play was written and directed
by upper sixth drama student Alex Curry. The script was
pure genius with the perfect combination of comedy
and curiosity which left the audience intrigued and
open-minded.

“A PERFORMANCE THAT
RAISED THE BAR FOR ANY
FUTURE SHOW”
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Delta
Whilst school life continued as normal, something spooky
was brewing in Annabel’s Studio. The cast of ‘Delta’ written by
Dauntsey’s own Matthew Herring were creating an entirely new
immersive experience. The performance followed a group of
children exploring an old abandoned house that wasn’t as empty
as they had expected… It was as thrilling as it was scary with
enough jump scares to rival a horror movie and definitely left
the audience shaken but enthralled.

“AS THRILLING AS IT WAS SCARY
WITH ENOUGH JUMP SCARES TO
RIVAL A HORROR MOVIE”

Pillowman
Annabel’s saw yet another unnerving and mysterious play come
together within its four walls as ‘Pillowman’ began to take shape.
Directed by CES, this performance followed the story of a man
who writes horror stories only to find out they start coming true…
The wonderfully remarkable acting skills of all involved made for a
disturbing but equally fascinating show.
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Bouncers and Shakers

Tristan and Yseult

During the summer festival, the 17 club transformed into a stage
space where ‘Bouncers and Shakers’ was performed. Adapted
from two separate plays and directed by Matthew Herring and
CAR, the show was hilariously risqué and left everyone in stitches.
The acting was pure comedy gold and forced even the most stern
faces to crack a smile.

Dauntsey’s bi-annual summer festival never fails to provide sun,
smiles and outstanding theatre. As everyone was winding down
and preparing for a well-deserved summer holiday, the cast and
crew of ‘Tristan and Yseult’ were busy rehearsing relentlessly in
the Memorial Hall. The show stems from the theatre company
Kneehigh who gave special permission for it to be performed
at the school. It tells a bittersweet story of passion about the
beautiful Yseult and the two men she loves the most. The show
was unsurprisingly a huge triumph and drew in a full house every
night as people flocked to watch RMJ’s last Dauntsey’s play.

“HILARIOUSLY RISQUÉ”

“THE SHOW WAS UNSURPRISINGLY A HUGE TRIUMPH
AND DREW IN A FULL HOUSE EVERY NIGHT AS PEOPLE
FLOCKED TO WATCH RMJ’S LAST DAUNTSEY’S PLAY”
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Our House
Every year as the days get shorter and the weather gets colder,
the Memorial Hall becomes a place of warmth, music and fun as
rehearsals for the December musical begin. As with every year, a
role in the Dauntsey’s December production was highly sought
after which brought in a colossal cast of eager performers. The
musical was composed from well known Madness songs that
fitted perfectly in to an imaginative storyline. The show follows
a teenager called Joe Casey whose life splits in two after he has
to choose between right and wrong. As usual the seats were full
almost every night with keen theatregoers ready to be amazed.
Needless to say, by the end of every performance the audience
was left humming the catchy melodies for weeks.

Virtuous Burglar
As the winter months drew in, Annabels’s studio became a frenzy
of comedy and laughter as EC directed the slapstick comedy
staring Finley Wetton as probably the world’s worst burglar. As the
clock struck midnight, and the burglar crept in, the flat became
occupied by many other characters including the burglar’s wife,
the flat owner and his mistress and also the flat owner’s wife
and her lover causing many hysterical moments, including Ellie
Deegan in hair rollers and slippers, Alice Robinson aiming a gun

upside down, Annie Hourahane playing a convincing mistress and
various cast members falling out of a grandfather clock backwards!
Altogether, the show provided some comical relief as the winter
term drew to a close.

“MANY HYSTERICAL MOMENTS”
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EBT
A Dauntsey’s first occurred when AS staged and directed a
thought provoking and absorbing production of ‘Every Brilliant
Thing ‘in the promenade style of theatre. Moving between spaces
in Annabel’s studio and Venue 2, the audience followed the life
of a boy who wrote a list of all the brilliant things that life has to
offer in an attempt to convince his mother to stop attempting to
kill herself. Pupils from all years took part, using their various skill
to mould and adapt the play into a performance that included
many hidden talents and skills, including music sung, played and
recorded by cast members. The cast promoted a clear message
to the audience throughout the various spaces and together with

the underlying theme of the play added a relevant and powerful
perspective to the summer festival.

“PUPILS FROM ALL YEARS TOOK
PART, USING THEIR VARIOUS
SKILL TO MOULD AND ADAPT THE
PLAY INTO A PERFORMANCE”

Danny the Champion of
the World
Once a year, the mem hall stage is filled with life from the Lower
School, and this year was no exception! ‘Danny! The Champion of
the World’, staged by two teams, gave a fun, vibrant and
exciting performance every night. Following the storyline of
Roald Dahl’s classic children’s novel, the Lower School hid all their
nerves and threw themselves into the performance, creating a
clear picture of Hazel’s Wood and the filling station, whilst adding
in audience participation and 20 pheasant puppets handmade
by members of the cast and crew to increase the talent that was
showcased on the stage.
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The Fall of the House of Usher
‘The Fall of the House of Usher’ is a gothic play based on an
Edgar Allen Poe short story. The play follows an unnamed narrator
(Adam Laws) who is invited by Roderick Usher (Jack Jazrawy-Brown)
to a grand, decaying mansion. Upon arrival, the narrator meets
Madeline Usher (Tiggy Lovering), Roderick’s sister and incestuous
lover, who suffers from severe catalepsy and falls frequently into
a comatose, deathlike state. Roderick asserts that the house is a
sentient being, and it gradually becomes clear that the siblings
and house are connected on a strange, metaphysical level.

The production was a lot of fun to put on, and the dark and gothic
themes made for a really tense and exciting play. ‘House of Usher’
had been directed at Dauntsey’s once before by RMJ in his first
year, and it was really nice to revive the play as one of his final
productions at school. The small cast meant that putting on the
show was quite intense, but everyone enjoyed the process and
the story, creating a production which we were all really proud to
have been a part of.

As the play progresses, the pair’s health seems to worsen, until
eventually it seems that Madeline has passed away. She is interned
in the family crypt, leaving the narrator and Roderick alone with
the house. However, it soon turns out (to the audience’s surprise)
that Madeline is not dead, and she returns to the surface during
a raging storm, strangling Roderick. Soon after, the house splits
in two and collapses into the tarn, leaving behind no trace of
the Usher family.

“IT GRADUALLY BECOMES CLEAR
THAT THE SIBLINGS AND HOUSE
ARE CONNECTED ON A STRANGE,
METAPHYSICAL LEVEL”
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Dance Review 2019
Audiences were blown away this year with the Upper School
Dance Show, Romeo and Juliet. A modern adaption of Baz
Luhrmann’s iconic film saw Mercutio as a strong female character,
danced by Sophia Hill, who impressed audiences with her
emotional, virtuosic and inspiring delivery of the character. It was
fantastic to see Tommy Gilbert dance his debut role as Tybalt, and
a particular highlight of the show has to be the duet between
them both, resulting in Mercutio’s painful death.
The show marked an end to one of Dauntsey’s most iconic
dancers, Jason Yip, before he moved on to continue his training
at London Contemporary Dance School. He danced the role
of Romeo alongside the beautiful Lily Watherston (Juliet). They
brought the audience to tears in their final duet and achieved a
very well deserved standing ovation each night. The show played

“THEY BROUGHT THE AUDIENCE
TO TEARS IN THEIR FINAL DUET
AND ACHIEVED A VERY WELL
DESERVED STANDING OVATION
EACH NIGHT”
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to everyone’s strengths, fusing ballet, contemporary and street
dance and was a real celebration of the incredible talent amongst
the pupils.
The year also saw some fantastic Lower School performances and
productions, with the annual Lower School Dance Show themed
around popular Disney films, as well as the Dance Showcase
which featured performances from all year groups including
GCSE and A Level pupils. It is exciting to see so many talented
dancers coming through the school, as well as the hugely
popular all-boy dance group GNI, with their impressive tricks and
breakdancing skills.

EJW

Anouk Griffiths
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SPORT
Sport at Dauntsey’s 2018-2019

Rugby
FIRST XV RUGBY
P 17

W 14

L3

D0

We got our season off to a strong start by winning convincingly at
home to King’s Bruton, where Tom Lewis treated the supporters
to a kicking masterclass, playing out on the Mercers’ Field. The
following weekend we faced a much tougher test in the form of
a Churcher’s College side, who have shared the spoils evenly over
the six previous years our U6th have encountered them. Despite
Lewis Maclean offloading like a back, we failed to convert many
scoring opportunities and a poor second half performance meant
we clung onto victory by a single point.
Prior to the first exeat, we travelled to KES Bath to compete in a
game where a 24-3 score line didn’t accurately reflect the play. KES
taught us a lesson in how to take scoring opportunities by scoring
twice on the counter as we struggled to reap the rewards after
entering the 22.
We marked our return to the main First Team pitch with a
confident winning display over KES Southampton in which Jordan
Hills dominated. A further two victories came against Warminster,
away in the vase, and at home to Clayesmore. Both games were
won by a 51-point margin.
A scrappy game away to Prior Park followed in which an overall
physical encounter was brought to life by an outstanding ‘length
of the field’ Rory Case try. The game was then capped off with an
intelligent snipe under the posts from Kit Major, despite injuring
himself in the process of diving over the line and celebrating.
The next weekend we faced a strong Bishop Wordsworth side at
home. In front of a large home crowd, we led at half time as Rory
Case put on a fine display against his former school. Although we
defended passionately on our own line for the final 10 minutes, it
was too little, too late, as BWS won 24-11.
Sam Holloway’s second hat-trick of the season led the team
through the fourth round of the vase against St Laurence, whilst
Rory Case completed his first hat-trick for the school against
Kingswood back on home turf. Next up was the regional final,
away to Plymouth College. Playing on a 4G surface for the first
time this season, we defended heroically and took our attacking
chances well as Wilf Fitzgibbon scored to secure a 17-8 win and a
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place in the national quarter-finals. A slightly complacent attitude
may have been the cause of a disorganised performance against
Bryanston, however we did enough to win narrowly, 15-7.
Looking to book our place at Allianz Park for a second consecutive
year, we hosted The Oratory in the penultimate week of term.
The hundreds of supporters lining the pitch’s perimeter were
welcomed by an early Morgan Douglas try, which set the tone
for the remainder of the game. Sam Ferguson was at his best,
defending whole-heartedly and covering every part of the pitch as
we came away victor to draw our season out into the new year.
Our final game of 2018, resulted in a 13th win of the season as we
played Lord Wandsworth College, in which Joss Ferguson scored
on his 1st XV debut.
A thrilling encounter took place in early March at Allianz Park as
we faced Hayes School in the Vase Semi-Final. Sam Holloway was
at his absolute best whilst Rory Case and Tom Lewis controlled
the game well from 10 and 12. We were three points down with
the clock deep into overtime but a quick-tap rumble and some
slick hands down the line led to Will Nichol slipping the ball out
the back, for Archie Ayling to squeeze in at the corner. This was
a truly memorable day for the school as we won 24-22 with the
last play of the game and earnt ourselves the chance to play at
Twickenham.
Our game at the home of English Rugby kept swinging to and fro
in terms of the score line with Rory, Sam and Will Nichol all scoring.
With 10 minutes left on the clock the sheer size and strength of
the Samuel Whitbread team overpowered us and we went down
fighting 43-25. Despite this result, it was a truly memorable day
for all the players as well as the 800 supporters bussed up the M3
from School.
I’d like to thank MJO, WPJW and NCL on behalf of the team for all
their time, hard work and support this season.

George Lishman
Squad: Archie Ayling, Jamie Blake, Ben Boutal, Rory Case Alex
Costard, Morgan Douglas, Joss Ferguson, Sam Ferguson, Wilf
Fitzgibbon, Jordan Hills, Will Hodgson, Sam Holloway, Tom Lewis,
George Lishman (C), Lewis Maclean, Kit Major, Will Nichol, Harry
Poole, Ollie Reeve, Finn Smith, Ollie Sweett, Tom Wild.

SECOND XV RUGBY
P9

W6

L2

D1

The 2018-19 2nd XV rugby season set the bar high, but left an
inexperienced, yet talented group of boys keen to improve. With
many new faces and a sprinkling of seasoned players, a tough preseason left a large squad ready for a promising term of rugby.
The first game was home against King’s Bruton. With some strong
runs from Tolly Bennett and three sneaky tries from Oli Harding
placing the ball over the line, the team quickly aced ahead on the
scoreboard. Clever play from Ben Boutal and a good overall team
performance left the team with a convincing 42-8 win and high
spirits. Marcus Howard and Harry Poole also had powerful runs
leading to tries scored, with Ben Boutal getting a brace. The next
game was home against Churcher’s College. A strong opposition
with some fast runners was no match for Olly Middleton who
mowed down the opposition twice with some powerful runs and
passionate shouting, grabbing himself a brace. Further tries from
Marcus Howard, Guy Harmer and Finn Smith with a conversion
from both Ben Boutal and Scott Johnson helped us secure the
game 29-0.
Similarly to last season, the third game against a tough KES Bath
side, in even tougher conditions, brought an end to the unbeaten
season. The home advantage for their side left Dauntsey’s asleep
for much of the first half and put us behind on the score sheet by
half time. Despite some crunching tackles from Harry Poole and

some relentless forwards attacking during final play, the slip ups in
the first half led to a 7-10 loss for the 2nd XV.
Back at home for the Fourth fixture against Clayesmore and the
team looked eager to bounce back from their previous defeat.
With Ollie MacMullen’s snake-like movements, slipping effortlessly
past their defense to score a brace, the team bagged another
victory winning 49-5. Tries were also scored by Marcus Howard
(2), Joe Barnes Taylor, Oli Harding, Harry Pullen, Hector Gunnerud
and Sam Nield, who also converted two. The following week saw
another win 35-0 against Prior Park College. Some well organized
play and lovely handling through the (previously quite inactive)
backs saw us 5 tries ahead by the final whistle, with the help of
Clothier, Harmer, Howard, Middleton and Boutal who converted all
five tries.
After the Half term break the team was keen to keep up the
impressive first half of the season. A home fixture against a
famously difficult team (BGS) proved to be too hard for us to bag
another victory. But with some vital defense from Joe Barnes
Taylor and a hard run from Olly Middleton to give us an initial lead,
we were able to keep a hard earned draw at 5-5. It also showed
Harry Pullan to be an excellent scrum half for the team whilst Ben
Boutal was called up to the firsts.
The undefeated home game streak was cut short in the next
game against Kingswood. Some scrappy defending and missed
tackles led to the squad taking the back foot early on in the
game. A try from Olly Middleton and some fast runs from Hector
Gunnerud down the wing got the 2nd XV back in the match so by
half time it could have been either team’s game. However, some
impressive handling of the ball from the opposition lead to them
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bagging a 17-10 victory, despite a second try from Oli Harding.
An easily losable game in the penultimate week saw the team
away at Bryanston. The summation of all the hard work in training
throughout the term was clear to see on the pitch as some
excellent handling skills led to a try from Tom Lampard-Vail down
the wing. A well governed pitch by Finn Smith as well as some
impressive kicking and running skills led to him scoring a well
earned brace. Luca Cox converted a try to make the score 17-0.
The final game against an inexperienced Lord Wandsworth
College wasn’t a display of the finest quality of rugby but reflected
the 2nd XV’s fun attitude that was present in most training sessions.
Braces from Harry Pullan, Barnes Taylor, MacMullen and Sherwood
as well as tries from Middleton, Cons and conversions from
Woodward and Nield saw the team bag a final victory 54-15 to
round off a good season.
Harry Poole won Player of the Season largely for his talent for
making enormous tackles that crippled even the biggest of
opponents but also for his keenness in training and his spurring
attitude in games. Player’s Player of the Season was Finn Smith
who controlled both the forwards and the backs, at fly half and
will no doubt have an excellent season of rugby next year.
I would like to thank AJL and NCL for imparting their extensive
knowledge and experience with the team, leading to what wasn’t
just a brilliant season on the score sheets but also a place where 24
boys could enjoy their rugby in a disciplined but fun environment.
I hope next year’s team works just as hard as we did and attempts
to have a similarly impressive season.

Joe Woodward
Squad: Joe Barnes-Taylor, Tolly Bennett, Ben Boutal, Alex Clothier,
Oliver Cons, Luca Cox, Harry Del Mar, Hector Gunnerud, Oliver
Harding, Guy Harmer, Jordan Hills, Marcus Howard, Scott Johnson,
Oliver MacMullen, Rob McNamara, Oliver Middleton, Bertie Nelson,
Sam Nield, Charlie Payne, Harry Poole, Harry Pullan, George
Sherwood, Finn Smith, Joe Woodward (C).

THIRD XV RUGBY
P9

W7

L2

D0

The large squad of 3rd XV players had a very successful and
enjoyable season. Their attitude to training was generally good
and they responded well to some innovative and challenging drills
provided for them by THB.
The season started with a trial game against King’s, Bruton, in
which the whole squad was involved and which resulted in a
comfortable 56-10 victory. This was followed, as last year, by defeat
against a strong Kingswood 3rd XV. Despite three tries from Jos
Ferguson, we were well-beaten by 38-19. The team then went on
an unbeaten run of 6 matches. A crushing defeat of Sherborne
51-5 featured a further hat-trick of tries for Jos. A return fixture
against a much strong Bruton XV was more of a challenge, but
led by Tom Swanton’s four tries we were able to secure a hardfought but deserved 31-17 win. Bishop Wordsworth were next to
fall, with a strong team performance leading to a 24-5 success.
Marlborough were beaten 38-17, revenge was exacted against
Kingswood’s 3rd XV by 55-14 before Sherborne were defeated for a
second time with five tries from Jos helping us to a 64-0 trouncing.
Buoyed by these successes and keen to continue the season, the
coach sought an extra fixture and found Milton Abbey willing to
host. We were scheduled to play their 2nd XV but found ourselves
against their 1st XV in the first half, including their England School
centre. We were outclassed for 40 minutes but finished strongly to
earn respectability in a 40-19 reverse.
Competition for places was fierce and we were blessed with
talent in many areas. Josh Mallinson and skipper Alfie Miles-Hobbs
shared the kicking duties, until Tom Swanton muscled his way
in. Jack Butler was a strong presence at No. 8, Tom Morgan was
very versatile in the backs whilst Alex Curry and George Holmes
provided some experience in the forwards. Jos Ferguson earned
promotion to the 2nds and eventually appeared at Twickenham in
the 1st XV.
Many thanks to the whole squad, and to THB,
for making my 24th, and final, season with
Dauntsey’s Rugby such a pleasurable and
rewarding experience.

AJP
Squad: Femi Akinbobola, Jesse AllinsonJames, Alex Ayers, Jack Butler, Alex Curry, Josh
Duckworth, Jos Ferguson, Alex Firth, Algie
Fooks, Tommy Gilbert, Jack Grant, George
Holmes, Ollie Illingworth, Harvey James-Park,
Ben Jones, Scott Johnson, Benedict Kinder,
Matt Large, Josh Mallinson, Calum Marshall,
Alfie Miles-Hobbs (c), Tom Morgan, Ed Savage,
Tom Scott, Tom Swanton.
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COLTS A RUGBY
P 11

W3

L8

D0

The Colts A side started their season with a trial match away to
King’s Bruton School. It was a good opportunity for us to kick-start
our season and put into practice what we had learnt in pre-season.
The forwards looked particularly good with Henry Smith and
Will Cleeves bringing a lot of physicality to the game and Henry
Barker and Hugo White, at halfbacks, controlling the game well.
We were strong in the first period, winning 12-0 but due to some
disorganisation after changes in the subsequent periods and
also some weak defense, we slipped to a disappointing defeat.
The Churcher’s College game that followed was a very physical
encounter. After going down early in the game, we managed
to fight back but after a period of concerted pressure in the
opposition half, we conceded a run away try to be 12-0 down at
half time. A raft of injuries in the second half halted our progress
though, and despite a sterling defensive effort, we conceded
late tries to make the margin of defeat unreflective of the overall
performance.
Before the Exeat, we travelled to KES Bath where a poor defensive
effort in the first 10 minutes cost us the match. On a wet and
windy day, we conceded two tries cheaply early on, after a
number of missed tackles and even though we rallied and won
the second half, it was not enough to win the match.

Our subsequent weekend fixture against King Edward IV School,
Southampton was a tough-fought affair. The opposition kept
the ball more effectively than ourselves and built pressure well,
with some strong runners through the middle of the field. We
defended well throughout but the weight of pressure eventually
told. The moment of the match though went to Dauntsey’s as,
with the clock in the red, we took a quick penalty from our own
goal line, worked the ball up the pitch, before passing the ball
wide for Matthew Bark-Churchill to show his pace and score from
the halfway line, leaving the covering defenders in his wake.
We finished the half term with two good wins against Clayesmore
and Prior Park College. In both matches, the team put their
attacking phase play into effect well and kicked tactically to
good effect. It was particularly pleasing to keep Prior Park College
scoreless, despite a number of prolonged attacks into our 22.
After half term, we started with two tough fixtures against Bishop
Wordsworth’s School and Kingswood respectively. Both matches
were extremely physical affairs, which we finished on the wrong
side of. In the first match, early injuries to key players and a bit of
rustiness after half term hindered our progress early in the game
and we were unable to get a foothold in the match, resulting in
a one-sided contest, which should have been much closer. The
following week we rallied well and put in our most complete
performance of the season against a well-drilled and dynamic
Kingswood side who were by far the best team we played all
season. Throughout the match, we held our defensive and
attacking shapes, maintained our intensity and focus from start to
finish and it was pleasing to see the players’ resilience as a unit in
what was a bruising encounter.
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A tough fixture against Bryanston followed. In a forward oriented
affair, our pack came out on top, dominating territory and
possession. Unfortunately, we were unable to capitalise on all
of our pressure and a few lapses in concentration, combined
with some impressive play from the opposition backs meant
that we were unlucky to lose 22-18. A disappointing loss to Lord
Wandsworth College put an end to our season. Although we were
evenly matched with out opposition, we never quite got going
and were not able to execute our game plan effectively.
After such a positive season in terms of the attitude of the entire
squad, as well as the improvements made in all areas of their play,
it was a shame to end on a loss. That said, the boys should all be
extremely pleased with their progress and it has been one of my
most enjoyable seasons to date; I have to thank all players, parents
and staff involved for making it that way.

DAF
Squad: Matthew Bark-Churchill, Henry Barker, Will Cleeves,
Ciaran Costin, Luc Cranstone, Ben Eccles, Arthur Fitzgibbon, Tom
Galloway, Robert Herrett, Will Morris, William Pan, Bear Paris,
Sebastian Parry, Toby Perry, Toby Salisbury, Henry Smith, Hal West,
Hugo White, Curtis Wilde.
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COLTS B RUGBY
P6

W0

L6

D0

While our win/lose record leaves a lot to be desired, the success
of a season should not always be measured by numbers and
statistics!
The growth of team cohesion and confidence was seriously
hampered by regular match cancellations. And sadly, the likes of
Bishop Wordsworth’s School, Churcher’s College and Kingswood
were not amongst the schools to pull out of their fixture with us.
The closest games were against King Edward’s School, Bath where
we were in it until the last move of the game and also the nailbiter that was our away trip to Bryanston at the end of the season.
This was a game that was full of edge and aggression as the boys
were desperate to secure a win in what was their last match of
the season. Sadly, it was not to be. As the chino-clad referee ruled
Malin’s try as having been knocked on over the line, and time
seemed to stand still as we were winning 8-7 going into the dying
minutes of the game, surely we had done enough to notch up
that elusive win? Alas, lady luck was not smiling on us when the
home team was awarded a penalty in kickable range. The kick was
missed – Huzzah! But, hold on… their man was allowed to re-take
it as a few of our boys, giddy with emotion, had charged the kicker
(as if it had been a conversion). The final nails were hammered into

the coffin of our season as the ball sailed over the posts on the
second attempt, and the cruellest of defeats was recorded, 10-8.
That fateful December day in Dorset was probably the first
time we had come together and performed as a team, with
all the players from 1 to 17 putting in an 100% committed
performance. Throughout the season though, there were
standout performances from the ever-dependable Maxes - Owen
and Moseley - in the front row, leading from the front in terms
of ball carrying and at the breakdown. Smail and Noble made a
nuisance of themselves in loose play and with ball in hand. Dan
Gordon and Luc Cranstone were both fearless in the tackle area.
Xander Sykes gave us crucial ‘go forward’ when fit. Muscle-men
Marchment, Morgan and Laslett readily provided the grunt. Luke
Webb was our reliable link to the backs to either of our talented fly
halves: Peter Vail or Will Tabor. Ryan Morris and Josh Mew were our
‘go-to’ centres, fusing to offer us strong defence and flair in attack.
Chris Clothier was a tackling machine at full-back as was the rather
diminutive but totally destructive Ali Edington, on the wing (it is
scary to imagine what the season’s score difference might have
been without them!). While Adrian Ling, Tomos Lowen and James
Pickford were ‘job done’ reliable wingers with ball in hand.
In sum, it was a real shame that we had so many matches cancelled;
and what was left of our fixture list was dominated by our stronger
opponents. Never-the-less there were many memorable moments
and hopefully some fun along the way. Well done to all who played,
I hope you continue to play and enjoy your rugby in the future.

PCG

A physical and highly skillful Churcher’s College were next up
and they were looking to build on their fifty-point victory the
year before, however, this was not to be the same story. The
boys fronted up brilliantly in defense and only lost the game by
twenty points (that after two breakaway tries right at the death).
Although it was not the result that we were wanted it was still a
very pleasing result, demonstrating tremendous improvements on
last year’s efforts.
KES Bath were our next visitors and although the side suffered
a 30-5 loss, a wonderful solo effort from Ollie Darlington and
some excellent kicking by Toby Mallinson gave the boys some
encouragement going into some winnable matches in the coming
weeks.
A midweek fixture away at Sexey’s Bruton saw the boys get their
first win of the season. The side dominated the match from the
very first whistle as the forwards linked up with the backs to
produce some delightful running lines and finishes. Will Hyde
crashed over after some good, patient build up from the forwards
and once the deadlock was broken, it was one-way traffic. Tries
from Toby Mallinson, Ed George (2), Angus Sherwood & Ollie
Darlington followed to give a much-needed boost. One of the
most pleasing aspects of the result was the defensive effort, not
allowing the opposition to cross the line was a real achievement
and something the team wanted to make a habit of.
Next up was a fired up Prior Park College team who had taken the
game the previous year in a tightly contested affair. This match
proved to be much of the same as tries from Ed George, Angus

Squad: Emmanuel Adegbe, Archie Butler, Chris Clothier, Ciaran
Costin, Luc Cranstone, Ali Edington, Dan Gordon, Malin Laslett,
Adrian Ling, Tomos Lowen, Brendan Marchment, Josh Mew, Ed
Morgan, Ryan Morris, Max Moseley, Seb Nobel, Max Owen, Dan
Parr, James Pickford, Oliver Ring, Toby Salisbury, Ed Smail, Xander
Sykes, Will Tabor, Peter Vail, Luke Webb .

U15A RUGBY
P 14

W4

L9

D1

This season, the U15A side endured a tough year but certainly
showed signs of development throughout the course of the year
and finished a difficult term with an excellent cup run which saw
them progress into the latter stages of the competition.
The first match of the year saw the team travel away to King’s
School, Bruton. With an enlarged squad and each player looking to
cement a place in the team, the intensity was all too much for an
experimental Bruton side with Dauntsey’s running out impressive
winners. There were notable performances from Tom Cook,
Edward George, Charlie Murphy and Michael Crisp in what proved
to be a win that gave the team a real confidence boost ahead of
the next game.
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Sherwood, Ryan Ip, Toby Mallinson and Charles Evans saw the
team come back from trailing at the break to secure a superb 24-24
draw! There were some incredible defensive displays from Michael
Crisp and Noah Reay with the latter producing a magnificent trysaving tackle when the game was in the balance.
The team then played a midweek fixture against an unknown
Reading School side. The game should have been more
comfortable than the final score line suggests (29-15) and tries
from Toby Mallinson, who was also superb in defence, Ollie
Darlington and Lucas Alonso Gonzalez secured a victory which
meant we progressed into the latter stages of the regional
competition.
Between their next cup game, the team faced strong opponents
in Bishop Wordsworth’s School. The match was one-way traffic
as Bishops were far too strong in almost every department. A
mention must be made to Charlie Murphy who performed well
in defense, making a series of strong tackles, but ultimately the
better side won in a tough, physical encounter.
Excellent performances which ultimately ended in defeat, was to
be the story of the last couple of games as losses to Kingswood,
Lord Wandsworth College and Bryanston finished the regular
season for the boys. The match against Kingswood was fiercely
contested however and either side could have won the game.

Kai Matsumoto-Prouten controlled the game from fly half and
some wonderful tactical kicking from hand helped bring the team
back into the match. Alas the match ended with Dauntsey’s in the
ascendency and tries from Dan Wood and Toby Mallinson were
not quite enough to pull back the half time deficit. Charles Evans
was monumental in defence and carried solidly throughout.
The win against Reading School meant that a game against
St. Bede’s Catholic College were next up in the cup and again,
playing a relatively unknown school appeared to upset the side as
they struggled to really find their feet and string multiple phases
together. A stern half time team talk appeared to work as the boys
went on to dominate the match, scoring some lovely free-flowing
tries in the process. Running out eventual 43-5 winners meant
CDJT and his team were going to be playing into the Spring Term
and competing for a place in the National quarterfinals.
So came the big game against St.James School, in front of a big
crowd. It took the boys far too long to realise that they could
compete by which time they had conceded some sloppy tries.
The pace of the opposition backs mixed with some injuries meant
it was an uphill battle after twenty minutes. The boys did superbly
to fight back in the second half and got their just reward with
some well-worked tries of their own. Unfortunately, the team
came up short and the Cinderella story was cut sooner than
anticipated.
At the end of the season, colours were awarded to Charles Evans,
Ollie Darlington, Ed George, Toby Mallinson & Will Hyde.

CDJT & EG
Squad: Lucas Alonso Gonzalez, Tom Cook, Michael Crisp,
Olly Culley, Olly Darlington, Charles Evans, Ed George, Oakley
Gompels, Archie Hughes, William Hyde, Ryan Ip, Ollie Jones, Harry
MacMullen, Toby Mallinson, Kai Matsumoto-Prouten, Charlie
Murphy, Henry Parkes, Noah Reay, Ryan Shao, Angus Sherwood,
Jago West, Dan Wood.

U15B RUGBY
P9

W3

L6

D0

The U15B’s season got off to a tough start against a very strong
Churcher’s College side, this early in the season we struggled to
match their physicality, never making an impression upon the game.
Moving into our second and third fixtures of the season, we made
huge improvements and were unlucky to lose against KES Bath
with the score remaining 7-7 until late in the game when they
ran in a couple of late tries, the game finished 22-7 loss. There
were some superb performances in this game most notably from
Henry Caldwell who completed a vast number of tackles and from
Josh Sullivan who kicked well and forced the game to be played
within their 22. Our next game against KES Southampton was
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always going to be tricky coming off the back of two losses, and
against a very big and physical KS Southampton side we defended
exceptionally well in the first half frustrating the opposition,
however in the second half we gave away a few penalties in key
areas and ended up losing the match 39-5, a score line which
probably flattered KES Southampton.
Another loss followed against Clayesmore before our best
performance of the season against Prior Park. We went into the
Prior Park game having worked very hard in training on playing
a short and direct style of rugby and this was executed perfectly
in the game. We rucked exceptionally well winning numerous
turnovers and also providing us with quick ball when in attack.
George Burnett and Jonty Smith were absolutely superb tackling
and carrying hard at every opportunity; the game finished 44-21 a
well deserved first victory of the season.
Looking to build of this great performance our next game was
against Bishops Wordsworth, traditionally a big fixture and one
that everybody looks forward too. We started the game poorly
and conceded from the kick-off, however, we rallied and fought
well to claw our way back into the game, despite the fight that we
showed the game was eventually lost 22-19. Our next two games
resulted in two great wins, the first against Kingswood School who
could not cope with the pressure we piled on them early with
Toby Zino playing exceptionally well in this game. The second win

came against Brysanston in a close and scrappy game that was
played in awful conditions, however we fought well and ground
out a fantastic 15-14 win, for me the ability to close this game
out and get the win highlighted the progress that we had made
throughout the season.
For our final game of the season we played Lord Wandsworth
College, they were an exceptionally strong and well drilled side
and despite giving everything we eventually lost to the better side
36-6.
Through-out the season the team worked hard and always left
the pitch with heads held high, regardless of the end score.
Every player needs to be congratulated for their efforts throughout
the season.

TMS
Squad: Freddie Alexander, Josh Bayer, Thomas Boon, Iint
Ekwongviriya, Archie Hughes (C), Ted Jagger, Harry Joyce, Matthew
Logan, William Mead, Henry Parkes, Ryan Shao, Harry Sharp, Jonty
Smith, Louis Stevenson, Peter Tregoning, Leo Twentyman, George
Wright, Isac Yan, Toby Zino.
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With a large group of new boys entering the Third Form the season
ahead was full of potential. First up was King’s Bruton at home.
Without a training session and new pupils to factor in we came out
of the blocks flying. The team looked assured and with tries from
Freddie Riley and Wilbur Middleton the team started the season
with a win. The following week saw the team travel to Churcher’s
College. Boy’s showed some excellent work in defence and made the
opposition work hard for their scores. However, this was spoiled by
some creative attacking play which allowed Churcher’s to amass 35
points. There was some conciliation as Wilbur Middleton managed to
cross the line for a score to finish the game 35-5.
The next few fixtures proved to be as equally as tough with KES
Bath to start things off with a 37-5 loss. This was followed by a
devastating last play loss to Lavington School (17-15), a 36-0 loss to
KES Southampton and a vastly improved performance against a
good Clayesmore side that finished in a 22-12 loss. These three tough
results did not truly reflect the performances the team had put in.
Our next game really showed off the team’s potential. After losing
to Lavington School earlier in the season, the rematch was a hotly
contested one with Dauntsey’s coming out very much on top. After
the anguish of losing in the last play of the game last time, the boys
battled their way to a well deserved 22-0 victory. Unfortunately, this
momentum wasn’t carried into their fixture against Prior Park. The
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boys found themselves 33-0 down at half time with it all to do. With
some wise words of encouragement and a spirited ‘can do’ attitude
the boys won the second half 7-5. Regrettably, this was not enough
as Prior Park won the fixture 38-7.
Next up was Princethorpe College. In another hotly contested
battle the boys lost 8-0 having put in one of the performances of
the season. This fixture was followed by what was the result of the
season. This came in the form of a win against Bishop Wordsworth’s
School. The team found themselves 5-0 down fairly early on after
having to play uphill and into the wind. However, with some
increased focus and organisation the team took themselves to within
a score at half time. After a fantastic attacking display in the second
half, the boys came together to take the victory with Tim Hook
scoring in the last play to seal the 39-31 win.
Unfortunately, from here on the fixtures were similar to that earlier in
the season. With disappointing losses to Kingswood (36-0), Bryanston
College (24-5) and Lord Wandsworth College (17-0). However, with
more consistent performances next year this group will be able to
show what they are really made of and should be able to turn the
tide on their results for the better.

NCL
Squad: Sam Gardner, Freddie Butler, Jack Campbell, William
Clover, Oscar Hennessy Leach, Charlie Hodgson, Timothy Hook,
Archie Lang, Ben Maclean, Wilbur Middleton, Christopher Rafferty,
Will Ridge, Freddie Riley, Leo Ring, Tom Spencer, Ed Tabor, Caspar
Thurston-Smith, Monty Viant, Joe Wickenden, William Wrench,
Sam Waterworth.

U14B RUGBY
P8

W3

L5

D0

The Under 14B team started their season with a bang, playing
KES at home. Will Clover catching the ball from the kick off and
running in the first try with just seconds on the clock. This was
quickly followed by a Tim Hook ten-minute hat-trick and by half
time the game was won. The second half saw more tries from
Dauntsey’s, with the pick of the bunch going to Harry Philpott.
Final score 43-0. That would be the last that Will and Tim would
play for the B’s with both securing their places in the A’s.
Dauntsey’s were to host King Edward VI School for their next
fixture. In a complete role reversal, we conceded two tries in as
many minutes. It was very much one-way traffic in the first half
with Dauntsey’s finding it impossible to retain possession and put
any phases together. It was to be a much improved second half
with Caspar Thurston-Smith setting the standard with his work
rate in defence. Charlie Jewell was denied a try by millimetres and
Charlie Owen cruelly had a try ruled out. The damage had been
done in the first half and Dauntsey’s were to suffer their first heavy
defeat of the season.
Mid-week training had gone very well and the boys were full of
confidence travelling to Clayesmore. The Dauntsey’s forwards
dominated the game from start to finish, starving the opposition
of possession. There were tries from Chris Rafferty, Lucas Wetton,
and Dennis Zhang and two brilliant solo contributions from William
Gardener and Charlie Owen. The man of the match however,
was Charlie Jewel with one of the stand out performances of the
season. The game was won 54-0. We carried this momentum into
our final game before the mid-season break, beating Prior Park
58-10. It was an exemplar display of how to attack the spaces. With
noteworthy performances from Hugh Marshal, Will Gardener and
Bruno Ehlis Roger on his debut for the B’s.
Our fixture against Bishop Wordsworth’s was played as an 11-a-side.
It was to be a physical game with Bishop’s exploiting the additional
space on the field a little better than Dauntsey’s in the first half.
In the second half Dauntsey’s dominated possession but failed to
take advantage of their field position. A quick turnover, kick ahead
and good chase saw Bishop’s score against the run of play. There
was to be a late response with an excellent try for Fergus Cheung
but when in the dying seconds of the game Chris Rafferty’s try
was ruled to have been held up it was the clock that eventually
beat Dauntsey’s. Bryanston and Lord Wandsworth at home were
both to be very competitive final games of the season. Despite
leading at half time in both matches, Dauntsey’s were not quite
able to hold on and in both fixtures they ended up on the wrong
side of a very close score line.
Despite losing a few games that they perhaps should have won, it
has been a very enjoyable season. The boys spirits rarely dropped
and they should feel proud of the progress they made during the
term. I hope that they will continue to enjoy their rugby and I wish
them all the very best next season.

JLJ

Squad: Myles Anderson, Oliver Bagnall, Jorge Chamberlain (C),
Fergus Cheung, Thomas Connolly, Finn Del Mar, Oliver Durrant,
Bruno Ehlis Roger, William Gardner, Humphrey Hughes, Fraser
Hyslop, Charles Jewell, Felix Lailey, Archie Lang, Hugh Marshall,
Benjamin McLean, Benjamin Moon, Charles Owen, Harry Philpott,
James Pratt, Christopher Rafferty, Alexander Robinson, Caspar
Thurston-Smith, Aren Welton, Alfred Wetton, Dennis Zhang.

U13A RUGBY
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The 2018 season got off to a great start for the U13A’s with a 25-10
win away to Churcher’s College. Ollie Haywood, George Vincent
and Theo Malik got on the score sheet with Theo putting in a
MOTM performance. However, in the week that followed we
were unable to replicate our previous performance losing 25-5 to
King Edward’s Bath. The scoreboard was kept respectable by an
outstanding defensive performance from Jack Wharton who made
multiple try-saving tackles. Eager to bounce back from defeat the
boys had an epic encounter against Clayesmore Prep winning the
game 30-25. A game which demonstrated tremendous heart in
attack but room for improvement in defence.
The following fixture saw the boys rack up their highest points
tally of the season smashing West Hill Park Prep 55-5. In what was a
massively improved performance the team shared the spoils with
tries from George Vincent, Harry Butterworth, Olly Haywood, Jack
Wharton, Jamie Green and Charlie Butler. This game then set the
precedent for the next month as the boys went on a five-game
rampage averaging 44 points a game beating KES Southampton,
Sexey’s Bruton, Sandroyd Prep, Lavington School and Prior Park.
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The prolific winning streak saw dominant performances from
Monty Woodward and a try-scoring master class from George
Vincent and Ollie Haywood who scored five tries in the Sexey’s
Bruton match alone.
The final three matches of the season were the biggest test for
the U13A’s as they took on Kingswood School, Monkton Prep
and Lord Wandsworth College. Kingswood proved to be a much
larger and more physical side. Despite playing some of our best
rugby, a flurry of missed tackles left us with too much to do
losing the game 45-20. Thomas Morton put in a very mature
performance at fly half, controlling the game well whilst MOTM
went to Charlie Butler despite him scoring a try on the five-metre
line! On the boys’ first experience of gracing the 1st XV pitch,
Monkton Prep came out 30-25 winners in an 11 try epic. A poor
first half performance in terrible conditions left us with too much
to do in the second half. In our last match of the season we were
humbled by a very good Lord Wandsworth side handing us our
biggest defeat of the season. Despite finishing the year with a
loss, the boys demonstrated the same heart and determination
they showed through-out season. Overall, it was an incredibly
successful three months of rugby led by an inspired captain in
Theo Malik.

THB
Squad: Charlie Butler, Harry Butterworth, Samuel Coveney, Tom
Darby, Oby Gompels, Jamie Green, Ollie Haywood, Fred Hickman,
Theo Malik (C), Thomas Morton, Max Payne, Jonathon Sadler,
George Vincent, Jack Wharton, Mickey Wilkes, Monty Woodward.

U13B RUGBY
P8

W5

L3
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The U13B season started very quickly at the beginning of the
autumn term on rock hard pitches following the summer
heatwave. With a new group we looked under-prepared for the
opening away fixture against a strong Churcher’s College team
and suffered a 20-5 defeat. However, following this loss it became
clear that the 13B squad was packed full of talent and with a
number of training sessions under our belts the team soon started
to gel and play some cracking rugby. Our next fixture was at home
against KES Bath where we dominated in a 25-5 win with some
free flowing and committed rugby. KES Southampton followed
the next week with another 25-5 win and there was good reason
for optimism as our tackling and handling skills looked particularly
strong. Sandroyd Prep were our next opponents and were
thumped 55-15 in possibly our most complete performance of
the season. Prior Park were beaten 20-10 the following week in
a tighter and challenging match which set us up for one of the
historically tougher matches at Kingswood. Unfortunately we
struggled to match our opponents for size and were outsmarted
by a better opposition losing 30-20.
Monkton Prep were our penultimate opponents and were blown
away 50-5 on a very cold wet mid week Wednesday at home. Our
final match was against Lord Wandsworth who usually are a very
similar standard to most of our teams, but sadly their physicality
and superior tactics brought our heaviest defeat
of the season losing 50-5. This was a great shame
to end the season on a relative low following a
generally successful campaign.
More than 25 boys represented the 13B team
throughout the season and all made great strides.
There are too many to mention but special praise
should go to Tom Stevenson who led the team for
most of the term and J.J. Gordon who was brilliant
at full back. Many of the squad are future A team
contenders and it was especially pleasing to see
players such as Arka Maitra and David Kelsall
breaking into the team after half term through
sheer perseverance. Well done to every player
and thank you to all the parents who supported
us so well.

JRA
Squad: Benji Botterill, Ed Bourlet, Oliver Bury,
Theo Dodds, Tom Gates, JJ Gordon, Vasco
Hennessy Leach, David Kelsall, Jake Lewis, Angus
Lindsay, Ben Locking, Benji Marland, Tom Milton,
Arka Maitra, Joe McNally, Toby Mead, Chris Nellis,
Henry Prentice, Tom Stevenson, Jake Tilbury, Elliot
Wall, Edwin Wrench, Jack Zino.
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The U12A’s started their 2018 season at home against Churcher’s
College, securing a 10-0 win against good opposition.
Unfortunately, the team were unable to back this up against a
well-drilled KES Bath side the following week. Despite a try from
Kian Brightmore-Crook, the side lost 15-5.
We bounced back from our only defeat of the season with a
strong performance against Clayesmore, winning 60-10 just before
half term. On our return we faced a combined team from
Cricklade Manor and Hatherop Castle. Despite leading comfortably
in the first 10 minutes, our defensive errors and missed tackles
allowed our opponents back into the game. The team had to
dig deep to secure a 40-30 victory. We had plenty to sort out
defensively in training and following some hard work by the
players, it was pleasing to see the side concede only 20 points in
their next four games.
We secured victories over KES Southampton (20-0), Sexey’s Bruton
(25-5), Sandroyd Prep (20-0) and Lavington School (45-15). Sam
Hathaway scored two fantastic tries against KES Southampton
and Archie Reeve also scored a brace at Sandroyd. The team
travelled next to Prior Park College. We played well, but were not
able to breakdown a very spirited Prior defence. Despite having
most of the possession and territory in the second half, we were

unable to make it tell on the scoreboard with the game finished
5-5. We all very much felt it was an opportunity missed. The team
were determined to bounce back against Kingswood. We were
tenacious in defence and strong at the break down. Two tries
a piece from Kian Brightmore-Crook, Tom Campbell and Alfie
Shears helped the team secure a 30-10 win. This was backed up
by another very pleasing performance away at Monkton Prep.
Tries from Griff Law, Alfie Shears (2), Tom Campbell (2), Toby
Jones, Mathew Nocton, Scott Pickford and Connor Price secured
a 45-10 victory; a pleasing and clinical display in difficult weather
conditions.
By this stage in the season the team had started to gel and
were playing some fantastic rugby. We were hoping to finish
the season with a win away at Lord Wandsworth College. The
team dominated all aspects of the game in both attack and
defence, securing a 50-10 victory to round off an exceptional
season. The U12A’s finished the season having scored 355 points
and conceding 110. The side averaged an impressive 30 points a
game, showing attacking flair and creativity. The future looks very
bright for this group of boys and I hope they continue to push
themselves and enjoy their rugby as they move up the school.

WPJW
Squad: Kian Brightmore-Crook, Tom Campbell, Leo Duffill,
William Elwes, Marley Gordon, Sam Hathaway, Toby Jones, Griff
Law, Oliver Moon, Fin Morton, Matthew Nocton, Scott Pickford,
Connor Price, Archie Reeve, Alfie Shears.
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This year the under 12B team started with a fixture against
Churcher’s College. Having had one training session the first game
can always be a little tricky but nonetheless the boys showed spirit
and determination, unfortunately, we lost 30-25. Next up was the
visit of KES Bath who were particularly strong this year, we didn’t
show much structure and the more experienced KES ran out
winners with a score of 30-0. Over the coming training sessions,
we worked on structure and tried to keep training as simple as
possible to build some confidence, this payed off in our next
fixture against Cricklade Manor Prep. The game was end-to-end
with neither side defending particularly well. It was always going
to be a case that whichever team made the most of opportunities
would win; as luck would have it we would run out winners with
a fantastic score of 60-50 with a standout performance from
Alexander Hoskins.
With confidence high we approached KES Southampton
differently to the first three matches, we would start with a
flurry of tries, scoring three and Ben Weston staring in the first
half. The second half would be a completely different story, KES
approached this half with determination and physicality and
would go on and score five superb tries. We didn’t have an answer
and eventually lost 25-15. Next up were Sandroyd Prep, this has
always been a good match and one we enjoy. The game started at
a fast pace and our speed was a worry for Sandroyd, we scored an
impressive seven tries in the first half with Charlie Halder leading
the way. The second half things slowed down a little but we
would still go on and add another four tries while conceding two.
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It was a fantastic performance and one that would now send us
on an unbeaten run.
The away fixture against Prior Park would be anything but dull,
end to end action with good quality defending. The game ended
in a draw with Charlie Halder scoring a fantastic three tries. The
Kingswood game approached with us high on confidence and
it showed as we deservedly ran out winners. Adam Cutler in
particular was a standout in this game. We would go and win
comfortably scoring 50-15.
Another away fixture approached with us taking a much larger
squad as more and more pupils wanted to get involved with
Rugby. Our game against Monkton Prep would be a tale of two
halves. The first half we showed real quality scoring five tries but
in the second we had a lapse in concentration conceding four and
not scoring. It wasn’t a stellar performance but was another win.
Last up was a trip to Lords Wandsworth College, the weather
presented a challenge, with hard rain and strong wind it wasn’t
easy. This would be our last game of the season and the boys
wanted to end on a high. We would dominate possession and
this would be our most complete performance yet, we won
comfortably scoring 50 and conceding 10. It has been a pleasure
coaching the U12B’s this year and seeing the development
they’ve made. I wish them all the best for their future in Rugby
at Dauntsey’s

CGB
Squad: Adam Cutler, James Faulkner, Henry Gaylard, Guy
Griffiths, George Haw, Charles Halder, Zander Hedley, Noah
Hitchens, Alex Hoskins, William Hook, Archie Hunter, William
Jaggar, Monty Joyce, Theo Parkes, Albert Robinson, Joshua Taylor.
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Girls’ Hockey
FIRST XI GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 19

W 14

L3

D2

Dauntsey’s 1st XI had their most successful season for almost a
decade, winning or drawing 17 out of 20 games. With nearly half
of the places in the team filled by new players, we set off to Cardiff
Met University for a preseason tournament that was due to get us
into shape very fast!
Once back at School, our first fixture of the term was away against
Portsmouth Grammar School beating them 3-2, before our first
home game against a well drilled Sherborne Girls side. It was a
very strong team performance, showing our strength in depth as
we won 4-2. Our next game was against, Marlborough College,
who looked very strong in the warm up and continued this into
the game; however, we threatened them in all areas, testing their
structure, ending the game with a 2-2 draw.
For our next three games, we faced Clayesmore, St Mary’s Calne
and KES Bath, scoring eighteen goals and only conceding one.
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With confidence high we then travelled away to meet a strong
Bradfield team. Despite our best efforts, the unbeaten run was
broken. The next three teams we faced were Pangbourne,
Godolphin and Prior Park scoring another 20 goals. We travelled
away to Wells Cathedral School to play in the first round of the
England Hockey U18 Cup and it was a fantastic game of hockey with
both teams keen to progress in the competition. The game ended
in a 3-3 draw and it went to penalty strokes and after two rounds of
flicks, we were able to steady our nerves, and came out on top.
With confidence high, we then played with structure and
consistency beating Beechen Cliff School 3-1 before a tough
fixture against Wellington College at the weekend. With a large
home crowd, we were able to identify Wellington’s weaknesses
and played some amazing hockey. It was incredible victory,
winning 2-0 and this was the first time Dauntsey’s 1st XI Girls have
beaten Wellington College since 2012.
Our next two games, included our second round of the England
Hockey U18 Cup where we were up against Bryanston and Prior
Park, winning 2-1 and 3-0 respectively. As the end of season was
edging closer, we set off to Kingswood where, in cold conditions,
we faced a skillful and physical side. Despite being a goal down
with minutes to go we equalised, securing a well deserved draw.

Next, we played our final game at home versus KES Southampton
where we scored four excellent team goals and only conceded once.
Our penultimate game of the season was an England Hockey
U18 Cup game, away against King’s School Bruton. Facing some
England U18 internationals we put up a strong performance
and went into half time 1-0 down. We started confidently in
the second half, breaking down many of their playing patterns;
however, we unfortunately ended up being beaten a very
respectable 0-3. This game was a great indicator of how much we
had all improved both individually and collectively. Emotions were
running high, and for our final match we played Bristol Grammar
School. It was a thrilling end-to-end game with opportunities for
both teams; however, even with a goal in the last 2 minutes we
were unlucky to finish 2-4.
The team ethos in the 1st XI this year was very special and
something I had never experienced before. Each individual
member of our squad contributed to this unique atmosphere and
our success was down to the fact that when we faced tougher
opposition no one gave up, always wanting to do their best for the
team. We would like to thank JD for an incredible term of hockey.
We hope he has enjoyed it as much as we have and we all really
appreciate your constant hard work and dedication throughout
the season.

Alice Fanshawe
Squad: Polly Campbell, Alice Fanshawe (C), Jemima Frost,
Gemma Harvey, Louisa Hill, Sophia Hill, Maya House, Rosie
Jephson, Riya Patel, Georgia Pickford, Millie Reeve, Sophia Stratford,
Elena Swanton, Hermione Warburton-Hogben.

SECOND XI GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 16

W 11

L4

D1

The 2nd XI had a successful and enjoyable season which included
nine clean sheets, over fifty goals scored, and a win/draw
percentage of 75%. We were tremendously fortunate to have
had a goalkeeper of the calibre of Chloe Darlington, who was
particularly impressive in our 1-0 win against Bradfield, pulling
off a quadruple save at one point to protect our slender lead.
Our defensive players all contributed greatly this season, with
Ella Harris’ fitness and tenacity proving vital on many occasions.
Poppy Napier’s distribution was fantastic, and allowed us to attack
creatively, whilst Sophie Hollis’ communication and reading of the
game gave us a sound structure.
Phoebe Lishman showed a great eye for the tackle especially in
tight situations in the D, and Imogen Ayling’s ability to thread a
pass was second to none. Tiggy Lovering, in her third season in the
2nd XI used her experience to fill in at the back as well as playing
further forward, showing her versatility. Our record of eight clean
sheets in our first ten matches speaks for itself, with impressive 1-0

shut-outs recorded against Bradfield and KES Bath, as well as 2-0
victories over Sherborne, St Mary’s, Calne and KES, Southampton.
Over the course of the season the 2nd XI refused to allow
occasional defeats against very strong Marlborough, Wellington
College, Kingswood and Bristol Grammar sides get them down,
and put PGS, Clayesmore, Pangbourne and Beechen Cliff to the
sword 7-0, 8-0, 7-0 and 14-0 respectively.
All of our forwards made significant contributions to the goals this
season, with captain Lucy Hadlow, who led by example on and off
the pitch, top-scoring with fourteen, including three hat-tricks. Aggie
Williams followed closely in the goal-scoring stakes, finding the back
of the net twelve times including an important hat-trick in a closely
fought win against Godolphin. Ellie Adams was our third striker
to hit double figures this season, with several of her eleven goals
being the deciding factor in really tight games; her winner against
Bradfield was the pick of the bunch. Jessie Romer-Lee also had an
impressive term, with her pace and guile running down the left
wing creating numerous excellent chances; her five goals included
one from a tight angle in a pleasing 3-1 win against Prior Park.
Our organised defence was linked to our creative attacking force
by our energetic and dynamic midfielders. Eleanor Barker was
at the centre of many of our attacks; when she played well, we
played well, which fortunately was most of the time this season!
Holly Gaiger worked wonders at right midfield, making many
crucial tackles in defence but also contributing with six goals at
the other end of the pitch. Most of our opponents found Hannah
Smith’s determined and feisty approach far too much to handle,
and Bijou Angus and Amelia Place both demonstrated great stick
skills and composure in helping us to build defence into attack.
Many thanks to all the players for being such a pleasure to coach,
to all the players’ friends and family who supported us, and to all
of my colleagues who also supported, including helping out with
the umpiring. This was a thoroughly enjoyable season with an
excellent group of girls.

MDK
Squad: Ellie Adams, Bijou Angus, Imogen Ayling, Eleanor Barker,
Chloe Darlington, Holly Gaiger, Lucy Hadlow, Ella Harris, Sophie
Hollis, Phoebe Lishman, Tiggy Lovering, Poppy Napier, Amelia
Place, Jessie Romer-Lee, Hannah Smith, Agnes Williams.
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on the wings and Martha Holden who saved a crucial 1:1, to
maintain the draw.
By mid-November we felt like the season was going very well. We
stood up to a strong Stonar side to come away with a 3-1 win, with
recognition from JMW going to Sasha Henley. Unfortunately, the
3rd XI lost the next match against Kingswood by just 1 goal.
Our penultimate match was against KES Southampton. We played
with tenacity throughout, displaying a significant difference in skill
level, particularly seen in India Eastlake who was instrumental in
taking the ball forwards. Bea Williams set off the trend of scoring
goals with Chinda Smith also taking a couple of outstanding
opportunities. The game finished with an impressive 6-0 scoreline.

THIRD XI GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 15

W8

L4

D3

The 3rd XI have had an outstanding season: winning 8, drawing
three and losing only four matches. This season we have managed
to score 40 goals and only concede 15.
The season had a strong start with a 4-0 win against Portsmouth
Grammar School. The Dauntsey’s side played well with many
students having played together last season, the senior pros
helped the new players to find their place. Chinda Smith, Bea
Williams, Jess Nicol and Ellie Adams were all on the scoresheet.
We followed this up with an excellent 2-2 draw against Sherborne
before suffering our first defeat of the season, to Marlborough
College. Despite our strong defence of Freya Chapman, Mabel
Garton-Jones, Sasha Henley and Pippy Abel, the opposition were
too strong.
This game set up several further challenging games resulting in a
draw against KES Bath and a loss to Bradfield College, where the
team fought hard to only allow one goal to be conceded. Martha
Holden was outstanding for us all season and this game was one
of her best displays. Following this, in some very cold conditions
the 3rd XI came away with a well-deserved 2-1 win against a strong
King’s Bruton side.
This gave the girls confidence and contributed to three
consecutive clean sweeps against Pangbourne, Prior Park and
Clayesmore. Annie Hourahane, Freya Chapman and Sasha Henley
all played well in this block of matches and it was great to see
goals from Catriona Edington and Hannah Walker.
The next match was one in which we wanted to be at our best
for, as Wellington is renowned for winning against our Dauntsey’s
teams and we thought that it was time for a change. The 3rd XI
pushed through some awful weather to come away with a superb
2-2 draw. Everyone worked at 100% for this match and it is safe to
say that the whole team were delighted. Special mention should
go to Hannah Barnes and Solène Thomas who remained strong
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Our last match ended in a 2-0 defeat. The weather was horrendous
and all of our committed supporters joined us in the dugout!
Not even the weather could dampen the feeling of what a great
season we have had. Bristol Grammar School pushed us to our
limits and despite several very good opportunities we couldn’t
manage to match them. Special mention must go to Maddie
George who had a great game.
It has been a great season, with all the Upper Sixth members sad
to leave it behind. We’d like to take the opportunity to thank JMW
for being a great coach and supporting us through thick and thin;
and also, India Eastlake for captaining the team. A final thanks to
our superbly supportive parents, who no matter the distance or
the weather stood on the side-line showing their full support.
Here’s to a great season in Autumn 2019!

JMW
Squad: Pippy Abel, Hannah Barnes, Freya Chapman, India
Eastlake (C) Catriona Edington, Mabel Garton-Jones, Sasha Henley,
Martha Holden, Annie Hourahane, A J Luxton, Jess Nicol, Chinda
Smith, Solene Thomas, Hannah Walker, Bea Williams.

FOURTH XI GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 11

W7

L2

D2

An undefeated season, almost. But for two small slip ups against
Wellington and Bristol Grammar School the 4th XI reigned supreme
this season. The girls played with real guts and determination
and what their hockey lacked in style and finesse, they more
than compensated for in grit and determination. The girls’ secret
ingredient? Smacking the ball at the goal with all their might. Not
only was this simple strategy cathartic, enabling the girls to rid
themselves of the stresses generated by mounting coursework
and looming essay deadlines but, more importantly, we accrued
one goal after another.
Our guerrilla warfare on the pitch meant that no team could rest
on their laurels, a lesson that Marlborough learnt all too late, losing

in the final minute of the game. This outlandish victory defined the
style of play that shaped the whole season; the girls never stopped
until the final whistle blew. It didn’t matter which opposition they
encountered, they played with conviction and determination on
every occasion.
However, our enviable score card for the season would not look
quite so aesthetically pleasing were if not for the impenetrable
fortress that formed our defensive line up. Kat Long and Frankie
Whinnett, in particular, were so consistent in defence that even
the most adept and skilful attackers were left deflated, not to
mention demoralised. If the attack were, by some miracle, able
to outmanoeuvre our backs, they were still presented with the
formidable figure of Violet Hopper. Violet clearly felt it was more
important to preserve a pristine score card than her physical
integrity and her commitment was reflected in her often eyewatering skids and body slams across the goal line.
It was the 4ths most successful season in memory but statistics
aside, what truly made the team memorable was the dedication
and commitment to the cause.

AEL
Squad: Imogen Arnold, Caitlin Clark, Freya Collington, Florence
Evenden, Ava Hall, Violet Hopper, Katherine Long , Bronte Lorimer,
Lily Mallinson, Lucy Mayne, Hermione Owen, Alice Robinson, Freya
Wharton, Hannah Weeden, Molly Weeden, Frankie Whinnett,
Margot Wilkinson.

FIFTH XI GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P5

W4

L1

D0

The 5th XI is a group of very enthusiastic girls who enjoy playing
hockey and are competitive in the matches they play. They work
hard and are keen to improve and progress.
In the first half of term they played two matches. The first was
against Marlborough College in the second week. It was a great
first match and fantastic for me to see. New to Dauntsey’s myself,
I was still getting to know their playing styles. Marlborough were
tough but we took the chances and having gone down 1-0 we
came back strongly to 1-1 with a goal from Merlo Jewell and in the
second half another great goal from Madeline Reay. The win of 2-1
was a great first match for the team.
The second match was against Dauntsey’s 4th XI. This was a closely
contested match and the 5th XI only narrowly lost 0-1. A good,
solid team performance. So much so that a few players left the 5th
XI and were moved up to the 4th XI. This did not deter the rest of
the team.
After half term the team had three matches within two weeks.
Firstly away against Clayesmore 5th XI. This was a very comfortable
victory for the team, scoring six great goals. More could have been
scored but finishing was the issue.
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The next match was against Warminster School U15A team. It
was a tight match and sadly a goal went in at the end of the first
quarter, and despite a massive effort we did not manage to score
in their goal. The final match was a re-match against Marlborough
at home. We dominated throughout and managed to put away
three strong goals.
The team have been enthusiastic all season and I have thoroughly
enjoyed working with them.

GIB
Squad: Lexi Aspey, Caitlin Clark, Flo Evenden, Ava Hall, Katherine
M-Yates, Fia Enislidis, Madeleine Reay, Merlo Jewell, Lily Mallinson,
Arabella Mansfield, Ellouise Muller, Margot Wilkinson, Sonya
Afanasyeva , Tegan Yates, Annelies Nicholson, Emily Bagnall, Emma
Kellar, Hannah Scheuermann, Emma Stoerk, Natalie Wu.

U15A GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 14

W8

L1

D5

The U15A team performed well this season despite coming up
against some strong opposition. The girls were determined to put
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a fairly disappointing U14A season behind them and prove what
talent lay within the team. From the outset, the girls trained hard
and fought for their places within the squad. The improvement is
evident with each and every player as a result of focus and hard
work both on and off the pitch.
Sophia Hill grew from strength to strength and captained the side
very well, leading from example and keeping a positive frame of
mind even when faced with tough opposition.
A fantastic start to the season against Sherborne saw a 6-0 win,
with Maya House starting as she went on to perform throughout
the season, with a hat-trick. Maya went on to score an impressive
twenty-three goals and was by far our most successful goal scorer.
Our great start was short lived, with a 0-8 defeat against
Marlborough College, although the half time score was only 0-2.
This proved our fitness and skills needed addressing, and as a
result our training sessions were spent with this in mind, focussing
on higher intensity skill based hockey and the dreaded fitness
sessions. It wasn’t long until the girls tasted success from their hard
work with a 5-1 win over Prior Park College (Maya scoring four of
the five!).
As the season progressed I continued to be impressed with the
mature manner that the girls approached both training and
matches, always confident enough to ask for help in areas they
thought they needed work on. The tough matches against
Wellington, Bradfield College and Bristol Grammar School saw us
get defeated but the girls worked tirelessly throughout to get two
goals against both Bradfield and Wellington, something they can

all be proud of. The defensive unit worked cohesively throughout
the season, especially in the tougher matches, alongside the
midfield working much more effectively in the press.
The team were impressive against Godolphin in a dark and
gloomy evening game, winning 5-0, which saw some new faces
on the score sheet. This filled the girls with confidence and they
went on to win the next two matches against Bryanston and KES
VI Southampton with some consistent attacking play from Ella
Harris, Hannah Smith and Sophia Hill standing out as they won
possession and linked play well between the midfielders and the
forward line.
All the players’ hard work and enthusiasm throughout the season
has enabled them all to advance as players and sets them up well
as they step up into the senior teams. I hope they all enjoyed the
season as much as I did and hope they continue to play hockey in
the years to come.

LPM
Squad: Pippy Abel, Bijou Angus, Imogen Ayling, Sasha Broadhead,
Holly Gaiger, Ella Harris, Sophia Hill, Maya House, Phoebe Lishman,
Annabel-Jane Luxton, Lucy Mayne, Rachel Millar, Bea Williams,
Hannah Weeden.

U15B GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 13

W8

L5

D0

A very good season for the U15B’s. The girls should be
commended on their brilliant attitude and the way the conducted
themselves both on and off the pitch. They always worked hard
and as a result had some outstanding results. With 32 goals
scored by 9 players they always worked as a team and improved
remarkably across the season.
A particular mention goes to our captain Lily Cooper, her fitness
was outstanding and she moved seamlessly between the defence
and midfield always working hard and supporting her team. Our
top goal scorer of the season was Lara who scored 10 goals. She
was closely followed by our other forwards Isabella and Freya both
claiming 8 goals each. They rotated impeccably and worked in
pairs moving up the pitch and developed their decision making
and positioning. The midfield were extremely hard working and
Amelia Hall deserves a special mention here. I was extremely
impressed by her improvement from match to match. She grew
stronger on the ball and became more and more confident in
her ability. She was able to take on players and set up a lot of the
play for the forwards. Alvita had grit and determination which was
exactly what we needed this season, to force the play and the girls
to ‘up’ their game.
Lily W and Honey worked well as attacking midfielders. Always
working on and off the ball with lots of purpose and drive.

Annabelle P had brilliant stick skills and was able to eliminate
defenders. This combined with her speed made her an invaluable
player. Anna was able to bridge the void between the midfielders
and the defence, she is a versatile player who worked well in both
positions. Annabelle D was a star player for us in goal with four
clean sheets. Indeed there were many matches that she kept us in
the game. She was exceptionally well supported by the defenders
Charlie, Millie and Molly. Charlie is a strong player able to attack
when necessary taking command of the defence. Millie was strong
on the ball and able to force play to the wings and successfully
shield the goal. Molly was a solid sweeper for the team. When
attackers made breaks in play, she held her ground and with solid
hits was able to protect the goal on multiple occasions.
We started off the season slowly but a big win against Clayesmore
really spurred on the team. We then had a winning streak of
6 matches which included some tough components such as
Bradfield College and King’s School Bruton. After the cancelled
game against Wellington and the half term break the girls lost
some steam and unfortunately lost to Bryanston before returning
to form against KES Southampton and finished the season well
with a good performance against Bristol Grammar.
I feel very lucky to have coached this squad this season. All the girls
should be extremely proud of themselves for their improvement
on the pitch. They were always a joy in matches, all working hard
with a smile on their face. A thoroughly enjoyable season, well
done girls.

CLH
Squad: Alvita Busari, Lara Candy, Molly Cazaly, Lily Cooper, Millie
Dexter, Annabelle Dornan, Amelia Hall, Isabella Kinder, Honey
Lindsay, Charlie Miller, Serena O’Brien, Annabelle Price, Freya
Punton, Anna Scott, Lily Watherston.
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U15C GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P6

W1

L4

D1

The U15C team has been an absolute pleasure to coach this
term. GIB and I have been extremely impressed with the girls’
willingness to learn in training sessions and their ability to transfer
their newly learnt skill into their matches. The team noticeably
improved over the term and this has been evident in their
performances. The girls started the season with a match against
Sherborne away from home and whilst they lost 3-0, there were
some excellent performances from Nia and Ellie.
Our second match was against a very competent Marlborough
College side. With 22 players keen to play, the bench was
loaded with girls raring to go. Despite a 5-1 loss, the girls worked
extremely hard and were keen to get back to training to improve
their skills. Sian 'The Wizard', Issy Kinder and Sophie deserve a very
special mention for their efforts.
Despite a 4.45pm push-back on a rather rainy Saturday afternoon,
the girls were ‘pumped’ about their next match vs. Bradfield College
which was on home turf. We had spent the last week working on
our transferring out of defence and this proved vital in the game.
With a supportive side-line of raring substitutes, the game started
with energy and we were soon racing the ball up the wing. Flora,
Katie and Charlotte were super in attack, creating flowing patterns
of play and it wasn’t long before Lucy slotted the ball into the
bottom left corner. Our crowd, of course, went wild. At half time,
we reflected on the importance of keeping the ball to maintain the
win and for a long time this was in motion, however an outstanding
break by Bradfield led to a goal. The girls did not let the score line
effect their enthusiasm and they worked until the final whistle. A
well-deserved draw from the mighty Cs. Anna was super in defence
and was rightfully awarded the ‘player of the match’.
Our next match vs. Pangbourne College was unfortunately
cancelled, however we continued to train with a fun approach,
nicely building on our skills ready for the next encounter. Our first
match back after half term was a potentially tough game against
Wellington College ‘D’ team. Whilst we were a little slow to start
and were trailing 1-0 within the first few minutes of the game, we
quickly got our act together and with some super right wing work
from Sofia, we were creating chance after chance and it wasn’t soon
before we got one back in the net to equalise thanks to Lucy. The
goals kept coming and thankfully from our players - with another
brace for Lucy giving her a hat trick. The girls were victorious!
Then came the pizza party, music and fitness training, of course.
We then played two Thursday fixtures and our first one was
against a tough St Mary’s Calne B team – it was just the match we
needed to continue to raise our game and the standard of our
play. We lost 4-1 however certainly lots to be positive about – a
killer goal from Sofia and some excellent transferring of the ball
from Katie and Jemima. Our second midweek game was against
SWGS and I have to say it was some of the best hockey that we
have played; they did however have some cracking players that
would have made our ‘A’ team and on this occasion were a little
too strong and we lost 2-0. The team remained super enthusiastic
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and despite the score, the team chant of ‘what team’ lead by Anna
Stevens kept the girls firmly in the game and the bench jackets
supplied by TS certainly helped us.
The statistics above do not reflect what a great season it has
been for the U15Cs. They have laughed, cheered, supported one
another and I am extremely proud of the improvements that each
and every individual player has made.

KAB & GIB
Squad: Abi Anderson, Grace Askham-Day, Charlotte Crawley,
Flora Darby, Sian Drew, Ellie Fredericks, Sophie Flann, Nia Gwynne
Davies, Jemima Illingworth, Issy Kinder, Grace Kemsley, Ria Landon,
Jamuna Macro, Katie Newton, Georgia Place, Sofia Rubinchik, Lucy
Sadler, Anna Stevens, Olivia Stone, Molly Taylor.

U14A GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 12

W8

L4

D0

What an incredible season it has been for the U14A team. The
season opened with the County Cup Competition held at
Marlborough College. Having only had one training session, not
to mention transitioning to an eleven-a-side pitch and with the
new addition of 3rd Formers, the team were eagerly awaiting their
challenge. We narrowly lost 1-0 to St Mary’s, Calne, although there
was lots of promise within this match. We then went on to win 2-0
against Godolphin with goals from Mima and Eliza and our final
game we lost 3-0 against Marlborough College. The team worked
very hard and learnt a great deal from the competition, which they
certainly took into their next match vs. Sherborne Girls. We were
a little slow to start as a team, which unfortunately left us trailing
by two goals to nil in the first half, however a stunning second half
performance and an early goal from Mima got us very much back
into the game. Whilst we were unable to draw the match, we had
plenty of opportunities in the D, which was encouraging. Both
Chiara and Megan displayed excellent performances.
With a training session under our belts and some valuable short
corner practice, we were back to Marlborough College again
and what a performance we displayed. It was evident in just a
week how far the team had come in terms of our structure and
understanding of the game. A 2-0 defeat against a very capable
side was certainly nothing to be deflated by – Sophia was
outstanding in goal as was Poppy in defence. Our next game
before the exeat was at home vs. Clayesmore and despite the
wind and rain, the girls did not let a little bit of weather get in
their way and within 40 seconds, Eliza was on the scoresheet. The
game very much flowed in our favour with a brace from Liv Smail
and one from Talia Eastlake to seal the win 4-0. Following a welldeserved exeat, the girls enjoyed another home match vs. a tough
Bradfield College side. We fought hard through the entirety of the
match with some excellent defending, transferring of the ball and
were bitterly unlucky to finish 1-0.

Later we enjoyed a 2-0 win against Pangbourne College. Our
match against Pangbourne deserves a special mention given
our lengthy bus journey and minimal warm-up time. We kept
ourselves in the first half with copious running and defending and
then in the second half, we came alive and the game saw a brace
of goals from Mima. It was this match that you could see just how
far the team had come in the last few weeks. Two matches before
half term against Godolphin and Prior Park and we continued our
winning ways with a 6-0 flurry against Godolphin.
The second half of the season was always going to be a testing
one for the girls with a tougher fixture card on offer, however we
did fantastically well and rose to every occasion. We began the first
week with a Wednesday fixture against Lords Wandsworth and
despite being a little rusty we earnt a well deserved 2-2 draw. This
prepared us nicely for our tough encounter against Wellington
College. A 5-0 defeat certainly wasn’t reflective of the team’s
efforts, however the opposition were far too strong for us on this
occasion but we put out a second half of which to be proud. We
totally dominated in our next game against Bryanston winning 4-0
away from home. Mima was on fire scoring all four of the team’s
goals, however it was a collective effort from all.
We were then off to Taunton for the Regional Competition; it is
safe to say that I do not think any of the team along with TS and
I have ever been so wet in our entire lives. It rained solidly for the
entire day, however we did not let this ‘dampen’ our spirits and we
played outstanding from start to finish. We secured three wins and
one draw in our pool to finish top to which we then faced a tough
Exeter side in the quarterfinals, which we clinched 1-0 in the final
minutes. A tough semi-final where we lost a little steam, resulted
in a stalemate of goals leading to penalty flicks. A tough way to go
out but an incredible achievement from all.

We could have certainly finished our term on a real high there
but the girls wanted even more and that is what we did in our
penultimate fixture against KES Southampton winning 6-0 – the
pace was excellent and the transferring of the ball was certainly
something to watch. Melinda was excellent for the team, along
with those who scored (Eliza x1, Olivia x2, Phe Phe x1, Chiara x1,
Talia x1). One more match to go against BGS and it was nice to be
at home, albeit playing in some rainy conditions. We were without
Mina, Phe Phe and Bella so called in Alex and Mollie who both
knew the ‘mechanics’ of the team. We had a super first half totally
dominating, however I was beginning to wonder if we were going
to be unlucky in scoring as we had countless shots on goal. Finally,
with some patience and ‘magic’, Mima and Eliza both found the
net. A slightly rocky second half saw us concede however, some
stunning defending and superb saves from Sophia allowed us to
finish the season victorious.
The team have been truly outstanding from start to finish and
I have greatly enjoyed coaching them throughout. Individually
they have all progressed their hockey skills and their general
understanding of game and collectively they understand the
meaning of hard work, teamwork and perseverance as well as
having fun. I would like to congratulate the team on their excellent
season and wish them the best as they progress up the school. I
shall miss coaching them.

KAB
Squad: Megan Anderson, Mina Angus, Chiara Boote, Talia
Eastlake, Poppy Harris, Eliza Hill, Lottie Litherland, Mima Naumann,
Bella Owen, Sophia Parrott, Phe Phe Pye, Olivia Smail, Melinda Yona.
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U14B GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 12

W5

L3

D4

Right from the outset it was very apparent that the U14B team
was going to be a great group to work with, such was their
positive energy and camaraderie in training. Their ever-improving
performances were driven by their highly capable team captain,
Helen Bourne whose ability to read the game and willingness to
apply maximum effort and focus was an example to all.
The initial match of the season saw the team travel to Sherborne
where this new team’s potential was very much in evidence:
Georgia Facer was strong and athletic taking advantage of the
increased pitch space and Rosie Burn demonstrated her nose
for goals, slotting in two for the team. A 2-2 draw was a fair
reflection of the game. Our next game, against local adversaries,
Marlborough College, was always going to be a challenge. This
was a defenders’ game with Ellie Evans, Rosie Basnett, and Phoebe
Salisbury working tirelessly as they dealt with wave after wave of
Marlborough attacks. Phoebe Parry put in some amazing saves
but the opposition’s power and accuracy in front of goal was too
great and by the end of game they had put four goals past us.
The team bounced back with a ‘goal fest’ against Clayesmore
– everything clicked with some excellent pass and go from the
midfielders Lucy Parrott and Alice Barnes-Taylor as they set up a
number of attacks. The final score was 8-0 with Sydney Evenden
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scoring a superb hattrick. Our fixture against Bradfield College
always seems to prove tricky for the U14B’s and, this year was
no different. Despite some tireless runs from Flo Ward up front
and some excellent defensive play from Izzy Lane, the team just
could not get going and we lost two nil. Unseasonably warm
weather and a delayed start to our game against St Mary’s did
not put the girls off their game. In this evenly matched game,
Phoebe Salisbury was a key player as she consistently
successfully redistributed the ball out of defence to set up yet
another the attack. Despite winning a number of short corners,
we could not convert them into goals and the game concluded
as a nil all draw.
Sami Mutavayi’s addition to the U14B, mid-way through the
season, added an extra dimension to our play with her ability to
take on defenders. She was instrumental in our three-nil victory
over Pangbourne College and, indeed, added her name to the
score sheet. Prior Park were no match for our well drilled team and
we gave them a torrid time as surged forward time, time again. A
5-0 win could easily have been doubled. Lord Wandsworth were
flattered by the 1-1 score line: it was a frustrating game as, despite
the majority of play, we could not get the ball over the goal line.
The team put in an immense performance against Wellington
College, soaking up their offensive play to great effect. Phoebe
Parry, our goalkeeper, was kept very busy and it is a testament to
her and the rest of the defenders that a clean sheet was kept, and
a draw achieved against this strong opposition.
Encouraged by this performance, the U14Bs expected more than
a 3-1 loss against Bryanston: we just did not get the ‘rub of the
green’ and the score line did not reflect how well the team played.

We ended the season a high with two excellent wins against KES
Southampton and Bristol Grammar School. A team which began
with such potential ended the season having realised it.

her tackling was awesome and she got us out of trouble on a few
occasions. Her passing was strong and penetrated their line of
players on our team’s hit outs.

A great bunch of girls to work with!

Our next match v St Mary’s Calne was the best match of the
season so far. It was evenly matched but we went down by two
goals in the first half. At half time we talked about heads up and
believing it was possible to score. They did score two great goals
and it was like the GB squad winning the gold at the Olympics! I
was very happy for them as they deserved it so much. Goals were
scored by Rosie Sisum and Poppy Mackinnon. St Mary’s popped in
a further goal so we lost 2-3 but it was a fantastic team match.

KSC
Squad: Phoebe Parry, Helen Bourne, Phoebe Salisbury, Izzy Lane,
Rosie Burn, Poppy Mackinnon, Alice Barnes-Taylor, Georgia Facer,
Eleanor Walker, Ellie Evans, Sydney Evenden, Sami Mutavayi, Rosie
Basnett, Scout Johnstone, Flo Ward, Lucy Parrott.

U14C GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P7

W0

L6

D1

Our last few matches were against Wellington College, Bryanston
and Royal High School. We did not win these but the girls
continued to play as a team and work so hard. It was a tough
season in terms of teams played but overall the girls kept their
heads up and never let themselves down.
Well done to the whole squad.

CLH
The U14C squad are a wonderful group of girls who arrive every
week to sessions to work hard, try and learn new skills and tactics
and also like to have fun. In this year the prospect of playing 11 a
side can be quite daunting.
Our first game was away at Sherborne. New to Dauntsey’s myself
I was busy learning names and also working out where best to
place the girls on the pitch. In the first half the girls set off at a
great pace and showed so much potential. The shape was good
and players were holding their positions well and were able to
make effective passes. The ball moved into the attacking end on
so many occasions but we were very unlucky not to score. The
second half was more difficult as we had two minor injuries so
left us with no substitutes. Sherborne had eight subs and just had
fresh legs on the pitch at the end. A narrow loss of 0-3 but I was
so pleased with our first match. Phoebe Parry played well in goal
and Ellie Evans was the star defender on the pitch. Sadly for us Ellie
moved up to the B team after this match.

Squad: Olivia Allinson-James, Katinka Beckett, Lexi Burge,
Kristyna Collins, Lydia Holmes, Emily Large, Poppy Le Quesne,
Mabel Lok, Florence Mansfield, Tammy Masaya, Suzannah
Mackintosh, Georgina Moverley, Jess Muller, Nicole Ogunlaja,
Rosie Sisum, Eleanor Walker, Tamsin Whitelegge, Juliet Willman,
Isabel Woods.

Our second match was v Marlborough at home. This was so tough
and our team struggled to enter the attacking area. However in
defence we battled on and the communication between the
defenders grew and the tackling and distributing improved. We
lost 0-8 but the team still came off the pitch in a positive mode
which is so important. Despite the score they all played as a team.
We travelled to Bradfield College on a Saturday for a 4.45pm
start for the next match. This is a tough time to start but the
girls were in good spirit having sung a few songs on the coach.
This match was much more even as the ball travelled all over
the pitch. We needed to be a little more composed and stay in
positions. When we lost the ball in attack there were too many
midfield and our defence was too far up the pitch. This allowed
Bradfield the chance to score with very little defence against them,
and they took all these chances. Again we were unlucky not to
score ourselves. Olivia Allinson-James, Suzannah Mackintosh and
Tamsin Whitelegge worked incredibly hard but the outstanding
player voted by the opposition was Tammy Masaya. In defence
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also appeared on the score card twice with a couple of aggressive
slap hits while Arabella Caldwell neatly finished a rebound off the
keeper’s pads.
Unfortunately, the U13’s winning streak had to come to an end and
it did so at the hands of a well-structured Kingswood who went
away with an 8-0 win. The girls had to concede that as a team they
lost structure and were slow to respond when put under pressure.
Thankfully, they learnt from their experience and key players
started to rise to the challenge and control the play on the pitch. In
particular Ruby Morton and Sophie Kibble scored 8 goals between
them in the following three matches due to a higher intensity and
quicker movement into space. Alex Lascelles and Georgina Ethelston
also played a key roll with strong leading runs down the right-hand
side before clinically crossing the ball into the circle. Attacking
support was also provided by our backs (Martha Nicholson, Louise
Wood and Harriet Puddy-Jones) who were always ready to switch
the direction of play.
The season concluded with a well fought match against Bristol
Grammar. With end to end play and good defending and saves
from both keepers, the score ended with a 1-1 Draw.

U13A GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 13

W5

L5

It has been a pleasure to watch the team progress and with great
potential within the group I look forward to seeing them all progress
up the school teams.

D3

SJR
Squad: Mollie Ball, Arabella Caldwell, Georgina Ethleston, Matilda

Having only had one training session, the girls were thrown in at
the deep end with a tournament at Prior Park. They played a total
of three matches but unfortunately with the cobwebs still present,
and one team not even showing up, the girls were unable to make
the smooth passes that they grew to exhibit later in the season and
were only able to score one goal: courtesy of Alex Lascelles.

Frost, Charlotte Grant, Emma Jephson, Sophie Kibble, Izzy Lane,
Alex Lascelles, Ruby Morton, Martha Nicholson, Hariette PuddyJones, Louise Wood.

Their second match also proved a peculiar challenge as the team
was split with half our normal team playing for the opposition.
Mollie Ball and Harriet Puddy-Jones had at fantastic match for
Devizes while both Matilda Frost and Emma Jephson fought hard to
try contain the never-ending pacey attacks from our own players.
The match ended with a 4-1 loss – yet all bar one goal was scored
by a Dauntsey’s player.

U13B GIRLS’ HOCKEY

With Monkton Prep as our next opponents, the girls came out
with a fighting spirit and determined focus. Both Louise Wood and
Matilda provided a solid defensive pairing which linked up fluidly
with Mollie Ball in the centre. Ruby Morton and Emma Jephson
played up front, both of whom scored in this match resulting in a
2-0 win.
With further work on driving the ball down the line and quick
passing, the girls were able to score a further 9 goals across three
matches by five different players. Two of which were executed
superbly by Charlotte Grant with strong positioning and a tenacious
attitude. With spirits high after their 6-0 win over Warminster and
the introduction of pace via Sophie Kibble, the girls went on to win
with a convincing 8-1 win over St Mary’s, Calne. Special mention
has to go to Mollie Ball who dominated the middle of the pitch
and scored three open field goals and a short corner. Alex Lascelles
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Although losing 6-1 to KES Bath in our first match of the season
may sound demoralising, it proved to be a pleasing opportunity
to discover just how resilient the U13B team could be. A win
came soon enough in the first home match of the season against
Warminster. The girls won the match 2-0 with one goal each from
Charlotte Webb and Jemima Groves, with Hannah Beaumont and
Louise Wood awarded players of the match. Perhaps the most
incredible save of the season was also made in this match, with
Madeleine Curry managing to stop a ball mid-air with the end of
her stick!
In their next home match against St Mary’s Calne, the girls were
once again able to impress. Despite being drenched by the rain,
the team played well with Charlotte Grant scoring the first goal
within the first 15 minutes. For the next two quarters, the game
was well balanced; however, with only ten minutes to go until
the end, the girls showed off extraordinary team spirit. Charlotte

Grant managed to score an additional three goals, with two assists
from Beatrix Fooks and one from Georgina Ethelston. This time,
Charlotte Webb and Katie Woodhead were voted players of the
match.
A tough away fixture against an extremely strong Kingswood side
followed, which served to particularly highlight the strengths of
our defensive players. Madeleine Curry, Emelia Taylor, Naia Searight
and Arabella Castle were all invaluable in blocking the opposition
as much as possible, helping to keep the score-line low at just 2-0.
With Sherborne Girls scheduled as our next opponents, and
predicted to be even stronger than Kingswood, the U13Bs were
spurred on to train even harder. A tradition of practising shortcorners on match days began, and this worked in the girls’ favour.
A comfortable win of 3-0 was secured by Jemima Groves, who
scored two goals, and Charlotte Webb, who scored the final goal.
Once again, the U13Bs showed excellent team-work, with the
three assists coming from Charlotte Grant, Hannah Beaumont and
Beatrix Fooks.
Our next match was against KES VI Southampton, who proved
to be a highly organised and difficult opponent. By half time,
Dauntsey’s was 4-0 down, leading to one of Emelia’s famous
motivational pep talks. The girls were ready to fight back and
within the first ten minutes of the second half, Charlotte Grant and
Annabel Neve managed to narrow the gap to 4-2. The midfield
in particular played incredibly, with Charlotte Webb, Charlotte

Alexander and Hannah Beaumont all working tirelessly up and
down the entire pitch. As with every game, Madeleine Curry was
phenomenal stopping a number of almost sure attempts!
In one of the final games of the season against Prior Park, Martha
Nicholson showed off her ability to send powerful drives up the
pitch, one of which reached Hannah Beaumont, who managed to
out-skill her opponent to score the first goal. The score-line stayed
0-1 to Dauntsey’s for the next 40 minutes, until Prior Park managed
to equalise late in the last quarter. With only a minute left to the
final whistle, Dauntsey’s secured a short corner; it seemed all
of their practice had led to this one moment. Charlotte Grant
injected to Charlotte Webb, who scored a stunning match-winner!
While Hannah Beaumont and Emelia Taylor were voted players of
the match, every single one of the girls played their absolute best.
It was a terrific way to conclude an outstanding season, full of fun
and memories to be very proud of.
Thank you to all of the girls in the U13B team for making my first
season as a hockey coach so delightful, and a special thank you to
Emelia for being an inspiring captain.

MSH
Squad: Charlotte Alexander, Hannah Beaumont, Arabella Castle,
Madeleine Curry, Beatrix Fooks, Charlotte Grant, Jemima Groves,
Annabel Neve, Naia Searight, Emelia Taylor, Charlotte Webb.
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U12A GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 15

W 11

L2
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The season was kick-started early and with only a couple of
training sessions under their belts it was a baptism of fire at the
Prior Park tournament. The girls fought hard and won three, drew
one and lost one with Evie Cowling, Ellie Mullins and Lillian Jacobs
all finding the net during the day.
Our next outing was to KES Bath, where the team were beginning
to show some shape and in a close-run match the girls managed
to score a winner and recorded a 1-0 victory. With the bit
between their teeth this feisty bunch were on a roll and with
some improved skills and better teamwork the girls were proving
themselves to be a team to be reckoned with. Wins against
Godolphin and Prior Park College ensued. In a close-run affair
against St. Mary’s, Calne old rivalries spurred the girls on to another
win in what was a close and exciting battle to the final whistle
with Ellie Mullins again finishing well and Izzy Lloyd getting on the
score sheet too.
By now the team was building momentum and the girls
enjoyed some fine victories against Bath Royal High, Kingswood,
Sherbourne Girls and Prior with Ellie Mullins, Evie Cowling, Ruby
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House all regularly on the score sheet. With growing confidence
on the ball and improving teamwork they were scoring more
consistently. A tough match against King Edward’s, Southampton
gave us only our second loss of the season and despite an early
goal we were under pressure in the second half. The girls fought
valiantly and Nancy Hughes and Jemima Richardson remained
solid in defence but the girls just couldn’t get the equaliser.
We headed to our final fixture of the season against Bristol
Grammar School. Traditionally the teams are very evenly matched
and the climax of the season is always a nail-biter! This match lived
up to expectations and with the ball ricocheting from one end to
the other the final score of 1-1 was a fitting final result. A special
mention for a super season has to go to our very own Issy Morton;
stalwart Goal Keeper who saved our bacon on more than one
occasion!
2018 proved to be super season where the girls made enormous
progress throughout and were a real pleasure to coach.
Committed, determined and full of energy, they will be a team to
watch out for as they progress up through the school.

SC
Squad: Izzy Coveney, Evie Cowling, Ruby House, Nancy Hughes,
Izzy Jephson, Daisy Lawson -Johnston, Izzy Lloyd, Issy Morton, Ellie
Mullins, Jemima Richardson.

U12B GIRLS’ HOCKEY
P 11

W8

L1

D2

The U12B team had a very successful season this year and
demonstrated much determination, spirit and enthusiasm. The
season started very well with a convincing win against Monkton
Prep; Olivia Austen scored some superb goals, as did Ella
Thompson and Rosie Olsen. This win was followed by another
victory in a hard fought match against KES Bath, with a great
goal from Phoebe Cazaly, and some athletic and impressive
goalkeeping from Tori Facer.
Our next fixture was a triangular tournament at Cricklade Prep
School. The girls started off, in very hot conditions, a little
sluggishly, but were rewarded with a win against Cricklade
through a well worked goal from Phoebe Cazaly. We then met
a very slick Hatherop Castle team; we played extremely well in
defence, led by Imogen Prentice, and Daisy Lawson-Johnston also
worked tirelessly in midfield. The team were delighted to achieve
a goal-less draw against this strong side and they learned a great
deal from the attacking style in which Hatherop Castle played.
Resounding victories against Farleigh School and Warminster
School then followed; Izzy Norman worked thoughtfully in
defence, and Rosie Olsen and Olivia Austen were rewarded for
their fantastic attacking play and dogged persistence in the
goalmouth with a hat-trick each in the Warminster match; goals
from Phoebe Cazaly and Ella Thompson added to make some
pretty impressive score lines. The greatest improvement that the
girls made during these two fixtures was in their use of the whole
pitch – as space was created, so more thoughtful, open play
followed and the girls worked well to support each other.
Following these victories we then went on to achieve convincing
wins against Godolphin School, where Issy Moverley bagged an
impressive hat-trick, and St. Mary’s Calne; Olivia Pearson played
brilliantly in both matches and Izzy Coveney controlled the play
from the mid-field and intelligently set up attack after attack. In a
tough match against Kingswood, played in torrential rain, Imogen
Prentice worked very effectively with Daisy Parsons in defence.
We scored a fantastic goal from a short corner, but were unable to
convert any more goals and were fortunate to win 2 -1.
Our penultimate match was played away at KES Southampton,
and the girls faced some of their toughest opposition of the
season thus far; a superb goal from Ella Thompson in the first half
set us up well, but, despite having many opportunities to score,
we were unable to add any further goals. KES fought back well in
the final ten minutes, and were rewarded with a well-deserved
goal. The final game of the season was played in the dark and rain
at Bristol Grammar School. In a nail-biting match, where we were
two goals down at half time, the girls showed true fighting spirit
to claw back a goal, from Lillian Jacobs, in the second half. Imogen
Prentice played with intelligence and style – particularly during a
goalmouth scramble - and the team were unlucky to suffer their
first defeat of the season; they played well but were fairly beaten
by a stronger team and will undoubtedly learn much to take
forward with them next year.

It has been an absolute pleasure to watch this committed and
enthusiastic team grow in confidence throughout the season; they
show much promise for the future and I congratulate them on
their positive approach and well-deserved results. I wish them all
the very best for next season.

AES
Squad: Olivia Austen, Phoebe Cazaly, Isabel Coveney, Tori Facer,
Lillian Jacobs, Daisy Lawson Johnston, Isabel Moverley, Isabelle
Norman, Rosie Olsen, Daisy Parsons, Olivia Pearson, Imogen
Prentice, Ella Thompson.
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Boys’ Hockey
FIRST XI BOYS’ HOCKEY
P 14

W5

L9
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After a tough start to the season having faced Devizes Hockey Club
for preseason; Dauntsey’s first XI took time to build momentum,
with our first three matches being lost by fine margins. However,
a beautifully deflected goal by George Lishman in the first round
of the U18 Schools Cup at home saw us begin to make strides into
the season.
Inspired by the previous cup game: a flick, two deflections and
a glorious goal from Hal West along with some superb saves
from Joe Danby gave us a comfortable 4-2 win against Beechen
Cliff. As the season continued, our level of play developed with
outstanding improvements and successes in the defence from
George Lishman, Archie Ayling, Tom Swanton, Ollie Illingworth and
Scott Johnson – this allowing us to keep opposition scores down
and give the midfield more chance to concentrate on attack.
Moving forward, our midfield, who came together to a far greater
extent in the later part of the season; with Will Hodgson, Harry
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Pullan and Luke Webb showing signs of creative play. The midfield
performed particularly well in our mid-season game against
Clayesmore where we were able to secure an emphatic 8-2 victory.
Last but not least, our attack. Clinical at times, and frustrating at
others, but they still managed to put away 27 goals across the
season with an average of 1.7 goals per game. Mention must go to
Hal West, Finn Smith, Lewis Jackson, Toby Salisbury and Jack Grant.
A special mention must go to Hal West for being the team’s top
goal scorer, scoring one third of all goals scored.
Overall it has been an exceptional season to be part of and all
players should be very happy with their performance both, on,
and off the pitch. A huge thank you must go to JD and TMS for
their endless efforts throughout the season to ensure everything
ran smoothly.

Oscar Gompels
Squad: Archie Ayling, Joe Danby, Ben Eccles, Oscar Gompels (C),
Jack Grant, Will Hodgson, Ollie Illingworth, Lewis Jackson, Scoot
Johnson, George Lishman, Harry Pullan, Toby Salisbury, Ed Smail,
Finn Smith, Luke Webb, Hal West, Ben Woodman.

SECOND XI BOYS’ HOCKEY

THIRD XI BOYS’ HOCKEY

P 12

P9

W3

L1

D8

The 2nd XI made a great start to the season, but ultimately, resultswise, this was not to be sustained. Having begun with a narrow 0-1
defeat against King’s Bruton, three wins in a row followed against
Bryanston, Clifton College and Beechen Cliff. The first of these was
a pleasing 3-0 win, with Oscar Deakin, William Nichol and Jack
Grant providing the goals. Against Clifton College, we saw off a
talented U16A side 2-1 thanks to two well taken goals from Henry
Barker, and a resolute, dogged defensive display epitomised by
the outstanding performances of both Joss Ferguson and Wilfred
Fitzgibbon in the middle of the back four.
Our match against Beechen Cliff was an ugly performance, but
considering the appalling weather conditions, a 4-0 win wasn’t
too bad a result. William Nichol and Henry Barker provided goals,
as well as Ollie Frost who proved to be one of our more consistent
midfielders this season. We were somewhat shell-shocked against
a Downside team who took two chances either side of half time to
make it 0-2, which very quickly became 0-3 before we had really
settled into the game, leaving us too big a gap to bridge. A final
second equaliser from Clayesmore cost us another precious win,
and despite good performances in matches against the quality
of Marlborough College and Kingswood, we struggled to create
meaningful chances, and finished second in both.
Closer matches against Colston’s and KES, Bath followed, but both
were lost 0-1, with our confidence in and around the shooting
circle looking low as we created chances but frequently made
bad decisions in crucial areas. The season finished with matches
against Bristol Grammar and Monkton, who both sadly proved too
strong for us once again, although it was great to see Toby Perry
and Olly Middleton scoring in our final game of the season to
break a run of four matches without a goal scored.

W5

L2

D2

As Michael Jordan once said, “I’ve never lost a game, I just ran out
of time” This has not been truer than with the 3rd XI this year. With
five excellent wins and just a handful of narrow losses, the team
can only be described as determined, fighting on until the very
last blow of the whistle. This attitude no better enforced than by
our manager, coach and all-round hero ESC.
The season kicked of with a fine display of hockey away from
home at King’s Bruton, netting three goals early on in the match.
Complacency saw the opposition make it three a piece but the
spirit of the team, with just minutes to go, saw Dauntsey’s slide
the ball past the keeper to secure a 4-3 victory. New talents were
shown in this game, who proved to be vital as the season went
on. Luc Cranstone and Will Morris must get a special mention for
their skillful offensive play and Arthur Fitzgibbon, the man behind
the pads, making critical saves all over the D. Our next outing saw
us play Bryanston away from home; a fixture which we drew last
year. The team put on yet another goal fest as we beat Bryanston
4-1 with Alex Costard bagging a brace, Hector Gunnerud netting
a single and Olly Gompels scoring the last before the final whistle.
Flying high from victory in previous weeks, our next match,
against Clifton Collage 2nds, came upon us quickly. A warm up
game against the 4ths in training perhaps hadn’t prepared us for
the ferocity we faced on the Saturday. We ended up losing 1-0 in a
game that many in the team would prefer to forget.
In the weeks to follow we had a number of disappointing
cancelations including Sherborne, Prior Park and Downside. This
break allowed us to focus hard in training with Coni classics like
slapping practice and the occasional ‘lets just give it a go’ short
corner attempts. In our next fixture and back on the beach of
Astro 2 we faced our toughest opponent of the season. In the
home derby against Marlborough College we conceded early

Although results didn’t go our way, there was some real progress
made, with Graeme Smith stepping up and really growing in
confidence in goal. Charlie Payne in the centre of midfield looked
in good nick until an injury curtailed his season for the second
year running, although this opened the door to Ollie MacMullen,
whose finished the season brilliantly in the middle of the park.
Two of our 5th Form contingent both deservedly had spells with
the 1st XI; Edward Smail and Ben Eccles provided us with so much
creativity from left and right back, it really is exciting to think about
how far they could go in the game next season and beyond.
Overall, I very much enjoyed coaching the 2nd XI this season, and
must thank the boys for their high work rates and desire to learn,
my colleagues in the sports department for help umpiring and
coaching, and all parents and friends who came out to support.

MDK
Squad: Henry Barker, Oscar Deakin, Ben Eccles, Joss Ferguson,
Wilfred Fitzgibbon, Ollie Frost, Ollie MacMullen, Olly Middleton, William
Nichol, Charlie Payne, Toby Perry, Edward Smail, Graeme Smith.
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in the first half, trailing 4-0 at the half time whistle. With a stern
speech, as good as any by a professional coach, ESC sent us into
the second half with renewed hope. Spurred on by our two and
a half supporters we managed to bag two goals to make it 4-2.
However, the Marlborough attack proved too strong and they
scored once more before the end of the match ending the game
5-2. Licking our wounds, we travelled away the following weekend
to play Kingswood U16 A team. Having seen what can only be
described as a bloodbath from the Dauntsey’s 4th XI before, we
went into the game nervous as to what lay ahead. An early goal
from Luc Cranstone settled what had started as a very fiery game
but Kingswood’s speed and skills upfront saw them score two to
go ahead. After much controversy, Hector Gunnerud planted the
ball in the goal, deafening the keeper with the sound of the ball
hitting the back board and securing a 2-2 draw.

hesitation he smashed the ball into the back of the net, getting his
second of the game and landing him Man of the Match.

Another week of training went by with ESC doing the usual once
again, refining our skills of slapping, hitting, tackling, short corners
and conditioned games against the 4th team. Training however
had clearly worked as on the Saturday we broke Clayesmore 5-0.
Hector Gunnerud bagging a hat-trick, making him the leading
goal scorer. A Champagne moment of the game and possibly the
season was Hector’s third goal; a reverse stick strike devastating
the Clayesmore keeper. Next came KES Bath, away at the Uni; it
was foreign turf to both teams. Due to key players such as Luc
Cranstone, James Morris and others unavailable, we were a slightly
weaker side on the day; but new players such as Bear Paris and Ed
Tabor really stepped up into big positions in defence and midfield.
The final result was 3-3 with both wingers, Alex Costard and Tom
Wild helping Hector to his second hat-trick of the season.

Squad: Isaac Bull, Alex Costard, Luca Cox, Luc Cranstone, Arthur
Fitzgibbon, Olly Gompels, Hector Gunnerud, Ben Jones, Alfie
Miles-Hobbs, Will Morris, Bear Paris, Dan Parr, James Pickford, Ed
Tabor, Tom Wild.

In our penultimate game of the season, we played and won
against Bristol Grammar School in an uneventful 1-0 victory. A
‘come, get the job done, leave’ type of game in the words of
ESC. The 3rd XI rounded off the season back at home, but now
upgraded to Astro 1 against Monkton Senior school. Tom Wild
scored an early goal from the right wing to see Dauntsey’s go 1-0
up in just a handful of minutes. Following this Alex Costard netted
one and it was 2-0 going into half time. After Monkton were
denied a short corner they attacked with fury and managed to
slide one goal past our keeper. As previous games indicated, this
was not a team that was going to give up. Luc Cranstone picked
up the ball at the half way line and boy did that man go! He ended
his run with an aerial flick to Costard who lay waiting. With no

Every single member contributed towards the season but we
feel special mentions must go to a few players: Dan Parr and Issac
Bull both were solid in defence throughout the season with Will
Morris and Olly Gompels both working tirelessly in the midfield.
Luc Cranstone, Hector Gunnerud and Alex Costard were pivotal to
success with endless goals between them throughout the season.
The final special mention must go to the team captains Tom Wild
and Alfie Miles-Hobbs for their tireless work upfront and their
superb leadership both in matches and in training.

Tom Wild & Alfie Miles-Hobbs (Captains)

FOURTH XI BOYS’ HOCKEY
P7

W4

L2

D1

Expectation was high for the 4th XI (First team development squad)
after last year’s undefeated season. Going into the first match
against King’s School Bruton the boys knew they were standing on
the shoulders of greatness.
Things started in a familiar fashion with a 2-2 draw against King’s
Bruton. The team showed great heart to come from behind with
Ned Holland and Josh Duckworth getting the spoils. The following
match would see the 4th XI make the journey down to Dorset to
take on Bryanston school. A mix up in pitch availability meant
the lads had a long wait before they could be unleashed! With
temperatures dropping and the light fading it was time for the
boys to take the field. They channelled thier frustrations and put
on an attacking masters class racking up a 7-0 win. The first goal
came straight off the training ground with a well worked short
corner which was greeted by an applause for the manager. Last
years top goal scorer Luca Cox bagged a hattrick but Tom Morgan
got the bulk of the meat with four goals and Man of the Match
performance.
The third game of the season would see the 4th XI take on local
rivals Marlborough College. Due to fixture cancellations the boys
had a bit of a lay off before this game however, there was no lack
in motivation. Early on it was clear that Marlborough wanted to
attack us down the left channel. Nevertheless, our determined
skipper and left back Sam Nield remained strong to keep them
dormant. A ferocious mid field battle saw the first half finish 0-0.
Unfortunately, after a flurry of inspired saves from goal keeper
Oli Ring the team conceded early in the second half. Despite a
resolute performance from attacking midfielder Bear Paris the
score board remained the same.
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Looking to bounce back from the teams first defeat the 4th XI
travelled to Kingswood Bath to take on a side who had lost just
one game in ten years. Despite a few choice words from the
manager at half time there was nothing that could be done
against such strong opposition. The game ended in a 9-0 loss!
After the humbling that was inflicted upon us by Kingswood,
the boys were determined to end their losing ways. The next
two fixture saw us win against Clayesmore 6-0 and KES Bath 7-2.
These games saw impressive performances from Josh Mew, Tom
Morgan and Tomos Lowen. In the last game of the season the
4th XI welcomed Monkton Senior School to the sand fortress of
Astro Two. Determined to finish on a high the boys came out
victors with a 3-0 win. Josh Mew, Tom Morgan and seasoned 4th XI
veteran Ed Savage bagged the goals on the day. This win saw the
4th XI go two years undefeated at home under manger THB.
A special mention must go to upper sixth boys Sam Nield (C),
Spencer Toon, Alex Boaler Harry Poole and Ned Holland. Their
involvement over the last two seasons has been key to the success
and enjoyment of being in the 4th XI.

THB
Squad: Alex Boaler, Ciaran Costin, Luca Cox, Josh Duckworth,
Ned Holland, Tomos Lowen, Brendan Marchment, Callum Marshall,
Josh Mew, Sam Nield, Bear Paris, Will Tabor, Tom Morgan, Ed Morgan,
Harry Poole, Oli Ring, Ed Savage, Spencer Toon, Finley Wilson.

U15A BOYS’ HOCKEY
P 12

W5

L4

D3

For the U15A team to come away from the season with such a
strong win/draw percentage is a real credit to a team that have
struggled in previous years to get positive results. Everything
about their game, from positioning, to discipline, to work rate and
to outcomes, saw such an improvement that they proved to be,
when on their game, a real match for any team.
There were stand out performances from every member of
the squad across the season. After an unbeaten start against
Bruton, Bryanston and Clifton, Toby Zino stepped into the injured
Ollie Darlington’s shoes in goal and, despite dealing with an
occasionally absent defence, particularly during defeats at Wells
Cathedral and Marlborough College, regularly kept the team alive
elsewhere with some superb saves. Toby Thomas provided the
linchpin at the back and his partnership with Oakley Gompels
developed into an outstanding central defensive one. In midfield,
Ollie Jones had the composure and discipline to complement
Will Hyde’s often prolific attacking threat and, as captain, Toby
Mallinson led by example with some dynamic and highly skilled
performances. Many thanks must go to all staff who stepped in
mid-season whilst head coach and all-round Johan Cruyff figure,
PWO, missed two weeks on paternity leave. All of MCBM, ESC
and TS took their place in the dugout; some more successfully
than others.
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With PWO back from the trenches, he was back at the helm to
see the team’s hard work culminate in a fantastic performance
at home against Clayesmore. Against very evenly matched
opposition, it was always going to be the team that kept their
shape, worked hardest and could find that moment of quality that
would win the game. That moment came from forward Archie
Hughes and that 1-0 victory was the highlight of the season
and showed how far the front three of Archie, Jago West, whose
acceleration and skill made him a constant threat, and Matt Logan,
whose pace and work rate was outstanding, had developed their
understanding of the game.
This talented squad will, with some key improvements, most often
to do with dynamism, acceleration and ball pace, be pushing hard
for places in the top senior squads next year.

Toby Mallinson (Captain)
Squad: Henry Caldwell, Tom Cook, Oakley Gompels, Archie Hughes,
William Hyde, Ollie Jones, Matthew Logan, Toby Mallinson (C),
Charlie Murphy, Kai Matsumoto-Prouten, Toby Thomas, Jago West,
Toby Zino.

U15B BOYS’ HOCKEY
P7

W2

L1

D4

were eager to finish the game strongly. With the score at 3-3 and
only moments left on the clock Iint could not put away his final
opportunity and the game finish a draw.
The next fixture proved to be more of a challenge with a loss
against Marlborough College. An excellent team performance
pushed Marlborough to the end of the game. Marlborough took
two early goals which set the tone for the first half. However, the
boys had played well and were keen to get a grasp of the game
in the second. Peter Tregoning scored early in the second half
to make the score 2-1 and kept the game alive. Dauntsey’s then
dominated the next 20 minutes with numerous saves being
forced by the opposition goalkeeper. An equaliser was the focus
and when the ball fell loose in the D with plenty of Dauntsey’s
forwards around the ball, the boys had given their all but a
Marlborough defender cleared the ball which lead to a counter
attack goal. The game finished 3-1 Marlborough.
The final two fixtures both finished with losses. Firstly, a tepid
performance against a very good Kingswood side lead to a
6-0 defeat. Although the boys had numerous entries into the
opponents D we came away with only two shots on target.
The final game of the season was against Colston’s at home. It
unfortunately left a bitter taste in the mouth as the boys had the
opportunity to finish the season on a high but again, failed to take
their chances. In blustery conditions, the boys battled well against
a decent Bristol side. After going 1-0 down we were not able to
finish the chances on offer in a game we really should have won.
I sincerely hope that the team can build on their performances
next year and manage to produce the set of results they deserve.
Well done all and thank you for a fantastic season.

NCL
Once again the season opened with King’s Bruton at home. With
only two training sessions under their belt the team assembled
with an air of enthusiasm. They were faced with a well organised
King’s Bruton side that took the game to Dauntsey’s. With about
ten minutes to go Dauntsey’s made the breakthrough and came
away 1-0 winners with Iint Ekwongviriya scoring the goal.

Squad: George Burnet, Ollie Culley, Iint Ekwongviriya, Octavious
Fooks, Ed George, James Hadlow, Ted Jaggar, Harry Macmullen,
Henry Parkes, Noah Reay, Louis Stevenson, Josh Sullivan, Peter
Tregoning, Dan Wood, Toby Zino.

The following week saw the team produce a very different
performance. The team travelled to Bryanston and the boys never
really got off the bus. Bryanston had the majority of the chances
and lead the game 1-0 at half time. The second half was still onesided with Toby Zino keeping the team in the game. The boys
did muster a few chances late in the game however it ended 1-0
Bryanston, our first loss of the season.

U14A BOYS’ HOCKEY

The next challenge came in the form of Downside away and
there was a real improvement in the performance. The boys came
out firing and created a number of good opportunities to score
but lacked that clinical edge. After a goalkeeping error from the
opposition Iint grabbed his second of the season. This was quickly
followed by a goalkeeping error of our own and the boys went
into half time 1-1.In the second half, the boys were determined
to raise their levels and with Iint’s second goal the team took the
victory 2-1.

This was an excellent season for a talented U14 A squad. A winning
record against a strong circuit of schools is testament to the
quality shown. Having won the Wiltshire schools competition, the
side made it to the Regional quarter-finals before losing a tight
encounter to a last-minute Millfield goal. Fine margins!

The following Saturday saw the team host Clayesmore on Astro
2. This was to be the game of the season for the boys. With the
game going back and forth throughout the first half the boys
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There were challenges to face from the start. The step up from
7-a-side half pitch hockey to full sized 11-a-side hockey was tricky,
especially in the opening games. As a side, the team tended
towards the narrow and direct, neglecting the opportunity
to spread the ball wide. Indeed, precision in front of goal was

something to work on all season, and a lack of the killer pass or
finish cost us in some games, particularly King’s Bruton.
However, as the season progressed, so too did the team’s game
understanding, decision making and team work. After narrow
defeat at Bruton and against Clifton – later Regional winners
and national finalists – the team put together a string of better
performances. A victory over Marlborough in the cup was
followed by a 5-0 win against Lord Wandsworth, and another
piece of silverware in the Wandsworth ‘super 7s’ competition.
More good wins against Clayesmore and Warminster followed.
After half term, the strength of the circuit we play was highlighted
by narrow defeats against Kingswood (very good game); and
Colston’s (not so much). This served to remind the team that
they had to work hard and play well to get their results. Most
satisfyingly, the response was fantastic. In a magnificent advert for
U14 school hockey, the team produced the performance of the
season to win a superb game against Bristol Grammar 2-0.
Jack Campbell was a rock in central midfield all season. Often
bloodied but unbowed by the end of a game, he always gave
his all. Ben McClean was an excellent sweeper who intercepted
beautifully and improved his distribution. Monty Viant was
the most important attacker, with a lovely ability to eliminate
defenders one on one. At times he could drift in and out of games,
but he was outstanding against BGS. The goals were largely shared
between Will Clover and Charlie Hodgson who led the line well.
Both need to develop other parts of their game, but they could
certainly finish when given time and space in the D. Tom Connelly

was another excellent overlapping threat from right back, who
linked the play really well. The most improved player was Leo Ring,
who having played B team hockey last year, was a revelation when
moved to central midfield with Jack. His energy and mobility – as
well as improved hockey skills – made a big difference to the
team’s end of season run of victories.
Tom Spencer and Will Gardner made up the rest of the defence
with a mixture of steely determination and no little skill. Tom was
Man of the Match against Millfield in the regionals. Joe Wickenden
was an improving goalkeeper, who made some vital saves, not
least against BGS. Harry Philpott, James Pratt and Humphrey
Hughes all played a key role in midfield and attack, and Tim Hook
substituted as a strong, fast defender. All should aim to work
on their ball play, passing, and decision making to continue to
progress.
Well done to all players; but remember, there are always areas to
improve on next season!

TWB
Squad: Jack Campbell, Will Clover, Tom Connolly, Will Gardner,
Charlie Hodgson, Tim Hook, Humphrey Hughes, Ben McClean,
James Pratt, Harry Philpott, Leo Ring, Tom Spencer, Monty Viant,
Joe Wickenden.
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U14B BOYS’ HOCKEY
P8

W6
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In a relatively short season, this collection of individuals became
one of the tightest knit teams of the Dauntsey’s hockey squads
with an enviable win/draw ratio 87.5%. With each game the team
became more of a unit, transferring coaching points and set
routines onto the pitch in competitive matches.
Captain Samuel Came led by example throughout both in attitude
and ability on the field. His agility on the ball and ability to read
an unfolding game added strength to both our attacking and
defensive play.
The team got off to a great start on a cold and windswept King’s
Bruton pitch where, in this evenly matched game, three breakaway
goals earned us the victory. With a large squad, the boys showed
great versatility in rotating positions on the pitch. Oliver Bagnall
and Freddie Maunder were noted for their wise positioning and
quick thinking in the intensive midfield interplay. It was clear
that the partnership between Hyslop and Henessy-Leach was
something special as their ability to anticipate each other’s game
play was very much in evidence. The Clifton team seemed to
tower over our boys but we gave them a good game: the nil-nil
score line, arguably, flattered the opposition. The defensive skills
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of Charlie Owen, Sam Waterworth and Wilbur Middleton ensured
that the final twenty-five defensive line was barely penetrated: the
ball was then very ably and intelligently redistributed to set up our
attacks. We won a succession of short corners but none translated
into goals – something that we then focused on in training.
Snow got in the way of our next two fixtures with both the Lord
Wandsworth and Prior Park matches being cancelled before
Beechen Cliff frustratingly pulled out of our next fixture, being
unable to field a team. After this unexpected break, the team were
rested and raring to go. Clayesmore did not know what hit them –
our work rate was phenomenal and quality of play superb. Archie
Lang huffed and puffed in midfield linking up with the forward
line on the offensive and supporting the back line when the need
arose. Tim Hook was instrumental in improving the dynamic
pace of the team where his ability to power up the pitch and
successfully chase down all ‘lost’ balls made the difference:
his energy was contagious. We added another win (3-0) to our
match statistics.
The local derby against Marlborough is always a tough fixture so,
the team was elated with a 2-0 victory. Tim Hook switched from
defence to the forward line and was immediately rewarded with a
goal in the first two minutes. We maintained the lead and added
another goal from Hennessey-Leach in the dying moments of the
game. Rhys Ponting played ‘out of his skin’ in goal to keep a clean
sheet scored. We were brought down to earth with a thumping
loss against Kingswood where we missed several of our key players
due to illness. However, we were not demoralised for long as we

slotted seven past Colston’s! William Wrench’s debut for the team
added an extra injection of pace.
Keeping on a roll, the U14B’s secured a win on their final two
games of the season against Bristol Grammar School and Monkton
Senior school respectively. Each win was well deserved and the
boys played intuitively, anticipating each other’s play. By the end
of the season, the quality of play that the U14B was the best that I
have witnessed in several years of coaching at this level and it is a
testament to their focus, hard work in training and their willingness
to learn and deploy new ideas in competitive games.
A great bunch of lads who were a pleasure to coach.

KSC
Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Freddie Butler, Sam Came (C), Oscar
Henessy-Leach, Tim Hook, Fraser Hyslop, Archie Lang, Charlie
Owen, Freddie Maunder, Wilbur Middleton, Rhys Ponting, Sam
Waterworth, William Wrench.

U13A BOYS’ HOCKEY
P 11
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A couple more impressive wins against Warminster and Hampshire
Collegiate followed with Dauntsey’s scoring 14 and conceding
only three.
Despite results not going our way in the next two games the boys
were superb and never gave up, fighting to the final whistle. It was
also at this point that they started to get to grips with the style
that we were trying to play, both pressing high up the pitch to win
the ball and when in possession moving the ball around the back
until the opportunity presented itself to play the ball forward.
Our final three games resulted in a comfortable 4-0 win against
Colston’s with Theo Dodds scoring a fantastic solo goal. A heavy
loss to national champions Bristol Grammar School in which Jonny
Sadler was absolutely superb, grabbing a goal for his efforts; and
finally, a thrilling 4-4 draw with Churcher’s.
All of the boys who played for the U13A team, and there were a
lot of them due to the talent at this age group, played superbly
and trained well throughout the season. The most impressive
thing about this group of boys was their work ethic, they worked
tirelessly in games no matter who the opposition and were solely
focused on improving as a team. A special mention must go to
a few, Harry Butterworth was absolutely superb at CB and his
knowledge and understanding of the game served us excellently.
Henry Prentice was a machine between the sticks and without
him we would easily have conceded twice as many goals. Jonny
Sadler worked exceptionally hard on his game and was rewarded
with double figures for goals in the season.

TMS
Our first game of the season was clinical 7-0 win against Devizes
HC, despite only a couple of training sessions prior to this fixture
the boys demonstrated a good understanding of the structure we
were looking to play and some superb finishing meant we made
this look like an easier fixture than it actually was.

Squad: Harry Butterworth, Tom Darby, Tom Gates, Charlie
Godfrey-Fausett, Oby Gompels, Angus Lindsay, Ben Locking,
Theo Malik, Tom Milton, Tom Morton, Henry Prentice, Jonny Sadler,
Elliot Wall.

The second game of the season was probably our most impressive
performance of the season and for many of the boys it was their
first taste of XI-a-side hockey. We were up a very strong Prior
Park side who blew us away in the first five minutes with their
fast hands and high ball speed, however, once we settled into
the game we enjoyed more of the possession and put together
a fantastic team move that started with CB Harry Butterworth
playing the ball up field and the goal being scored by Jack
Wharton. After going 1-0 up we quickly found the game at 1-1,
Prior Park were then on top again and if it hadn’t been for a string
of fine saves made by Henry Prentice then we would have been
a few goals down by half time. The second half started with
us on top and we enjoyed much of the possession; then with
everyone starting to tire one of the most bizarre moments in
hockey happened. Oby Gompels went on one of his trademark
mazy runs and won a free hit just outside of the Prior ‘D’, it was
the perfect attacking opportunity. Only for Oby to (rather than
attacking the ‘D’) decide to turn around and flick the ball back
to Harry Butterworth who was immediately under pressure from
their striker. Luckily Henry Prentice made yet another fantastic save
to keep the game at 1-1 and in the dying seconds Jack Wharton
found himself 1 on 1 with the keeper and calmy slotted home the
winner giving Dauntsey’s a deserved 2-1 win.
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U12A BOYS’ HOCKEY
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The U12A’s started their 2019 season with an impressive 6-1 victory
over Devizes Hockey Club. Toby Jones and Albert Robinson scored
a brace, with Noah Hitchens and Tom Campbell adding a goal
each in a dominant team display. We lost our next two games to
Prior Park (4-3) and Warminster (4-1), but bounced back against
Hampshire Collegiate (12-0). 4 goals from Connor Price, 3 from
Joshua Taylor and goals from Alfie Shears, Will Hook and Noah
Hitchens sealed a very clinical team performance.

U13B BOYS’ HOCKEY
P 13

W 10

L2

D1

The Dauntsey’s Second Form boys are a particularly strong
sporting group so it came as no surprise that the 13B hockey
squad enjoyed a very successful campaign in the Spring Term.
As most of the games at this level are 7 a-side it bodes well for
future 11 a-side matches as there were at least 12 or 13 boys who
deserved a regular place in the starting line ups.
Our season started well with a 3-1 win against Lord Wandsworth
College and this was followed up by a goal spree in a 10-1
thrashing of Prior Park. Warminster were our next opponents in
one of the tightest matches of the season where we squeezed
home 2-1 winners and another close match followed with a 1-0
win over Forres Sandle Manor. By the time we won our next match
4-1 against Monkton Prep we were beginning to dream of an
unbeaten season but slipped up in an entertaining game at Stonar
losing 1-0 – partly due to a stunning display by their goalkeeper.
Another match against Lord Wandsworth produced an
entertaining 2-2 draw and then we had a run of four victories
against a strong Kingswood (2-1), Beechen Cliff (8-0), Colston’s (2-1)
and Clayesmore Prep (6-1). Our second and final loss was away
to Bristol Grammar in a tight match (1-0) but it was fitting that
our season ended with a victory against Churcher’s College (5-3)
where the boys showed their progress with some super hockey.
I must thank Ed Bourlet for being a great help to me as captain.
Special mention should also go to Jack Zino for his goalkeeping
heroics. Every single member of the squad contributed at some
point of the season and should all have a bright future with
Dauntsey’s Hockey. Thank you for your efforts and I wish you well.

JRA
Squad: Ed Bourlet, Charlie Butler, Tom Gates, Charlie GodfreyFaussett, JJ Gordon, Jamie Green, Ollie Haywood, Fred Hickman,
Ben Locking, Tom Milton, Tom Morton, Max Payne, Tom Stevenson,
Vasco Hennessy-Leach, Mickey Wilkes, Jack Zino.
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We travelled to Bath for our next fixture against Monkton Prep.
The two sides were very evenly matched but we reached half
time with a slim advantage. Two goals from Tom Campbell and a
goal each from Conor Price, Alfie Shears and Toby Jones secured
a very hard fought 5-3 win. This victory set us up nicely for our
following fixture against Lord Wandsworth College. Six goals from
Connor Price, two from Tom Campbell and goals from Albert
Robinson, Sam Hathaway and Will Hook saw us win convincingly
9-1. Kingswood in Bath next promised to be a much tougher test.
We took the lead through a well taken goal from Tom Campbell,
only for our opponents to draw level just before half time. A close
range effort score by Alfie Shears and some wonderful pieces of
defending kept our opponents at bay in one of the performances
of the season as we sealed a 2-1 win. 5-0 wins against Beechen
Cliff and Colston’s followed. Tom Campbell scored a hat trick and
Albert Robinson bagged two against a spirited Colston’s side.
We next played host to a very strong Bristol Grammar side in
our penultimate game of the season out on Astro 1. In blustery
conditions, the team scored two impressive goals in the first half.
The first was struck by Tom Campbell off a short corner. Noah
Hitchens scored the second at close range following a wonderful
counter attack. Tom Campbell was forced off early in the second
half after being struck by a ball and we struggled to keep
possession. Bristol Grammar scored shortly after Tom’s departure
and kept possession for the majority of the second half. Our sheer
resilience and immense work rate made it very difficult for Bristol
Grammar to break us down despite a number of chances. The boys
showed immense character and a superb performance from Albert
Robinson, who stepped into central midfield following our captain’s
injury, played a huge part securing a magnificent yet nail-biting win.
The U12A’s finished their season with a 4-0 win at Churcher’s
College. The team showed a huge amount of progression
and improvement in both the 7 a-side and 11 a-side formats.
Connor Price finished the season as top scorer with 12 goals.
Tom Campbell also deserves a mention scoring nine goals and
captaining the side extremely well. The future look bright for this
age group and I wish them well as they progress up the school.

WPJW
Squad: Tom Campbell, William Elwes, Sam Hathaway, Noah
Hitchens, William Hook, Toby Jones, Matthew Nocton, Connor
Price, Archie Reeve, Albert Robinson, Alfie Shears, Joshua Taylor.

U12B BOYS’ HOCKEY
P 12

W 11

L0
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The U12B’s have had a wonderful season winning all of their
games but one, which we drew 1-1 on a 11 a side pitch meaning
we had to work unbelievably hard. Being used to a small seven-aside pitch, it was a big step up for us and we had to run that little
bit harder. MJO has been really encouraging and passionate about
our matches. Even on the last match of the season when we were
2-1 down at half-time, he pushed us on until the end of the match
when we got back on the bus with a 4-2 victory having witnesses
Jasper May scoring the equaliser and Oscar Crozier and Leo Duffil
scoring the next two – all crucial goals late on in the match.

to the midfielder who then put it up to the striker. The midfielders
played a key role in many of the goals that we scored as they were
the players that made the goal. Kian Brightmore-Crook, Jasper
May and Charlie Halder all played that midfield position rolling
on and off. We have two strikers: Noah Hitchens and Alex Hoskins
who have scored most of our goals. As a team we have played
exceptionally well over the season scoring a huge number of goals
and conceding very few.
Thanks to all the boys who have participated in our matches.
You all helped out in securing our success. Thanks to MJO who
has been our main coach for most of the season and for giving all
of us a go to play in the mighty U12B’s. Some of us were pulled up
from the C’s and some came down from the A’s but you made all
of us welcome in your squad. Finally, thank you to the chefs who
have made a brilliant match tea for us each week.
Well done boys. Let’s try and do it again next season.

We had many tough matches but in each game we encouraged
each other and came out with a result. Sometimes the weather
really wasn’t on our side but we battled through it taking the
opportunities well, reacting sharply in the goal mouth. George
Haw and Tigre Bowonnaowarux both shared the part of being
goal keeper, doing a half each, put in some unreal saves that could
have cost us the game if we didn’t have either one of them in
goal. Our defence was strong with the likes of Will Jaggar, Myles
Graham, Leo Duffil and Archie Reeve all putting in many tackles at
the time we needed most and then either hitting it off pitch or up

Oscar Crozier
Squad: Tigre Bowonnaowarux, Kian Brightmore-Crook, Oscar
Crozier (C), Leo Duffil, Myles Graham, Charles Halder, George Haw,
Noah Hitchens, Alex Hoskins, Will Jaggar, Jasper May, Archie Reeve.
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Netball
FIRST VII NETBALL
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With 14 games played and 11 wins accumulated through the
course of the term, it is fair to say that is the most successful netball
season on record. Having spent two days at pre-season, the 1st VII
eagerly kick started their term with a home game against a strong
Bradfield side. With a number of new players to the squad (Holly
Gaiger, Sophia Stratford, Issie Burn, Maisie Arnold and Riya Patel),
it was important to get the first centre pass out the way to clear
any pre-match nerves. We had an excellent first quarter with our
Captain, Georgia Pickford shooting superbly giving us a four-goal
advantage. Much of the game was end to end however the team
stuck to their ‘possession’ principles and were rewarded with a
35-27 win. We then recorded three wins back to back against
SWGS, Cheltenham College and St Mary’s Calne. The latter always
provides a great local derby between the sides and the win was
very much decided in the last few minutes of the game.
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Perhaps one of our best matches that deserves a special mention
is our match vs Cheltenham College. A new fixture for us this year,
we weren’t sure what to expect. The game was level at 19-19 at
half time and then 30-30 at 3/4 time – it couldn’t have been any
better in terms of excitement and the sheer quality of the netball
that was on show. At 35 a piece in the last quarter, we were able
to grab a lucky turnover which allowed us to steal the win 37-35!
All nine players contributed to the overall outcome however Holly
made some crucial turnovers and Issie was outstanding in the
three different positions she played.
A flurry or perhaps a ‘dumping’ of snow halted our flow with both
of our next matches against Prior Park College and Sherborne
cancelled. The team were disappointed also to not be able to
compete in the Marlborough College due to the relentless snow.
We were however fortunate to re-schedule our Sherborne game
and here Hermione was outstanding – her re-bound rate was
extraordinary, not to mention her energy and effort on court.
Georgia did encounter a rather large collision with the post
which nearly fell on her! Thankfully this didn’t alter the flow of our
shooters and we won 29-21.

We were then faced with our some of our toughest opposition of
the season – a triangular against Canford and KES Southampton.
Both were absolutely outstanding games – we were unlucky
to only secure a draw against Canford, with some unfortunate
decisions not going our way and we were pretty ‘spent’ energy
wise when we took the court against a very tall and competent
KES. A great deal was learnt from both matches and it only
heightened the intensity to which the girls trained and the drive
to succeed become even more. We dominated in our next two
games – 49-24 against Downside and 49-27 against Monkton. Our
Captain was a little disappointed that we were unable to secure
50 on both occasions! We did however manage a commendable
50 against Clayesmore which was our next encounter with
excellent shooting from Riya.
The next match was against Kingswood – perhaps our ‘match of
the season’. We were 11-3 down at the first ¼ and it was fair to say
that this was going to be a tough game. Conditions weren’t ideal
(court was super slippery) and we struggled to find space and
time on the ball. However, we did not let the score line dictate
our mood or how we played and we agreed to stick to our GAME
PLAN – focus on basics, keep possession, deadball, deadball,
deadball and LOT OF GRIT. It was 19-13 after the second quarter,
drawing 8-8 in that quarter with some phenomenal shooting
from Georgia and Alice – we needed them to step up here and
they delivered. The third ¼ could not have gone any better for us
– 26-25 on centre going into the final quarter. Girls were buzzing,
I was on the edge of my seat. We held every centre and the girls
held their nerve and won 38-32. One of the most memorable
moments of netball I think I will ever have the privilege of being
part of.
Off the back of what was a super match against Kingswood, we
suffered a tough loss against KES Bath however they were an
exceptionally drilled and well oiled team and credit must go to
them but also us for never giving up, despite the score-line. We
finished the season with a 33-23 win over Dean Close and it was a
wonderful way to end – although the girls were excited to extend
their season a little more with a well-deserved tour to Malta.

SECOND VII NETBALL
P 15

W 10
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This is my first season with the 2nd senior netball team and what
a pleasure it has been. Having coached the 3rd team last year and
following the success they had, it was exciting to keep several of
those players and bring them through to the 2nd team, keeping
some of last years 2nd team and finally introducing some of the
new senior girls up from the U15 teams. The first task was to bring
them together as a team and to get to know how each player
played. So, with a very strong squad in training the matches soon
began.
Our first game was against Bradfield College and was at home.
The girls got off to a very good start and won this game 28-24
showing a lot of individual skill, particularly Elena Swanton in
defence and India Eastlake through the attack. We then played
SWGS in which we were able to take control from the start and
our shooting combinations between Imogen Ayling and Chinda
Smith paired very well with Imogen shooting an impressive 25
of our 38 goals scored. The opposition only managed to score
just 8, particularly aided from some superb defence from Polly
Campbell and Rosie Jephson at Centre. Our next game was a
new fixture for Dauntsey’s against Cheltenham College away, so
with anticipation of a hard game, the girls started very strongly
indeed against a physical team with our Captain Chinda as a role
model, maintaining her calm presence throughout and Ellie Barker
performing incredibly in defence leading us to a 33-22 excellent
victory. Straight after this on the Tuesday the girls maintained their
rhythm to beat St Marys 29-15 showing their improvements in
maintaining possession and converting to goal and picking off any
loose balls with ease.

Special thanks must go to the Upper Sixth and the commitment
that they have given to netball over the year. Louisa will be missed
for her energy on court and her ‘game-changing’ interceptions.
Sophia’s performance against Cheltenham was absolutely
extraordinary and it was wonderful to reward her with a 1st VII
place in her final year. Alice played in any position that I asked of
her and I think she played every position during the 3 seasons
for the 1st VII! She was absolutely super in her GA role, supporting
Georgia, throwing her trademark ball from the goal-third and she
was an outstanding Vice-Captain. Georgia was first-class from start
to finish, performing at nothing but 100% on the court. At the
helm, she relished every opportunity, taking the team to a new
level and it is hoped that netball will be on the Dauntsey’s map
now through the hard work of these girls.

KAB
Squad: Maisie Arnold, Issie Burn, Alice Fanshawe (VC), Holly
Gaiger, Louisa Hill, Riya Patel, Georgia Pickford (C), Sophia Stratford,
Hermione Warburton-Hogben.
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We then missed a couple of games due to the snow but came
back to training to prepare for what we knew would be a
challenging weekend with a double fixture against both KES
Southampton and Canford. With Haribo to fuel them, the girls
went out with 100%. Maya House and Chinda quickly linking well
and India phenomenal and untouchable through court. Polly had
an excellent game at WA and Octavia Pye, Ellie, Elena and Sophia
Hill all playing extremely well throughout both games winning
both 24-8 and 21-9 respectively. An amazing weekend which
highlighted how far the team had progressed.

THIRD VII NETBALL

In the next few games against Downside (W 32-6), Monkton
(W 35-4) and Clayesmore (W 38-6) the girls continued to pull
defenders apart and Chinda, Imogen and Maya’s shooting stats
and playing interchange was becoming to look effortless. At the
other end of the court, Octavia, Ellie, Polly and Elena were superb
by not allowing attackers to progress near the post and taking
interceptions effortlessly.

The team only had two closely fought losses to strong schools. All
other matches were won and were well contested but, Dauntsey’s
girls were always in control.

Then our series of more challenging games came against
Kingswood (D 23-23), KES Bath (L 25-21), SWGS (W 31-5) and Dean
Close (L 21-15). With both KES Bath and Kingswood unbeaten we
knew these were going to be challenging. However, each player
rose to the challenge and made an impact on court. Particularly
Mima Frost at WA and India at C who both had excellent games
against a very strong and talented Kingswood team.
Overall, the girls have had an incredible season and all have been
wonderful to coach. They deserved to finish the season with such
an excellent success record and I would like to thank them for all
their effort and spirit. I have enjoyed every minute with them and
will greatly miss our leavers this year, but know they will be an asset
to the netball teams they play with at university or in the future.

JMW
Squad: Imogen Ayling, Ellie Barker, Polly Campbell, India Eastlake,
Jemima Frost, Maya House, Octavia Pye, Chinda Smith (C), Elena
Swanton.
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I thoroughly enjoyed running the 3rd VII team this season. A
fantastic group of senior players, so keen to play well and win! They
enjoyed training and were competitive and determined in matches.

The first match against Bradfield was so tough, winning 23-21 with
5-5 in the last quarter. This was a great test of how the team would
come together and work in a really tough environment. Player
of this match was Sophia Hill who was absolutely outstanding
throughout the season.
The depth of shooters across the senior teams has been fantastic.
In the 3rd VII team we have used an abundance of different players,
which is a testament of the depth of the squads. Mabel GartonJones has shone throughout and was always seen doing extra
shooting sessions to become efficient and consistent for the
matches. Ellie Adams represented the 3rd VII and 4th VII teams and
was always a valuable player in each team. Hannah Smith moved
into the squad after a few matches. Her movement and accuracy
were also a massive asset for the team.
In centre court we had many different combinations of players.
All the girls swapped and played to a high standard. Rosie
Jephson and Sophia Hill were mostly playing in the ‘C’ role. They
were always safe and reliable and highly athletic, and at times
produced some ‘wow’ moments! Also, in the centre court was
Katie Griffiths. She played ‘WA’ and showed the opposition what a
wonderful netballer she is. I hope she continues with netball in the
future. Amelia Place slotted in brilliantly as ‘WA’ or ‘WD’. Fast and
determined and so willing to help the team.
Grace Welsh as a player is so versatile in defence and would slip
into any of the roles. We arrived at Clayesmore and the 5th VII were
short of a player, so Grace volunteered to play for them. It would
be great sometimes to have a whole team of Grace’s! In defence
we had a strong rotation of players. The height and reach of Pippy
Abel shone through, enabling us to turn over the ball so many
times. Phoebe can mark an opposition player like no other. Along
with the great marking and intercepting there was always a smile!
Aggie Williams as the Captain played in various positions and
happily would come off and cheer her team on.
Overall a very successful season. I wish all the luck to the U6
leaving group and look forward to seeing which teams the girls
will play in next season.

GB
Squad: Pippy Abel, Ellie Adams, Mabel Garton-Jones, Katie
Griffiths, Sophia Hill, Phoebe Lishman, Rosie Jephson, Amelia Place,
Hannah Smith, Grace Welsh, Aggie Williams (C).
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The 4th VII have had a very strong season of netball. Their enthusiasm
and encouragement on and off the court enabled them to win 7
of the 8 matches played. The first fixture against Bradfield College
saw Dauntsey’s quickly dominate the game with Bijou Angus and
Emma Kellar working the ball well around the ‘D’ combined with
Ellie Adams’ accurate shooting, which resulted in a 30-18 win. This
was followed by another win against Cheltenham College of 38-10
as the team were consistent throughout each quarter with their
possession of the ball and creating space around the court to get
the ball to the shooter’s hands quickly. Freya Wharton was integral
to the success of the match with her strong defence.
As the season progressed, it was clear that the girls were thinking
more strategically about the game and were able to assess
their own performance during a match and reflect on their
performance. The team moved from strength to strength with
another win of 29-6 against Canford with Jess Nicol earning
Star Player award as she communicated well with the team and
worked extremely hard at creating space down the court. Our
next match saw a 24-3 win against Monkton, although with a 17-0
lead at half time the girls decided to swap around their positions.
The 3rd quarter saw fewer goals but play through the court was
efficient and players adapted quickly to different positions. Freya
Wharton shot beautifully in the last quarter and Liv Parrott’s
enthusiasm and effort was a credit to the team. Despite the
consistent wins, the girls did not get complacent in their training,
and this was particularly evident in our match against Clayesmore
where the defence played extremely well and had taken on board

their feedback on interceptions and applying pressure. Hermione
Owen in particular was exceptional at intercepting the ball within
the ‘D’ and ensuring that we turned the ball around back into our
possession. Poppy Napier’s shooting was accurate, scoring the
majority of goals scored and resulting in a 28-9 win.
Our match against Kingswood brought more challenge for the
girls, but they took this very positively and it allowed them to
think carefully about how they play. Ellie Adams’ shooting was
superb throughout the game and she was brilliant at feeding back
to the team each quarter allowing them to solve problems that
were arising, winning the game 18-9. Despite some horrendous
conditions in our next match against KES Bath, the girls had a
brilliant attitude to the game and were up 5-2 in the first quarter.
Scoring goals in the wind was definitely a challenge but Poppy
Napier’s effort was outstanding. The opposition brought it back
in the next two quarters and we were at a draw entering the 4th
quarter. Unfortunately, KES Bath just slipped ahead as the final
whistle blew, resulting in a 10-11 loss. Despite losing our winning
streak, the girls were determined to bring it back in our final
match. They started steadily, only going ahead by a few by half
term. However, we gained control of the game and forced some
silly errors on the opposition meaning we took a good hold on
the game to go into the last quarter well in the lead. Bea Williams
impressed, as did Chloe Darlington in defence. Both Poppy Napier
and Ellie Adams shot fantastically, and they thoroughly deserved
to finish their season on such a high with a 34-18 win.

EJW
Squad: Ellie Adams, Bijou Angus, Amy Colyer, Chloe Darlington,
Emma Kellar, Poppy Napier, Jess Nicol, Hermione Owen, Liv Parrott,
Hannah Smith, Solene Thomas, Lara van der Horst, Hannah Walker,
Freya Wharton, Bea Williams.
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I have enjoyed a very successful season with the U15A team. The
girls have developed in all areas of their game taking on key points
in training sessions and focusing on these within their matches.
To only lose two matches all term, is a testament to the girl’s
commitment and determined nature. At no point in the term have
the girls let me down and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with
each and every one of them and watching their progression.
We started the season with probably our hardest match of the
season against a strong Bradfield College opposition. I would have
enjoyed a rematch against Bradfield at the end of term to show
the girls how far they have come. With a focused training session
the following Tuesday, the girls began to come together winning
against Godolphin in a freezing cold match down at The Manor
(37-16). Virginia seemed more settled in her role at ‘Centre’ and
began to have a big influence of the ball transitioning down court.
From here the girls continued to impress with a great win against
Cheltenham College, 37-16, with both Lucy and Olivia shooting
exceptionally. The girls continued to mature after a minor blip
against a strong Canford side, coming away deserved winners at
the St. Mary’s tournament. Leah was outstanding throughout and
led the team exceptionally well in her role as Captain.
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It seemed that half term brought even more focus and
determination to the girls who continued to train well, and wanted
more and more input to improve their movement around the
court. In defence, the girls worked on body angles and utilised this
in matches, where they found themselves increasingly successful
with interceptions. The attacking end of the court worked
tirelessly on centre passes and creating feeding opportunities
into the shooting circle. The hard work continued to pay off with
impressive wins against Clayesmore (29-12), Kingswood (25-12) Star
Player was Bea, and a hard fought victory over South Wilts (25-20),
where versatility shone through with some of the girls playing
out of position. Millie was awarded Star Player for her efforts.
From here, we played in the second leg of the School Games
tournament, where the girls played some fantastic netball finishing
up in the Runners Up position by just one goal. All the girls put
their heart and soul into the six matches played and should be
very proud of their achievements.
For our final game of the season we made the trip to Dean
Close. They always play a very physical game and this one did
not disappoint. After the first quarter we were down a few goals
and it was not looking too hopeful, but the girls maintained their
composure and focused on their own game, knowing what they
do well and where they can force mistakes. After three quarters we
were still trailing, but hungry to force errors into the oppositions
game. The final quarter saw us come from four goals behind to
draw 21-21 in what can only be described as the best come back
ever. I could not be more proud of the girls, Lucy and Amelia
impressed to win joint Star Player, but the girls collectively all
contributed to an impressive final score.

I wish to thank all members of the team for a memorable season.
Leah and Virginia have been fantastic Captains, leading by
example throughout the season. All the girls should be very proud
of their development on court and I look forward to seeing them
represent the school in the senior squads next year.

LPM
Squad: Olivia Carpenter, Lucy Crompton, Sophie Grant, Amelia Hall,
Leah Hope, Virginia Jacobs, Serena O’Brien, Millie Reeve, Bea Watts.
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The girls have had a very successful season. Their level of netball
has really improved as they have learnt new skills and developed
their awareness of the game.
They suffered a loss against Bradfield College in the first match
but there were glimpses of the success that would later come, as
Amelia Hall was strong in attack and scored a number of goals. Vita
Busari impressed by scoring from the edge of the circle. The girls
quickly bounced back from this defeat to win convincingly against
Godolphin, with Tessa Carter proving why she was given ‘Star
Attack’ as her link up play with the shooters was excellent. Sophie
Flann showed how versatile she could be by playing well both as
goal keeper and wing attack. They outclassed Cheltenham College,
showing how much their ball handling had improved since the
start of the season. Lily Cooper impressed with her athleticism,
showing how well she could intercept the ball and she volunteered
to play goal attack for a quarter which enabled all the players in
the team to play at least three quarters of the match. They went
on to narrowly win against St Mary’s Calne, with Lara Candy and
Tilly Buxton using their height and stretch to put pressure on the
opposition in the circle. Annabel Price fought hard as a centre court
player, making a vital contribution to her team’s success.
They played particularly well in the triangular fixture to earn wins
against KES Southampton and Canford. Alice Keppel-Crompton
was very athletic as ‘Centre’ to ensure that she fed the ball into the
circle effectively. Half way through season, Amelia moved up to
the ‘A’ team but we gained Freya Punton, who proved to be a very
reliable shooter for us after half term. The girls suffered a defeat
against Kingswood but this could be partly attributed to a lack of
warm up, but I was delighted that they won their final match of
the season against Dean Close in a close contest. This has been a
wonderful group of girls to work with and I hope they continue to
enjoy their netball in the future.

CS
Squad: Alvita Busari, Tilly Buxton, Lara Candy, Tessa Carter, Sophie
Flann, Amelia Hall, Alice Keppel-Compton, Annabel Price, Freya Punton.
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The U15C squad have enjoyed a very successful term. They worked
hard in all training sessions and their enthusiasm for playing
netball was always apparent.
Our first match, home against Bradfield, was lost 9-13. Usually
our toughest opposition, the girls held them level in the first
half, but ran out of steam and gave away too many passes in the
final quarter. The game highlighted the great potential in the
team with superb centre court play from Katy Fergusson and Lily
Watherston and excellent defence in the circle from Molly Holder.
Next, we played at home against Cheltenham. The girls dominated
throughout this match and came away with a comfortable 33-5
win. Molly Taylor shot with complete accuracy and was awarded
a well-deserved player of the match. The girls began to find their
rhythm, channelling the ball quickly up the court whenever we
had possession.
The match against St Mary’s Calne was a fast, close game which
brought out the best in the girls. It was clear that everyone enjoyed
playing, but Lily Watherston and Holly Ridgers were lynch-pins in
the centre, driving well for space, making excellent interceptions
and keeping the ball flowing. A flurry of goals in the final quarter
from both Molly Taylor and Marcy Duffill lead to a 19-13 win.
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This year’s match against Sherborne was cancelled due to snow,
so the triangular against KES Southampton and Canford was
our next challenge. Dauntsey’s 15C dominated both matches
despite only having 7 players so that everyone had to stay on
court throughout. Molly Taylor and Honey Lindsay made several
crucial interceptions in defence, leaving the opposition shooters
floundering to get on the score board. The final scores were
Dauntsey’s 22: KES 3 and Dauntsey’s 15: Canford 4.
A midweek game against Downside B team in glorious sunny
weather proved another easy win of 30-11. Molly Taylor and Marcy
Duffill continued to hold their form, shooting brilliantly even
in the bright, low sunlight and Lily Steggall made lots of good
interceptions at wing defence to keep the ball up our end of the
court. Our toughest match of the season followed, away against
Kingswood where we lost 17-22. It was a close game where both
sides fought for supremacy for three quarters, but in the final
10 minutes, Kingswood managed a quick 4 goals in succession,
putting them too far ahead to catch.
The final match of the season was away against Dean Close and
really show-cased the strong skills of this team, with a conclusive
23-13 victory. The high scores were indicative of a fast-paced game
with accurate passes through centre court from Honey Lindsay
and Lily Watherston and continued consistent shooting. It really
was great to watch.
All in all the team has had a very successful season, full of good
humour alongside committed enthusiasm and they have been a
pleasure to coach.
Congratulations to Molly Holder, Holly Ridgers, Molly Taylor and
Lily Watherston who received team colours.

KBG
Squad: Millie Dexter, Marcy Duffill, Katy Ferguson, Molly Holder,
Honey Lindsay, Holly Ridgers, Lily Steggall, Molly Taylor, Lily
Watherston.
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The U15D team started off their season with a tough fixture
against Bradfield College. It was a fantastic first performance from
the Dauntsey’s girls with Flora Darby moving well and finding
space in attack and Isabella Kinder and Lily Steggall picking up a
number of interceptions in defence. Honey Lindsay excelled also,
both with her marking in defence and bringing the ball through
court effectively in attack. It was pleasing to see Esme Wall play
in her first match for the school and she did well with both her
defensive pressure and accurate passing. Strong shooting from
Flora, Maria Landon and Jessica Cross in the final stages meant that
Dauntsey’s came back into the game after a slow start, securing a
well deserved draw.
The next match was against St Mary’s and it was good to see
the girls transition some of the fundamentals covered in training
sessions onto the court. Molly Cazaly marked well in defence
and picked up a number of crucial interceptions for the team and
Isabella was a dynamo in attack. Both Georgia Place and Kirsty
Mathieson were very controlled in possession of the ball, allowing
the team to make the most of the turnovers made in defence. Flora
shot well again and worked well in conjunction with Maria in the
attacking D. After a brilliant performance, the girls came away with
a strong win as they finished with twice their opponents score.
Disappointingly, the next U15D fixture was cancelled due to
adverse weather conditions. This meant that there was a long
break until the final fixture of the term but the U15D girls did not
let this affect their performance. In their best performance of the
year, the girls faced a very competent Dean Close side. Jemima
Illingworth was outstanding in defence and Kirsty’s ability to bring
the ball through court was influential. Anna Stevens’ enthusiasm
and positivity was appreciated by all of the girls and in a tight
contest, this extra motivation was crucial. Having been down 6-1
after the first quarter, the girls showed
great resilience to work their way back
into the match, eventually winning 16-12.
It was a pleasure to work with this
group of girls this year. They have been
enthusiastic, fun and very receptive
to new concepts and I would like to
thank them for making our sessions and
matches so enjoyable.

DAF
Squad: Molly Cazaly, Jessica Cross,
Flora Darby, Jemima Illingworth, Isabella
Kinder, Maria Landon, Kirsty Mathieson,
Georgia Place, Lily Steggall, Esme Wall,
Alex Whitrow.
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It has been a very enjoyable netball season for both myself and
the U14A girls. They have developed hugely on court both in their
quality of play and also their understanding of the various phases
of play both in defence and attack. The girls have worked hard
in training to increase their understanding of how to effectively
keep possession of the ball and transition it quickly through court,
as well as the three phases of defence. To hear the girls using key
terms like ‘dead ball time’ and ‘ball on extension’ in the middle
of the intensity of matches is a testament to how well they have
taken these fundamentals on board. In the latter part of the term,
I was also pleased to see the girls utilise their body angles more
effectively in defence, initially to prevent their opponents from
gaining possession of the ball and then to deny them the next
space they wanted to move into.
Not only has this term been enjoyable, it has been successful also.
Although the girls are the first to admit that perhaps we did not
get the results we were capable of in a few fixtures in the first half
of term, an unbeaten second half of term shows how talented this
group of girls are.
Some highlights from the season were the fixtures against
Marlborough College, Canford, St Mary’s Calne, Kingswood and
KES Bath. We lost our matches against Marlborough College and
Canford, however these were highlights for me as we were playing
against more experienced players than our other fixtures and we
noticeably lifted the quality of our play; it was lovely to see the girls
play with such desire and intensity and to challenge themselves
against high quality opponents. St Mary’s Calne was the first
fixture after half-term and the first time we were able to maintain
our level of play for the full 4 quarters. Against an opponent that
had previously beaten us in a tournament earlier in the year, we
were relentless with our intensity and focus and did not let the
score line or little mistakes affect our play. The fixtures against
Kingswood and KES Bath were similar affairs as we started slowly
in both matches. The most pleasing thing about both of these
fixtures is that the girls did not panic but slowly built momentum
throughout the matches, worked out their opponents and came
out comfortably on top.
It only remains for me to thank the girls for their energy, humour
and focus in both training and matches. They have all developed
hugely throughout the term and I look forward to monitoring their
progress in the future.

DAF
Squad: Megan Anderson, Mina Angus, Chiara Boote, Rosie Burn,
Talia Eastlake, Eliza Hill, Tammy Masaya, Samantha Mutavayi, Nicole
Ogunlaja, Ophelia Pye, Olivia Smail.
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The U14 B’s have had an excellent season this year and their
effort and skill has unfortunately not been reflected by the
number of wins secured. The girls started the season with little
confidence in their ability as a team, and I am pleased to say that
they progressed superbly with each match and built up their
confidence and ability to play together as one united team. The
girls have always behaved in an exemplary manner on court and
should be proud of what they have achieved together this term.
Throughout the season the U14 B’s have worked on footwork,
creating space on court, holding their space against the
opposition, taking time to pass and keeping hold of possession.
As a whole, individuals did really well to take on board coaching
points given in training sessions and put them into practice during
matches, and this certainly became more obvious as the term
continued.
Our first win came with an outstanding 20-8 score against Royal
High School, Bath. The girls played superbly and really showed
their ability to work together, encourage each other and exhibited
a great team spirit. The shooters were on point and hardly missed
a goal this match; it was great to see all their practice and hard
work paying off! Other wins were against KES Southampton (12-4),
KES Bath (16-11) and Dean Close (23-11). There were some very
close scores which led to some unfortunate losses; these include
matches against SWGS (17-13) and St Mary’s Calne (16-12). Finally,
the girls drew 8-8 in their match against Kingswood, which they
were very unlucky not to win and was a real nail biter for those
watching!
My most proud moment of the team was during a triangular
against KES Southampton and Canford. With a 12- 4 win against
KES Southampton and a 33-5 loss against Canford, who proved
a very strong team, the girls could not have put in more effort.
They played a brilliant game against Canford, despite the score,
and showed such fighting spirit. The girls were able to continue
working on movement through the court and did not let the score
demoralise them at one point throughout. I could not have asked
for more of them on the day.
Overall, the girls have had a fantastic season and can be very
proud of their energy throughout the term as well as having
worked superbly together as a team. They deserve every win and
will no doubt go on to achieve great things next season. They
have been a pleasure to coach!

MKH
Squad: Mina Angus, Rosie Basnett, Helen Bourne, Rosie Burn,
Kristyna Collins, Georgia Facer, Poppy Harris, Lottie Litherland, Sami
Mutavayi, Bella Owen, Lucy Parrott, Ophelia Pye, Melinda Yona.
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All players made a strong contribution to the team. Sydney
Evenden showed great versatility on court and proved invaluable
in multiple positions. Scout Johnstone rose to the challenge in
defence and was deadly against her opposition and the shooting
of Izzy Lane deserves a special mention. The combination of
both Lucy Parrott and Sophia Parrott was absolutely superb –
both girls covering the centre court nicely with timed drives and
interceptions throughout.

KAB
Squad: Olivia Allinson-James, Sydney Evenden, Georgia Facer,
Lydia Holmes, Scout Johnstone, Izzy Lane, Lucy Parrott, Sophia
Parrott, Phoebe Salisbury, Arabella Steptoe, Florence Ward, Tamsin
Whitelegge.
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The U14C team have enjoyed a good season however their results
do not reflect the improvements that each and every individual
within the team made. It was always going to be a tough start to
the season playing against Bradfield College, however despite the
score-line, the girls were very positive and it was clear that there
was potential. Special mention to Arabella Steptoe who scored her
first goal in her debut game at Dauntsey’s.
The girls worked hard during training and the focus within
the sessions was centred around getting free, transitioning
throughout court and maintaining possession. In the next few
games against Marlborough College and Cheltenham College, the
intention was to try and emulate these skills into a match scenario.
Sydney Evenden and Izzy Lane were particularly influential in the
first three quarters of the match against Cheltenham College and
despite losing in the final quarter, it was one of the teams’ best
performances.
All of the matches played this season, two matches stand out. to
me. Firstly, the match vs. Clayesmore where the team won 37-0
and also the final match vs. Dean Close where the team were
victorious 20-12.
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This has been a fantastic season for the U13A netball squad. They
have played hard, worked together and improved so much.
Lots of the matches have been tough and through this, the girls
have learned many necessary pointers about playing sport and
particularly being in a team. We decided never to give a target
for a quarter. This did not work for us, and we all saw it is a ‘must
not do!’
All, the players had their own characters and brought different
things to the table. Millie always so calm and serene in her manner
and scoring so many goals! Sophie very much the opposite,
showing a wide range of agility and positive feistiness on the
court. You could not question her desire to win! Emma, the quiet
but very effective player. A great listener and keen to better
herself. Emelia wide eyed and growing in confidence with her
game. Beatrix was new to the team in the last half of the season.
Her effort and strength of character went before her despite
being petrified! Alex took on the role of being the consistent
player in the team. Go to her for lessons on ‘dead ball time’ and
never missing a centre pass! Tilly was one of the most versatile
players on the team, and always moved with a smile on her face.
Mollie also switched well and performed brilliantly wherever she
was required! Charlotte was the bubbly one of the group who
had the ability to lift the spirits of all around her as well as being a
fantastic player.
All players had moments of brilliantness as did the team as a
whole. The match v Bristol Grammar School was a real eye opener
as the coach. They won 24-12 having played some really strong
quarters and an incredibly weak one. To me it showed all sides and
areas of the team. Millie finished the game off with some amazing
shooting commented on by the opposition coach.
Our losses against KES Southampton, Kingswood and Farleigh
were tough matches. The girls were so close and as a parent told

me the season before they only scored one goal against Farleigh.
The final score this season was 13-23. What a great improvement.
The team played in two tournaments and the reports back were
so positive. Miss Bradley is always keen for them to play and enjoy,
and usually this produces great netball. It certainly did at these
tournaments.
All players received at least one ‘Player of the Match’ award. This
demonstrates the depth of the players and potential it offers for
the future. A few matches were won very easily and often the
group were swapped round and played different positions. It
proved to me that a good netballer can play anywhere and adapt
to the circumstances. The girls enjoyed these matches.
I will finish by congratulating the girls for a fantastic season. They
represented Dauntsey’s with their heads held high and keen to do
the best for their school. I thoroughly enjoyed the season and look
forward to seeing their netball in the future!

GB
Squad: Charlotte Alexander, Mollie Ball, Beatrix Fooks, Matilda
Frost, Millie Gaiger, Emma Jephson, Sophie Kibble, Alex Lascelles,
Emelia Taylor.

best game of the season here against a mighty team and their
team spirit was unparalleled. The following set of matches were at
the Farleigh Tournament where the girls proudly won two out of
their five games, also having a great day out.
Our second match against Lavington school proved how much
play had improved over the course of the season. Emelia Taylor
and Saffron Arnold were mighty shooters, and Arabella Castle
made a stunning debut for the B team. The final score was an 18-4
win and play throughout had been considerate and thoughtful.
Kingswood and St Mary’s, Calne matches followed, resulting in
an 8-8 draw and an incredibly close 10-9 loss. Charlotte Grant
made some fantastic interceptions and Annabel Neve shone in
her rightful place as GK. Another draw (7-7), this time against
KES Bath, followed. Our final game of the season was against
Farleigh and the girls showed exceptional teamwork throughout.
10 goals down at the end of the first quarter, they laughed in the
face of defeat, and came back fighting, drawing each quarter
thereafter, ending in an 18-8 loss. I could not be more proud of
the U13B team.

CES
Squad: Saffron Arnold, Arabella Castle, Chloe Chan, Beatrix
Fooks, Charlotte Grant, Izzy Morgan, Ruby Morton, Annabel Neve,
Emelia Taylor, Louise Wood.

U13B VII NETBALL
P 16
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The U13B team were a delight to work with throughout the season
and were incredibly upbeat and optimistic even during some
really tough matches. They had a great start to the netball season
against Lavington school, where they won 4-3, with lots of court
play and countless shooting opportunities.
On 19th January the girls then played Bristol Grammar School,
who were a strong opposition, and unfortunately lost 13-1.
However, the positivity throughout was astonishing and notable
mention must go to Louise Wood who not once stopped fighting.
Two excellent wins followed against Sherborne Girls and Prior
Park College, ending in 13-3 and 15-3 respectively, with Beatrix
Fooks and Ruby Morton leading the way in their stunning playing.
Beatrix made some fantastic shots and Ruby’s speed down the
court allowed the ball to get quickly and successfully to our
shooting end. Annabel Neve showed great promise defending
in the circle and Chloe Chan’s determination to get the ball was a
joy to watch.
With one cancelled game due to snowy conditions, the next
match the team played was against Godolphin on 6th February,
which resulted in another win, this time 10-3. Izzy Morgan
doubled the score in the third quarter and, whilst the ball changed
ends rapidly, the girls’ accurate shooting led us to victory. KES
Southampton may have beaten us 23-2, but the team played their
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U13C VII NETBALL
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The U13C team played with great enthusiasm and determination
throughout this season. A tough first fixture away at Warminster
School resulted in a defeat, but the team showed improvement
as the game progressed. Our next game was away at BGS, and
some excellent defensive play from Eliza Flynn and Georgie
Ethleston enabled the team to establish some good moves up the
court; we were unlucky to lose against a well-established team
5 – 7. This game was followed by a win against Sherborne Girls
School – Arabella Castle controlled the play in the centre third
and, in addition, Bella Caldwell was integral to the team’s success
showing great intelligence with her positioning in the goal circle.
As the season progressed, the girls’ teamwork began to develop
and their encouragement and support of each other enabled
us to win our next match against Prior Park; Bella Caldwell, Josie
Boon and Maddie Curry worked extremely effectively with each
other and the girls scored 15 goals between them. Some fantastic
positioning, particularly in the centre of the court, by Arabella
Castle and Fleur Sullivan allowed us to organise some super moves
up the court; Arabella thoroughly deserved her move up to the
U13B team following this match.
Following this victory, our next fixture was a festival held at Prior
Park. This festival allowed the girls to play a series of mini matches
and their standard of play improved as the matches progressed.
Maddie Curry and Bella Caldwell were again unstoppable in the
goal circle, and Eliza Flynn and Edith Mackie ensured that many
attacks by the opposition were fruitless. Following three wins
at the tournament, the girls were delighted to finish in joint first
position. We then played a fixture away at KES Southampton.
Starting very impressively, Dauntsey’s found themselves leading 6
– 0 at the end of the first quarter. Unfortunately, play then became
a little sloppy and we allowed KES to creep back into the game.
An encouraging team talk (and some Haribo) at half time revived
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the Dauntsey’s team, and in the final quarter the girls regained
control to win the match 7 – 5. Following this match, the girls
played against Devizes School and the determined spirit of the
team allowed us to set up some good attacking moves; Fleur
Sullivan again proved invaluable as centre. The final score of 11 –
10 to Dauntsey’s suggests a closer match than it was in reality, and
the girls knew that some missed opportunities had resulted in a
lack of goals for us.
Our next fixture was against Kingswood. In very windy conditions
the girls played their best netball of the season. Kingswood took
control of the game in the first quarter and quickly created a 3 - 0
lead; Dauntsey’s then worked hard and pulled back to equalise
by the end of the first quarter. The game was then ‘end to end’
throughout the remainder of the match and the girls were unlucky
to lose 10 – 11. Harriette Puddy-Jones worked tirelessly to create
attacks and the shooters did well in tricky conditions. The team
then played against St.Mary’s, Calne, and Dauntsey’s quickly took
control of the game through some very effective and feisty centre
court play by Fleur Sullivan; Hollie Campbell enjoyed her debut
and worked intelligently to create some super moves up the court.
Maddie Curry maintained her superb form and scored 7 of the
8 goals that enabled Dauntsey’s to win 8 – 6. Our penultimate
match resulted in a 9 -8 win against KES Bath and the girls were
then delighted to secure an unexpected win against Farleigh in
their last match of the season. Ines Prodger worked tirelessly in
defence, and Harriette Puddy-Jones displayed great determination
and versatility in the final quarter. It has been an absolute pleasure
to coach this committed and enthusiastic team this season;
they have grown in confidence and played with enjoyment and
wonderful spirit in their matches. I wish them all the very best for
next season.

AES
Squad: Josie Boon, Bella Caldwell, Hollie Campbell, Arabella
Castle, Maddie Curry, Georgie Ethleston, Eliza Flynn, Edith Mackie,
Harriette Puddy-Jones, Ines Prodger, Fleur Sullivan.

U12A VII NETBALL

U12B VII NETBALL
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This has been a positive year for the U12A Team and I would
like to congratulate them on their hard work and commitment
throughout the season. They are a positive and enthusiastic group,
supportive of one another both on and off the pitch and it has
been a real pleasure coaching them.
The season began with a tough fixture against a well-drilled
Godolphin side who had been playing together for a term already.
Despite a valiant comeback at the end of the match Godolphin
managed to hold on for a 10-9 victory. However, the girls were
keen to improve so this meant getting some serious training in
before the next match so it was back to the drawing board. Soon
they were getting to grips with the speed of play expected and
they began to work together and settle into new positions. Our
next match was Bristol Grammar School, a side who also proved to
be a strong team with more experience and better teamwork and
despite BGS taking a good lead the girls continued to fight and
play each quarter hard. The next three matches were a different
story with some resounding and convincing victories and a
chance to consolidate new skills and work on court sequencing.
King Edward’s Southampton were another strong side and despite
their best efforts the girls couldn’t maximise their chances in the
circle and were outplayed on this occasion. Our next match was
a more local affair against Warminster and this time the girls were
pitched against a team comprising some older girls. However, they
were not daunted and played well under pressure. With second
half they put the Warminster side under a lot of pressure in the
final quarter but the whistle blew just a bit too soon and they
couldn’t clinch the victory in the final minute. Strong sides from
St.Mary’s and Kingswood put the girls under pressure again in
the next couple of weeks but they are a strong-willed bunch and
they always came back fighting. With a super match against a very
even KES Bath side a 5-5 draw in their penultimate match showed
their fighting spirit and determination to hang on.
The final match of the season was against a superb
Farleigh team who had been playing together for
a while. Their slick movement on court put them
in the lead from the start but once again the girls’
heads did not go down and they played with spirit,
enthusiasm and vigour to the bitter end.

W5

L6

D1

The U12B team have impressed with their commitment to netball
throughout the season. They have been a dedicated group who
have trained and played hard, with clear enjoyment for the sport.
The first match against Lavington School U12A team saw a difficult
loss, but the defensive pairing of Nancy Hughes and Issy Morton
prevented the opposition from scoring numerous goals, with Issy
being made Star Player. There was a much-improved level of play
against BGS with fluid passing across the court and although the
final score saw a narrow defeat of 4-7, the team showed a great
deal of promise with Nancy winning Star Player.
The team’s first victory came in a home game against Sherborne.
There was some excellent movement on centre court, with
the ball being regularly intercepted by Jemima Richardson and
sent back to our D by Imogen Prentice. Liberty Arnold and Evie
Duckworth also played well, but Imogen was the undoubted Star
Player with the final results being 11-1. Success continued with a
victory against Prior Park, 7-1. There was great play all round, but
Izzy Lloyd worked well at both ends of the court and deserved her
Star Player status. The team’s winning ways continued with an 18-0
victory over Devizes School. Jemima and Evie moved brilliantly
around the court, ensuring that they kept possession of the ball for
the majority of the match, with Jemima being awarded Star Player.
Star Player Olivia Pearson played brilliantly in defence with Izzy and
Nancy against KES Southampton. The final result, 5-5 was due to
some great all-round play against an evenly matched team, but
it was the consistency of the defence that kept us in the game.
The final match of the half term saw a narrow defeat against
Warminster 10-7, playing against a Year 8 team. There was some
great centre court play with Izzy Jephson and Isabelle Nislev-Pitt
playing well in their B team debut. Nancy and Izzy shared the Star

It has been a real pleasure working with such a hard
working and motivated group this year. They are full
of enthusiasm and despite some losses they showed
great determination and commitment to their
teammates throughout each match; well done!

SC
Squad: Olivia Austen, Izzy Coveney, Evie Cowling,
Charlotte Durrant, Ruby House, Lillian Jacobs, Daisy
Lawson-Johnston, Ellie Mullins, Ella Thompsonr.
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Player ball for great effort throughout. After the half term break
and some shooting practice the team were back to their winning
ways, defeating Lavington 14-2, with all the shooters performing
well and Imogen fully deserving her Star Player ball.
A fast-paced fixture against Kingswood saw a 11-4 loss. Rosie Olsen
played steadily throughout the game, working well in centre court
and opening our score card with a fantastic distance shot, earning
her the Star Player ball. The girls improved with their performance
against St Mary’s with an impressive 5-1 victory, with excellent play
from all. The Star Player ball was shared between Imogen, Jemima
and Rosie for consistently great work.
A very windy afternoon at home saw a tricky match against KES
Bath. The girls showed how they have improved over the season
but the blustery conditions prevented accurate shooting, finishing
the afternoon with a narrow defeat 6-3. Imogen and Issy M shared
the Star Player ball. The final game of the season was the toughest,
against an extremely strong Farleigh team. The girls kept their
heads up and played well, but did not get the opportunities
to score, resulting in a heavy loss. The defensive partnership of
Olivia, Nancy and Izzy kept going until the end with Izzy getting
Star Player. However, this final result should not detract from a
wonderful season and I wish the girls the best of luck in next year.

LKE
Squad: Liberty Arnold, Evie Duckworth, Nancy Hughes, Izzy
Jephson, Izzy Lloyd, Issy Morton, Isabelle Nislev- Pitt, Rosie Olsen,
Olivia Pearson, Imogen Prentice, Jemima Richardson.
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U12C VII NETBALL
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The U12C team started the season playing against a more
experienced Lavington School side, a team that had already spent
a term training together. Nevertheless, Dauntsey’s showed great
character in their first match, especially after going 5-0 down in
the first quarter. They fought hard in the remaining quarters with
Tori Facer and Ella Chamberlain scoring three goals together,
making the final score 9-3 to Lavington. Although the girls lost,
they impressed with their resilience, particularly considering some
had never played netball before.
The girls continued to bring their excellent attitude and positivity
into their next matches, including their game against Bristol
Grammar School. Both schools played equally well for the vast
majority of the match; however, in the third quarter, Dauntsey’s
suddenly went 3-0 down. After one final morale-boosting team
talk, Dauntsey’s came back fighting, with both Molly Edwards and
Ella Chamberlain scoring one goal each. Despite losing narrowly,
the girls gained a newfound confidence through their incredible
performance in the dying moments of the match.
It was not long before the girls managed to secure their first
win – and what a win it was, too! Dauntsey’s scored 16 goals and
kept a clean sheet against Prior Park, with Molly Edwards and Tori
Facer both scoring five goals each, and Ella Chamberlain scoring

six. It was, however, not only the shooters who played incredibly
well; the entire team communicated well with Izzy Jephson and
Isabelle Nislev-Pitt particularly shining in Centre and Goal Defence
respectively.
Despite getting their first taste of a win, the girls understood that
there were improvements that needed to be made. The team
worked hard in their remaining training sessions to better their
passing accuracy and positioning on the court, which translated
well in their last three matches of the season, with Dauntsey’s
winning all three comfortably.
In fact, finishing in true style, the U12C team left their best
performance until their final game against Farleigh School, which
they won 24-3. All of the girls were outstanding and everyone
played their absolute best. Some notable highlights included Isabel
Moverley’s strength in Wing Defence, Evie Jones’ physicality as Goal
Keeper, as well as Daisy Parsons’ ability to open up the court and
create lots of space with her intelligent positioning. The 24 goals
were scored by Daisy Parsons (1); Phoebe Cazaly (2); Liberty Arnold
(3); Abi Evans (3); Ella Chamberlain (6), and Molly Edwards (9). It was
an impressive finish to an already fantastic season!
Special congratulations to Phoebe Cazaly, Izzy Jephson, and
Isabelle Nislev-Pitt who were awarded Team Colours. Well done
also to Abi Evans for winning Star Player of the season.
Finally, I would like to thank every single one of the girls for making
my first netball season so much fun!

MKH
Squad: Liberty Arnold, Phoebe Cazaly, Ella Chamberlain, Molly
Edwards, Abi Evans, Tori Facer, Evie Jones, Isabel Moverley, Isabelle
Nislev-Pitt, Isabelle Norman, Daisy Parsons, Tallulah Shanahan.

U12D VII NETBALL
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The U12D team have shown great determination and positivity this
term. The season kicked off with two matches at the Warminster
Festival both against Warminster School. Despite a marginal loss
in both matches, the girls coped really well with their first official
encounter and it was a great learning experience. Isabelle Norman
stood out with both crucial interceptions and passes.

with scores level at the beginning of the third quarter until KES
pulled away with a more consistent approach to shooting. Isabel
Moverley proved crucial in maintaining spirits and motivating all.
We were back at Warminster for our next match which proved
much more successful second time around. Both Eva Platt and
Ruby Jazwary - Brown demonstrated some solid defending skills
and coupled with some outstanding shooting form Amelia Boyd,
our first win of the season was secured.
Proving unstoppable, the girls went on to win the remaining two
matches, in style. The penultimate match against St Mary’s, Calne
involved 14 girls rotating between the 7 different positions. A
great opportunity for as many girls as possible to play in a match
scenario. The final match of the season saw the girls win 7-0 in
extremely windy conditions showing an excellent awareness of
each other and space.
I have thoroughly enjoyed working with this fantastic groups of
girls. They have been receptive to advice and seen the positive
in every match; enjoying each one regardless of the score line. I
wish them all great success for the next season and hope that they
continue to play with a smile!

The following home match against BGS proved a lovely game
to both umpire and watch. There were some brilliant phases of
play involving some good periods of possession. Unfortunately,
we couldn’t quite maintain the pace and another loss was
experienced.

Squad: Phoebe Ballenden , Julia Bassingham-Searle, Amelia

The next fixture involved the girls heading south to KES
Southampton. Despite a loss of 11-5, a fairly even match was seen

Boyd, Imogen Crawley, Matilda Goodall, Sophie Hislop, Ruby
Jazwary - Brown, Isabel Moverley, Isabelle Norman, Eva Platt, Ella St
Aubyn, Bella Steptoe, Molly Turner.

EHS
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Lawrence Bett-Hewitt

Olly Gompels
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Jemima Anderson
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Cricket
I won’t break the habit of the last 21 years; the summer term was
extremely hot and very dry. This meant we completed 91 matches,
winning or drawing 54% of them. The few cancellations that
occurred were almost invariably due to opposition being unable
to raise teams, sadly.
The 1st XI had an excellent season, winning 15 of their 20 fixtures,
and retaining the Monkhouse Intersport League title for the 3rd
successive year. Reaching the quarter finals of the National Schools
T20 Cup was a great achievement.
The 2nds performed well, especially when bowling, whilst the
3rds enjoyed their early season matches. The U15 teams had a
challenging season, but the U14s showed promise. In the Lower
School, we reverted to U13 and U12 teams rather than combined
Junior XIs, and this gave the teams a greater sense of identity
and a more consistent input from their coaches. The U13Bs were
unbeaten; the most successful team in the School this year!
Girls’ cricket continues to grow in popularity and strength, with
junior and U15 teams having matches. The latter reached the 3rd
round of their national competition.
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I would like to finish by offering heartfelt thanks to the coaches
who gave so much of their time and expertise, not just this year
but (in several case) over many years. My thanks also go to he
catering staff for providing so well for us, the grounds staff for their
hard work in challenging weather conditions and to the players for
their tremendous commitment.
I wish TWB well as he succeeds me in this role next year.
Representative Honours
• Alex Ayers – Hampshire 2nd XI
• Jack Grant – Wiltshire U17
• Olivia Smail – Wiltshire U15
• Tom Spencer – Wiltshire U14
• Jonathan Sadler – Wiltshire U14 and U13
• Tom Darby – Wiltshire U13
• Tom Campbell – Wiltshire U12

AJP
Head of Cricket

FIRST XI CRICKET

us crowned League Champions for the third year running.

P 20

A victory against the OD’s saw promising performances from
Will Hyde and Rory Case, whilst we succumbed to a heavy defeat
against a very strong Millfield Meyers XI in the T20 Cup, although
the game was played in good spirits. A game against Plymouth
College saw us record a five-wicket victory, aided by George
Lishman’s four wickets. Jack Butler picked up another 5-wicket
haul in a losing cause against the MCC before the last game of
the season saw us comfortably defeat Sydney Grammar School
by 9 wickets. It was good to see spinners Ollie Reeve and Arthur
Richardson perform well in this match along with batsman Tom
Spencer, all of whom will hold important roles next season.

W 15
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After a successful 2018 season, the 1st XI had to rebuild having lost
five key members of the team. This started with a series of indoor
practice sessions over the winter for the senior cricketers and was
followed by an exciting pre-season tour of Barbados at the end of
the spring term.
The tour was great fun for all involved as we took the cricket
seriously whilst also enjoying lots of time soaking up the
Caribbean experience. The tour offered a great chance for players
to show off their skills, as shown by fourth former Will Hyde
who contributed with a great 50 in our opening match at the
Wanderers CC. The following match against Coleridge and Parry
School also saw another great individual performance, this time
from vice-captain Alex Ayres, with a hundred. Whilst the first three
games of the tour had led to fairly comprehensive defeats the
young team was quickly adapting. This was shown as we won the
remaining two fixtures of the tour, largely thanks to skilful bowling
and fielding displays, before our final game – a T20 under lights –
was abandoned due to rain.
On our return, the English season started with a week of four
fixtures. This saw comfortable wins over both Beechen Cliff and
Clayesmore, before back to back T20s on the Sunday versus
Elizabeth College and Abingdon. Half centuries from Archie
Ayling and Alex Ayres saw us win both matches as the bowlers
performed strongly together. A very positive start – four from four!
Our next fixture against Winchester College saw a heavy defeat,
however, we came back strongly to record consecutive victories
at home against Colston’s and KES, Bath. This period saw Tom
Swanton score consecutive fifties, whilst Jack Butler gained his
maiden five-wicket haul for the 1st XI.

A few players stood out particularly this year. Alex Ayers has had
a remarkable two summers at Dauntsey’s, and scored over 1200
runs during 2019. Tom Swanton developed into a formidable
all-rounder, taking over 30 wickets and scoring over 400 runs. Jack
Grant was superb with his leg spin (36 wickets) and as an opening
batsman (677 runs) and Jack Butler’s contribution as an off-spinner
(40 wickets) was exceptional.
All in all, 2019 was an extremely enjoyable season for everyone
involved which saw us record one of the school’s strongest set of
results on record, along with a cup run to the National Cup quarter
finals! It has been a privilege to have played for the Dauntsey’s 1st
XI for a number of years. A special mention must go to Mr. Palmer
(in his final summer at Dauntsey’s) who has looked after the Cricket
at school so brilliantly for 21 years. Many thanks as well to JRA who
continues to get the best out of every cricketer he works with.

Archie Ayling (Captain of Cricket)
Squad: Alex Ayers (VC), Archie Ayling (C), Henry Barker, Jack
Butler, Rory Case, Tommy Gilbert, Jack Grant, Will Hodgson, Ned
Holland, Will Hyde, Oliver Illingworth, George Lishman, Craig
Marshall, Bill Nichol, Oliver Reeve, Arthur Richardson, Tom Spencer,
Tom Swanton.

The next round of the T20 cup saw us take revenge against
Winchester College, as both Jack Grant and Alex Ayres played
inventive innings to help us to a 9-wicket victory.
The first fixture after half term saw a 102-run victory over Monkton
Combe as Archie Ayling hit an unbeaten hundred, before the
bowlers effectively pegged the opposition batsmen back. We
then travelled to Oratory School to play Wellington College in
the next round of the T20 cup. In damp conditions our bowlers
performed exceptionally as Jack Butler recorded figures of 3-11,
before openers Alex Ayres and Will Nichol led us to a 10-wicket
win. We then looked forward to a home draw against Millfield in
the following game – the national quarter final.
The following day saw us slip to a close defeat against a strong
Clifton side, before we comfortably defeated the Wiltshire Queries
by 6 wickets as Jack Grant hit his maiden century. We then faced
Kingswood, in what was effectively the Monkhouse Intersport
League final. Early wickets were promising; however, they built a
partnership which took them to a score just in excess of 200. Our
batsmen managed to make light work of this with Alex Ayres and
Will Hodgson both scoring fifties as we won by 9 wickets. This saw
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SECOND XI CRICKET
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The 2nd XI cricket season got underway on a wet and windy
afternoon, away at Clayesmore. After dodging the showers,
we were able to play a shortened format as the sun came out
mid-afternoon. Dauntsey’s put on a handy 137 for 5, which given
the conditions, was a good total. Arthur Richardson (37) and Ed
Smail (30) were the pick of the batsmen, dealing well with the
low bounce and slow outfield. We bowled well in the early overs,
with Calum Marshall looking particularly dangerous, but did not
make the most of our early pressure. After a nervy last few overs,
we were finally able to breathe a sigh of relief as our opponents
ended up six runs short of our total, for the loss of six wickets.
In more pleasant conditions the week after at home to Winchester
College, the 2nd XI were put in to bat. Winchester bowled tightly
and we were unable to get the ball away in the early part of our
innings. After a few wickets from players trying to accelerate the
run-rate, Will Nichol came to the crease and showed an impressive
ability to hit any errant balls powerfully for runs, as well as protect
his wicket, as he scored 70 off 63 balls. Unfortunately, this came
slightly too late in the innings and we finished on 130-8. Our
opposition had plenty of overs to get our total and were able to
take their time at the crease to build their innings. Despite bowling
well, with Arthur Fitzgibbon and Josh Mallinson, in particular,
impressing with the ball, Winchester batted smartly, didn’t take
any risks and made the total with relative ease.
It was nice to follow this slightly disappointing performance up
with a resounding win against Colston’s. With the opposition
batting first, our bowlers showed their class as we first pegged
their openers down and then dispatched their middle and lower
order for a measly 34. Marcus Howard was on song as he took
three wickets for six runs. Our openers came in and duly finished
the innings with only seven overs gone of the second innings.

Our next fixture against Lord Wandsworth College was an evenly
matched affair and went all the way to the final ball of the match.
With our opposition batting first, we looked extremely dangerous
with the ball, as Tommy Gilbert and Calum Marshall attacked the
opening batsmen with a pleasing variety of pace and movement.
The moment of the innings was certainly George Sherwood’s
impressive one-handed take while he was being wrong-footed
by an in-swinger taking the outside edge. Unfortunately, the
opposition were lucky that a number of other edges and errant
shots went wide of our fielders and they went on to make a
decent 141 for 5. In the second innings, we started aggressively,
with Josh Mallinson setting a good early run-rate and George
Sherwood coming in to continue in the same vein, with some
firmly hit boundaries. A few wickets in the middle of our innings
pegged us back though and despite Ollie Illingworth scoring 49
not out and Tommy Gilbert and Luca Cox ably assisting him, we
were left two runs short at the death. Despite the loss, it was a
pleasing performance against a strong side and it felt that our
bowlers, in particular, were really beginning to find their form.
We followed this strong performance up with another pleasing
display against Monkton Combe. Bowling first, we put in our
most polished performance of the year. All of our bowlers stuck
to their line and length and there was movement both in the air
and off the seam, which had our opponents in trouble from the
outset. Ollie Reeve was the pick of the bowlers with 5 wickets
for 12 runs off 5 overs but Lewis Jackson also impressed with his
controlled variation of both pace and seam movement. We took
the opposition’s wickets for 57 runs and despite throwing a few
wickets away ourselves, Ned Holland and Luke Webb saw us
through well as we coasted to victory.
Our final match of the year came against Kingswood, with
a Thursday afternoon T20. Having struggled with run-rate
throughout the year, we moved some of our quicker scoring
middle-order players to the top of the order. Unfortunately, they
struggled with the new ball and a flurry of early wickets had us
4 wickets down for just 24 runs, off only 5 overs. Ollie Illingworth
and Arthur Richardson steadied the ship but when they began to
accelerate also succumbed to the opposition bowlers. We were
left 72 all out off only 17 overs. Having left ourselves the tough task
of protecting such a low total, the bowlers came out with focus
and bowled a great line and length to tie down the batsmen;
Tommy Gilbert’s economy of 1.82 per over was particularly
impressive. Some of our fielding did let us down at times, though,
and Kingswood were able to get over the line with an over and a
half to go and three wickets remaining.
A combination of factors throughout the term meant that three of
our fixtures were cancelled, which was a shame for this talented,
enthusiastic group of boys. They have been a pleasure to work
with throughout the term and I thank them for the application
they have shown in both training and matches and the moments
of comedy gold we have enjoyed together.

DAF
Squad: Luca Cox, Josh Duckworth, Arthur Fitzgibbon, Tommy
Gilbert, Ned Holland, Marcus Howard, Ollie Illingworth, Lewis
Jackson, Josh Mallinson, Calum Marshall, Will Nichol, Ollie Reeve,
Arthur Richardson, George Sherwood, Ed Smail, Luke Webb.
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The U15’s started their season fairly promptly with a fixture vs
Beechen Cliff on the first Thursday back. Having lost their previous
captain to the 1st XI, the side were looking to pitch in and stake a
claim to captain the side. Given the enthusiasm of the boys, they
were out classed when they could only amass 88-6 on an early
season wicket. As expected Beechen went on to knock off the runs
with a couple of overs to spare and won the game by seven wickets.
The teams next outing took them to Clayesmore on their first
Saturday fixture of the year. Having started the game well, the boys
were forced off the pitch due to rain and the match was abandoned.
The team next faced with a well-oiled Winchester College side.
After a hard-fought innings, the team managed a total of 132-6
from their allotted overs. This being our biggest total of the season
thus far turned out not to be enough. Winchester College got
134-4 and won the game with only a few balls to go. With the
mood a little low after our second loss of the season the U15As
travelled to Colston’s for their third Saturday fixture. The toss
was won by Dauntsey’s who chose to bowl first. After getting
an early wicket the boys seemed in a good place, however with
the Colston’s No.2 still at the crease, they amassed 223 runs all
out. This was then followed by what was to be our worst batting
performance of the year. Dauntsey’s were all out for 21.

This was the catalyst for a greatly improved performance vs Lord
Wandsworth College at home. The boys had the privilege of
playing on the 1st XI pitch and credit to them had a good go at a
well organised Lord Wandsworth College side. Joshua Sullivan got
the top score of the day with 37 and the boys were unlucky to be
given out by some spectacular catches. In reply Lord Wandsworth
College knocked the runs off only four wickets down. The team
then had the first round of the U15 T20 cup against Sheldon. With
a few recruits for the U14A side to bolster the team, Dauntsey’s put
on an impressive 158 for 0 in 20 overs. Tom Spencer (50 retired)
and Jack Campbell (50 retired) lead the way with Will Hyde hitting
24 no from 16 balls. In reply Sheldon only managed 67 which
meant Dauntsey’s had won the game by 91 runs and had won
their first fixture of the season.
The next fixture proved to be the match of the season coming
against Monkton Combe. Monkton batted first on the artificial
wicket and managed to get 130 runs 8 wickets down. The boys
had got them in a good position with Henry Caldwell claiming 3
for 15, but they let them get too many runs in the final few overs.
Dauntsey’s then came out and were in trouble early on as they
lost a couple of quick wickets for next to no runs. However, Kai and
Michael steadied the middle order with 36 and 33no respectively
which brought the game ever closer to the much-needed win.
With two runs required off the last ball Matthew Logan, who had
batted fairly well until this point, was caught and the game was
lost. With the U14s away on Moonrakers camp, the usual U15A side
played St. Laurence in the second round of the cup. St. Laurence
opted to bowl first and it was clear to see why. Some impressive
bowling left our boys 47 all out after only 10 overs. St. Laurence
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knocked those off one wicket down in only 7.3 overs and that sent
the team crashing out of the cup.
The following fixture saw the boys completely put to the sword.
With the arrival of Clifton college on a blustery Saturday afternoon,
Dauntsey’s were put into bat. The team only managed to get a
combined 49 runs which was never going to be enough. Clifton
knocked them off three wickets down with plenty of overs to
spare. However, the boys managed to pick themselves up and
produced a greatly improved performance again Kingwood the
following weekend. Kingwood opted to bat first and seemed to
have the rub of the green with the outside edge finding the gaps.
The managed to get to 157 all out with Toby Mallinson ending
with figures of 4 for 26. In reply the boys tried to apply themselves
in hot conditions but fell to 108 all out.
Our last Saturday fixture saw the U15As lose once again against KE
Southampton. We were outclassed by some very good bowling
and only manged to score 26 runs. They scored the 27 runs
required without loss to end the season. I would like to mention
that although this season the U15A’s did not record the number of
wins they would have liked; the team had a good crack at some
very good cricketing sides and showed some good bowling and
fielding in some very tough conditions.

NCL
Squad: Henry Caldwell, Oliver Darlington, Ollie Jones, Matthew
Logan, Charlie Murphy, Ollie Culley, Noah Reay, Joshua Sullivan, Toby
Thomas, Michael Crisp, Toby Mallinson, Kai Matsumoto-Prouten.
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The results for the U15B team make pretty stark reading. However,
this was a team that showed fantastic spirit, occasional quality
and great togetherness throughout the year and were in fact very
unlucky not to see their efforts rewarded with better results.
The season started superbly, with Clayesmore reduced to
8-3 before rain stopped play and the match abandoned.
Unfortunately, despite some moments of quality, the bowling
never reached those dizzy heights again. As the season went
on, the pick of the bowlers were Harry MacMullen and Iint
Ekwongiviria, however, there were moments along the way where
Will Mead, Harry Joyce and James Hadlow stole the show and all
seemed unplayable. It must be said, however, that there were also
many moments where they were distinctly playable.
At the crease, Oakley Gompels and George Burnett provided the
engine room after Toby Zino provided a secure platform and
when those three got runs, we set competitive totals, though we
were continually one good knock shot of victory.
As ever, the standard of fielding was superior to all the teams we
faced, but there were still some key catches put down during vital
moments which cost us.

Overall, despite the results, it was impressive to witness the team,
led superbly by Toby Zino, enjoying their cricket and giving their
all. Ted Jagger, Charles Evans, Pete Tregoning and Tom Boon all
managed runs and wickets with their unique style of play and if
the squad could have put together a complete performance, they
showed throughout the year that they had easily enough to start
turning many of those losses into wins.

PWO
Squad: Tom Boon, George Burnett, Charles Evans, Oakley
Gompels, James Hadlow, Iint Ikwongiviria, Ted Jagger, Harry Joyce,
Harry Macmullen, Will Mead, Pete Tregoning, Toby Zino.
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The U14A team had a good season in 2019. More games were won
than lost, the team reached the County Cup Final, and emerged
with credit, having improved in numerous areas.
At the top of the batting order, heavy runs were scored by Jack
Campbell and Tom Spencer in particular. Jack scored five fifties,
with a total of 460 runs – and it would have been more without
regular retirements. He struck the ball very cleanly, defended when
necessary, and ran between the wickets well. Tom also batted with
commendable consistency, and his totals would have been higher
without several call ups to the 1st XI. Ben McClean also made
several good scores, timing the ball beautifully at times. Beyond
these three, the batting was less consistent, with several players
showing promise, but equally needing some time in the nets to
work on technique and improved shot selection.
With the ball, the team benefitted from a battery of medium pace
seamers, all of who showed promise. Charlie Hodgson had some
pace and bounce; Monty Viant bowled very straight; Charlie Owen
hit the deck hard; Oscar Hennessy Leach bowled wicket taking
balls; and Freddie Butler was a very handy bowler. All now need
to develop their accuracy to increase pressure on the batsmen,
as well as working on strategies for getting good players out. Will
Clover and Ollie Durrant also came into the side and bowled their
left arm over well at times, showing considerable potential. The
key bowler, however, was Humphrey Hughes, whose off spin was
the most consistent, and hard to get away. He often bowled his
allocation through during the middle overs.
In the field, the team was competent; most catches were taken,
and everyone did their job reasonably well. Fraser Hyslop was an
effective keeper, and also batted well at times. However, a target
for next year would be to increase the dynamism and anticipation
in the field. Many were content to deal with the ball when it came
to them, rather than making an active difference to pressurise the
batsmen. Exceptions were Harry Philpott, Hughes and Campbell
who all showed a great attitude. The team did learn about fielding

positions, although this aspect – and game understanding remains a work in progress.
The noticeable improvements during the season came from
Philpott – whose batting and additional off spin both developed
nicely; from McClean whose captaincy came on well; and from
Clover and Owen, who both bowled more consistently in the
final couple of matches. Will Wrench also showed promise after
promotion from the Bs. They key for all players to improve is to
play club cricket outside school in the holidays, and work hard on
technique over the winter.
Well done on a strong and enjoyable season.

TWB
Squad: Freddie Butler, Jack Campbell, Will Clover, Ollie Durrant,
Oscar Hennessy Leach, Charlie Hodgson, Humphrey Hughes,
Fraser Hyslop, Charlie Owen, Ben McClean, Harry Philpott, Tom
Spencer, Monty Viant, Will Wrench.

U14B XI Cricket
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This year the U14B cricket team enjoyed a positive season with
a mixed bag of results. With a large squad, many boys got the
chance to represent the school in a competitive fixture.
Our season kicked off with a comfortable win at home against
Clayesmore; batting first, we posted an imposing total of 122-
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bowled well and kept it tight, restricting a good batting line up
to just 125 with some excellent fielding and key catches taken.
Dauntsey’s innings then started well against a quick bowling
attack and after 5 overs we were 34-2. Unfortunately, we then lost
4 wickets for 2 runs in the next 2 overs. This brought Freddie Riley
and Freddy Maunder to the crease, both of whom batted superbly;
Freddie Riley ending on 71* and Freddy Maunder playing a great
supporting role, running quick singles and rotating the strike.
Dauntsey’s chased down the King Edward’s total with 4 wickets
and 2 overs remaining: a great way to finish the season.
Many thanks to all those who played and a special mention to
Archie Lang who captained the side superbly throughout the
season.

TMS
Squad: Oliver Bagnall, Oliver Durrant, Archie Lang, Hugh
Marshall, Freddy Maunder, James May, Rhys Ponting, James Pratt,
Chris Rafferty, Freddie Riley, Leo Ring, Joe Wickenden, Will Wrench,
Dennis Zhang.

U13A XI Cricket
P 11
6, with Oliver Durrant scoring a brilliant 25*. A superb bowling
performance restricted Clayesmore to just 59; Hugh Marshall was
the pick of our bowlers ending with figures of 3-4. Our next match
was an incredibly close game against Beechen Cliff. Dauntsey’s
batted first on a tough slow pitch and we found runs had to come
by, however we felt confident at the halfway point having batted
all of our overs and posted a total of 98-9. Despite a good bowling
performance Beechen were obviously keen to get on the bus
home and attempted to hit every ball for six. Unfortunately for us,
a couple of their batsman got their eye in and chased our total
down with 6 overs remaining.
Our next two games resulted in losses against Winchester
College and Colston’s. Both were incredibly strong sides and
despite some good individual performance we were unable
to put a strong enough team performance together. For our
next match we welcomed Lord Wandsworth College. With Lord
Wandsworth winning the toss and electing to bat first they
scored an impressive 162-7, despite some very good bowling
from Rhys Ponting and Dennis Zhang. With an imposing total to
chase Dauntsey’s started the innings very well; Archie Lang and
Hugh Marshall opening the batting and putting on 50 for no loss.
A few quick wickets then fell, and any chance of a win looked
improbable. However, with Freddie Riley and Oliver Bagnall at the
crease we managed to increase the run rate and this brought us
back into the game. Unfortunately, a few late wickets resulted in us
being bowled out for 150, losing by 12 runs.
The final fixture of the season against King Edward’s,
Southampton, was by far our best performance, King Edward’s
won the toss and elected to bat first on a very hot day. Dauntsey’s
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This particular U13 year group showed huge potential for this
season with depth in both batting and bowling and bags of
enthusiasm to match. Their first game however didn’t quite play
out as planned with two dropped catches off Jamie Green’s
first over. This unfortunately set the standard and a further five
catches were dropped resulting in a total of 154 for Colston’s. Fred
Hickman’s bowling spell did put pressure on them in the middle
order and he was able to take two wickets for just 13 runs. Within
Batting Tom Darby fought hard and made an admirable 42 but
unfortunately didn’t have the support from the rest of the team
and Dauntsey’s ended up 40 runs shy of the target.
After the first match the team trained hard and prioritised their
technique and tactical play, so when faced with Monkton they
were able to score 129 with Jonathan Sadler (36) and Theo Malik
(24) contributing. In response, Monkton were unable to break
through some tight bowling from both Thomas Morton and
Fred Hickman who only gave 19 runs from their combined 8
overs, whilst also taking three wickets between them. Proving
that he not only bowls, Thomas Morton scored 60 against
Lord Wandsworth with Jonathan Sadler close behind with 58*.
Unfortunately not even Ben Locking’s superb bowling spell of 3-25
could stop Lord Wandsworth from reaching their target in the
penultimate over.
Having only narrowly lost against Lord Wandsworth, the squad
responded by winning the next two matches against Prior Park
(by three wickets) and Salisbury Cathedral (by 135 runs). Sadler
in particular with two outstanding innings of 101* and 40 whilst

both Tom Morton and Jamie Green taking three wickets for 12 and
three wickets for one respectively. The following match against
Beechen Cliff was won in just 30 of the 40 overs due to some
incredibly tight bowling by Tom Darby, Theo Malik and Toby Mead
restricting Beechen Cliff to just 72. Harry Butterworth made quick
work of this with the support of Jonathan Sadler and Thomas
Morton.
The final four matches resulted in three wins and one loss against
Kingswood. Particular mentions go to Jake Tilbury, JJ Gordon,
Toby Mead and Harry Butterworth who all took wickets, were
involved in at least one run out or catch and added vital runs in
pressured conditions. The matches demonstrated a true strength
throughout the squad and it was clear that they were going to
finish the season on a high.
This season the U13’s grew and developed both as individuals
and as a team. There is great potential for the future within this
group of boys and I have no doubt that many of them will at the
highest level within the school. They train hard, enjoy the sport
and continually look for ways to improve themselves. It has been a
delight to coach them this year and I wish them all the best for the
future.

SJR
Squad: Charlie Butler, Harry Butterworth, Tom Darby, Tom Gates,
Oby Gompels, JJ Gordan, Jamie Green, Fred Hickman, Ben Locking,
Theo Malik, Toby Mead, Thomas Morton, Jonathan Sadler, Jake Tilbury.

U13B XI Cricket
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The campaign started away to Colston’s; it should have been the
second match but foul weather put pay to the match against
Hampshire Collegiate. Colston’s is always a formidable venue at
the best of times but to play them the first game of a new season
added much to the pressure. The reference, there, to ‘pressure’
reminded me of the great Keith Miller, the Australian test cricketer
(who is widely regarded as Australia’s greatest ever all-rounder) and
Royal Australian Air Force pilot in the Last War who, when asked
about pressure in a Test, succinctly replied to the interviewer: ‘I’ll tell
you what pressure is: pressure is having a Messerschmitt on your
arse’. Well, there were no Messerschmitts in sight, and certainly not
any as the match unfolded, not even for the tail-enders! The side
masterminded a win by 56 runs. Having won the toss and elected
to bat, Dauntsey’s accrued 149-8 with maestro performances by
Toby Meade (35), Theo Dodds (19), Vasco Hennessy-Leach (16), Tom
Stevenson (15) and Jack Zino (14); Colston’s replied with 93 all out
thanks to the formidable bowling of Tom Gates 3-6, Edwin Wrench
2-4, Tom Stevenson 2-7, Vasco Hennessy-Leach 2-13 and Toby Mead
1-10. First game: first win of what was to become an unbeaten
season. But, of course, the squad was not to know that, yet.
Buoyed by the victory, the team was away and eager to take on
Monkton Prep. With the words of the wonderful Steve Waugh
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ringing in our ears, following the rhetoric engulfing the pre-match
talk: ‘The minute you hesitate you are in trouble’; Dauntsey’s won
the toss, again, and elected to bat: the team managed to generate
a genius and creative 135-6, thanks to the gilded innings of Vasco
Hennessy-Leach (25), JJ Gordon (18) and Henry Prentice (17no).
Anticipating atrocious return fire and a bloody campaign, Monkton
were dismissed convincingly, 91 all out. Once again, the devastating
attack of Theo Dodds 2-9, JJ Gordon 2-19, Tom Stevenson 1-5, Elliot
Wall 1-8 and Tom Gates 1-9 formulated a Dauntsey’s win by 44 runs.
Second game: second win – emboldened by the words of Waugh,
we had not hesitated and we were not in trouble.
Wanting to keep out of trouble, and keep on the winning run, our
next challengers took the shape of Lord Wandsworth College in
what was yet another away match. We knew this match would be
a formidable test of courage, ambition and want; the anticipation
of the match evoked reminiscences, which unsurprising came
out in the pre-match talk, of Michael Clarke’s famous remark in
the 2010 ICC World-Twenty20 that, ‘There’s a lot of good things
about England, but I don’t want to tell you too many of them.’ We
knew LWC had ‘a lot of good things’ about them and we knew
little about our opposition; we were right to expect a thorough
challenge. Having won the toss, luckily again, and elected to bat,
Dauntsey’s sculptured 136-2 with the performance of Theo Dodds
(41no) being the innings of note. Stunned at how convincingly
we despatched them since the game had many a tricky gamechanging moment, LWC replied with 104-5. As it transpired, LWC
had not prepared itself for the-Jack-Wharton assault of 3-6, nor
the tidal waves of Vasco Hennessy-Leach 1-6 and Tom Gates
1-12. We were home and dry by 32 runs. It was a close-run thing,
paraphrasing Wellington’s remarks at Waterloo, 18 June, 1815: once
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again, we had not hesitated and snatched victory with both hands
and good backing-up. Third Game: third win – momentum was
building and Salisbury Cathedral School was next.
Pitch 3, a home-match rarity, was the setting for the encounter
against Sarum. Having won the toss, again, and elected to bat,
Dauntsey’s carved out a majestic 192-5 thanks to, principally, Theo
Dodds (48no). The bowling attack was formidable: JJ Gordon
one maiden 0-1, Jack Wharton 2-4, Dodds 2-6, Benji Marland 1-3,
Montgomery Woodward 1-7 and Jack Zino 1-0. The performance
of the team reminded me of Virat Kohli’s great adage, which was
unsurprisingly cited before the match(!): ‘No cricket team in the
world depends on one or two players. The team always plays to
win.’ And win WE did – a great team performance, meaning after
Game Four we had notched up a fourth win. Sarum scored 37 all
out. Dauntsey’s had won by 155 runs. Prior Park, away, was calling.
Being used to playing away, and taking on the opposition with
resolve, determination and purpose, the side was reminded in
the pre-match talk, what a surprise, of the line of the great Richie
Benaud: ‘A cricket ground is a flat piece of earth with some
buildings round it’. We were getting a taste of winning away and
the boys treated the venue with Benaud’s brain; we wanted to
win against Prior and win well. We did. Having won the toss and
elected to bat, Dauntsey’s scorched 170-2: Theo Dodds (52no
retired), Montgomery Woodward (28no retired) Vasco HennessyLeach (25no), JJ Gordon (19no retired) and Tom Stevenson (19 no).
In reply PP were 60 all out. Tom Gates 3-3, Xander Headley 2-4,
Montgomery Woodward 1-4, JJ Gordon 1-6, Chris Nellis 1-8 and
Mickey Wilkes 1-8 had wreaked havoc. Dauntsey’s had won by 110
runs. Five out of five it now was: Beechen Cliff beckoned next.

Having, for the only time in the season lost the toss and put into
bat, Dauntsey’s, on Pitch 3, scored 106 all out. It was not enough, so
the thinking and mood went. Theo Dodds (47) and Oby Gompels,
the captain, (16) had grafted in the middle but the arithmetic was
against us. The numbers spoke for themselves: it was our smallest
total and the big question was: did we have enough in the locker
to deprive the opposition of the win? To lose at home would be
devastating, especially given our away record. To our surprise, and
owing to our conjuring bowling tenacity, we did. Prior replied
with 64 all out. Edwin Wrench went wild with 3-5, Tom Stevenson
went savage with 2-9, Montgomery Woodward went mad with
1-6 and JJ Gordon had a gorgeous 1-6. Dauntsey’s won by a slim
and tender 42 runs to grab victory out of the jaws of defeat: the
collective sigh was deafening. Despite all the odds and adversity,
the team’s temerity triumphed. Who’s next? Six out of six. ‘Cricket
is full of theorists who can ruin your game in no time’, said Ian
Botham, which had surprisingly featured in the pre-match chinwag;
the team had no intention of ruining its game with or without
theory. The truth of the matter was simple: it was a winning side
that wanted to win more. Kingswood, the next match, which would
also be away, would fall victim to the winning ways.
Having won the toss, again, and elected to bat, Dauntsey’s scored
236-4. Theo Dodds (86no), Oby Gompels (30), Vasco HennessyLeach (23 no) and Tom Stevenson (12) were the ones to watch.
Kingswood, in reply, scrambled together a 54 all out. The typhoon
bowling of Theo Dodds 3-4, JJ Gordon 2-3, Jack Wharton 2-10, Jack
Zino 1-8 and Montgomery Woodward 1-17 swept them away as
Dauntsey’s won by 182 runs. Seven out of seven. The euphoria
was palpable. In the words of Henry Blofeld, which featured in the
pre-match pow-wow: ‘One-day cricket is an exhibition. Test cricket
is an examination’. Dauntsey’s had offered an exhibition and no
examination was required to make that assessment.
Sandroyd was next at home at the heady heights of Pitch 2 with
its infamous long boundaries. Having won the toss, again and
electing to bat, Dauntsey’s scored 233-4 with Gordon (51no), Oby
Gompels (35), Jack Wharton (34), The Dodds (33) and Montgomery
Woodward (14) all doing the honours. In reply, Sandroyd scored 50
all out. The stars of the bowling attack were Arka Maitra 2-4,

Squad: Theo Dodds, Tom Gates, Oby Gompels (C), JJ Gordon,
Ollie Haywood, Vasco Hennessy-Leach, Arka Maitra, Benji Marland,
Toby Mead, Chris Nellis, Henry Prentice, Tom Stevenson, Elliot Wall,
Jack Wharton, Mickey Wilkes, Montgomery Woodward, Edwin
Wrench, Jack Zino.
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The start of the season was a rather damp affair as we travelled
away to Cricklade Manor. On arrival, the wet weather forced us
inside to play a game in their sports hall. Our opponents batted
first scoring 113 all out. Toby Jones was the pick of the bowlers
taking 2-10. In reply, Dauntsey’s got off to a good start with skipper
Tom Campbell scoring 27 (retired). He was well supported with
contributions from Leo Duffill, Finlay Morton, Connor Price and
Matthew Nocton as we played through to reach 142-7 off our 20
overs.
The side backed this up with another pleasing performance
against Colston’s. Leo Duffil (31) and Toby Jones (21) held together
the Dauntsey’s innings and a quickfire 18 from Samuel Hathaway
saw us reach 160-8. Dauntsey’s went on to bowl Colston’s out for
119. Alfie Shears took 3-9 and produced an exceptional piece of
fielding to run out one of the opposition’s batsmen.
Our next fixture saw us host Monkton Prep. Finlay Morton and
Samuel Hathaway both topped the fielding scoresheet as we
bowled Monkton out for 96. On a difficult wicket, we reached
our target in 14 overs with Leo Duffill scoring 32 (retired) and Ben
Weston reaching 27.

Mickey Wilkes 1-1, Vasco Hennessy-Leach 1-5, Tom Stevenson 1-6,
JJ Gordon 1-9 and Montgomery Woodward 1-9. Dauntsey’s won
big by 183 runs. Match Eight: eight won -would the last game
of the season by our undoing? Hubris and nemesis seem to go
together. KES Southampton away was on the horizon.
Having won the toss, we elected to bat and sizzled out a cracking
191-5. Theo Dodds (103no) knocked out a warranted ton. We
thought that should be enough and it was. KES replied with 80
all out. Edwin Wrench 2-0, Tom Stevenson 1-2, Benji Marland 1-5,
Arka Maitra 1-10, Jack Zino 1-10, Theo Dodds 1-15 all unleashed
hell; Dauntsey’s won by a Nelson. Nine out of nine – we did it... an
admiral performance!
Credit must go to all the members of the squad, but particular
praise has to be reserved for the captain, Oby Gompels. His
maturity and superb knowledge of the game ensured he made
the right calls when they mattered most. It has been a pleasure
working with all the boys and a privilege working with Oby.

JAS
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Our fine form with the bat continued as we scored 147-3 off 20
overs against Lord Wandsworth College. Tom Campbell scored 50
(retired) and Leo Duffill once again contributed with 40 before he
was run out late on. In reply, our bowlers bowled with discipline
and accuracy to reduce our opponents to 88-8. Leo Duffill
secured man of the match taking 3-7 in addition to his impressive
performance with the bat.
After a good run of form, we travelled to play Salisbury Cathedral
School. Our batsman struggled on a variable and slow wicket.
Credit to our opponents who bowled well, dismissing us for 56
in 13 overs. We made it very difficult for the opposition but
found it hard to defend such a low total, eventually losing by
three wickets. We put this disappointing performance behind us,
returning to winning ways against Warminster. Archie Hunter took
4-8 as we successfully chased down 112. Ben Weston got the
team off to a very quick start before retiring on 35 with the side
reaching 118-2.
Our next game was a much tighter affair with a close win against
Beechen Cliff. Finlay Morton bowled extremely well taking a
wicket with his first ball of the game, finishing with figures of 3-2.
Matthew Nocton (3-16), Archie Hunter (2-6) and Alex Hoskins
(2-7) also bowled incredibly well. After being set 53 we made life
difficult for ourselves losing a number of early wickets, eventually
reaching 54-6 off 12 overs. We were set another low total in our
next game against Kingswood after bowling our opponents out
for 66. Finlay Morton (4-7) and Alfie Shears (2-7) were the pick of
the bowlers. In reply, Kingswood dismissed our openers early
but were unable to break the partnership of Toby Jones and Ben
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Weston (27*) who chased down the target comfortably.
Next, we travelled to Sandroyd for our final away fixture of the
season. Finlay Morton (4-6) and Toby Jones (3-10) led the attack
and ripped through our opponents top and middle order, bowling
Sandroyd out for 56. We batted through our innings and scored
121-5 in 20 overs with contributions from Connor Price, Leo Duffill,
Sam Hathaway and Tom Campbell.
Our season came to a close against KES Southampton. Dauntsey’s
once again bowled well reducing KES to 82-6. Unfortunately,
we struggled against some very impressive bowling and were
eventually bowled out for 59.
Despite a couple of wobbles, this years U12A’s have a bright
cricketing future ahead of them. They have been captained
superbly by Tom Campbell who excelled with the bat and the
ball. Special mention should go to Toby Jones who finished the
season as leading wicket taker (16 wickets), closely followed by
Finlay Morton (15 wickets). Ben Weston and Connor Price had
great seasons sharing wicket keeping duties. They have been a
superb age group to coach and I look forward to seeing how they
progress as they move up the school.

WPJW
Squad: Tom Campbell, Oscar Crozier, Leo Duffill, Samuel
Hathaway, Alex Hoskins, Archie Hunter, Toby Jones, Finlay Morton,
Matthew Nocton, Connor Price, Alfie Shears, Ben Weston.

U12B XI Cricket
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well-fought 14 runs each to steady a batting collapse in the upper
order. Dauntsey’s reached 80 runs which unfortunately wasn’t
enough to reach the target of 138 set by a well-established team.
That being said Olivia Smail, fought hard with strong bowling
figures of two wickets for 17.

D0

This was an enjoyable season, with some close games (four
being decided on a margin of fewer than 10 runs) played in a
good spirit. The team travelled well, with three of its four victories
away at Monkton Prep, Lord Wandsworth and Prior Park and only
one away defeat, at Colston’s. At home they struggled against
strong opposition from Warminster A team, Kingswood and
KES Southampton, lost by two runs to Sandroyd after being in a
strong position, but prevailed against Beechen Cliff. Highlights of
the season included the performance at Monkton, where Albert
Robinson made a fine 50, participating in a century stand with Wilf
Evans, and then (after an exceptional match tea) Monty Joyce took
3-4 and George Haw 2-0.
Other stand-out performances came from Adam Cutler, whose
28 at Lord Wandsworth and 21 against Beechen Cliff were vital to
those two victories. James Faulkner and Griff Law made valuable
contributions with both bat and ball, with James’ caught-andbowled at Lord Wandsworth a key moment in that victory. Myles
Graham emerged as a steady opening batsman in the latter part
of the season, whilst Archie Reeve, Bertie Maxwell, Jake Hickman,
Zander Hedley and Guy Griffiths all made valuable contributions,
especially with the ball, as the number of no-balls and wides
bowled by the team gradually decreased over the season. Finally,
a word of appreciation for the team’s loyal following of parents,
whose support in all weathers and judicious supervision of a
variety of scoreboards contributed significantly to the atmosphere
in which the matches were played.

CWWW
Squad: Adam Cutler, Wilf Evans, James Faulkner, Myles Graham,
Guy Griffiths, George Haw, Zander Hedley, Jake Hickman, Monty
Joyce, Griff Law, Bertie Maxwell, Archie Reeve, Albert Robinson.
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The following match began their cup journey where we were
drawn against Monmouth. With a mixed team from First to Third
Form we had a range of experience and energy to welcome.
With a special thank you to NCL who started the girls off in the
first innings and set a fantastic target of 125, with Olivia Smail
opening with a strong 20 with the support of Mima Naumann and
Alex Lascelles. However a majority of the runs were accumulated
through extras and the girls cleverly looking for potential byes
throughout the 20 overs. Dauntsey’s were able to hold Monmouth
to just 88 runs for 7 wickets which was spread across 6 of our
bowlers. Izzy Coveney taking two whilst Ruby House, Naia
Searight, Sophie Kibble, Jemima Richardson and Olivia Smail all
taking one each.
The next round of the cup took place away to Oxford High School
who were steep competition as they had already won the Lord
Taverners’ Indoor tournament earlier that year. Having come from
a win against Monmouth the team was willing to put their all into
the match. With Olivia Smail again setting a steady 24 runs to
open with Georgia Ethelston (13) and Mima Naumann (11)
supporting. Against exceptionally tight bowling form the
opposition (3-13 and 4-12) Dauntsey’s was able to set a total of
105. After having the obligatory sweets between innings, the girls
were ready to defend their total and they did so in style. Sophie
Kibble, Jemima Richardson and Olivia Smail all taking two wickets
for just 40 runs between them. With the following four wickets
being picked up by Georgina Ethelston, Izzy Coveney and two run
outs. The final total scored by Oxford High School was 54. Special
mention has to go to Madeleine Curry who let just one leg bye go
within the match.
The final match of the season was also to be the girls last match
within their cup run. We again were drawn away but this time
we travelled to London to face Godolphin and Latymer. The girls
fought hard against a strong bowling attack (3-14) and again
posted 100 runs on the board (Smail-24). Unfortunately not even
with the fantastic bowling from Sophie Kibble (3-23 off 4), we were
unable to hold them off and the final runs came in the 18th over.
I could not be prouder of the Girls club and teams that played
this year. They continue to impress me with their enthusiasm and
energy both during training and in matches. They have a bright
future ahead and I continue to enjoy coaching them and seeing
them grow as people and within new found friendship groups.

SJR
This season has been full of positives, we have had a record
number of pupils attending training, we entered our first national
competition and successfully gained the support of GIB, who
deserves a special thank for her umpiring skills through-out the
cup matches, and also Bronte Lorimer who helped throughout the
year at training

Squad: Megan Anderson, Olivia Austen, Izzy Coveney, Madeleine
Curry, Georgina Ethelston, Ruby House, Sophie Kibble, Alex Lascelles,
Izzy Morgan, Mima Naumann, Isabel Norman, Olivia Pearson,
Jemima Richardson, Naia Searight, Olivia Smail, Louise Wood.

The first match against South Wilts Cricket club was challenging
and the team fought admirably with two debuting players of
Isabel Norman and Jemima Richardson leading the way with a
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Tennis
This season has seen the continued success of our boys and girl’s
tennis teams. Our win percentage for both is high, particularly the
1st VI girls’, who’s last loss was in the summer of 2017. Integration of
some of the younger tennis players at school into the senior teams
has been part of this success and this has been lovely to see. It is
evident that our tennis coaching programme is really coming to
fruition and this continues to grow all year round.
Throughout the school our A teams have a good record and our
B, C and D teams compete well but is an area for development
going forward.
In terms of the AEGON competition, this years event had a
change of structure which meant many of our teams were
competing against older years from other schools. This made the
achievement of the 1st Form boys and 4th From boys winning their
respective competitions more impressive. Despite the change of
format, it was pleasing to see our best players standing up and
playing some of the best singles matches that has been seen.
A special mention must go to our 3rd Form teams who pushed
Marlborough College 4th Form team to deciding matches. Jack
Campbell brushed aside their number one player with a highly
professional performance. Chiara Boote came into the team for
the 1st time and showed herself to be mentally and physically
exceptional to battle two hard fought wins. We wish our teams
luck next term as they battle the next rounds. Our current 1st Form
girls consist of a very strong pool of players so expectations are
high going into the AEGON competition next year; this is also
similar for the 1st Form boys.
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It is hoped for next season that more matches will take place
against the smaller schools to allow both girls and boys, not
currently in matches for next season to create a more motivated
set of pupils.
The 1st VI comprised co-captains Harry Poole & Alfie Miles Hobbs,
together with Ben Kinder, Archie Hughes, Scott Johnson, Sam
Nield & Oliver Middleton. Within this group, the top pair, Poole and
Kinder, was particularly strong, winning 19 out of the 24 sets played.
Overall, the team won 7 out of their 10 fixtures in a successful
season. With half of the squad returning next year and with more
of the same tenacity that was shown in this campaign, they
can look forward to further pleasing results against many of our
traditional rival schools.
The 2nd VI was also busy, playing 9 fixtures, winning 5 of them.
Several of the players were U6th – Tolly Bennett, Luke Hatch & Sam
Ferguson – so I hope that they enjoyed their final season of school
tennis. They were well supported by Ben Jones, Tom Peak, Jessie
Allinson-James & Joe Danby. I hope that these L6th boys will step
up to the challenge of fighting for a place in the 1st team, come
next summer.
Although the 3rd team, played just two fixtures, those less
experienced members of our senior boys’ tennis group improved
their tennis skills, particularly prior to the GCSE exams season.
The likes of Dan Basnett, Archie Butler and Theo Nellis should be
challenging for places in the 2nd team next summer.

From a junior perspective, our boys have had a
busy term and this has been great to see as it is
an age group we normally don’t have on court as
much as we would like. The 1st Form boys won all
of their AEGON fixtures, beat a strong Farleigh team
and represented Dauntsey’s in older age groups.
Alfie Shears, Tom Campbell, Samuel Hathaway all
impressed and this bodes well for the future. The 2nd
Form boys continued to show strength and depth
with a large pool to choose from. These boys will
certainly experience a great deal of success in senior
tennis if they continue to play in older age groups
and develop their doubles skills. The 3rd Form boys
are now good enough that this coming season
some of them will be pushing for a space in the 2nd
VI and 3rd VI. Alex Robinson, Sam Waterworth and
Jorge Chamberlain showed great skill and character
playing in a hard AEGON group. They all contributed
to exciting matches and can count themselves as
some of the strongest players at Dauntsey’s.
The girl’s tennis has been absolutely beaming this year and it is
certainly down to the pupils hard work and dedication throughout
the winter months to develop their skills before tennis season.
Our senior teams dominated at the top end with our 1st VI and
2nd VI being made up of a very strong crop of Lower 6th players.
There are many of them making team selection very difficult by
winning nearly all their matches and showing the skills required to
play in the 1st VI which is a great position to be in. Our 3rd and 4th
teams gave the chance to develop some of the younger members
of senior tennis in preparation for next season. Next year we will
seek a stronger challenge for our 1st and 2nd’s, allowing our 3rd and
4th teams to play more matches. There are so many that deserve
a special mention but in the 1st VI, our 1st pair of Bea Watts and
Alice Fanshawe truly dominated all season losing just one set and
that being in a tie break after having match point. Our best team
performance came against Kings Bruton where we faced a strong
team and Polly Campbell and Poppy Napier held their nerve to
win the deciding tie break, keeping our unbeaten run going into a
3rd season – truly remarkable!!

3rd and 4th Form girls are two of the biggest pools of talent at
the school. So many players are pushing for the A team. The 3rd
Form lost a couple of close matches early on but we found some
good partnerships and our form in the 2nd half of the season.
Chiara Boote and Rosie Basnett developed a partnership that was
successful and exciting to watch. We will turn the close losses into
wins this coming year and post better results after learning as a
team what is required. 4th Form despite absences from key players
became one of our best teams and partnerships were formed
ready to push into senior tennis. Millie Reeve, Lucy Crompton,
Virginia Jacobs and Issie Burn should all be aiming for top teams
next year with the development they showed. Their win against
St Mary’s at the end of the season was one of the most impressive
performances I saw from any team in the summer.
2nd Form girls had a stuttering start to the season but once the
team was pulled apart and rebuilt with new pairs, we started to
have success. If we can build on this and start next season as we
finished, this then I hope to have more wins in the 1st half of term.
Arabella Castle was a standout player, rising from the B team to
become a A team player with great success.
More to come from these girls.
1st Form girls showed a strong crop of players
coming through and will help the school be
very successful in the coming years. The A
team suffered one defeat all season and that
was 5-4 to St Mary’s Calne. We are determined
to turn that result around next time. The B
team had players that won all of their matches
for the whole season which might be the 1st
time this has happened in some time. They
really embraced tennis and were present at
all voluntary events and played in their spare
time at school which was fantastic to see.
All deserve a mention but the list would be
too long!

KAB, AJL & WB
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Athletics
BOYS’ ATHLETICS
After the success of last season the boys were looking forward
to 2019 and with the new track ready we were anticipating even
more success. The track meant we were able to train professionally
right from the outset and also not have to trek to the Warrington
twice a week!
The season started early with the Lutra Shield at the Yeovil Arena.
We had won the event in 2018 and we knew Millfield would
be determined to beat us this time around. We would also be
competing against Taunton, Canford, Blundell’s, Sherborne and
Kingswood. There were some superb performances on the day
with new recruit Femi Akinbobola winning both the 200m and
400m. Joss Ferguson was superb on the day picking up excellent
points in a number of events. Will Morris ran brilliantly in both the
800 and 1500 metres. But it was a complete team performance
with athletes like Matt Bark-Churchill, Alex Costard, James Pickford,
Tom Newton, Alex Clothier and Ed George all picking up excellent
points through the afternoon. We did not beat Millfield this year
but once again came away with the Runners Up shield – a superb
team performance!
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The following week we travelled back to Yeovil, this time to
compete in a fixture hosted by King’s Bruton. We competed
against Blundell’s, Bryanston, Kingswood and King’s Bruton; on
this occasion we came away as winners. At our first home fixture
we were once again victorious and it was great to see so many
athletes competing in front of a good crowd in a home fixture.
For many years we have been away on a Saturday afternoon, so
being at home was really special. The home fixture gave a good
opportunity for a number of our younger athletes to be seen and
get some great experience.
As always, the season finished with an away fixture at Canford before
many of our athletes went on to compete in the Area, County and
South West Championships. Femi Akinbobola finished his season
by getting selected for Wiltshire and competing at the National
Championships in Birmingham in the 400 metres. Joss Ferguson
and Alex Clothier also competed for Wiltshire in the National
Multi-Events Championships. We also had four boys who went on
to represent Wiltshire at the South West Championships - Monty
Viant, Will Morris, Tim Hook and Oscar Hennessey-Leach went on to
represent Wiltshire at the South West Championships – the future
of boys’ athletics at Dauntsey’s is looking really good. I would like to
thank MJO and all of the athletics staff for all their support over the
years and wish good luck to all the athletes for the future.

Oscar Deakin (Boys' Captain)
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GIRLS’ ATHLETICS
This year has been Dauntsey’s Girls’ Athletics Team’s most
successful season so far, allowing us to continue our unbeaten
results for the third consecutive year; the addition of the new
track allowing us to take a more professional approach to training
with new equipment easing event-specific focus and the surface
making familiarisation with the competition possible.
Despite this year being a comparatively short season for the
young, but talented, Senior team, the girls still impressed
by winning matches against schools such as Downe House,
Marlborough College, Canford and St Mary’s Calne, winning all,
including our first ever senior home team fixture.
We kicked things off with a decisive win in our first week back
after Easter setting the bar high, due to our strong senior and
intermediate team, which from the beginning had standout
members such as Ophelia Pye, Georgia Pickford and Hermione
Warburton-Hogben who saw fantastic results in the 800m, 400m,
Shotput, Discus and High jump respectively, whilst others such
as Sophia Hill, Imogen Ayling, Tessa Carter, Georgina Annett and
Virginia Jacobs also performed well in their various events.
This high standard of competition filtered down into the
intermediate team and younger years, seeing great performances,
School Records and personal bests from the many matches held at
home for the Lower School. This good form remained throughout
all matches and was continued to the latter end of the season
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which saw Dauntsey’s send 31 girls to the Kennet Area Trials with
19 of them moving onto the County Schools in Swindon, where we
had many strong performances from the entire team. Highlighted
amongst these were our five County Champions who consisted of
Georgia Pickford in the Discus, Ophelia Pye in the 300m, Hermione
Warburton-Hogben in the High Jump, Catriona Edington in the
Steeplechase and Ellie Mullins in the 800m and Javelin.
The senior athletes were then selected to compete for Wiltshire
in the South West Schools Championships at Exeter where all
performed well against national standard fields, with top five
finishes throughout and Ophelia and Georgia gaining podium
placings. Ophelia was later selected for the English Schools
National Championships in Birmingham for the second time. Here
she performed outstandingly well in a highly competitive Junior
Girls' field, to not only improve her result from the previous year to
qualify for the final, but also to run a huge personal best, to finish
fifth and to achieve a top ten national ranking.
Other highlights included Ellie Mullins’s two silver medals and a
gold at the South West Intercounty Championships and her whole
host of new school records, as well as a top 50 England ranking for
Georgia Pickford in the discus and a top 20 for Catriona Edington
in the steeple chase.
Away from the track the junior team members competed in an
Aquathlon at St Mary’s Calne and Georgina Annett gained the
school record and won overall in the Junior Ladies at the Paris Half
Marathon in highly windy conditions. Well done to all girls who
donned the school vest this season and best of luck for next year.

Catriona Edington
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Football
It is often said that sport is about fine margins and, for the 1st XI,
while it was a season that had the potential to be a match for
some of the better sides produced by the school, it ultimately
didn’t quite deliver the results. There were only three defeats and
two of those were the last two matches, but there were also just
two wins and a record number of five draws is the statistic that
stands out. However, within those overall statistics, a win and
four draws at home meant that the team were unbeaten over the
season on Mercers’ Field for the first time.
The boys played with determination, forming a great team spirit
and togetherness. They proved to be a competitive and skilful
side that played with style and looked to impose themselves with
a strong passing game. Captain Ollie Sweett drove his team on
with an exemplary attitude, impressively marshalling the back line
with his fine reading of the game and encouraging his team mates
throughout matches. His Vice Captain, Alex Ayers had another fine
season both in midfield and defence and a huge thank you goes
to Ollie and Alex for leading by example and proving to be great
ambassadors for school football both on and off the pitch.
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Many of the 1st XI are, of course, still at the school as another
season approaches and they will be joined by boys looking to
make the step up from the 2nd XI. Unfortunately, the seconds had
a number of fixtures cancelled, but despite that, they too had an
enjoyable season with one win, one draw and two defeats and
were led impressively by the commanding presence of Captain
Joe Woodward.
As always, I would like to acknowledge the contributions of all
those that help to make football a success at Dauntsey’s and my
thanks to all the boys who played football for the school in 2019
and best wishes to all the leavers. My thanks go to CDJT and PCG
for all their hard work and input in helping to run school football
with me this season. I am also most grateful to CDJT and WPJW,
along with Graham Davis for their support in the refereeing of
this year’s matches. From all the boys and football staff, thanks
go to Dale Gleed and his team for providing the excellent playing
surfaces on Mercers’ Field.

RVL

FIRST XI FOOTBALL
D3

down the right wing and his inviting cross was met by Benedict
Kinder, who scored with a brave diving header into the roof of the
net. We continued to pile forward, but we were unable to find a
winner and recorded a second 1-1 draw.

As has been the norm in recent years, our opening fixture of the
season was a tough one at home to Beechen Cliff on Mercer’s Field.
We started confidently and had the majority of the possession in
the first half, resulting in the creation of some good chances, but
we were not able to make a breakthrough and the match remained
goalless at half-time. The break had a negative impact upon our
fluid football and we were struggling to gain possession until Rory
Case took matters into his hands. Sweeping across on the left side
of our 18-yard line, he proceeded to glide up the length of the
pitch, riding several challenges, before coolly slotting the ball past
the goalkeeper. However, constant pressure from Beechen meant
that they scored a late equaliser and the game ended in a 1-1 draw.

The following Thursday, we hosted Sexey’s School, Bruton, and
unlike the previous two matches, we started slowly, lacked
creativity and were struggling to keep hold of the ball, and so
it was no real surprise when we fell behind to a well taken goal
before the break. However, a half time shake up saw us back on
form in the second period and Ben Boutal equalised with a lovely
curling shot from outside the box that glanced off the inside of
the post. A few minutes later, Rory Case strolled forward out of
defence and threaded a wonderful pass into Benedict Kinder,
who took his chance calmly at the back post and put us into
the lead. When Sam Ferguson ran through and put us 3-1 up,
we were looking comfortable, until in the final five minutes our
complacency let Sexey’s back in for a second goal, but we held on
for a first victory of the season and remained unbeaten.

Two days later, we travelled to Clayesmore and again, we started
very positively, interlinking and passing the ball quickly in midfield.
Unfortunately, we were unable to capitalise on a dominant first
half display, through a mixture of missing gilt-edged chances and
the excellence of the opposition’s goalkeeper. The home side
came out strongly after the interval and within ten minutes of the
re-start, they took the lead through a solo run and finish from their
dangerous winger. We responded in determined fashion and with
ten minutes left, a fine team move released Matt Bark-Churchill

With the match against Marlborough College called off due to the
snow, we travelled to Wycliffe College after a two week break for
what proved to be a tough encounter. After a goalless first half as
both teams cancelled each other out, we came close to breaking
the deadlock soon after the interval. First, Rory Case met a corner
with a powerful header that shook the crossbar before Ollie
Sweett shot narrowly over. This stirred Wycliffe into action and we
were unable to contain their explosive attack, succumbing to a 4-0
defeat, albeit with the final score perhaps flattering the opposition.
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With only two days to wait until Saturday, we had an immediate
opportunity to bounce back. We were on the road again, this
time to Downside, where it usually rains and makes conditions
tough under foot. We conceded within the first 10 minutes and
it looked initially, as though the defeat from the previous game
had taken its toll. However, the switch to a diamond formation in
midfield, two up top and a higher press provided an added spark,
and Matt Bark-Churchill netted an immediate equaliser, following
a fine run down the left wing and superb low cross from strike
partner Sam Ferguson. Against the run of play, a stunning volley
from outside the box put Downside back in front shortly after
the break, but again, we hit back with a second equaliser from
Matt-Bark Churchill and a fine second half attacking display, as
well as a stunning save from Josh Mallinson led to a well-deserved
5-2 victory. Alex Ayers scored the third, before a brace for Sam
Ferguson provided the gloss.
Just before half term, a return fixture at home against Clayesmore
proved to be an almost carbon copy of the previous match
between the sides in Dorset. Again, we started off in a dominant
mood and were by far the better side for the majority of the game,
but again we found ourselves one down early in the second half
following another solo run from their right winger. We equalised
through a clinical finish from Jordan Hills, but we couldn’t find
another way past their goalkeeper and we had to settle for a third
1-1 draw of the season and a second one against Clayesmore.
A home fixture against Winchester College was our first match after
half term and with the wind behind us in the first half, we were very
much on the front foot when Jordan Hills latched on to a through
ball with an unerring low drove to give us the lead. However,
the visitors equalised and it was looking like we hadn’t taken full
advantage of the conditions until Tom Lewis scored from the
halfway line with an outrageous and wonderful strike that dipped
over the keeper and under the crossbar. Sam Ferguson gave us a
much needed cushion, as he made it 3-1 early in the second half
and we almost scored a fourth, before Winchester, using the wind
well, put us under extreme pressure and scored twice to earn a 3-3
draw in what was very much a game of two halves.

Our next fixture was an exciting match against the Old Dauntsians
in what were even windier conditions than two days previously,
forcing the match to be moved to the relative shelter of Pocock’s
Field with its reinstated big pitch. The OD’s had brought along a
strong line up and Joey Barnwell’s bullet free-kick saw them go
one up early on. However, the team responded well, as had been
the case in most of our previous matches when falling behind
and Ollie Sweett soon equalised, before Jesse Allinson-James
timed his run from midfield to perfection to put us into the lead
with a sublime lob over Joe Butler in the OD’s goal. This time it
was the OD’s turn to hit back and they did so, as Ollie Yates met
a cross to slot in their equaliser for 2-2 at the break. The second
half saw us miss a number of chances as we had the better of the
play, but we were indebted to Josh Mallinson, who denied Archie
Walker towards the end with his legs and both sides settled for an
entertaining draw. It was our fifth draw of the season, a record, but
it also meant that the 1st XI with a win and four draws achieved an
unbeaten season at home for the first time.
Our penultimate fixture of the season was away at Bryanston
and we started slowly and found ourselves a goal down in the
first minute! Again, we needed to find a reply from going behind
and we did with a fine volleyed finish from Sam Ferguson on the
stretch. Now very much on top, we were awarded a penalty, which
Rory Case dispatched by sending the goalkeeper the wrong way
to put us 2-1 up at half time. Early in the second half, we searched
for a third goal, which would have probably seen us go on and win
comfortably. Instead,we brought about our own downfall, as two
defensive errors saw Bryanston punish us and as we desperately
searched for an equaliser, they scored a fourth on the break and
our four match unbeaten run came to a disappointing end.
We visited King Edward’s School in Bath for our final outing of
the season, hoping to sign off with a third win, rather than a third
defeat. In a strange match, we fell behind twice in the first half,
before striking back both times with two fine goals from Archie
Mackinnon on debut, following his deserved call up after an
impressive season for the 2nd XI. The second half saw KES score
three times without reply and at 5-2 down, it wasn’t looking good.
However, Matt Bark-Churchill’s electric pace
had troubled the home side all afternoon and
when he netted a brace to make it 5-4, we were
eyeing a remarkable comeback, only for KES to
settle it with a powerful drive from outside the
box, as the match ended 6-4 in their favour!
Despite the season finishing with two defeats,
it had undoubtedly been one to enjoy and with
the Lower Sixth providing the majority of the
squad, they will be aiming to get the better of
those fine margins when they kick off again in
January 2020!

Ollie Sweett
Squad: Femi Akinbobola, Jesse AllinsonJames, Alex Ayres, Matt Bark-Churchill, Ben
Boutal, Rory Case, Sam Clarke, Harry Del Mar,
Sam Ferguson, Jordan Hills, Benedict Kinder,
Adam Laws, Tom Lewis, Archie Mackinnon,
Josh Mallinson, Ollie Sweett.
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SECOND XI FOOTBALL
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The 2nd XI Football squad trained hard and played hard. We can
report an unbeaten home season (we didn’t play at home!), but
a very frustrating season with matches being cancelled left right
and centre.
Teamwork, positive banter, encouragement, enjoyment and
entertainment were the hall marks of our season, led expertly
by Joe Woodward. Joe proved to be caring, courageous and
consistent, both on and off the pitch as our captain. He led the
team, from the centre of defence, with first class performances in
every game. We were expertly coached by CDJT, who could always
be relied on not to miss any opportunity to motivate our squad to
fight harder and play better.
Game #1: Vs Wycliffe College [A] Lost 2-5
(Scorers: Henry Smith, Ben Gardiner)
Our first outing went all the way to Gloucestershire, on a grey and
overcast day, to an exceptionally muddy pitch. The game was
hotly contested throughout and ended a far more even game
than the score line suggests. Our defence played very well, but it
safe to say that we didn’t get the rub of the green and despite the
defeat, many positives were taken from the game.

Game #2: Vs Downside [A] Won 6-2 (Scorers: Rob Herrett,
Lawrence Bett-Hewitt, Kit Major [2], Ben Gardiner, Will Morris)
The weather hadn’t improved much, but the good news was
that CDJT was back on the side line. After ten minutes, with the
score still at nil-nil, an inspired double substitution led to our first
goal, with a ball fed through by Guy Harmer to Rob Herrett, who
assisted and scored with their first touches respectively. Downside
fought back and grabbed an equaliser, but Lawrence Bett-Hewitt
tucked away a second to take us ahead again. Then, we all thought
we were watching Messi or Ronaldo cutting through a defence
like a hot knife through butter. Our inspirational Captain (Joe
Woodward) glided through defenders: turning left, then right,
then left again. Those watching were in awe. He rode outstretched
legs and defied gravity over flailing bodies that blocked his path.
He pulled back his trigger foot, finely balanced, he shot, he scored!
The coaches were off the bench and the substitutes roaring with
delight. It was a stunning goal by anyone’s standard...sadly at
the wrong end! Two-two. Dauntsey’s defence of Ethan Jefferies,
Marcus Howard, Joe Woodward, Tom Lampard-Vail and Tom
Galloway owned the Downside front line for the rest of the game.
That dominating control allowed the Dauntsey’s midfield and
strikers to run riot, resulting in a further four goals. The highlight,
being a sublime dribble from Ben Gardiner, through multiple
Downside players, for the fifth.
Game #3 Vs Bryanston [A] Lost 2-4
(Scorers: Charlie Bishop, Rob Herrett)
Charlie Bishop scored, what would arguably be the goal of the
season, when he attacked from inside his own half, producing an
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outrageous lob over the opposition keeper. Rob Herrett
also scored, and had a controversial goal disallowed but it
was not enough as Bryanston edged the game 4-2.
Game #4 Vs KES Bath [A] Drew 1-1 (Scorer: Joe
Woodward)
Our final game of the season was against KES Bath and
what a fierce game it turned out to be. Dauntsey’s took
the lead after a pin-point corner found the end of Joe
Woodward’s boot. An unstoppable finish which crashed
into the roof of the net and this time at the right end! A
number of chances followed, but the team were unable
to extend their lead before KES equalised. Alex Clothier
pulled off some exceptional saves, and guarded between
the goal posts with great skill, as he had done all season.
This was a tight battle, which ended in a well-deserved
draw at full time: the post-match penalties to settle
things, resulted in Dauntsey’s just narrowly missing out on
the honours.
A massive thank you from all of the squad to CDJT for his
coaching, leadership, tactical know how, and footballing
genius(!) and to PCG for his coaching and match day
support. Well played to all the squad, but especially to
our Upper Sixth Boys – Joe Woodward, Cam Wilson and
Lawrence Bett-Hewitt, who will be missed next year.

Rob Herrett
Squad: Lawrence Bett-Hewitt, Charlie Bishop, Ryan
Chan, Katie Choi, Alex Clothier, Tom Galloway, Ben
Gardiner, Guy Harmer, Rob Herrett, Marcus Howard, Ethan
Jefferies, Tom Lampard-Vail, Archie Mackinnon, Kit Major,
Will Morris, Henry Smith, Cam Wilson, Joe Woodward.
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Cross Country
Dauntsey’s Cross Country Festival at the start of the September
Exeat weekend once again marked the start of the 2018 – 19
season, with the top ten finishers in each of the races being invited
to represent the School in the Kennet Area Cross Country trials.
50 of our runners took up the offer – a record high - and it was
fantastic to see the School represented in such great numbers at
the event, held at Marlborough College in November. Dauntsey’s
runners acquitted themselves well, with Will Morris, Matthew
Nocton and Ellie Mullins winning their races convincingly. Special
mention must go to the Minor Boys who ran brilliantly to fill every
one of the top ten positions in their race! In all, 28 Dauntsey’s
runners enjoyed top ten finishes, leading to Kennet team selection
for the County Schools’ Championships in January.
The event was held at Sheldon School and conditions were grim
– as they are meant to be! – with rain, cold and plenty of mud
to contend with, as well as some impressively fast competition;
for several of our runners, this was the first time they had been
seriously tested and all rose to the challenge brilliantly. The top
13 finishers in each race were considered for selection for the
County team: Senior Girls, Catriona Edington (4th) and Maddie
George (6th), Senior Boy, Oscar Palmer (7th), Inter Boy, Will Morris
(8th) and Matthew Nocton (5th) and Oscar Crozier (13th – reserve)
for the Minor Boys. Unfortunately, snow prevented the SouthWest Schools’ Championships going ahead at Bath in February,
which meant a missed opportunity for Matthew as a Minor Boy
to compete in his County vest. However, the older runners had a
final chance to compete the following month, at the ESAA English

Schools’ Championships in Leeds. Catriona (130th), Oscar (272nd)
and Will (181st) once again found themselves competing against
the best 350 + runners in England; a fantastic achievement.

EMC
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Equestrian
Dauntsey’s riders have had another hugely successful season,
coming back from event after event garlanded in rosettes and
glory. The team has burgeoned in size, with ever-more equestrians
wearing the school colours with pride.
In September, the team of Equestrian Captain Lauren Dallison,
Amber Fletcher, Ellie Fredericks and Katinka Beckett won the
Hickstead Elite Showjumping Championships, crowning an
impeccable victory with a lap of honour around the international
arena. At the Schools’ Champs at Keysoe in October, the dressage
team of Lauren, Amber, Maisie Arnold and Liv Carpenter came a
very close second for the second year running, and the 1m showjumping team was also in the rosettes.
We ran a sell-out show at West Wilts in November, rather
embarrassingly coming home with the lion’s share of the generous
prizes: the team of Beth McNamara, Lucy Mayne, Jess Nicol and
Amber (individual 1st) won the 90cm Windsor qualifier, winning
training sessions with Lucinda Fredericks; Lauren, Amber, Ellie and
Oli Ring came second in the metre class to qualify for Hickstead
again; and Lauren won the 110cm class to qualify individually.
This year, eventing has gone well with the team of Lauren (2nd
individually), Sophie Grant, Serena O’Brien and Ellie triumphing at
Stonar to qualify for the ODE final at 90cm and Amber qualifying
at 80cm. Beth, meanwhile, has qualified for the new School
Equestrian Games final in October.
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At dressage, Dauntsey’s (Maisie, Liv, Beth and Nia Gwynne-Davies)
represented Wiltshire at the County Championships, finishing
6th, with Maisie taking 3rd in the Prelim and an excellent 2nd in the
Novice. At Millfield in June, the team of Amber, Maisie, Liv and
Myles Graham qualified for champs, with Myles, in a glittering
school debut, coming 1st, Amber (3rd) and Maisie (4th) all qualifying
individually at Novice level.
We already have teams qualified at show-jumping: 80cm - Katinka,
Sophie and Charlotte Grant and Nia - with Amber and Charlotte
(70 and 80cm) also getting individual spots, and 100cm (Amber,
Beth and Serena). At Windsor, the team of Lauren, Beth and Tink
rode well to finish just outside the ribbons.
As the summer heats up, so do the competitions, so watch this
space.
Huge thanks to Lauren, for ably captaining the team in her final
year, and to Alison Dallison, who has embodied the spirit and
sense of fun of the Dauntsey’s riders for seven years. It will not be
the same without you. Thanks, too, to the indefatigable Emma
Grant and Izzi Beckett, who run the team and to LPM and the
school, who support us all.

LPM & Samantha Fletcher

Rifles
The Rifles Team enjoyed another busy
and successful year with commendable
individual and team performances in
2018-19. Team Captain for the year was
Dingqi Yao ably assisted as Vice-Captain
by Henry McBride. Sandra Bull, the Senior
Coach, once again guided the team
most professionally with undiminished
enthusiasm and energy which continues
to inspire the pupils. The year followed
a familiar pattern with matches held in
the Autumn term, participation in the
British Schools Long Range and Open
Championships at Bisley together with
postal league competitions.
Several practice sessions were held at
Patterdown and Andover outdoor ranges
to prepare pupils for senior competitions on Saturday afternoons
to give pupils experience of firing in 50 metre outdoor conditions.
Matches were held against familiar opposition including Wellington
and Marlborough along with new fixtures against Sherborne.
Beechen Cliff School were hosted for informal matches to provide
junior members of the team opportunities to shoot in competition.
Each term between seven and eight teams were entered in the
British Schools Small Bore Shooting Associations (BSSRA) postal
league competition. Teams of four and five pupils compete against
a broad range of schools and the emphasis is on maintaining
consistency of scoring over several weeks. These are challenging
competitions with some extremely high-quality shooting needed
to win. Highlights from the League competitions were Dauntsey’s
A , D and E teams winning their Leagues in the Summer term and
Henry McBride scoring top shot in his League in the Spring term
with an impressive average of 96.8 out of 100.
The pupils also shot in the Hampshire league and once again there
were some notable successes with Henry McBride winning the
Ted Trimboy trophy as the over Junior Champion and Evie Jackson
winning the Guernsey trophy as most improved shot.

The rifles team competed in the English School Long Range
Challenge and British Schools Open at Bisley in December. These
are demanding outdoor 50m shoots. Both events saw schools
from across the country competing with close to 200 pupils at
each event. Henry McBride came 2nd in the Juniors with 7
centres and an impressive 194 out of a possible 200, winning him
two medals.
The Dauntsey’s Rifle Team has a strong record in gaining
international honours and during the year Henry McBride was
part of a successful England C Team along with Evie Jackson who
was a member of the England D Team. Grace Drew and Nadim
Searight also shot for the Wales A Team in the Home International
competition.
After a two-year break, the Rifles Team once again ventured across
to the Isle of Man for five days over the Easter weekend to take
part in the Isle of Man Shooting Festival. This is a very competitive
open competition in which the pupils competed against
international and Olympic standard competitors over two days of
shooting. The trip was blessed with great weather and the trip was
an outstanding success. Based at the outdoor centre in Maughold,
the group of 11 pupils, accompanied by Sandra and Adrian Bull,
KML and SPJL enjoyed warm and sunny weather which made the
trip most enjoyable. Pupils were kept busy when not competing
by taking part in high ropes, team challenges and full-bore pistol
shooting. This was definitely a high-light of the year with some
excellent shooting by every team member. Theo Nellis and Evie
Jackson were awarded medals for their shooting.
The Rifles Team continues to provide excellent opportunities
for pupils to compete in a range of representative competitions
with boys and girls competing on equal terms. We are indebted
to Sandra Bull as Head Coach whose energy and infectious
enthusiasm is an inspiration to all.

SPJL
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Swimming
This year Dauntsey’s swimmers have competed in 11 school galas
and two national relay events. We have had inter-school fixtures
home and away against Godolphin, Kingswood, John Bentley,
St Mary’s, Calne, Sheldon School, Sherborne Boys’ School and
St John’s Marlborough. The inter-house events have been hotly
contested in good spirit with some new gala records set.
In the ESSA National relay championships we competed against
all schools in the South West division. The competition faced
was strong but Dauntsey’s swimmers rose to the challenge and
there were some impressive individual swims with the U13 Girls’
breaking both school records for their events.
The highlight for the Senior swimmers was the chance to again
compete in the 2012 Olympic Pool at Queen Elizabeth Park
in the Bath and Otter Cups. The teams performed well and
congratulations to and to the Girls’ 4x50m Freestyle team (Flossie
Ball, Georgia Pickford, Sophie Kibble and Ellie Barker) who broke
their Senior School record from 2018.
We have had some close encounters in our inter-school fixtures,
but Dauntsey’s swimmers have fought hard and put in some strong
team efforts. The Senior Girls have had particularly impressive inter-
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school results and the U13 girls have demonstrated they have lots of
potential to develop into a strong team.
This year has also seen a resurgence in Boys’ water polo, with the
lower school boys training once a week in their games session. We
had a friendly fixture against Sherborne School, and despite the
defeat, the boys are definitely fired up for some more next year.
We have some talented swimmers at Dauntsey’s and are building
a strong team across the age groups with considerable depth,
particularly in the Girls teams. With more time spent focussing
on skills we have several age groups with the potential to be
successful at the bigger events in our calendar in the future.
Thank you to all those who have represented the school during
the year, particularly our leavers who have been members of the
Senior team for several years. Thank you to Wilf Richardson and
Georgia Pickford for their captaincy of the team, assisted by Joe
Woodward and Kitty Kirby, and for the support they have
provided to the other swimmers and myself over the year. I look
forward to another exciting year where we can see the team
develop further.

RJS

Antonia Jones
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Dauntsey’s School Leavers 2019
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11.
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Scott Bamforth
Georgina Annett
Helena Cockwell
Mudit Gupta
Andy Lam
Kevin Cheung
Sophie Ryalls
Hannah Walker
Catriona Edington
Elliot Yates
Alice Fanshawe
George Lishman
Sophia Stratford
Grace Drew
Katherine Long
Tony Leung
Finley Wilson
Vincent Chau
Chinda Smith
Molly Weeden
Oscar Gompels
Frank Yang
Tiggy Lovering
Yves Bowonnaowarux
Natacha Wyles
Liz Deng
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49.
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52.

Hannah Giraudeau
Camillia Walton-Knight
Sophie Roberts
Sofia Knox
Rachel Wo
Frozan Tahiry
Gemma Poole
Ellie Adams
Natasha Parks-Tunstall
Jemima Frost
Christie Lau
Tiffany Tsui
Jaime Siu
Jonathan Langton
Tolly Bennett
Wilfred Richardson
Alex Costard
Alex Ayers
Oscar Deakin
Olly Sweett
Robert Bourne
Seb Tyler
Fia Enisilidis
Margot Wilkinson
Luc Swanwick
Lucy Hadlow
64.
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70.
71.
72.
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74.
75.
76.
77.
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59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Maddy Wilks
Kitty Kirby
Martha Holden
Tom Mayne
Sadie Mutton
Louisa Hill
Rommie Pintatham
Joe Barnes-Taylor
Joe Heber-Percy
Georg Enisilidis
Armand
Conde-Sequeira-Rosen
Ellie Deegan
Alfie Miles-Hobbs
Bertie Nelson
Robert McNamara
Hannah Price
Graham Smith
Chloë Darlington
Archie Ayling
Morgan Douglas
Lauren Place
Hector Gunnerud
Tom Swanton
Dasha Ivanova
Jessie Simmons
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85.
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88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
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99.
100.
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102.
103.

Carraig Green
Anu Olaloku
Ollie Middleton
Zoë Cranstone
Lawrence Bett-Hewitt
Esme Evans
Finley Wetton
Octavia Pye
Joe Woodward
Anna Semenova
Sam Nield
Claudia Lacarcel
Harry Poole
Elyn Ma
Alex Curry
Sissy Wang
Ollie MacMullen
Lewis Maclean
Georgia Pickford
Izzy Hopper
Fin Laslett
Lara van der Horst
Adam McCormick
Sam Holloway
Jason Yip
Sam Ferguson

104.
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119.
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126.

Alex Boaler
George Holmes
Jamie Blake
Harry del Mar
Ben Boutal
Ned Holland
Ellen Weir
Alex Wu
Amelia Whinney
Harvey James-Park
Agnès Williams
Tom Morgan
Michael Lau
Karl Smithson
Ryan Chan
Spencer Toon
Cameron Wilson
Luke Hatch
Phoebe Carter
Tom Wild
Katie Griffiths
Anni Bray
Jasmin Hosier
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